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Abstract
Underlying matter and light are their building blocks of tiny atoms and photons. The ability to
control and utilize matter-light interactions down to the elementary single atom and photon level
at the nano-scale opens up exciting studies at the frontiers of science with applications in medicine,
energy, and information technology. Of these, an intriguing front is the development of quantum networks where N  1 single-atom nodes are coherently linked by single photons, forming a collective
quantum entity potentially capable of performing quantum computations and simulations. Here, a
promising approach is to use optical cavities within the setting of cavity quantum electrodynamics
(QED). However, since its first realization in 1992 by Kimble et al., current proof-of-principle experiments have involved just one or two conventional cavities. To move beyond to N  1 nodes, in this
thesis we investigate a platform born from the marriage of cavity QED and nanophotonics, where
single atoms at ∼ 100 nm near the surfaces of lithographically fabricated dielectric photonic devices
can strongly interact with single photons, on a chip. Particularly, we experimentally investigate
three main types of devices: microtoroidal optical cavities, optical nanofibers, and nanophotonic
crystal based structures. With a microtoroidal cavity, we realized a robust and efficient photon
router where single photons are extracted from an incident coherent state of light and redirected
to a separate output with high efficiency. We achieved strong single atom-photon coupling with
atoms located ∼ 100 nm near the surface of a microtoroid, which revealed important aspects in the
atom dynamics and QED of these systems including atom-surface interaction effects. We present a
method to achieve state-insensitive atom trapping near optical nanofibers, critical in nanophotonic
systems where electromagnetic fields are tightly confined. We developed a system that fabricates
high quality nanofibers with high controllability, with which we experimentally demonstrate a stateinsensitive atom trap. We present initial investigations on nanophotonic crystal based structures
as a platform for strong atom-photon interactions. The experimental advances and theoretical investigations carried out in this thesis provide a framework for and open the door to strong single
atom-photon interactions using nanophotonics for chip-integrated quantum networks.
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Overview of atom-photon interaction.

2

a) Two level atom interacting with a

single photonic mode ap at rate g. b) Dressed atom energy levels Ejn where j = g, e
for ground, excited states (dashed lines: absent atom-photon coupling). c) Excited
atom decay rate into the photonic mode ap (e.g., waveguide mode, intracavity mode),
Γp , and decay (loss) rate to the environment, Γ0 . The coupling rate between the mode
ap and detector is κ, which is equal to Γp in direct detection, but may be different
than Γp for a cavity system. d) Probability Pe of an initially excited atom to be in
the excited state after a time giv t where giv = 105M Hz. (i) Atom free-space decay
rate Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz. (ii) Enhanced decay rate Γp = 2Γ0 . (iii) With g/2π = 105
MHz, κ/2π = 20 MHz, Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz (Cesium D2 line) [5]. e) Atom-photon
interaction strengths parametrized by χ = Γp /Γ0 for waveguides 1. to 3. and cavities
4. to 8. Limits are discussed in main text. Inset: Some data points showing χ
realized in various experiments, 1a-1b: Nanofiber trap in [248] and [91], also with the
corresponding cooperativity parameter C for cavity QED systems with Fabry-Perot
(5a) [33], Microtoroid (7a-7b) [9] and [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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xiv
2.2

Atom-photon interaction without a cavity. a,c,e,f ) Atom interacting with photonic mode ap , E(ωp ) is the oscillating electric field at optical frequency ωp ; σ − and
dge are atomic lowering operator and electric dipole moment; Hint : atom-photon interaction Hamiltonian; Pin , PR , PT : input, reflected, transmitted optical power; Γp and
Γ0 are decay rate into photonic mode ap and decay (loss) rate into the environment
respectively; Aeff and σ are photonic effective area and atomic scattering cross-section
respectively. c) f : focal length of the pair of lenses; win : input Gaussian beam waist
(radius) size. b) Cesium D2 line energy levels/manifolds. d,g,h) T, R: transmittance
and reflectance; RSc = σ0 /Aeff , atom scattering rate, where σ0 is the atomic resonant scattering cross-section. d) Results for strongly focused light; χ: full model; χ0 :
paraxial approximation; u = win /f , focusing strength; (i): Experimental result for T
of [233]. Top g) Comparison between our approximate model (solid curves) and full
results of [126] (dashed curves). Bottom g) Results using our model for parameters
in [248] (fiber radius 250 nm) and [91] (fiber radius 215 nm) with measurements of
(1 − T ) shown by (i) and (ii) respectively. The variable d is the atom to fiber’s surface
distance. h) Contour plot of χ. Points (i) and (ii) correspond to parameters in [248]
and [91] respectively. g,h) As evident in g), the prediction model agrees with [91],
point (ii), but this is not the case for [248], point (i). This is discussed further in the
text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.3

Atom-photon interaction within a cavity. a,b,c,d) Q: cavity quality factor,
Vm : cavity mode volume; Pin , PR , PT : input, reflected, transmitted optical powers;
g: atom-photon coupling rate; κi : intrinsic cavity loss; κex : extrinsic input/output
coupling rate; Emax and E(~ra ) are the maximum electric field and the electric field
at atom’s position ~ra ; Γp : atom’s decay rate into cavity photonic mode; Γ0 : atom’s
decay rate into the environment. e,f ) C: cooperativity parameter; χ = Γp /Γ0 ; d =
atom-to-surface distance. a) Fabry-Perot cavity; labels in e) and f): a1, experimental
parameters of [33], a2, ultimate limit [33]. b) Microtoroidal cavity; labels in e) and
f): b1 and b2, experimental parameters of [9] and [5], b3 and b4, projected limits
[224, 131]. c) Atomic mirror cavity (formed by 2 Nm atoms): c1, prediction from [41]
with |E|/|Emax | = 0.33, c2, with |E|/|Emax | = 1. d) Photonic crystal cavity: d1-d4
for currently realizable Q/Vm value to the projected limit [147], with |E|/|Emax | = 0.5,
d5-d8 for same range of Q/Vm but with |E|/|Emax | = 1 and an enhancement factor of
10 in atom’s decay rate into the photonic mode that may be gained by utilization of
photonic crystal band structure effect. Note: a1, a2, d5-d8 indicate values of χ (with
Γ0 = γ0 , the free-space decay rate), they are not functions of d. The horizontal lines
serve as visual guides for comparison with other curves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Microtoroid cavity QED schematic. (a) Optical input/output coupling enabled
by a tapered fiber (diameter Df ) positioned at a small fiber/toroid surface-to-surface
gap xft < λ. Spatial cylindrical coordinates {ρ, φ, z} with origin at toroid center.
The toroid geometry can be described by its major (DM ), minor (Dm ), and principal
(Dp ) diameters. On the toroid’s cross-sectional minor circle plane, ψ describes the
latitudinal angle, and d = d(ρ, z) is the atom-to-surface distance. (b) Tapered fiber
optical input/output fields {ain , aout , bin , bout } coupled at rate κex to toroid counterpropagating intracavity fields {a, b}, coupled by internal scatterers at a rate h, suffering
intrinsic loss at rate κi . A nearby atom located at ~r is coupled to the cavity at rate g(~r),
and has a free space spontaneous emission rate γ. (c) i-iv): normalized electric field |E|
profiles and the components {Ezθ , Eρθ , Eφθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase), with
Ezmax = 1.00|E|max , Eρmax = 0.086|E|max , Eφmax = 0.118|E|max ; v-vii) shows the lowestorder mode function f (ρ, z) for a toroid with {Dp , Dm } = {24,3} µm, m = 118 and
λ = 852 nm, and the cross-sections along d and z. (d) SEM images of two fabricated
mictoroids with Dp ∼ 18 µm and Dp ∼ 24 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.2

Microtoroid-nanofiber optical coupling.

a) Nanofiber (radius a) and micro-

toroidal cavity (principal radius rp , minor radius rm = 1.5 µm) interacting over an
effective interaction length Lft , with gap xft , modeled as two parallel cylindrical waveguides. b) Transverse cross-section of a pair of generic waveguides (a, b), with electric
fields (Ea , Eb ), individual (one waveguide) refractive index profiles (na , nb ), and composite (two waveguides) refractive index profile nc , along a spatial coordinate r. c)
Dispersion curves near phase-matching frequency ω0 ; βa , βb : no coupling; γ1 , γ2 : lowest
order odd and even supermodes; δ: phase-matching coefficient. d) Fiber V -parameter,
p
V = ka n2 − n2air , where k = 2π/λ, n = 1.452 (SiO2 ), nair = 1; (i) fiber radius a ' 300
nm, (ii) a = 215 nm; single-mode (V < 2.405) shaded. e,f,h) Curves i-v: fiber radius
a = 215 nm and toroid principal diameter Dp = 12, 12.3, 12.6, 12.9, 13.2 µm (dashed
red curves: a = 300 nm, Dp = 12 µm). e) t1, t2, t3: toroid whispering-gallery-mode
with azimuthal mode numbers 117, 118, 119 respectively, k0 = 2π/λ, λ = 852 nm.
f ) Transmittance T (xft is fiber-toroid gap). g) Oscillatory term Posc of fiber-toroid
coupling strength (fiber radius 215 nm (blue), 300 nm (red)). h) Transmittance T vs
δLft , the deviation from Lft value that maximizes Posc , at critical coupling. . . . . . .
3.3
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Atom-toroid eigenenergy and spectrum. (a) Imaginary part of the eigenvalues
Λi of the linearized systems as a function of detuning ∆ca = ωc − ωa for a Cs atom
at φ = π/4 and gtw /2π = 60 MHz critically coupled to a cavity with parameters
{κi , h}/2π = {8, 0} MHz (Eqs. (3.15)). (b) Normalized transmission (red), T , and
reflection (green), R, spectra as a function of cavity-atom detuning ∆ca for gtw = 0
and gtw /2π = 60 MHz (θ = π/4) at critical coupling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.4

Microtoroid cavity QED experiment setup. a) Schematic showing two ultrahigh-vacuum chambers connected by a differential vacuum tube, where a magnetooptically trapped atom cloud is formed in the source chamber (left), loaded into an
optical conveyor belt dipole trap formed by counter-propagating red-detuned beams
λ1 , λ2 whose relative frequency is chirped, transporting the atom cloud to the science
chamber where a microtoroid and nanofiber is located, mounted on top of nanopositioners. b) CCD camera images of atom cloud fluorescence, showing source atom cloud
(top left), cloud being transported to the toroid chip visible as a bright point (top right)
and final position at ∼ 800 µm above the toroid chip (bottom panel). c) Top view.
d) SEM images of a microtoroid and tapered fiber. e) Fresh (blank) optical table in
2007, showing parts to be used to build the setup from scratch. f-h) Completed setup
where the experiments [10] and [5] were conducted, showing the main two-chamber
setup in (f), various external cavity diode lasers, optical devices and optics supporting
the experiment in (g), and Ti:Sapph laser (for optical conveyor belt) and home-built
tapered amplifier units, with toroid characterization setup in the background (h).

3.5

. .
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Tapered optical nanofiber. a) Schematic of a tapered nanofiber, showing fiber
jacket (diameter DJ ), buffer (diameter DB ), tapering region (total end-to-end length
LT ), nanofiber region (Lf ) with uniform waist radius a = Df /2, and fiber cladding
(diameter DCl ) and core (diameter DCr ). Bottom: Two pair of blue- and red-detuned
x-polarized beams form atom trapping potential as shown in b) and x-polarized probe
beam shown by the gray arrow. c) Normalized electric field |E| profiles and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase and location along the z-axis.
E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ = π/2 ↔ z = λ/4) for the nanofiber fundamental HE11 mode polarized along x, with Exmax = 0.892|E|max , Eymax = 0.224|E|max , Ezmax = 0.453|E|max .
d) Theoretical prediction and experimental data of tapered fiber radius (r) profile along
the fiber axis (z), measured from hundreds of SEM images taken from seven fabricated
tapered fiber samples, such as the one shown in (iii). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Electric field, E(x, y, z, t) of a single propagating beam in the plane y = 0. The input
beam is x-polarized. The electric field Re[E(x, y, z, t)], with E(x, y, z, t) defined as in
Eq. 3.27, is shown by the blue arrows. The red arrow indicates the beam propagation
direction. The field is shown for a) ωt = 0, b) ωt = π/2, and c) ωt = π. . . . . . . . .
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3.7

Total electric field, E(x, y, z, t) for two counter-propagating beams in the plane y = 0.
The input beams are x-polarized. The electric field Re[E(x, y, z, t)] is shown by the
blue arrows. The red arrows indicate the beams’ propagation directions. The electric
field is shown for a) ωt = 0, b) ωt = π/4, and c) ωt = π. As opposed to Fig. 3.6,
the polarization of the electric field is linear at any point |r| > a (i.e., the polarization
vector has no ellipticity and E does not rotate in time at a given position r as in 3.6).

3.8

75

Electric field amplitude after interference, E(tot) = E(fwd) + E(bwd) of two λ =
937 nm beams (x-polarized inputs with ϕ0 = 0) with δf b = 0, at t = 0 and r = a+ .
The fields are normalized to the intensity I0 at r = a+ , φ = 0, z = 0. a) Axial direction
z (at φ = 0). b) Azimuthal direction φ (at z = 0). In particular, E(tot) has a fixed
linear polarization at any given point r which rotates as r is varied. . . . . . . . . . .
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Nanofiber mode effective area. Contour and cross-sectional plots of λ2 /Aeff showing atom-photon interaction strength profile, for a nanofiber HE11 mode, x-polarized in
(a) and circularly-polarized in (b). The contour plot corresponds to nanofiber radius a
= 215 nm. For the cross-sectional plots, the curves colored in red, blue, green, magenta
correspond to a = aopt = 0.23λ = 196 nm (the optimum fiber radius that holds for any
λ; here we choose λ = 852 nm), a = 215 nm, a = 250 nm, a = 150 nm respectively. .

3.10
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Tapered nanofiber fabrication and experiment overview. a) Schematic showing
a nanofiber mounted on an aluminium holder inside an UHV chamber, with three pairs
of counter-propagating magneto-optical trapping and cooling beams forming cold atom
cloud overlapped with the nanofiber. b) Photograph of the vacuum chamber, with
arrow pointing towards the red-glowing nanofiber. c, e) Close-up and environment
pictures of our old taper-pulling setup. d, f ) Close-up and clean-hood environment
pictures of our improved taper-pulling setup used to fabricate tapered nanofibers for
our nanofiber atom trap experiment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.11

Nanophotonic beam and mirror. a) Schematic of a nanobeam device showing
optical fiber to silicon nitride waveguide butt-coupling, adiabatic adapter to nanobeam
mode (z1-z6), a nanobeam waveguide with width w and height h, followed by a photonic crystal mirror (z8-z9). The dimensions are discussed in the text. b) SEM
images of a fabricated device (courtesy of Painter group), showing a sample structure with ∼ mm size thru-hole in (i), fiber butt coupling (ii), nanobeam waveguide
with electric field profile (iii), and photonic crystal mirror at the end (iv). c) Normalized electric field |E| profiles and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase and location along the z-axis). E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ =
π/2 ↔ z = λ/4) for the nanobeam fundamental HE11 mode polarized along x, with
Exmax = 0.840|E|max , Eymax = 0.340|E|max , Ezmax = 0.560|E|max . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Single nanobeam mode effective area. Contour and cross-sectional plots of λ2 /Aeff
showing atom-photon interaction strength profile, for a single nanobeam fundamental
x-polarized mode. a) The contour plot corresponds to nanobeam with width w = 300
nm and height h = 200 nm. b) For the cross-sectional plots, the curves colored in red,
blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, and orange correspond to single nanobeam with
height h = 200 nm and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 respectively. Each
row in (b) show the same curves, over a different domain. In the first column, the
behavior close to the surface is more clearly shown while in the second column, the
behavior far from the surface is more clearly displayed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Double nanophotonic beam and mirror. a, c) Schematic of a double nanobeam
device showing optical fiber to silicon nitride waveguide butt-coupling, adiabatic adapter
to nanobeam mode, a Y-junction single-to-double beam mode converter, a double
nanobeam waveguide with width w, height h, separated by a gap, followed by a
photonic crystal mirror. The dimensions are discussed in the text. b) Dispersion
curves showing effective refractive index neff = β/k where β = propagation constant
of the guided mode, k = 2π/λ = free-space wave number, α = 200 nm and n =
2.0, of the first lowest order supermodes, for symmetric (even) modes: x-polarized
(i) and y-polarized (ii), and anti-symmetric (odd) modes: x-polarized (iii) and ypolarized (iv). Higher-order modes start to appear beyond V ' 3 in the shaded
region. c) Double nanobeam waveguide. d) Normalized electric field |E| profiles
and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase and location
along the z-axis.

E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ = π/2 ↔ z = λ/4) for the double

nanobeam (w = 300 nm, h = 200 nm, gap = 200 nm) four lowest order modes polarized along x. For (i), Exmax = 0.920|E|max , Eymax = 0.440|E|max , Ezmax = 0.429|E|max .
For (ii), Exmax = 0.454|E|max , Eymax = 0.895|E|max , Ezmax = 0.469|E|max . For (iii),
Exmax = 0.863|E|max , Eymax = 0.445|E|max , Ezmax = 0.572|E|max . For (iv), Exmax =
0.498|E|max , Eymax = 0.910|E|max , Ezmax = 0.446|E|max . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Double nanobeam mode effective area. Plots of λ2 /Aeff showing atom-photon
interaction strength profile, for a double nanobeam lowest-order x-polarized (even)
mode. a) Contour plot corresponds to nanobeam with width w = 300 nm, height h =
200 nm and gap = 200 nm. b) Plot of λ2 /Aeff at {x, y} = {0, 0} as a function of varying
gap parameter. The curves colored in red, blue, green, magenta, orange correspond to
double nanobeam with height h = 200 nm and width w = 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 nm
respectively. c-d) Cross-sectional plots for double nanobeam structure with height h
= 200 nm, varying widths w as labeled in each panel. For each panel, the gap size is
scanned from gap = 100 nm (lightest blue) to gap = 500 nm (darkest blue) in steps of
50 nm. In c), the plots are along x-axis (y = 0), and in d), the plots are along y-axis
(x = 0). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Nanophotonic beams and cavities experiment setup. a) Schematic of experimental setup showing two chambers separated by 70 cm connected by a differential
pumping tube, where a magneto-optically trapped atom cloud is formed in the first
chamber (i), pierced through by a near-resonant push beam (green arrow) that forms a
jet of atoms, to be captured by a second magneto-optical trap in the science chamber
(vi) formed by three pairs of counter-propagating beams shown by the red arrows, and
in b). Following this stage, the cloud of atoms in the science chamber is transported
and recaptured by a mini-magneto-optical trap inside the chip’s thru-hole over the
nanophotonic devices, formed by three pairs of small counter-propagating cooling and
trapping beams shown in b). The setup is designed with multiple vacuum valves (ii),
(iii), (iv) allowing frequent loading/unloading of nanophotonic device chip mounted on
a multiplexer (vii) and translation stage (viii). c) Fluorescence image showing atom
cloud transport from science chamber large MOT to mini-MOT inside the chip, taken
with CCD camera with viewing direction shown by the cyan arrow in a) and b), also
shown on the right panel of b). d) Setup built for our experiment. . . . . . . . . . . .
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(a) Simple depiction of one atom coupled to a toroidal cavity, together with fiber taper
and relevant field modes, with rates (gtw , κex , κi , h) as defined in the text. (b-d) Theoretical plots for the parameters of our experiment, (gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (50, 300, 20, 10)
MHz, with ωA = ωC . (b, c) Transmission and reflection spectra T (∆), R(∆) for
aout , bout as functions of probe detuning ∆ = ωC − ωp with and without the atom. (d)
(2)

Theoretical intensity correlation functions versus ∆ for the transmitted (gT (τ = 0))
(2)

and reflected (gR (τ = 0)) fields. (e) Schematic of our experiment.
4.2

. . . . . . . . . .
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(a,b) Average atom transit signals for (a) transmission T0 (t) and (b) reflection R0 (t)
of the probe field. As shown in the inset in (a), the transit selection criteria are set
to be Cth = 4, 5, 6, where in all cases, ∆tatom = 4µs. (c,d) The intensity correlation
(2)

functions gT,R (τ ) for the transmitted field aout and the reflected field bout . For (ad), n̄ = 0.093 photons. Solid lines are a theoretical calculation using the parameters
(gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (50, 300, 20, 10) MHz. Dashed lines are the same calculation with
4% background counts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.3

(a) False detection ratio F , (b) transmitted signal T0 (t = 0) at the center of an atomic
(2)

transit, and (c,d) intensity correlation functions gT,R (τ = 0) at zero time delay for the
transmitted T and reflected R light as functions of the threshold Cth for the selection
of atom transits. In all cases, ∆tatom = 4µs and n̄ = 0.093. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
4.4

(a) Transmitted signal T0 (t = 0) at the center of an atomic transit and (b) intensity
(2)

correlation function gR (τ = 0) at zero time delay for the reflected light for various
values of intracavity photon number n̄. Points are experimental data averaged over individual transit events. Solid lines are from a theoretical calculation with the parameters
min max
(gtw
, gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (35, 65, 300, 20, 10) MHz where instead of a single value of
min
max
gtw we use an average over gtw
to gtw
. Dashed lines are the same calculation, but

with the assumption of background counts of 4% of the signal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
5.1

Radiative interactions and optical potentials for an atom near the surface
of a toroidal resonator. (a) Simple overview of the experiment showing a cloud
of cold cesium atoms released so that a few atoms fall within the evanescent field of
a microtoroidal resonator. Light in a tapered optical fiber excites the resonator with
input power Pin at frequency ωp , leading to transmitted and reflected outputs PT , PR .
(b) Cross section of the microtoroid at φ = 0 showing the coherent coupling coefficient
|g (~r) = g(ρ, z, φ)| for a TE polarized whispering-gallery mode. The microtoroid has
principal and minor diameters (Dp , Dm ) = (24, 3) µm, respectively. (c) (i) Coherent
coupling |g(d, z, φ)| for the external evanescent field as a function of distance d =
ρ − Dp /2 from the toroid’s surface for (z, φ) = (0, 0). (ii) The effective dipole potentials
(0)

(0)

(0)

Ud for resonant ωp = ωa , red ωp < ωa and blue ωp > ωa free-space detunings of the
probe Pin (intracavity photon number ∼ 0.1, circulating power ∼ 100 nW, circulating
field intensity at surface ∼ 0.01 µW/µm2 ). The Casimir-Polder surface potential Us
for the ground state of atomic Cs is also shown. (iii) The atomic decay rate γ(d) as a
function of distance d from the toroid’s surface for TE (γk ) and TM (γ⊥ ) modes. All
rates in this figure are scaled to the decay rate in free space for the amplitude of the Cs
6P3/2 → 6S1/2 transition, γ0 /2π = 2.6 MHz. The approximate distance scale probed
in our experiment is 0 < d < 300 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
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5.2

Observation (a) and simulation (b-e) of atomic transits within the evanescent field of the micro-toroidal resonator for ∆ca = ∆pa = 0. a) Observed
cavity transmission TB (t) versus time t following a triggering event at t = 0, with
approximately 5 × 104 triggered transits included. The data are fit to the sum of an
exponential (I) and a Gaussian (II) (green curve), with time constants δtI = 0.78 ± 0.02
µs and δtII = 3.75 ± 0.09 µs, with each component shown by the dotted lines. (b) Sim(s)

ulation result for 1000 triggered atoms for the cavity transmission TB (t) versus time
t (points) from an ensemble of triggered trajectories. The green curve is a fit to the
(s)

sum of an exponential and Gaussian with time constants δtI

(s)

= 0.69 µs, δtII = 4.0

µs while the dotted lines represent the individual fit components. c-e Probability densities pi (d), pi (g), pi (δa ) for the distance d, coupling g, and transition frequency shift
(0)

δa = ωa (d) − ωa

from the same simulation set as for (b). {d, g, δa } are averaged over

the first 500 ns following the trigger. For these results, the trajectories are divided
into two classes based on simulated detection events for photon tranmission, i = {I, II}
(s)

corresponding to the two time constants δtI

(s)

(blue shaded curve) and δtII (red shaded

curve) in (b). This is a stochastic division and hence the distributions and trajectory
characteristics show some overlap between sets I and II. Note: Intracavity photon number ∼ 0.1, circulating power ∼ 100 nW, circulating field intensity at surface ∼ 0.01
µW/µm2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
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5.3

Dynamics and trajectories for strongly coupled atoms moving in surface
and dipole potentials {Us , Ud }. (a) Transmission T (t) for ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz
(left) and +40 MHz (right) measured after an atom trigger at t = 0. In each panel,
the circles are data for 2 × 103 trigger events; the lines are simulations of T (t) for the
full model (blue), for Us = 0 (magenta), and for Us = Ud = 0 (green). Exponential
fits to the data give time constants δtred = 0.11 ± 0.01 and δtblue = 0.53 ± 0.03 µs,
(s)

(s)

while fits to the full simulation yield time constants δtred = 0.19 ± 0.02 µs and δtblue =
0.59 ± 0.06 µs, where quantitative differences are attributed to simplifications inherent
in the simulation model (see SI). (b) Representative atomic trajectories projected onto
the ρ − z plane for simulations in panel (a), with the TE mode intensity plotted on
a gray scale. The upper panels are for ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz while the lower panels
are for ∆ca /2π = +40 MHz. The color bars at the top of the panels match the colors
of the curves in (a). For each panel, orange lines are untriggered trajectories, while
triggered trajectories are represented by blue lines which turn red after a trigger at
t = 0. (c) Simulations showing trajectories from a full 3D simulation with Us , Ud , as
well as a two-color dipole potential (FORT) triggered “on” by atom detection at t = 0.
∆ca /2π = +40 MHz in correspondence to (a), (b). Blue lines represent falling atoms
with the FORT beams “off” (t < 0), while red lines are trajectories after the FORT is
triggered “on” and an atom begins to orbit the toroid. To illustrate the timescale, the
trajectories are colored pink for t > 50 µs. Note: intracavity photon number ∼ 0.1,
circulating power ∼ 100 nW, circulating field intensity at surface ∼ 0.01 µW/µm2 .
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Transmission T (ωp ) and reflection R(ωp ) spectra for single atoms coupled to a
microtoroidal resonator. (a) cQED eigenvalues λ±,0 for {h, g}/2π = {10, 40} MHz
as a function of atom-cavity detuning ∆ca . The dashed lines indicate the detunings for
the spectra in the following panels. (b) Ti (ωp ) for ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz for the empty
cavity i = NA (red) and with atoms i = A (blue) calculated from a simple average
for falling atoms over the distribution pfall (g) (inset) absent cavity and surface forces.
∆ωpeaks is computed from the frequency difference for the peaks indicated by arrows.
(c-d) Experimental reflection Ri (∆pa ) and transmission Ti (∆pa ) spectra with the peaks
used for ∆ωexp indicated. Curves are results of the full Monte Carlo simulation and the
color scheme is the same as in panel b. e Difference spectra ∆R = RA (∆pa )−RNA (∆pa )
and ∆T = TA (∆pa ) − TNA (∆pa ) for ∆ca /2π = +60 (i,ii), +40 (iii,iv), −40 MHz (v,vi).
Green lines are simulation results for Us = Ud = 0, while blue lines are from the
complete simulation. Error bars are estimated from photon counting statistics and
systematic uncertainties. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113

5.5

Photon statistics for localized atoms with ∆ca = 0, ∆pa = 0.

Cross-correlation

C12 (τ ) (blue circles) computed from the records of photoelectric counts at detectors
D1 , D2 from the forward flux PT from a sum over many atom trajectories showing
photon antibunching around τ = 0, with C 12 (τ ) obtained from the product of averages
of the recorded counts at each detector for comparison (black circles). The red curve is
a calculation for the two-time second-order correlation function from the full simulation
scaled by a single parameter to match C12 (τ ) at τ = ±40 ns. (i) Expanded view of
C12 (τ ) and C 12 (τ ) over full range of τ , with the long decay time of ∼ 2 µs originating
from the atom transit times (Fig. 2a) and the classical variance between transits. . . . 116
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5.6

Schematic of microtoroidal cQED system. (a) A microtoroidal resonator supports counter-propagating travelling wave modes {a, b} coupled at a rate h. The circulating fields decay at a rate κ = κi + κex where κi is the resonator intrinsic loss
p
rate and κex = κ2i + h2 is the coupling rate between the cavity and a tapered fiber
at critical coupling. An optical switch controlled by an FPGA selects a driving field
conditioned upon detection of an atom coupled to the cavity normal modes at a rate
g. The all-in-fiber switch and beam splitter network delivers a power Pin to the microtoroid. Transmitted power PT and reflected power PR are detected by four single
photon counting modules (SPCMs) and digitally recorded by a counter card. (b) A
cloud of cesium atoms from a separate ‘MOT chamber’ is transferred via a differential pumping tube by an optical conveyor belt into the ‘science chamber’ and released
800 µm above a microtoroid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117

5.7

Real time detection of single atom transits. (a) Normalized transmission spectra
T (∆pa ) as a function of probe detuning ∆pa for g = 0 and g/2π = 50 MHz (θ = 0
and θ = π/4) at critical coupling. The spectrum for θ = π/2 is the mirror image of
the θ = 0 case about the ∆pa = 0 axis. (b) Transmitted photon flux as a function of
g for ∆pa = 0. An atom trajectory with increasing g (say from g = 0 to g/2π = 50
MHz) results in increased PT illustrated by the cyan arrow. (c) Experimental counts
C1 (t) + C2 (t) for 1501 transits from 596 atom drops with 4% false detection rate where
the triggers are aligned at t = 0. (d) The same data aligned by redefining t = 0 to
be the mean photon arrival time for each individual transit (blue). This alignment
removes selection biasing seen in panel (a) and allows plotting of the distribution of
trigger times relative to the transit center (red). Most triggers occur just prior to the
peak of transmission of atom transits. The data in (c) and (d) have been smoothed for
clarity, which artificially broadens the selection biasing effects in (c). In (b), (c) and
(d) the maximum off-resonant transmitted photon flux is PT ≈ 18 MCts/s ∼ 4 pW. . 122

5.8

Sample distributions p(g) calculated for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 and (b) ∆ca /2π = +60
MHz. The analytic model is shown in red while the equivalent distribution from the
Monte Carlo model with Ud = Us = 0 is shown in blue. The distribution from the full
Monte Carlo simulation with all potentials is shown in black for comparison. In both
cases, the additional forces pull the distribution toward lower g. . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
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5.9

Calculated atom-surface potential Usg for a Cesium atom at distance d from
a SiO2 surface with radius of curvature R = Dm /2 = 1.5 µm (red) and R → ∞
(blue). The limiting cases for R → ∞ are shown as dotted lines. In the region where
surface forces are important, the cylindrical correction provides an accurate expression
for the CP potentials. For d > R, the cylindrical correction formula is no longer valid. 127

5.10

Experimental spectral data for various cavity detuning cases: (a) ∆ca /2π =
+40 MHz. (b) ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz. (c) ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz. In each difference
spectrum, we plot the simulation for the full model (blue), Ud = 0 (cyan), and Us = 0
(magenta), and Ud = Us = 0 (green). The full simulation and Ud = Us = 0 cases also
appear in Fig.5.4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128

6.1

Variations of the dipole decay rate γs (d) for a dipole oriented parallel (k) and
perpendicular (⊥) to the surface normal as a function of distance d from a
semi-infinite region of SiO2 . The decay rate is in units of the vacuum decay rate
γ0 and the wavelength of the transition is λ = 852 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137

6.2

Dispersive response functions for SiO2 and cesium atoms. (a) The dielectric
function (iξ) for SiO2 evaluated for frequency ξ along the imaginary axis. (b) Total
atomic polarizability α(iξ) evaluated for frequency ξ along the imaginary axis for the
6S1/2 ground state (red) and the 6P3/2 excited state (blue) of cesium calculated as
described in 6.2.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138

6.3

Atom-surface potentials Usg (red) and Usex (blue) for a cesium atom at distance d from an SiO2 surface. The solid lines are for a planar surface whereas
the dashed lines are for a curved surface with radius of curvature R = Dm /2 = 1.5
µm. The limiting regimes for Usg with a planar surface are shown as dotted lines, each
calculated from analytic expressions not using the Lifshitz formalism. The cylindrical surface correction weakens the potential, which is noticeable in the retarded and
thermal regimes.

6.4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140

Plots of T (gtw , θ, P) for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 MHz, and (b) ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz,
calculated numerically from (3.13). Atoms with higher gtw generally have higher
T and a larger probability for detection. The variation of T with θ is evident, with a
different periodicity for the two cavity detunings.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
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6.5

Distributions pt=0 (g) of coupling constants calculated for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 and
(b) ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz. Distributions from the analytic model (red), semiclassical
trajectory simulation with no dipole or surface forces (blue), and the simulation with
all forces (black) are shown for comparison. (c) Experimental cQED spectra data for
cavity detuning ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz (blue points) from [5] plotted with model spectra
calculated from the distributions pt=0 (g) in panel (b). The red is the analytic model
of Section 6.2.7 and black is the semiclassical simulation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144

6.6

Probability distribution pt=0 (θ) of atomic azimuthal angle θ = mφ mod 2π at
transit detection time t = 0 presented as histograms of simulation runs.
Shown are the cases for cavity detunings (a) ∆ca = 0 (green) and (b) ∆ca /2π = +40
MHz (blue) and ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz (red, semi-transparent). Normalization is such
that the sum across all θ is unity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

6.7

Simulated trajectories for model parameters P1,2 (∆ca /2π = 40 MHz) plotted
for four models of radiative forces: the full semiclassical model, Us = 0,
Ud = 0, and Us = Ud = 0. For the full model, a three-dimensional representation
is shown, while trajectories are projected onto the two-dimensional ρ − z plane for all
conditions. Magenta trajectories represent un-triggered atoms, blue paths are detected
atoms for t < 0 and red paths represent atom trajectories after the trigger for t > 0. . 147

6.8

(a) The trapping potential Ut along the z = 0 axis with the CP potential included.
Also shown are the red and blue evanescent potentials of the two trapping modes, Ut ,
respectively. (b) The mode function used in Ut for the 898 nm mode with m = 106.
(c) Simulated trajectories for trapping simulations with an eFORT Ut triggered “on”
by atom detection at t = 0 with ∆ca = 0. Falling atoms with the FORT beams
“off” (t < 0) are colored blue, whereas trajectories after the trap is triggered are red.
Trajectories are colored pink for t > 50 µs to illustrate the timescale. Roughly 25% of
the triggered trajectories become trapped. (d) Same as (c) showing only the trapped
trajectories and a clearer view of atom orbits in the evanescent trap. Note: this figure
appears in [228]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
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6.9

Whispering gallery modes of a microtoroid. a) Transverse cross-sectional plots
showing electric field amplitude |E| for the first six modes of a silica microtoroid with
principal diameter Dp = 24 µm and minor diameter Dm = 3 µm, for z-polarized
(unprimed labels) and ρ-polarized (primed labels) modes. b) Plots of azimuthal mode
number m as a function of toroid’s resonance frequencies f , showing a ‘forest’ of modes
in the spectrum, for m = 117 (red), m = 118 (blue), and m = 119 (green). The plots
in a) corresponds to m = 118. c) Sensitivity of resonant frequency for m = 118, zpolarized mode (the mode used in the experiment described in Chapter 5) as a function
of principal diameter Dp (for minor diameter Dm = 3 µm) and temperature change δT
in Kelvin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158

6.10

Nanofiber atom trap and microtoroid cavity scheme. a) Top view of experimental setup for atom trapping next to a microtoroidal cavity using a tapered nanofiber.
Right diagram: Atom cloud transported by a free-space optical conveyor belt (onedimensional dipole trap lattice) formed by counter-propagating red-detuned beams
(red arrows), which is loaded into a nanofiber trap (formed by two pairs of red- and
blue-detuned beams using our magic-compensated scheme described in Chapter 7, red
and blue arrows) as it is cooled by polarization-gradient cooling beams (green arrows),
and transported along the fiber by another optical conveyor belt to the toroid. The gold
mirror provides reflections of the cooling beams (green arrows) in the vertical plane,
and the copper plate provides thermal conductivity for cavity temperature control. b)
Photon counts measured at the output of the fiber coming from fluorescence of atom
cloud in the conveyor belt trap at the science chamber (overlaped with tapered fiber).
The y-axis is the ratio of photon counts with atom and without atom, Catom /Cnoatom .
A resonant pumping beam that illuminates the atom cloud and nanofiber in the cooling
beam direction labeled (i) is turned on at t = 0.04 ms, and turned off at t = 0.9 ms. . 161
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6.11

Trapping atoms near a nanofiber and a microtoroid. a) Schematic of a microtoroidal cavity and a nanofiber for trapping atoms in the evanescent field of the toroid’s
whispering gallery mode. b) Dipole trap potential U around the nanofiber far away
from the toroid, using the fundamental HE11 mode of the nanofiber (radius a = 215
nm) is shown by curve (i) in a) and b). The left end of the plot is at x = x1 = 215 nm
(the fiber’s surface), while x = x6 is the toroid’s surface for the trap potential curve (ii)
in b) and a), which takes into account the even and odd supermodes as equal superpositions. The almost vertical line at x = x2 represents the Casimir-Polder potential ‘cliff’
that diverges to −∞ at the nanofiber surface. c) Electric field amplitude |E| profiles
for the lowest order even and odd supermodes for λ = 687 nm and 937 nm, treating the
nanofiber and toroid as two silica parallel cylindrical waveguides with diameters 430
nm and 3 µm respectively. d) Trap potentials, U , at the closest approach plane (ii)
in a), for F =4 ground state (thick colored curves), F =3 ground states (black dashed
curves), and F 0 =4 excited states (thin colored curves). The same set of red curves are
shown in b) and d). The orange curve in d) shows the atom-toroid coupling rate g,
with g/2π = 20, 30, 45 MHz at x3, x4, x5 respectively. A typical experimental value
for the total cavity decay rate achieved for the toroid geometry considered as described
in Chapter 5 is κ/2π = 20 MHz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165

7.1

Nanofiber atom trap scheme. a) Schematic of our magic-compensated nanofiber
trap scheme, consisting of two pairs of red- and blue-detuned counter-propagating xpolarized beams. b) Electric field profiles for x-polarized λred = 937 nm red-detuned
(first row) and λblue = 687 nm blue-detuned (second row) beams on the x − y plane
(second column) and x − z plane (third column), with 3D cartoon illustration in first
column. c) Other schemes utilizing pair of red-detuned beams and a single blue-detuned
beam, with orthogonal and parallel polarizations in (i) and (ii) respectively. d) Ground
state (cesium 6S1/2 , F = 4) trap potential for the scheme shown in a) with λred = 937
nm, Pred = 2× 0.4 mW, λblue = 687 nm, Pblue = 2× 5 mW, nanofiber radius a = 215
nm, with a simple Casimir-Polder potential UCP ∼ −1/r3 near the surface of nanofiber. 170
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7.2

Effectiveness of the magic-compensated trapping scheme. a) (i) Nanofiber
trap scheme of [248] (orange color code); (ii) Our magic-compensated trap scheme
(cyan color code), with magic wavelengths for the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F 0 = 4
transition of the Cs D2 line shown in (iii) and (iv). The light shifts Uls are for a
linearly polarized beam with constant intensity 2.9 × 109 W m−2 around (iii) the bluedetuned magic wavelength at λblue ' 684.9 nm and (iv) red-detuned magic wavelength
at λred ' 935.3 nm. b) Atom energy levels for the configuration shown in (i) of a),
orange color code, using parameters of [248]. Trap minimum is located at rtrap − a
= 230 nm from the fiber surface, where the fiber radius is a = 250 nm. c) Atom
energy levels for the magic-compensated scheme shown in (ii) of a), cyan color code,
using the parameters λred = 935.3 nm, Pred = 2× 0.95 mW and λblue = 684.9 nm,
Pblue = 2× 16 mW. Trap minimum is located at rtrap − a = 200 nm from the fiber
surface, where the fiber radius is a = 250 nm. b-c) The energy sublevels of the ground
states F = 3 and F = 4 of 6S1/2 are shown as solid green and dashed black curves, and
the F 0 = 4 sublevels of the electronically excited state (6P3/2 ) are shown as red dashed
curves. In the first column are radial trap potentials (φ = z = 0); second column,
axial trap potentials (r = rtrap , φ = 0); and third column, azimuthal trap potentials
(r = rtrap , z = 0). In c), the compensation configuration leads to suppression of energy
level splitting spreads due to vector shifts of the blue-detuned beams, and the use of
magic wavelengths minimizes differential energy shifts between the ground and excited
states. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
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7.3

Trapping potential for nanofiber atom trap experiment with magic-compensated
scheme. a-b) Adiabatic trapping potential Utrap for a state-insensitive, compensated
nanofiber trap for the 6S1/2 , F = 4 states in atomic Cs outside of a cylindrical waveguide of radius a = 215 nm. Contour plots show Utrap for the ground state F = 4 of
6S1/2 . For the cross-sectional plots, Utrap for the substates of the ground level F = 4
of 6S1/2 (excited level F 0 = 5 of 6P3/2 ) are shown as black (red-dashed) curves. (a)(i)
azimuthal Utrap (φ), (ii) axial Utrap (z) and (b) radial Utrap (r − a) trapping potentials.
The trap minimum for 6S1/2 is located at about 215 nm from the fiber surface. Input
polarizations for the trapping beams are denoted by the red and blue arrows in the inset
in (b). Here we utilize a pair of counter-propagating x-polarized (ϕ0 = 0) red-detuned
beams (Pred = 2 × 0.4 mW) at λred = 937.1 nm, and counter-propagating, x-polarized
blue-detuned beams (Pblue = 2 × 5 mW) at λblue = 686.1 nm as described in Sec. 7.4.
The resulting interference is averaged out by detuning the beams to δf b = 382 GHz.
Due to the complex polarizations of the trapping fields, the energy levels are not the
eigenstates of the angular momentum operators, but rather superposition states of the
Zeeman sublevels. Note that there were errors in our initial calculation in [142], which
led to the magic wavelength values λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm, used in
our experiment. The correct magic wavelength values are λred = 935.3 nm and λblue
= 684.9 nm [64]. The plots in this figure are based on the corrected equations [64], for
the actual wavelengths used in our experiment, λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm. 182

7.4

Tapered optical nanofiber fabrication.

a) Schematic of tapered fiber pulling

setup. (1a-c): Motorized and manual stages for H2 -O2 torch mount. (2a-c): Hydrogenoxygen torch, with a 1.2 mm diameter single-orifice nozzle as shown in part c) (iii)
of figure. (3a-b): Computer controlled, high precision motorized linear stages. (3c):
Custom aluminium adapter blocks. (3d): Magnetic fiber clamps. (4b): Bare fiber to be
tapered. b-c) Photographs of setup and components. (5a): Precision manual translation stage used to hold experiment aluminium taper holder during gluing process. (4a):
Photodetector monitoring optical power transmission of fiber during pulling. (6a-b):
Microscope imaging and illumination. (10a-b): H2 -O2 gas mass flow controllers and
filters. (7a): Air current shield used in pulling process. (8a): Class-100 cleanhood.
(9a): Flexible stainless steel braided gas hoses. (4a): Thermal fiber stripper. . . . . . 186
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7.5

Taper pulling motorized stages position and velocity trajectories. a-g) Position and velocity trajectories programmed to the heating (i)-(ii) and pulling (iii)-(iv)
motors shown in h). a) Heating stage position, zh , as a function of time t, with the first
10 seconds of the sequence shown in b). c) Heating stage velocity, vh , as a function of
time t, also shown in d) for the first 10 seconds. e, g) Pulling stage position (zp ) and
velocity (vp ) trajectories. The insets in a) and c) show expanded views of the plots. In
(a,c,e,g), the time t1 corresponds to the optimized end time of the trajectory sequence
run used in our nanofiber fabrication, where in the time t = 0 → t = t1, zh moves by
zh1 in the negative direction, and zp moves by zp1 in the positive direction (see part
h)). To avoid abrupt motion at the turning points, the heating stage changes direction
in velocity with a sinusoidal profile over 100 ms as shown in (i) in d), expanded in f).
The computer controller takes all of the position and velocity trajectory inputs and
moves the motorized stages with high precision and smooth trajectories up to the jerk
(time derivative of acceleration). h) The motion of the stages from the start (t = 0) to
end (t = t1) pulled the fiber (v) heated by the flame (vi) from length L0 to length L1. 189

7.6

Tapered nanofiber shape. a) Theoretical prediction (curves) and measurement
data points of seven fabricated tapered nanofiber samples, showing the taper radius
(r) as a function of position (z) along the fiber axis. The shaded region between (i)
and (iii) shows the taper radius range where it is most critical to have a small slope
dr
( dz
) to ensure adiabaticity and high taper transmission efficiency. b) The plot in

logarithmic scale, showing the exponential decay profile (linear in logarithmic scale)
and uniform waist radius at the 6 mm center nanofiber region. c) Expanded view
around the nanofiber waist, showing theoretical curves for heating length Lw = 6 mm
(i) and Lw = 5.9 mm (ii), and data points where circled data points are averaged and
shown as the sample waist radii in d). e) Data points and theory curve for one of the
seven samples. f ) Hundreds of SEM images from seven samples like these make up the
data points in a-e). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192
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Adiabaticity condition and nanofiber transmission efficiency. a) Cross-sectional
plot showing taper radius (r) along the fiber axis (z) and the local slope θ(z) =
dr
arctan( dz
). b) Histogram of N = 57 total fabricated taper samples, with number

of samples N = 41 for T ≥ 90%, and N = 26 for T ≥ 95%. c) Normalized guided
mode propagation constant β/k, k = 2π/λ, λ = 852 nm as a function of taper radius
(r), for core-cladding modes, HE11 (1a, blue) and HE12 (1b, black), and cladding-air
modes, HE11 (2a, red) and HE12 (2b, green). The expanded plot for these HE11 (2a,
red) and HE12 (2b, green) modes are shown in d). The dashed line (ii) in c) and e) show
the radius where β (for HE11 core-cladding mode) is closest to β (for HE12 cladding-air
mode), where it is most critical to suppress the slope

dr
dz ,

to avoid excitation of the

higher-order mode HE12 that would lead to transmission loss as it will leak out at the
small radius region where it is not supported by the waveguide (r < 0.5 µm as can be
seen in panel d)). The shaded region bounded by (i) and (iii) represents the region
close to this critical radius (ii). e) Simulation of fiber profile slope

dr
dz

as a function

of z; (top) adiabaticity criterion (black) with ± 3% taper radius (green) and ± 10%
taper radius (red); (bottom) stochastic simulation of the slope distribution of 100 taper
pulling runs, using motorized stages with higher specification (orange) vs lower specification (blue). f ) Stochastic simulation of 100 taper pulling runs result showing ± 2%
nanofiber waist radius spread for the higher spec stages (i) and ± 5% radius spread for
the lower spec motoroized stages (ii). Details of the motorized stages specifications are
discussed in the text.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193
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Scatterers and contamination on nanofiber samples. a) Faint glow visible from
a nanofiber in a clean and good condition. b) Brighter glow as cleanliness decreases,
but the glowing from Rayleigh scattering is still uniformly distributed, suggesting absence of large scatterers. c) One large scatterer can be observed, associated with the
bright glowing point. One large scatterer such as this could be sufficient to induce
local heating and melting with optical guided power of 10-100 µW inside vacuum environment. The setup in the photo here is in air (not in vacuum). d) Numerous large
scatterers observed. The photos in a-d) were taken over a period of about 30-40 minutes
with ≈ 10 minutes interval. e) Plastic shielded area below a HEPA-filtered cleanhood
fans above our experiment setup. Here clean air current could keep a nanofiber sample
inside the space clean for multiple days. f-j) SEM images of broken (melted by guided
optical power) tapered nanofiber which had been exposed to cesium atoms inside a
vacuum chamber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197

7.9

Nanofiber atom trap setup. Schematic of the setup for a state-insensitive, compensated nanofiber trap. VBG: volume Bragg grating, DM: Dichroic mirror, PBS:
polarizing beamsplitter, and APD: avalanche photodetector. The inset shows an SEM
image of the nanofiber for atom trapping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198
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8.1

Single nanobeam waveguide single atom transmittance and reflectance with
atom-surface induced level shifts. a) (i) Atom ground state Casimir-Polder level
shift as a function of atom-to-surface distance d. Solid curves: Ug = A × C30 /d3 , where
C30 is the van der Waals coefficient for cesium and silicon nitride (infinite planar) surface,
and A = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 for the black, red, green, blue curves respectively. The black
data points are a full simulation taking into account the finite nanobeam’s closest
surface height (height h = 200 nm, infinite length), calculated using finite element
method by Chen-Lung Hung [110]. (ii-iii) Atom’s transition frequency shift δf due to
differential level shift of the ground and excited state (Ue = 2Ug ). b-c) Transmittance
(T ) and reflectance (R) of a single nanobeam waveguide with a single atom located at
atom-to-surface distance along the x-axis (i.e., at y = 0), dx, for a single nanobeam with
height h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 nm corresponding
to the red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, orange curves respectively. Part c) shows
the same curves as part b) but across different range to highlight the longer distance
behavior. d-e) Transmittance (T ) and reflectance (R) of single nanobeam waveguide
with a single atom located at atom-to-surface distance along the y-axis (i.e., at x = 0),
dy, for a single nanobeam with height h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400 nm corresponding to the red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, orange
curves respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206
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Cold atom cloud near a single nanobeam structure. a) Schematic of a silicon
chip with a 3 mm × 1.5 mm through-hole with five nanophotonic devices butt-coupled
to five optical fibers, and a cold atom cloud overlaping the center device, shown in
(i). Part (ii) shows a close look of the center single nanobeam photonic device with
butt-coupler at one end, a photonic crystal mirror at the other end, and a cold atom
cloud centered on the uniform nanobeam waveguide section at the center. Part (iii)
shows a schematic of the single nanobeam waveguide, showing the nanobeam’s width
w, height h, and the coordinate system {x, y, z}. Part (iv) shows the fundamental xpolarized mode normalized electric field amplitude |E| for a single nanobeam of width
w = 300 nm and height h = 200 nm. The mode area in this x − y cross-sectional
plane is approximated by the rectangle of width x0 and height y0 as illustrated. An
atom nearby this silicon nitride nanobeam has an initial velocity v associated with
the thermal cloud velocity distribution for a given temperature Tcloud , several forces
acting on the atom including gravity (Fg ), surface force (Fs ), and optical forces (Fopt )
from the magneto-optical trapping and cooling beams. b) Number of atoms (Natoms )
that are on average in the vicinity of a single nanobeam’s evanescent field region as a
function of atom cloud density (ρ), located within a volume of V = V0 = 2× x0 × y0 ×
L, where x0 = 100 nm, y0 = 100 nm, and L = 500 µm for the red curve (labeled (ii)).
The curves labeled (i) and (iii) in blue and green correspond to twice (V = 2V0 ) and
half (V = 0.5V0 ) volumes respectively. c) Transit time (∆ttransit ) of an atom with an
initial rms velocity v directed downwards, which is accelerating in gravity, not taking
into account surface (Fs ) nor optical (Fopt ) forces. The curves labeled (i), (ii), (iii) in
blue, red, green correspond to an atom falling down over a distance y0 = 200, 100, 50
nm respectively, where ∆ttransit is the time the atom takes over the distance y0. . . . 208
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Cavity QED with a single nanobeam and cavity frequency temperature
tuning. a-b) Cooperativity parameter C as a function of the atom-to-surface distance
along the x-axis (y = 0), dx, for a cesium atom (D2 transition, λ = 852 nm), for a
single nanobeam x-polarized mode, with cavity length Lcav = 500 µm and finesse F =
100 (giving cavity FSR = 149 GHz (or 0.36 nm), quality factor Q = 2 × 105 , and cavity
decay rate κ/2π = 4.67 GHz), with nanobeam height h = 200 nm, and width w = 100,
150, 200, 300, 400 nm for the green, magenta, black, red, blue curves respectively. c-d)
Tuning curves of wavelength and cavity resonance frequency as a function of wavelength
dn
dL
λ, based on thermo-optic ( dT
), thermal expansion ( dT
) coefficients for silicon nitride,
dn
dT

= 10−5 K−1 ,

dL
dT

= 0 and 3.2 × 10−6 K−1 for the blue and red curves respectively.

e) Atom-photon coupling rate g. f ) Critical atom and photon numbers, Nca and Ncp .
g-h) Atom-photon coupling rate g as a function of the y coordinate, at dx = 0 in g) and
at dx = 100 nm in h). In parts e-h), the blue (and cyan) curves correspond to a cavity
length Lcav = 500 µm and finesse F = 1000, the red (and magenta) curves Lcav = 250
µm and finesse F = 1000, and the black curves Lcav = 250 µm and finesse F = 2000.
The horizontal lines show the corresponding (color-coded) total cavity decay rates κ.
Note that the single nanobeam is symmetrically centered at the origin (x = y = 0) in
the x − y cross-section, with its axis going out-of-page along the z-axis, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.11. Note: Here we do not include Casimir-Polder effects. . . . . . . . . . . . 212
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Experimental setup. a-b) A magneto-optically trapped (MOT) cloud of atoms is
formed in the source chamber (a), pushed by near-resonant beam towards the science
chamber (e) through a weak differential pumping tube (b), bellow and fittings (c-d),
over a distance L1 ≈ 70 cm. The source and science chambers have background pressures of ∼ 10−9 torr and ∼ 10−10 torr respectively. Chamber (e) is continuously kept
at ultra-high vacuum by the ion pump (f), located at L2 ≈ 70 cm. Atoms transported
from the source chamber are collected at the science chamber by a second MOT with
three orthogonal large (≈ 2 cm diameter) retroreflected beams. c) After a compression
stage, the atom cloud (i) is transported (ii-iii) into the through-hole of the chip where
the device is (iv) by moving the quadrupole magnetic field zero from (i) to (iv). The
atoms are then collected by a third MOT, a mini-MOT, formed by three orthogonal
small (≈ 1 mm diameter) retroreflected beams intersecting at the center of the chip’s
through-hole. Here, about ∼ 106 atoms are collected (density ∼ 1010 atoms/cm3 ).
d) Fluorescence image showing the second MOT in chamber (e). e) Absorption images showing atom cloud transport starting from the second MOT location (i), during
transport (ii-iii), and the mini-MOT location inside the chip’s through-hole (iv). . . . 216
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8.5

Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 1). a-b) Trapping
potential U for magic-compensated scheme (similar to Sec. 7.2). a) and b) show the
same curves over different plot ranges. Single nanobeam width w = 400 nm, height h =
200 nm (Fig. 3.11). Red-detuned standing-wave (λred = 937.1 nm, power Pred = 2× 0.4
mW) and counter-propagating blue-detuned beams (λblue = 686.1 nm and 686.7 nm).
dy: atom-to-surface gap along y-axis (x=0). Blue, red, magenta, green curves for Pblue
= 2× {1, 2, 3, 10} mW respectively. Thin curves: excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4), thick
curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=3).
Orange curve (iv): normalized atom-photon coupling rate g, for a cavity length Lcav =
1 mm, finesse F = 1000, FSR = 74 GHz (or 0.18 nm), Q ≈ 5 × 106 , and cavity decay
rate κ/2π = 234 MHz. At the surface (dy=0, x = 0), g/2π = 1.15 GHz. Dotted lines
(i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to distances (dy = 138 nm, 260 nm, 392 nm) where g =
4 × κ, 2 × κ, and κ respectively. c-d) Trapping scheme using orthogonal polarizations.
c) Decay lengths Lx and Ly of the electric field amplitude |E|, |E| = |E|0 exp(−dx/Lx )
(similarly for Ly ), where |E|0 = |E| at the surface. dx: atom-to-surface gap along
x-axis (y = 0), dy: along y-axis (x = 0). x-polarized mode (red, magenta): (i) and (ii)
for Lx and Ly respectively; y-polarized mode (blue, cyan): (iii) and (iv) for Lx and Ly
respectively. Here, nanobeam height h = 200 nm, width w. d) Trap potential U for a
red-detuned y-polarized standing wave (∆νred = -350 GHz, power Pred = 2 × 6 µW)
and a blue-detuned x-polarized traveling wave (∆νblue = +350 GHz, power Pblue =
200 µW) for a nanobeam width w = 360 nm, height h = 200 nm, trapping along the
y-axis. e-f ) External illumination trap scheme. Plots show electric field amplitude |E|
of a 300 nm × 200 nm silicon nitride beam above a 700 nm × 200 nm silicon beam with
vertical surface-to-surface gap of 450 nm, where a single red-detuned (λred = 937 nm)
plane-wave illumination light beam polarized in the z-axis (out of page) is propagating
downwards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222
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Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 2). Normal incident incoherent counter-propagating red-detuned external illumination light trapping scheme.
The single silicon nitride nanobeam has a width of w = 300 nm and height h = 200 nm.
The external counter-propagating illumination beams have a wavelength λred = 852.55
nm with a small ≈ GHz relative detuning, and total intensity Ired = 2 × 32 µW/µm2
(i.e., total power of Pred = 2 × 10 mW for a beam waist radius ≈ 10 µm). a) Contour
plot of trap potential U as a function of the x-coordinate and atom-to-surface distance
along the y-axis (x = 0), dy. b) Line cut along the y-axis (x = 0) showing the trapping potential. The red curves correspond to cesium excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4), the
blue curves correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), and the black-dashed curves
that correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=3). c-d) Contour plots of electric field
amplitude |E| on the x − y cross-sectional plane, where the nanobeam’s waveguide axis
is along the z-axis (out of page). The white arrows indicate the external illumination
beams. e-f ) Line cuts of |E| of the corresponding countour plots, along the y-axis
(x = 0) shown by the blue curves (i), and along the x-axis (y = 0) shown by the red
curves (ii). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226
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Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 3).

a-b) Counter-

propagating coherent red-detuned beams (black arrows) forms a standing wave pattern.
Single nanobeam has a width of w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm, and the illumination
light has a wavelength λ ≈ 852 nm. Here the two light beams are phase-locked relative
to each other, and relative to the SiN nanobeam. The phase-locked standing wave is
shifted vertically along y-axis by 200 nm for plot b) relative to plot a). c-f ) Hybrid
external side illumination and guided mode trapping scheme, with same SiN nanobeam
dimensions. A red-detuned side illumination beam has a wavelength of λred = 852.55
nm, a power of Pred = 1 mW for a beam cross-sectional radius of 10 µm, shining
towards the +x direction, with electric field polarized in the z-axis (out-of-page); and
a blue-detuned counter-propagating x-polarized guided mode beam (wavelength λblue
= 852.15 nm, power Pblue = 2 × 0.5 µW). c) Trap potential U as a function of y
coordinate and atom-to-surface distance along x-axis, dx. d) 3D plots illustrating the
trapping potential U as a function of dx and y in (i), and in (ii), for a tilted side
illumination Poynting vector, at 10◦ angle from the x-axis, on the x − y plane. e-f )
Line cuts of U from c), which is the same as in d) (i). Red curves: excited state
(6P3/2 , F’=4), blue curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground
state (6S1/2 , F=3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229
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Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 1). a-b) Coherent side
illumination with an auxiliary beam. Here we consider two red-detuned beams (λred =
937 nm, polarized along the z-axis, out of page) shining from the −x and +x directions,
tilted by θ = 15◦ from the horizontal axis as shown by the white arrows. Double beam
parameters: (each beam: width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm) separated by a gap
of 400 nm along the x-direction. The auxiliary SiN nanobeam (width 400 nm, height
200 nm) is 600 nm below the double nanobeam (surface-to-surface). c-h) Corrugated
double SiN nanobeam trapping scheme. Cross-sectional contour plots for a propagating
wavelength around 852 nm, calculated in 3D with periodic boundary condition. Total
periodic cell length, d1 = 1 µm, thickness, d2 = 200 nm, width of the larger beam,
d3 = 200 nm, width of the center beam, d4 = 100 nm, length of the center beam, d6
= 500 nm (centered along the periodic structure axis, i.e., along d1, z-axis), and the
surface-to-surface inner gap between the larger beams, d5 = 600 nm. The coordinate
system {x, y, z} is shown in d). c,e,g) show a y-polarized mode, where we see a local
intensity minimum in three-dimensions as shown in the y −z, x−y, x−z cross-sectional
planes in c), e), g) respectively. d,f,h) show an x-polarized mode, where here we see
a local intensity maximum in three-dimensions as shown in the y − z, x − y, x − z
cross-sectional planes in d), f), h) respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 231
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Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 2). Scheme utilizes
red- and blue-traps in guided modes. Double SiN nanobeam parameters: each beam:
width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm, gap between the two along x direction is 200
nm. a-g) Trap potential U formed by a counter-propagating red-detuned x-polarized
beams (wavelength λred = 853 nm, power Pred = 2× 10 µW) providing axial (z-axis,
out-of-page) confinement; and a single (traveling wave) y-polarized blue-detuned beam
(wavelength λblue = 851 nm, power Pblue = 4 mW) for transverse confinement. CasimirPolder potential: U = −C3 /d3 with C3g = 1972 Hz µm3 and C3ex = 2899 Hz µm3 , for
two (y − z) SiN planes located at x = −100 nm and x = 100 nm. a,b) Potential U
in the x − y and x − z planes. d,f ) Line cuts along z-axis (x = y = 0) and x-axis
(y = z = 0) respectively. Horizontal lines in f): U = 0. Red curves: excited state
(6P3/2 , F’=4), blue curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground
state (6S1/2 , F=3) in d-g). Part c) shows the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4) potential U
line cuts along x-axis (y = z = 0) and y-axis (x = z = 0) with curves colored in red
and blue respectively. e) Potential U for the radius r = 25 nm (where r = 0 at the
origin, located at x = y = 0, the center of the gap between the two SiN nanobeams),
as a function of the azimuthal angle φ in the x − y plane (where φ = 0 for x > 0, y = 0,
φ = 45◦ along the line y = x for positive x and y, and φ = 90◦ for y > 0, x = 0). The
inhomogeneous broadening due to the vector shifts are largest at φ = 45◦ . g) Close-up
version of part e) for φ between 43◦ and 47◦ . h) Inhomogeneous broadening spread
∆U for φ = 45◦ as a function of radius r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234
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Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 3). Two-color RF
switching scheme. Double Si nanobeam parameters: (each: width w = 300 nm, height
h = 200 nm), gap along the x-axis is 200 nm. Switching between red- and blue-detuning
for an x-polarized even mode forms a pseudo trap potential analogous to a quadrupole
Paul trap in ion trap systems. a) Illustration of sinusoidal oscillation between maximum
blue-detuned beam intensity at time tblue , (i), with a trap along x-axis and an antitrap along y-axis, transition time through tboth , (ii) to (iv), to maximum red-detuned
beam intensity (zero blue-detuned beam intensity) at time tred , (v), followed by the
reverse cycle (arrows). In part a), the effective potential δU corresponds to the trapping
potential using the parameters described below, with offset applied to the potential U ,
i.e., δU = U (x, y) − U (x = y = 0), such that δU (x = y = 0) = 0 at all time. The
time-dependent offset U (x = y = 0) ranges from -0.86 mK (at time tred , (v) in a)) to
+6.25 mK (at time tblue , (i) in a)). On the x − y plane, the origin (x = y = 0) is at
the symmetry center between the two double beam. b,d) Trap potential U formed by
a standing wave blue-detuned beam (wavelength λblue = 851 nm, power Pblue = 2 ×
20 µW). d) Red curve (i): line cut along x-axis (y = 0). Blue curve (ii): line cut along
y-axis (x = 0). c,e) Trap potential U formed by a standing wave red-detuned beam
(wavelength λblue = 853 nm, power Pblue = 2 × 1 µW). e) Red curve (i): line cut along
x-axis (y = 0). Blue curve (ii): line cut along y-axis (x = 0). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Context and motivation
Optics and photonics: past and present

Originally thought of as two separate forces, it was not until the work of Maxwell in 1873 that
electromagnetism became viewed as a single force. Although it is just one of four currently known
fundamental forces in nature, the rest being weak nuclear force, strong nuclear force, and gravity,
electromagnetic force is responsible for practically all physical phenomena one encounters in daily life
above the nuclear scale, with the exception of gravity. For example, from binding atoms together to
form molecules and compounds that make rocks, living things, and virtually everything on the planet,
to delivering energy from the sun to the earth, to allowing plants to make food, to providing energy
to living things, including humans. Throughout history, our knowledge has grown from observation
of macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena to the understanding of the behaviors of elementary
particles (photons) that mediate electromagnetic forces. This force carrier exhibits both wave-like
phenomena (e.g., electromagnetic wave interference, diffraction) and particle-like phenomena such
as the photoelectric effect as discussed by Einstein in 1905. It was not until the work of Dirac in
1920s that quantum electrodynamics theory was developed. Paul Dirac, who is regarded as the
founder of quantum electrodynamics (QED), being the first to use that term, first developed the
quantum theory that describes the interaction between matter and light (radiation). This work
was key to the development of quantum electrodynamics theory by notable physicists Schwinger,
Feynman, Tomonaga and Dyson, and with the work of Glauber and Sudarshan, formulating QED in
a complete and coherent fashion, in full agreement with quantum mechanics and special relativity.
Over the centuries, man has learned how to utilize electromagnetism for countless improvements
to our quality of life. Exploiting classical electromagnetic wave effects, optical apparatus have been
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Figure 1.1: Top: Optics and photonics applications in medicine, information technology and energy,
sorted by the number of photons along the radial axis, for radio/microwave (labelled in green),
visible/infrared (black), and x-ray (red) photons. The number labels are ordered in increasing optical
power, which correspond to Table 1.1. Center: Single atom and photon as the building block for
elementary quantum matter-light interactions gives insights into future nanophotonics applications
and powerful quantum technologies beyond the classical realm (bottom section), as predicted by
celebrated physicist and Nobel laureate Richard Feynman in 1959.
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Table 1.1: Descriptions and numerical values used for Figure 1.1. The relevant time scale for
comparison, ∆t, is 1 second in most cases except for certain processes as listed.
No. Item
Power (W) λ
Time, ∆t (s) # photons/∆t
−20
1 Exoplanet signal
4.10
1 µm
3600
720
2 Single cell microscope
2.10−14
405 nm
0.1
3.103
3 Plankton bioluminescence 2.10−10
500 nm
0.1
6.107
−9
−9
4 Photosynthesis (per CO2 ) 3.10
700 nm
1.10
10
5 Jellyfish bioluminescence
8.10−8
500 nm
1
2.1011
6 Nightvision goggle
2.10−6
555 nm
1
4.1012
−6
7 Moonless night sky
3.10
555 nm
1
8.1012
−5
8 Security bag x-ray
1.10
15 pm
1
8.108
−3
9 Optical fiber link
1.10
1.55 µm 1
8.1015
−3
10 Barcode scanner
3.10
671 nm
1
8.1015
−3
11 Laser pointer
3.10
671 nm
1
8.1015
−3
12 Bluetooth
3.10
12.5 cm 1
2.1021
−3
13 LCD screen
5.10
464 nm
1
1.1016
−3
14 Security person x-ray
8.10
21 pm
1
8.1011
−2
15 Chest x-ray
1.10
25 pm
1
1.1012
−2
16 Laser therapy
1.10
800 nm
10
5.1017
17 Endoscopy
0.1
500 nm
1
3.1017
18 DVD burner
0.3
640 nm
1
8.1017
19 Chest CT scan
0.4
25 pm
1
5.1013
20 Flashlight (5W)
0.5
600 nm
1
2.1018
21 Telecom fiber network
0.5
1.55 µm 1
4.1018
22 Cell phone
1
17 cm
1
8.1023
23 Light bulb (60W)
6
600 nm
1
2.1019
24 GPS satellite
20
20 cm
1
2.1025
25 Laser surgery
50
10 µm
5
1.1022
2
2
26 Sunlight (1m , visible)
2.10
555 nm
1
4.1020
2
27 Radiation therapy
4.10
12 pm
1
2.1016
2
3
28 Sunlight (1m , total)
1.10
500 nm
1
3.1021
3
29 Laser cut (1mm steel, 1m) 5.10
10 µm
6
2.1024
5
−8
30 LASIK
1.10
193 nm
1.10
1.1015
6
31 Laser weapon
1.10
1.32 µm 5
3.1025
14
−8
32 National Ignition Facility
5.10
351 nm
2.10
2.1025
17
33 Sun energy on earth
1.10
500 nm
1
3.1035
26
34 Sun energy (total)
3.10
500 nm
1
7.1044

devised dating back to 8000 years ago (e.g., one of the earliest man-made mirrors found in Anatolia)
[75] and 3000 years ago where ancient Egyptians made one of the very first lenses [252]. Since then
more advanced and delicate instruments have been discovered and engineered, with increasing levels
of precision and care to the microscopic details of both matter and light; for example telescopes,
microscopes and cameras. It was not until the invention of the laser in 1960 that sources of high
spectral and angular brightness were realized and utilized. This important capability marks the birth
of a new field known as photonics, the study of light and other forms of electromagnetic energy whose
quantum unit is the photon. The invention of the laser has really changed our society, for example
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through the discoveries of fiber optic communication that support today’s global communication
network including the internet, barcode readers, and all the way to laser surgery in medicine. Some
applications of optics and photonics in medicine, information technology and energy (including in low
energy radio and microwave domains, and in the high energy x-ray domain) are shown in Figure 1.1.
They are sorted by the number of photons associated with each system along the radial axis, from
1045 total photons emitted by the sun in one second, all the way down to 10 photons absorbed in
a plant photosynthesis process per one CO2 molecule absorbed. The number labels are in order of
increasing electromagnetic power, as shown in Table 1.1 along with the wavelength, time-scales and
estimated number of photons. Note that although GPS satellite and cell phone transmissions emit
many more photons per Watt than x-ray screeners, the photons are less energetic and importantly
less penetrating to the human tissues, such that they are much less harmful to health.
In this context, this thesis focuses on investigating the interaction between matter and light,
at one of the most elementary building block levels1 . More precisely, I report investigations of the
interaction between a single atom and a single photon. Although there has been a tremendous
global effort in this subject of research, this thesis brings a new dimension to the field, through
the study and realization of single atom and photon interactions on a micro- and nano-photonics
platform. The significance of micro-/nano-photonics platforms (and nanotechnology in general) will
be discussed in Sec 1.1.2. As first predicted in 1959 by the celebrated physicist and Nobel laureate
Richard Feynman in his famous quote ‘there is plenty of room at the bottom’, nanotechnology
promises countless revolutionary advancements for the future, even beyond our current imagination.

1.1.2

Nanophotonic single atom-photon interaction and the future

In the previous section, we discussed how matter-light interactions in the context of optics and
photonics have developed and impacted our world and saw some specific examples shown at the top
of Fig 1.1. Although historically there has been a trend of developing understanding towards the
increasingly microscopic nature of light leading to powerful and revolutionary technologies (e.g., the
laser), one might wonder: Why continue to pursue the trend down to the study of the elementary
single atom and single photon interaction at the small nano-scale level (i.e., the focus of this thesis)?
While there are many good fundamental science motivations for pursuing this study, already
at the time of writing, there are also numerous practical motivations. Some specific examples are
1 Although at the time of writing, photons are understood as an elementary particle according to the Standard
Model, an atom is not an elementary particle. An atom consists of sub-atomic elementary particles including quarks,
gluons and electrons. Detailed study of these sub-atomic particles is a subject of particle physics.
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illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1.1 and discussed below.

1.1.2.1

Medicine

In the world of medicine, nanotechnology offers promising diagnostic (such as nano-sensors and subcellular endoscopy) and therapeutic applications. For example, glucose-sensitive nanosensors that
fluoresce as glucose levels increase could offer a minimally invasive tool for regular blood glucose
monitoring by diabetes patients [37]. In sub-cellular endoscopy, a nanowire waveguide attached to
a tapered optical fiber tip could function as a light source inside a single cell and detect optical
signals from sub-cellular regions with high spatial and temporal resolution. Furthermore, through
light-activated mechanisms the endoscope can provide high-throughput gene and drug delivery with
spatio-temporal specificity [256]. The small dimensions and mechanical strength and flexibility as
well as high refractive index gives mechanical stability and allows nanowire probes to strongly guide
light inside a high refractive index medium of physiological liquids and living cells.
In terms of therapeutic applications, an example is the capability to selectively deliver drugs to
diseased tissues or cells [118]. Most of the current schemes typically involve ‘decorating’ the surface
of a nanoparticle that is injected into the body to attach to a specific diseased cells to deliver drugs.
Some other schemes involve gold-based nanoparticles that efficiently absorb light in the near-infrared
range, which is used for photothermal therapy of cancer [118]. By illuminating the gold nanoparticles
that accumulate in a tumor with a laser, an extreme heat can be generated that then destroys the
cancer tissues. As time passed, these nano-objects have eventually become advanced nano-robots,
capable of fighting diseases from inside the human body. A basic example of this is a logic-gated
nanorobot that is made up of DNA strands that can perform molecular logical gates to activate and
release its drug payload [68].
In the more distant future, matter-light interaction and nanoscience may play an even more
powerful role in the realization of the very large scale integration of a laboratory on a chip [203],
where millions and billions of biological operations may be performed at a rapid rate, and where
diagnosis and therapy may be conducted at the cellular or sub-cellular levels using a chip-integrated
platform similar to today’s computer microprocessor chip that contains billions of little transistors.
The difference, however, would be that the billions of operations could be performed on biological
entities. This could then potentially open the door towards cell-manipulation and even maybe the
end of physiological illness. Global efforts that advance this research front are underway, with
one of the leading efforts carried out by an international research collaboration led by Caltech’s
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Prof. Michael Roukes between Caltech and CEA/LETI-Minatec in Grenoble, France, known as the
Alliance for Nanosystems VLSI.

1.1.2.2

Energy

Another main area in which nanophotonic matter-light interaction could play a major role is future
energy generation or harvesting. Despite the continuous decline in global energy intensity usage
due to advancement of technology, the global energy consumption is projected to increase by at
least two-fold from 13.5 TW in 2001 to 27 TW in 2050 due to population and economic growth
[148]. Although it is estimated that there exist fossil energy reserves to support a 30-TW energy
consumption rate globally for at least several centuries, the accumulation of CO2 emission into the
atmosphere is already happening at an alarming rate. If it continues to rise, it may surpass a level
that has not been present on the planet in at least the past 650,000 years and probably in the past 20
million years, potentially causing severe impacts in weather and the entire planet’s ecosystem balance
[148]. Among the green renewable energy resources, solar energy is by far the largest exploitable
resource, providing more energy in 1 hour to the earth than all of the global energy consumption in
an entire year [148].
Some specific examples where nanophotonic matter-light interaction plays a role in futuristic
applications are in increasing solar photovoltaic cell efficiencies, for example from ∼ 30% today to
∼ 90%, using nanophotonic structures where light density of states can be engineered favorably, and
in the utilization of multi-junction solar cells to absorb over a wide range of spectrum of sunlight
[188]. Although solar energy is very promising, the intermittency of solar insolation requires a robust
and efficient energy storage capability allowing uninterrupted on-demand energy usage by the end
user. An exciting idea to solve this problem, which has the added benefit of absorbing CO2 gas,
is to create an artificial photosynthesis process where-by using the energy provided by sunlight,
water and CO2 molecules can be turned into solar fuel and O2 molecules. That is, to store solar
energy in the form of chemical bonds present in the fuel molecules [148]. One research center that
currently pursues this area is the Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis (JCAP) at Caltech. In
the longer term, beyond terrestrial solar energy harvest, one day the world may see space-based
solar power, where even more sunlight energy can be harvested as it has not been absorbed by the
earth’s atmosphere.
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1.1.2.3

Information technology

Finally, one of the most directly related applications that utilizes nanophotonic matter-light interaction is information technology. From nano-structured barcodes, potentially saving the world
economy hundreds of billions of dollars in annual cost associated with fake banknotes and counterfeiting [163, 27], to the future potential of quantum information technology. As computers become
increasingly integrated in our daily lives, human-computer interaction plays an increasingly important role. Emerging display technologies such as transparent, 3D, flexible displays, as well as future
computer senses (touch, sight, hearing, taste, smell) applications may utilize nanoscale matter-light
interactions. For example, nanophotonic devices could play a role in significantly increasing the
out-coupling efficiency of flat screen displays made of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [260],
in three-dimensional display technology [76], in information storage devices [230] and in moulding
the flow of light more generally [116].
Since the invention of the first transistor in 1947 by Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain at Bell Labs,
computer technology has been dramatically transformed and continuously advanced. Starting from
Intel’s very first microprocessor in 1971 consisting of 2250 transistors, the number of transistors
in a microprocessor has roughly doubled every 18 months, a trend known as Moore’s law, named
after Intel’s founder Gordon Moore. The increase in number of transistors has been enabled by
continuous miniaturization that reduces the transistor physical size from 10µm in 1971 down to
22 nm for one of Intel’s latest iCore 7 microprocessors (in 2011) that consists of about a billion
transistors. As this scaling trend continues, the transistor size will ultimately reach atomic length
scales, where intrinsic physical limits will arise including quantum effects (e.g., electron tunnelling)
and limitations of lithography technology. Even before this limit is reached however, the variability in
device performance caused by the statistical nature of individual dopant atom number and locations
will impose a scaling limit [82]. In this microscopic regime, precise dopant atom positioning in
the semiconductor transistor is critical. Despite this, a single-atom transistor has successfully been
demonstrated in a laboratory setting [82], but it is not clear whether this will be what future
microprocessors are made of, or whether a transformation towards optical transistor system will
occur prior to that point, where photons of light become the carriers of information instead of
electrons.
As a carrier of information, light (photons) has several significant advantages over the electron.
Firstly, it can travel in a dielectric material at much greater speeds than an electron in a metallic
wire. Secondly, it can carry a larger amount of information per second (e.g., the bandwidth of
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fiber-optic communication2 is ∼ 10 THz whereas the bandwidth of an electronic system such as
the telephone is only ∼ 100 kHz). Lastly, photons are not as strongly interacting as electrons,
which helps in reducing energy losses. Photonics will not only advance computation power but
also would dramatically increase the speed of communication. For example, at the time of writing,
IBM [199] and Intel have developed a commercial fiber-optic link device with a speed of 25 Gbps
and 50 Gbps, envisaging > 1 Tbps speed in the future [181]. Compared with one of the fastest
commercially available standard USB 3.0 (5 Gbps) and Thunderbolt electrical connection (10 Gbps)
in 2012, it is a significant advancement with more than 100-fold potential speed increase. Although
photonic communication technology has already reached commercial ground, the development of
optical transistors for future photonic computing has still mainly been developed in a laboratory
setting. For example, experimental demonstrations have been achieved to realize various all-optical
switches [186, 175, 2], a single-molecule optical transistor [111], and even a single-atom optical
transistor [42, 168].
The potential of nanophotonic matter-light interaction at the elementary microscopic level does
not stop here. Beyond the classical realm lies the powerful prospect of the direct exploitation of
quantum effects that arise at these microscopic level. The prospect and power of quantum information technology are tremendous and may one day exceed even today’s most ambitious imagination.
One of the biggest challenges lies in the ability to realize and control a network of many quantum
objects that can coherently interact internally and externally, which at the same time are highly
isolated from the environment. This core enabling architecture known as a quantum network or
quantum internet, is central to the development of quantum information technology, and is indeed
one of the main focuses of this thesis, as is discussed in the next section (Sec. 1.1.3). Though it
may take a long time for transformation from science fiction into reality, more modest technological
applications have already become a reality and rapid global research efforts are underway.

1.1.3

The quantum internet

A quantum network or quantum internet is a system that consists of many quantum nodes coherently
connected by quantum channels [132]. As one of the most rapidly progressing research fields in the
last few decades, quantum networks provide opportunities and challenges across a vast range of
intellectual and technical frontiers both in fundamental and applied sciences. A review of this
subject can be found in this article [132] by Prof. Jeff Kimble of Caltech, my PhD advisor. From an
2 For

example, ∼ 103 wavelength division multiplexing at 10 GHz/channel.
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information science perspective, one can view a quantum network as a system that generates, stores,
or processes quantum information locally in nodes, which are coherently connected (entangled) with
high quantum fidelity by quantum channels. In this view, quantum networks provide a platform for
the fundamental study of quantum mechanics, for example in teleportation [83] and entanglement
[48] of quantum states, and for applications in quantum information technology including quantum
metrology, cryptography, and for the realization of a quantum computer, as illustrated in Fig 1.1. A
quantum network can also be viewed alternatively as a collection of components of a physical system
making up the nodes, which interact by way of quantum channels. In this context, a quantum
network functions in such a way as to simulate the evolution of a quantum many-body system [132].

1.1.3.1

Quantum metrology

Although most current quantum metrology (measurement) systems are modular in the sense that
they function as an individual device performing measurements of space and time in the quantum
regime, magnificent theoretical and experimental advances have been realized including the measurement of the size of a proton [100], a record-precision optical clock for frequency reference [120], the
measurement of Casimir effects [198], and increased sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors using
squeezed light [214, 151], where quantum states of light enable ultra-high precision measurements
beyond the classical limits [89]. In addition to advancing our fundamental scientific understanding, these have direct practical impacts; for example, a record-precision frequency reference using
a single Al+ ion with better than 1 part in 1017 precision could measure the effect of general relativity through time dilation effects associated with a height difference of 33 cm near the earth’s
surface [47, 46]. These capabilities have important implications for cosmology and tests of the laws
of physics, such as Einstein’s theories of special and general relativity, and might lead to new types
of gravitational sensors for exploring underground natural resources and fundamental studies of the
earth, as well as in ultra-precise global positinioning systems allowing, for example, autonomous
landing of aircraft guided by GPS one day. In the further future, one could envisage a network of
quantum metrology systems where collective and coherently linked quantum measurements of space
and time can be made.

1.1.3.2

Quantum cryptography

In today’s information age, information security has become increasingly important and central
to many aspects of our society, from enabling secure credit card transactions and global financial
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trading, to classified government and military communication. Today’s state of the art public
key cryptography is based on the computational difficulty of factoring large biprime numbers, an
algorithm known as the RSA, named after its inventors Rivest, Shamir and Adleman of MIT in 1977.
Although it is currently ‘secure’ because it will take a relatively long time (e.g., tens of years3 ) for
today’s fastest super computers to break, eventually computing power will increase to a level where
this classical algorithm is no longer secure and can be readily broken. Fortunately, there is a solution
to this potentially catastrophic end of secure communication, known as quantum cryptography. Here,
information security is guaranteed by the laws of physics and hence is in principle unbreakable as
long as nature behaves in accordance with the laws of quantum mechanics.
The idea of quantum cryptography was first proposed by Wiesner in 1983 and by Bennett of
IBM and Brassard of the University of Montreal in 1984 [90]. In this first generation scheme known
as BB84 [22], weak laser pulses at the single photon level are utilized to distribute one-time-pad keys
across a quantum channel between two nodes. Here, the laws of quantum mechanics guarantee that
it is impossible for any potential eavesdropper to have information about the keys shared between the
two nodes, without its presence being detected. Despite tremendous technological advances based
on this original scheme leading to the commercialization of companies such as MagiQ Technologies
(1999, USA) and idQuantique (2001, Switzerland), major limitations exist with these systems due
to their use of weak laser pulses at the single photon level, which lead to slow transfer rate and high
cost due to the specialized single photon generator and detector components required. At the time
of writing, even the record-performance transfer rate has only achieved ∼ 102 kbit/s [182], and this
represents a two order of magnitude improvement over the previous record [182]. Being at the single
photon level, another challenge is integration with existing optical fiber communication networks,
which operate at a bright (∼ 108 photons per bit slot of ∼ 10−10 second) light level. Ensuring the
survival of single photons in the midst of these hundreds of millions of photons, and their information
security, for two nodes separated by kilometers, is really a tremendous challenge.
One scheme that overcomes the abovementioned problems associated with first generation cryptography schemes uses bright light signal, known as post-selection based continuous variable quantum cryptography [220, 251]. This second generation quantum cryptography scheme significantly
increases the bandwidth and speed, which could go beyond gigabits/s —orders of magnitude beyond
the record bit rate demonstrated in first generation schemes [182]. In 2006, a successful experimental
demonstration [232] of this quantum cryptography scheme was realized under realistic environmen3 For example, an estimate of 20 years secure lifetime for an RSA-2048 key (2048 bits), as discussed in page 233 of
[78].
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tal conditions for the first time. The focus of my undergraduate research thesis at the Australian
National University [4], this proof-of-principle achievement in the laboratory paves the path towards
the first commercialization of second generation quantum cryptography technology giving birth to
the company QuintessenceLabs, incorporated in 2007 in Australia by our group, cofounded by my
undergraduate advisor Prof. Ping Koy Lam and my colleague Dr. Vikram Sharma. An important
aspect of the experiment [232, 4], particularly relevant in commercial context, is the ability to utilize
standard off-the-shelf components for this bright light system, which significantly lowers the production cost of this type of system. Furthermore, the system allows high integrability to today’s optical
fiber network infrastructure that continuously carries bright light signals.
1.1.3.3

Quantum computer

Although in performing specific tasks such as searching for an entry in a database and factoring
a large number, one can view a quantum computer as a transformatively more powerful version
of current classical computers, potentially billions of times faster than all of the current classical
computers combined4 , this represents only a glimpse of a small part of the entire prospect and
nature of a quantum computer. Fundamentally, a quantum computer is a different kind of computer
compared to the classical computers we know today, where unlike classical computers that process
information stored in classical states, quantum computers process information stored in coherent
quantum mechanical states [143]. Analogous to this is the light that comes from a lightbulb and a
laser. While the light from a lightbulb is ‘incoherent’ in the sense that the many electromagnetic
waves generated by the source are emitted at random times with respect to each other5 , a laser
light represents a different kind of light where the electromagnetic waves are coherently generated
in phase (in time). Unlike a classical computer, central to a quantum computer is its capability to
control coherent quantum mechanical waves.
Just as the laser has led to countless useful applications ranging from barcode readers to eye
surgery, quantum computers open up prospects for potential new technologies impossible for classical computers. Analogously, just as lasers do not replace lightbulbs for all intents and purposes, a
quantum computer is also not necessarily a substitute for a classical computer, but they may rather
be complimentary or simply independently useful for different applications. For example, a potential
future application of a quantum computer that may be impossible or very difficult for a classical
computer to perform is the simulation of complex quantum systems, from artificial nanotechnology
4 Note

that this is the case only for very restricted set of problems of which factoring is most famous.
speaking, the coherence depends on the length scale in consideration. The light emitted by a light bulb
is coherent within its coherence volumes, which are much smaller than the coherence volumes of a typical laser light.
5 Strictly
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and nanomachinery of biological molecules, to the neural network of the human brain. As nanotechnology engineering advances and changes our world in the coming decades, quantum computers may
play an increasingly important role in helping us understand and engineer such technology at the
atomic level.
With the abovementioned potency and promise of quantum computers, known and yet to be
known, a natural question to ask is what is it that makes the realization of these computers challenging today, and what are the limitations and problems that must be overcome. A formal set of
criteria, known as the DiVincenzo criteria, first proposed in 2000 by David DiVincenzo of IBM, outlines seven specific criteria or requirements to be met in the physical implementation of a quantum
computer [65, 172]. It is a difficult question, and the simple answer below is likely not complete. One
can say however, that there are at least three main physical challenges or requirements at the time of
writing that are core to the realization of a practical quantum computer. Firstly, the requirement to
isolate the quantum system from the environment, down to the quantum level where, fundamentally,
the leak of information from the system out to the environment must be suppressed. Secondly, the
efficiency and robustness of the system to perform quantum information initialization, processing
and readout, which includes fault tolerance of the system to realistic imperfections. Last but certainly not least, is the requirement of scalability of the system. That is, the ability to scale up the
system with an increasing number of qubits (quantum bits) and hence the information processing
capacity. Although rapid progress has been made in various platforms using atomic systems, ionic
systems, quantum optics, nuclear magnetic resonance, quantum dots and other dopants in solids,
superconductors, carbon-based nanomaterials, and even ‘anyons’ (a type of quantum excitation with
fractional quantum statistics), the journey towards a full realization of a quantum computer is still
quite long [143, 191]. With each of the systems having its own strengths and limitations, it is not
clear which will be the best system to realize a quantum computer in the long term, and it may also
be that a heterogeneous system consisting of multiple types of subsystems working in collaboration
is required.
A promising system in quantum information science, a quantum network that consists of neutral
atoms in its nodes (stationary qubits) coherently linked by photons of light (flying qubits) in its
quantum channels has been an active and rapidly evolving global research subject in the last few
decades [132]. Here, one challenge is in the realization of a quantum node (atom-photon interface),
which demands strong coupling between a single atom and photon despite the intrinsically small
atom-photon interaction cross-section. While some limited quantum electrodynamics coupling be-
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tween a single atom and photon in free-space had been attained [233], the coupling can be greatly
enhanced by the use of an optical resonator, a technique that gives birth to a field known as cavity
quantum electrodynamics (cQED). Here, an atom positioned within the cavity mode volume can
interact with the circulating cavity photons millions of times in high finesse cavities, and furthermore, the interaction can be enhanced by increasing the intensity of the electromagnetic field of a
single photon, by reducing the cavity optical mode volume, which concentrates the energy of a single
photon into a small confined space.
The birth of cavity QED gave great hope for the future of quantum networks utilizing single
atoms and photons. Since the first experimental realization of a strongly coupled optical photon
and a single atom in 1992 [236], much global progress has been made, leading to demonstrations of
various functionalities essential for a quantum network system [131], all the way to a full elementary
quantum network unit consisting of two nodes linked by a quantum channel [197].
Although the advances and capabilities demonstrated as mentioned above have been exceptional
and critical, it is only a small part of the entire journey towards a fully functional and practical
quantum network system. One big challenge is the requirement to make the system scalable, essential
for realizing a quantum network with potentially more than hundreds and thousands of quantum
nodes. One of the abovementioned conventional systems, for example, could require a large optical
table of the size of half of a room full with optical elements weighing more than a tonne, providing the
necessary infrastructure support to control and stabilize a single Fabry-Perot cavity, which requires
years to make and to function [131, 194]. Here, much detailed attention to the quality and stability
of the linear cavity (e.g., of length ∼ 10−50µm), made up of two highly polished mirrors, is required.
Moreover, mirror reflectivity exceeding 0.999998 giving a cavity finesse of > 106 , along with ∼ 10−15
m relative position stability of the mirrors would be required [131, 194]. To move beyond proof-ofprinciple experiments involving just one or two conventional optical cavities requires a new approach
to quantum networks, involving a completely different platform. One of such approach, which is
the central topic of this thesis, is to utilize the rapidly developing lithographic micro- and nanotechnology as a platform to perform cavity QED on a nanophotonic chip, opening new possibilities
for exploiting parallel fabrication processes to one day realize a quantum network with N  1
quantum nodes on a chip. This marriage of cavity QED and nanophotonics is the central theme of
this thesis, and is briefly introduced below.
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1.1.3.4

The marriage of cavity QED and nanophotonics

As discussed earlier, a few of the main challenges in the realization of a quantum network include
isolation from environment, robustness and efficiency, and scalability. With the rapidly progressing
field of micro- and nano-fabrication technology driven by the semiconductor industry and fastly growing nanotechnology research community, micro- and nano-scale devices are becoming increasingly
advanced and realiable, with increasing quality. Examples of these devices include high quality
nanophotonic devices, which can be fabricated in parallel using lithographic techniques, allowing
multiple devices to be made simultaneously on a chip. Devices such as a silica optical microtoroidal
optical resonator that supports whispering-gallery-modes with quality factors approaching 109 , pioneered by Prof. Kerry Vahala of Caltech [240], and high quality silicon nitride nanobeams and
photonic crystal cavities developed by Prof. Oskar Painter at Caltech [73], open countless new
possibilities in fundamental and applied research and applications, including for atom-photon interaction research, such as cavity QED and quantum networks in general, the theme of this thesis.
The projects described in this thesis have been made possible by our close collaboration with Prof.
Vahala and Prof. Painter at Caltech, who contributed their expertise in these photonic devices utilized in the experiments in this thesis. These nanophotonic devices interact with an atom located at
the ∼ 100 nanometer scale, which leads to various advantages and challenges. For example, in contrast to conventional Fabry-Perot cavity QED systems, atom-surface interactions play a much bigger
role in these nanophotonic device platforms, and certainly is non-negligible. Here, manifestations
of Casimir-Polder interactions and presence of surface modes affect an atom’s internal electronic
structure and its decay rates into the environment, all of which need to be taken into account in
consideration of the system’s quantum electrodynamics and the spatial confinement of the atoms
at these short ∼ 100 nanometer scale distances. On the upside however, these small nanophotonic
structures promise strong atom-photon coupling, intrinsic scalability in their lithographic fabrication, and other capabilities and features such as the formation of 1- or 2-dimensional lattices of atoms
with good lattice spacing control, and potentially other more exotic properties that are unique to
these types of systems. We note that the intrinsic scalability of these lithographically fabricated
nanophotonic devices represents an important step towards the future realization of a quantum network with N  1 quantum nodes, fully integrated on a chip. The marriage of these nanophotonic
devices and cavity QED advances the frontiers of the study of atom and quantum optics in general.
In this thesis, we explore a small subset of these new and exciting possibilities, by looking at some
of the issues involved in the setting of waveguide quantum electrodynamics (using optical nanofibers
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and nanophotonic beams), and cavity quantum electrodynamics (using microtoroidal resonators and
nanophotonic cavities), where as we will discuss, in these settings surface-atom interactions play a
significant role.

1.2

Thesis outline

In this first chapter, we describe the context of this thesis and discuss its relevance to fundamental
scientific research and applications in the areas of energy, medicine, and information technology,
with focus on quantum network [132] as a promising tool for future quantum metrology, information
security, and computation. This thesis investigates matter-light interactions at the building block
level of a single atom and photon. More specifically, in this thesis we investigate single atom-photon
interactions at ∼ 100 nm scale, using nanophotonic devices in a cavity quantum electrodynamics
(QED) setting. This marriage between cavity QED and nanophotonics promises great prospects for
future quantum and nanophotonic technology and moves forward the research frontier in this field
of elementary matter-light interaction.
In Chapter 2, we describe the generic underlying physics of atom-photon interactions in the weak,
intermediate, and strong coupling regimes. We explore some of the main atom-photon interfaces
developed to date, we discuss and compare the history, current state-of-the-art systems, and the
ultimate physical limitations of the various platforms. These platforms include systems without any
optical cavity (e.g., free-space and nanophotonic waveguides), and systems with optical cavities (e.g.,
Fabry-Perot, microtoroidal, and nanophotonic crystal based cavities). We provide a quantitative
comparison between the various platforms using atom-photon interaction strength as a figure of
merit.
In Chapter 3, we present an experimental overview of three specific platforms considered in this
thesis, namely microtoroidal cavity, optical nanofiber, and nanophotonic crystal based structures. In
each of the platforms, we present theoretical models relevant to each system, and the setups utilized
in the experiments conducted in this thesis. For the optical nanofiber, we also include an overview
of the fabrication setup used to make our device. The microtoroidal cavity and nanophotonic crystal
based structures are fabricated by our collaborating groups at Caltech, namely the groups of Prof.
Kerry Vahala and Prof. Oskar Painter respectively, who shared their pioneering expertise and
provided us with the photonic devices central to the experiments described in this thesis.
In Chapter 4, we discuss our experiment where we realized a robust and efficient single photon
router using a microtoroidal cavity and single cesium atoms. In this non-classical system, single
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photons are extracted from an incident coherent state of light and redirected to a separate output
with an internal coupling efficiency (probability of a photon being emitted by an atom into the cavity)
of ∼ 70% and external coupling efficiency (probability of an intracavity photon being emitted into
an optical fiber) of ∼ 90%. The ability to generate single photons using a robust and efficient
single photon source is one of the basic and important requirements for the realization of quantum
networks. Publication related to this chapter: [10].
In Chapter 5, we discuss our experiment where we observed for the first time, strong coupling
between a single atom and photon using a monolithic microtoroidal resonator in real time, revealing
non-perturbative cavity quantum electrodynamic effects and perturbative atom-surface interaction
phenomena due to single atoms located at ∼ 100 nm from the surface of a silica microtoroidal
resonator. While these factors associated with the behavior of electromagnetic field and atomsurface interactions at these sub-wavelength ∼ 100 nm scales are not significant in conventional
cavity QED systems such as in Fabry-Perot cavities, this investigation reveals their importance and
provides an initial framework that applies more generally to cavity QED systems based on dielectric
nanophotonic devices. While this leads to new challenges, the prospects of cavity QED systems
based on lithographically fabricated nanophotonic devices are great, including the realization of
quantum networks with N  1 nodes. Publication related to this chapter: [5].
In Chapter 6, we discuss our investigations on the dynamics of an atom as a massive particle
and quantum electrodynamics of an atom as it interacts with electromagnetic fields near dielectric
surfaces of nanophotonic devices. We describe an explicit system consisting of a microtoroidal optical
resonator and a tapered optical nanofiber. We present the results of our Monte-Carlo simulations
and investigations on possible atom trapping schemes near a microtoroidal resonator. Publication
related to this chapter: [228].
In Chapter 7, we discuss our investigations on the utilization of a tapered optical nanofiber device
as an interface for trapping and interacting single atoms and photons, building on the pioneering work
of Prof. Rauschenbeutel’s group of the University of Vienna [248]. We present a state-insensitive
(non-intrusive) atom trapping scheme that our group proposed, we discuss the fabrication system
that we developed to make high quality tapered nanofibers with the required specifications, and
we discuss our experiment that successfully realized our atom trapping scheme using our optical
nanofiber, demonstrating state-insensitivity (negligible atomic transition frequency shift and small
inhomogeneous broadening) of up to ∼ 800 trapped atoms and significant atom-photon coupling
(single atom resonant absorption of ≈ 8%) as measured by absorption spectroscopy. Publications
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related to this chapter: [91, 142].
In the last chapter (chapter 8), we discuss our initial investigations on nanophotonic crystal
based structures for cavity QED with trapped atoms. More specifically, we discuss the feasibility
of using silicon nitride nanophotonic waveguides and cavities in the context of single atom-photon
interactions. We describe the experimental setup that we developed for this investigation, and
discuss the requirements and realization of the cold atom cloud surrounding the nanophotonic device.
We present the optical trapping schemes that we investigated, using single- and double-nanobeam
structures, and discuss their properties and limitations for experimental implementation. This work
is part of an on-going project at the time of writing.
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Chapter 2

Atom-photon interactions
2.1

Introduction

As discussed in Sec. 1.1.3.4, the realization of a scalable quantum network based on neutral atoms
consisting of N  1 quantum nodes requires a significant shift of approach from conventional FabryPerot cavity QED systems to a completely different platform in the world of nanophotonics, which
utilizes parallel on-chip lithographic fabrication technology. This thesis presents early investigations
of this emerging transition, focusing on three specific atom-nanophotonic platforms or systems using
microtoroidal resonators, nano-optical fibers, and nanophotonic crystals, all of which involve matterlight interactions at the ∼ 100 nm scale.
In this regime of interactions between single atoms and nanophotonics, new issues previously not
as significant in conventional cavity QED systems arise, involving, for example, complex electromagnetic field polarizations and atom-surface interaction effects. Although these issues bring about new
nontrivial challenges, the prospects are great and these challenges may even turn into opportunities
to increase our understanding in this regime, for example through potential precise measurement of
Casimir effects by a strongly coupled single-atom probe.
This chapter presents a brief overview of the three specific platforms investigated in this thesis,
and introduces the corresponding theoretical models and experimental setups for these systems.
Detailed discussions of specific experiments and theoretical studies are included in the subsequent
chapters.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of atom-photon interaction. a) Two level atom interacting with a single
photonic mode ap at rate g. b) Dressed atom energy levels Ejn where j = g, e for ground, excited
states (dashed lines: absent atom-photon coupling). c) Excited atom decay rate into the photonic
mode ap (e.g., waveguide mode, intracavity mode), Γp , and decay (loss) rate to the environment, Γ0 .
The coupling rate between the mode ap and detector is κ, which is equal to Γp in direct detection,
but may be different than Γp for a cavity system. d) Probability Pe of an initially excited atom
to be in the excited state after a time giv t where giv = 105M Hz. (i) Atom free-space decay rate
Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz. (ii) Enhanced decay rate Γp = 2Γ0 . (iii) With g/2π = 105 MHz, κ/2π = 20
MHz, Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz (Cesium D2 line) [5]. e) Atom-photon interaction strengths parametrized
by χ = Γp /Γ0 for waveguides 1. to 3. and cavities 4. to 8. Limits are discussed in main text. Inset:
Some data points showing χ realized in various experiments, 1a-1b: Nanofiber trap in [248] and [91],
also with the corresponding cooperativity parameter C for cavity QED systems with Fabry-Perot
(5a) [33], Microtoroid (7a-7b) [9] and [5].
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2.2

One atom and a single photonic mode

Consider a simple system that consists of a two-level atom and a single (quantized) electromagnetic
field mode as depicted in Fig. 2.1 a). The system is described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
that describes the atom-photon interaction by an electric dipole interaction Hamiltonian, Hint , which
is given by the rotating wave approximation [114]:

Htot

= Hatom + Hphoton + Hint
=

1
~ωa σz + ~ωa†p ap + ~g(ap σ + + a†p σ − )
2

(2.1)
(2.2)

where σ ± are Pauli spin-flip operators for the atom, ap is the annihilation operator for the photonic
mode of frequency ω, and Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian representing absorption of a photon
and excitation of the atom from the ground state |gi to excited state |ei for (ap σ + ) and the converse
~ where g is the coupling
for (a†p σ − ). The atom-photon coupling strength is given by ~g = hd~ · Ei,
rate and ΩR = 2g is the one-photon Rabi frequency. The atomic dipole moment operator is given
by d~ = −e~r = d~ge (|gihe| + |eihg|), where e is the electron’s charge, ~r is the relative coordinate corevalence electron, d~ge is a real numbered vector (not an operator) with direction given by the dipole
polarization axis and the magnitude given by the dipole matrix element for the transition between
|gi and |ei. The matrix elements dge can be calculated by using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the atomic transitions. Note that without loss of generality, we have
chosen the matrix element g to be real. Furthermore, since we are considering frequencies close to
the atomic resonance, (ω − ωa )  ωa , we have applied the rotating wave approximation by omitting
the terms ap σ − and a†p σ + as they evolve at optical frequencies (ωa + ω).
Solving for the energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.2) [165], we obtain:
1
1
E1n = ~(n + )ω + ~ΩR0
2
2
where ΩR0 =

p

and

1
1
E2n = ~(n + )ω − ~ΩR0 ,
2
2

(2.3)

∆ω 2 + 4g 2 (n + 1) is the generalized Rabi flopping frequency, with ∆ω = ω − ωa the

frequency detuning and n the total number of excitations in the system. The eigenenergies of these
dressed states are plotted as a function of ωa for (n − 1), n, (n + 1) excitations in Fig. 2.1 b). Note
the anti-crossings evident on resonant (ωa = ω).
Substituting the eigenstates into the Schrödinger equation, we obtain [165] the time-evolution of
the dressed state system. For zero initial photon number and a resonant atom initially in the excited
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state, the probabilities of exchanging the excitation between the atom and photon mode are:

Pg (t) = sin(gt)

and

Pe (t) = cos(gt),

(2.4)

which show Rabi flopping at the Rabi frequency, due to the vacuum fluctuations in the electromagnetic field, which stimulate an excited atom to emit via a spontaneous emission process.
Although the above simple atom and single photonic mode system is powerful and is intuitive,
it is a quite challenging system to realize in practice. This is because, in reality, there are typically
numerous modes that all interact with an atom. All of these modes make up a continuous spectrum
of vacuum fluctuations that all attempt to make an excited atom Rabi flop. The resulting sum of all
of the continuums of probability amplitudes that interfere give rise to the more commonly observed
exponential decay of an excited atom by dissipating the energy irreversibly into its environment.
The challenge and goal, then, is to realize a system where the coupling strength between the atom
and a particularly chosen single photonic mode (e.g., single mode defined by an optical fiber) is
much stronger relative to all other dissipative channels such as the vacuum/environment. One of
the focuses of this thesis is to investigate and experimentally demonstrate systems that span this
coupling strength ratio from small to one of the largest achieved to date. One figure of merit that
can be used to compare various systems spanning orders-of-magnitude in coupling strength is the
ratio between the atom’s decay rate into the single photonic mode, Γp and the decay rate into all
other dissipative modes of the environment, Γ0 , which leads to irreversible loss of information. This
ratio,
χ ≡ Γp /Γ0 ,

(2.5)

includes various types of single photonic mode (e.g., optical fiber mode, nano-waveguide mode, optical cavity mode), various types of loss modes (e.g., vacuum, surface modes in cases where the atom
is in proximity to a material surface), and various types of enhancements (e.g., ultra-high intensity
and small optical mode volume systems, sub-diffraction limit systems, cavity enhancement, and
band-structure enhancement). An overview is presented in Fig. 2.1 e) that includes various different
platforms discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.5 and the corresponding ranges of the χ parameter.
Fig. 2.1 c) shows a general schematic of the systems considered in this thesis, which consist of an
atom and a single photonic mode ap that is coupled to the detector at a rate κ. The atom decays
into the good single photonic mode at a rate Γp , and (is lost) into the environment at a rate Γ0 .
In the subsequent chapters, we look at quantitative ways to descibe the system from the weak
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coupling regime (g  κ, Γ0 ) all the way to the strong coupling regime (g  κ, Γ0 ). Recall that g is
the rate of coherent exchange of excitation between an atom and the single mode ap , with the Rabi
flopping frequency ΩR = 2g.

2.3

Interaction in the weak coupling regime (g  κ, Γ0 )

In Sec. 2.2, we discuss how an initially excited atom Rabi flops purely due to vacuum fluctuations
of a single photonic mode. In most realistic cases however, the atom interacts with a continuum of
modes of its environment, which leads to an exponential decay of the excited state probability. A
simplified but intuitive way to describe this quantitatively is to apply the Fermi Golden Rule (in
first order perturbation theory) [165]:

Γ=

~ 2
dPe→g
|hd~ge · Ei|
= 2π
D(ω) = 2πg 2 (ω)D(ω),
dt
~2

~ in g =
where we have used the perturbing Hamiltonian Hint = d~ · E

~ Ei
~
hd·
~

=

(2.6)
~
hd~ge ·Ei
,
~

where d~ge is the

dipole matrix element number with the direction of the atomic dipole polarization. The density of
states, D(ω), describes the number of final states per unit energy that the atom can decay into (at
optical frequency ω), and Pe→g is the transition probability from |ei to |gi.
Although using Fermi’s Golden Rule to compute Γ is intuitive and highlights the key factors
affecting the decay rate Γ, namely the strength of the coupling g and density of states D, it assumes
that the initial atomic state probability remains equal to unity rather than decaying exponentially.
Hence it is valid only for times short enough that the excited state population is not significantly
depleted [165]. A more general approach is given by the Weisskopf-Wigner theory, which does predict
exponential decay of the initial state, and is valid over long time responses. Note that in addition to
a decay, the Weisskopf-Wigner theory predicts a frequency shift due to the interaction of the atom
with the vacuum fluctuations, known as the Lamb shift. For an atom in free-space, it can be shown
[165] that the spontaneous decay rate is given by

Γ=

ωa3 d2ge
≡ γ0 ,
3π0 ~c3

(2.7)

where 0 is the vacuum permittivity. This result for free-space spontaneous emission rate of an atom
is called Einstein’s A coefficient. As discussed previously, the spontaneous emission of an atom is
not an intrinsic property but depends on the atom’s environment. A nice simple example is a system
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that consists of an atom positioned inside an optical cavity with quality factor Q and optical mode
volume Vm . It can be shown that in this case [190]:
Γcav (ωc = ωa )
3Q
= Fp =
γ0
4π 2



λ3
Vm


,

(2.8)

where on resonance (cavity resonance frequency ωc is equal to atomic transition frequency ωa ), we
see enhancement of spontaneous decay rate by the Purcell factor (Fp ), Γcav /γ0 = Fp , as the density
of state is enhanced by the cavity —the Purcell effect [190]. Note that an implicit assumption in
the above equations is that the material presence of the cavity does not alter the atom’s electronic
states and dissipative decay rates γ0 . As we will discuss in later sections, this assumption may
break down in nanophotonics, where the atom’s proximity to material surfaces can be sufficiently
close that the dissipative decay rates can be modified say by the presence of surface modes, and
the internal state of the atoms may be affected by Casimir effects between the atom and material
surfaces. In this case, the free space decay rate γ0 becomes Γ0 , which may be larger or smaller than
γ0 depending on the surrounding environment. We note that this effect of modification to γ0 involves
multi-level atom description. In addition to enhancement of atom spontaneous emission, inhibition
can also occur when the density of states that the atom can decay into is suppressed by the cavity,
for example, if the lowest electromagnetic field frequency supported by the cavity is higher than
the atom’s transition frequency. Inhibited spontaneous emissions1 were first demonstrated in 1974
by Drexhage [70], and in the 1980s by Kleppner [137, 109] and Gabrielse [84]. Enhanced atomic
spontaneous emission in a resonant cavity was first observed in Rydberg atoms of sodium by Haroche
[94, 195].
Treating a two-level atom in a cavity with Γ0 (atom’s spontaneous decay rate in its specific
surrounding environment) and κ (cavity decay rate), we can describe the dissipative system by
using the master equation [23] (at zero temperature):
∂
Γ0
κ
ρ = −i~[Htot , ρ]− [σ + σ − ρ(t)+ρ(t)σ + σ − −2σ − ρ(t)σ + ]− [a+ aρ(t)+ρ(t)a+ a−2aρ(t)a+ ], (2.9)
∂t
2
2
where Htot is given by Eq. (2.2), Γ0 is the coupling of the atom to the environment (loss channels),
1 Drexhage et al. in 1974 studied the fluorescence of a dye film on a mirror and observed an alteration of the
fluorescence lifetime arising from the interference of the molecular radiation with its surface image [70]. Large inhibition
of spontaneous emission was first clearly observed by Gabrielse and Dehmelt where a single electron confined in a
Penning trap was shown to have a lifetime up to ten times longer due to inhibition of spontaneous emission by the
cavity formed by the electrodes [84]. In the experiment by Kleppner et al., Rydberg atoms were placed between two
parallel conducting plates that led to a longer excited state lifetime by a factor of 20 due to inhibited spontaneous
emissions by the cavity [109].
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and κ is the coupling of the system into the output mode (detector) as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 c). In
this case, the general solution [23] for the probability amplitude of the atom in the excited state is
given by:
ce (t) = ce1 eα1 t + ce2 eα2 t ,
where
α1,2

1
=−
2



"
#1/2

2
Γ0
κ
1
Γ0
κ
2
+ + i∆ω ±
+ + i∆ω − 4g
,
2
2
2
2
2

(2.10)

(2.11)

with some coefficients ce1 and ce2 . The probability for the atom in the excited state is given by
Pe (t) = |ce (t)|2 . A few example cases that illustrate the behaviour of Pe (t) based on Eq. (2.10) are
shown in Fig. 2.1 d) showing free-space cesium atom exponential decay (ce1 = 0, ce2 = 1, Γ0 = γ0 =
5.2MHz, κ = 0) in i, and with κ = Γp = 2Γ0 in ii, the rest of parameters being the same as in i. In
the second case, ii, the decay rate is dominated by κ which in this case is set to Γp = 2Γ0 . This
illustrates the enhancement of the decay rate into a single photonic mode, resulting in a total atom
decay rate of Γtot = 3Γ0 . In these cases, we have assumed the weak coupling regime, g  κ, Γ0 .
The case for the strong coupling regime where g  κ, Γ0 is discussed in the next section.

2.4

Interaction in the strong coupling regime (g  κ, Γ0 )

In the strong coupling regime where g  κ, Γ0 , Eq. (2.11) reduces to

α1,2 = −

1
2




κ
Γ0
+ + i∆ω ± ig,
2
2

(2.12)

which leads to a damped oscillation of Pe (t) with the Rabi frequency ΩR = 2g with a damping
constant (Γ0 + κ)/4. Some example cases of Pe (t) are shown in Fig. 2.1 d), iii, for a cesium atom
coupled to a microtoroidal resonator using the experimental parameters discussed in Chapter 5 of
this thesis (ce1 = ce2 = 0.5, g = 105MHz, κ = 20MHz, Γ0 = 5.2MHz). This corresponds to a cesium
atom located at about 100nm from the surface of the microtoroid.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, the realization of atom-photon interaction in the strong coupling regime
requires a strong enhancement in the density of states for an atom to decay into the photonic (single)
mode, relative to all other dissipative channels into the environment. One powerful technique to
realize such a system is to use a high quality optical resonator, where an atom can be coupled to the
photonic cavity mode much more strongly than the coupling to its environment. In the subsequent
sections below, we discuss in more detail the qualities and relevant figure of merits, firstly of an
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optical cavity, and secondly in connection to the strength of atom-photon interaction.

2.4.1

Optical cavity

An optical cavity can be thought of as a photonic trap, where, upon entering a cavity, an input photon
gets ‘trapped’ within the electromagnetic mode volume of the cavity, as it bounces around inside the
cavity for a large number of times before it can escape out of the cavity. Some examples of optical
cavities are illustrated in Fig. 2.3. As more photons enter the cavity as the intracavity photons
are bouncing around, the intracavity power continually build up until it reaches an equilibrium,
where in this steady-state condition, the rate of increase in intracavity power due to new incoming
photons, equals the rate of energy dissipation due to intracavity losses such as material absorption
or radiative loss, and outcoupling of the intracavity photons as they escape the cavity. We will now
proceed to describe the aforementioned mathematically.
Two figure of merits of an optical cavity are its finesse, F and quality factor, Q. The cavity
finesse is the number of bounces an intracavity photon will make before its probability of escaping
the cavity are 1/e. It is a measure of how small the total losses of the cavity is (both due to intrinsic
losses such as absorption and radiative loss, as well as extrinsic coupling to the input/output port).
The cavity finesse is related to the cavity free spectral range wavelength and angular frequency,
∆λFSR and ∆ωFSR , and the full-width-half-maximum, δλfwhm and δωfwhm by:
F =

∆λFSR
∆ωFSR
=
.
δλfwhm
δωfwhm

(2.13)

In contrast to the cavity finesse (F ) which is independent from the cavity length, the cavity quality
factor (Q) depends on the cavity length, Lcav . This is because the quality factor measures the
cavity’s ability to store energy. It is equal to 2π times the ratio of stored intracavity energy to the
energy loss per oscillation cycle. Here, an oscillation cycle refers to the field oscillation cycle, not
the cavity round-trip cycle. The cavity quality factor Q is given by:

Q=F

ωcav
λcav
ncav Lcav
=
=
= ωcav τ,
λcav
δωfwhm
δλfwhm

(2.14)

where ωcav and λcav are the resonant angular frequency and wavelength of the cavity mode respectively (ω = 2πc/λ), for optical frequency ν), ncav is the refractive index of the cavity medium and
Lcav is the total round-trip cavity length. For example, Lcav is equal to twice the physical linear
length of a Fabry-Perot cavity, and it is equal to the effective circumference of a microtoroidal cavity.
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The cavity lifetime, τ , describes the 1/e decay time of the cavity photons. For example, for a cavity
with initial N0 number of photons, the number of photons after time t is given by N (t) = N0 e−t/τ .
The free spectral range and full width half maximum quantities are given by:

∆λFSR

=

λ2cav
,
ncav Lcav

δωfwhm

=

2κ,

c
ncav Lcav

(2.15)

λ2cav
2πδωfwhm ,
c

(2.16)

∆ωFSR =

δλfwhm =

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and where we have used first-order Taylor expansion
dλ =

c
f 2 df

=

λ2
c df .

Note that the cavity lifetime τ is related to the linewidth by τ = Q/ω = 1/(2κ).

The quantity κ represents the total decay rate of the cavity field amplitude. It can be decomposed
into intrinsic and extrinsic loss rates as κ = κi + κex , where intrinsic losses include material and
defects absorption and radiative losses, and extrinsic loss is given by the coupling rate of the cavity
to the input/output optical port. Correspondingly, we can define intrinsic and extrinsic quality
factors:
κ=

πc
,
λcav Q

κi =

πc
,
λcav Qi

κex =

πc
,
λcav Qex

(2.17)

where Q is the total quality factor, and Qi and Qex are the intrinsic and extrinsic quality factors.
Note that ω and κ have angular frequency units.
With the above parameters, we now look at the cavity power build up factor, which is the ratio
of the intracavity circulating power (Pcirc ) to the input power (Pin ). An approximate solution is
simply given by Pcirc /Pin = F /π, where F is the cavity finesse. The exact solution is given by
[134]:
Pcirc
c∆λFSR 1
=
Pin
λ2cav τex

2.4.2



1
1
+
2τi
2τex

−2
=

2λcav
−2
Qex (1 + Qex /Qi ) .
πncav Lcav

(2.18)

Cavity QED

In the previous section, we discussed the parameters that are important in determining the performance of an optical cavity. In this section, we consider placing a single atom inside the electromagnetic field mode volume of an optical cavity, and discuss the various parameters that are important
in characterizing the performance of such a cavity QED system. There are four critical parameters
that determine the nature of atom-photon interactions in a cavity QED setting. Firstly, we consider
the number of times an intracavity photon bounces around and hence interact with a single atom.
This is given by the finesse of the cavity, F , which is proportional to the quality factor Q according
to Eq. (2.14). The larger the Q is, the stronger the atom-photon interaction will be. Secondly, the
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strength of atom-photon interaction is determined by the energy density associated with a single
photon distributed within the cavity’s mode volume, Vm . The smaller the mode volume Vm is, the
stronger the interaction between a single atom and a single photon will be. Thirdly, in realistic
cavities, there are are some distributions of electric field strength within the mode volume of the
cavity. For example, in a Fabry-Perot cavity like one shown in Fig. 2.3 a), the electric field strength
~ r~a )| varies as a function of space. In the transverse direction, depending on the atom’s position
|E(
~ra , the electric field strength varies from a small value at the tail of the Gaussian intensity profile,
to a maximum at the center of the Gaussian intensity profile. Along the longitudinal direction, it
varies from zero at the nodes of the standing-wave and maximum at the antinodes. This behavior
~ r~a )|/|E
~ max |. The larger this ratio is, the stronger the
is quantitatively specified by the ratio |E(
atom-photon interaction will be. Fourthly, we consider the size of the atomic dipole moment. The
larger the value of the dipole moment, the stronger the interaction between the atomic dipole and
the electromagnetic field, as expected.
As discussed previously in this chapter, the strength of atom-photon interaction is quantitatively
described by the coupling parameter g, which is directly related to the Rabi flopping rate ΩR = 2g
that represents the frequency at which an excitation is exchanged between a single atom and the
photonic mode of the cavity. This coupling strength parameter g is given by [224]:

p
~ ra )/E
~ max | Va (~ra )/Vm ,
g(~ra ) = Γ0⊥ (~ra )|E(~

(2.19)

where Γ0⊥ (~ra ) is the atom transverse decay rate into all other channels other than the cavity mode
that may depend on the atom’s position ~ra . The transverse decay rate is given by Γ0⊥ (~ra ) ≥ Γ0 (~ra )/2
where Γ0 (~ra ) = Γ0k (~ra ) is the spontaneous decay rate into the environment, also known as the
longitudinal decay rate [227]. This is because Γ0 = Γ0k is the rate of relaxation of the z-component
of the Bloch vector to the ground state, whereas Γ0⊥ is the rate at which coherences damp, which
is damping in the direction transverse to the z-axis of the Bloch vector. Note that the longitudinal
relaxation time (from excited to ground state) is given by T1 = 1/Γ0 and the transverse relaxation
(dephasing) time T2 = 1/Γ0⊥ . For a cesium D2 line in vacuum (free-space), Γ0⊥ /2π = γ0⊥ /2π =
2.61 MHz. Note that γ0 represents the decay rate in vacuum (free-space), while Γ0 represents the
decay rate into the environment given the atom’s specific position and surrounding, which may be
larger or smaller than γ0 . For example, if the atom is in close proximity to a dielectric surface, Γ0
may be larger than γ0 because of the increased density of states that the atom can decay into, such
~ ra )|, the electric field
as into the surface modes of the dielectric. The other terms in Eq. (2.19) are |E(~
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~ max |, the maximum electric field strength of the cavity mode, Va , the characteristic
strength at ~ra , |E
atomic interaction volume, and Vm , the cavity electromagnetic mode volume, given by:
3cλ2a
Va (~ra ) =
,
4πΓ0⊥ (~ra )

R
Vm ≡

VQ

~ ra )|2 d3~ra
(~ra )|E(~
~ max |2
|E

,

(2.20)

where VQ represents a quantization volume of the electromagnetic field and (~ra ) = (n(~ra ))2 is the
relative permittivity, which is the square of the refractive index at ~ra .
Taking into account the decay or dissipative rate of the cavity, κ = κi + κex , another important
parameter that describes the strength of atom-photon interaction in the cQED setting (relative to
the loss channels), is the so-called cooperativity parameter, C, which is given by:

C(~ra ) =

~ ra )/E
~ max |2 Q
g(~ra )2
3λ3 |E(~
= a
,
2
2κΓ0⊥ (~ra )
8π
Vm

(2.21)

~ ra )/E
~ max |2 Q/Vm . The enhancement of the atomic decay rate into
where we note that C ∼ |E(~
the cavity mode is given by the Purcell factor, PF = 1 + 2C = Γp /Γ0p , where Γ0p is the decay
rate without the cavity enhancement. For example, consider an atom in free-space with a decay
rate of Γ0 = γ0 . Placing a relatively macroscopic Fabry-Perot cavity surrounding it, that lead
to a cooperativity parameter of C = 10, will enhance the decay rate into the cavity mode to be
Γp = PF Γ0 = 21Γ0 = 21γ0 . As another example, consider an atom located in close proximity
to an optical nanofiber waveguide, which is coupled to the waveguide through the sub-wavelength
evanescent field surrounding the single-mode nanofiber. Without a cavity, the decay rate into the
environment is enhanced due to the presence of the dielectric surface, for example Γ0 ≈ 1.5γ0 . Now
because of the strong intensity of the nanofiber mode (i.e., the small effective area Aeff defined
below), then the scattering rate Rsc ∼ σ/Aeff becomes large and leads to an enhanced decay rate
into the nanofiber mode, say Γp = 0.2Γ0 . In addition to all of these, suppose we add a pair of
mirrors on both ends of the nanofiber, forming a cavity, which leads to a cooperativity parameter
of C = 10. Then, for this nanofiber cQED system, the decay rate into the cavity mode will be
Γp = PF Γ0p = (21)(1 + 0.2)Γ0 = (21)(1.2)(1.5γ0 ) = 37.8γ0 .
The electromagnetic field effective area Aeff is defined by

Aeff = Aeff (~r) =

P
,
I(~r)

(2.22)

where I(~r) is the electric field intensity at location ~r, and P is the propagating optical power in
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the direction of light propagation. For example, in a nanofiber, P is the optical power propagating
along the fiber axis, it does not include contributions from the transverse components of the Poynting
vector. This propagating power P is equal to the optical power measurable at the output of the
fiber, P = Pout .
Two important figure of merits that describe a cavity QED system are the critical photon number,
n0 , and critical atom number, N0 . The critical photon number corresponds to the number of photons
required to saturate an intracavity photon, while the critical atom number corresponds to the number
of atoms required to have an appreciable effect on the intracavity field. They are given by [224]:

n0 =

Γ20⊥
,
2g 2

N0 =

2Γ0⊥ κ
1
= ,
g2
C

(2.23)

where the dependence of the quantities on the atom’s location ~ra is implicitly assumed, and C is
the cooperativity parameter. In cQED systems with strong atom-photon couplings, these numbers
can be very small. For example, for a microtoroidal cavity QED systems, they can take the values
of n0 ∼ 10−3 − 10−5 photons and N0 ∼ 10−2 − 10−7 atoms.
Finally, we note that in cavity QED systems in weak to intermediate coupling, the Purcell factor is
an especially important parameter that measures the strength of the atom-photon interaction, where
the coupling strength increases with increasing PF . In the strong coupling regime, the condition
requirement is more strict, and the important parameter is the coupling rate g, which is compared
to all other dissipative rates κ and Γ0 . The criterion for strong coupling regime is

g  κ, Γ0 .

(2.24)

Here, the coherent Rabi flopping process of excitation exchange between a single atom and the cavity
field mode dominates over all other dissipative processes, including losses of information by decay
processes into the environment, by absorption of materials and defects, and by the coupling into the
input/output port of the cavity. In this case, the time evolution of the system involves oscillations
in the atomic excited state probability at the Rabi flopping frequency ΩR as shown in Fig. 2.1 d)
curves iii and iv.
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2.5

Platforms for atom-photon interactions

In this section, we present an overview of various atom-photon interaction platforms, including the
platforms specifically investigated in this thesis, namely microtoroidal cavity QED, optical nanofiber,
and nanophotonic waveguides and cavities. As with Sec. 2.1 and Fig. 2.1 e), the idea is to give
a broad perspective comparing the range of atom-photon interaction strengths and the benefits,
disadvantages, challenges and limitations of the various types of platforms, which span orders of
magnitudes. As such, the emphasis here is more on the qualitative behavior and features of the types
of platforms, the key factors involved in each type, and rough or order of magnitude comparisons,
instead of precise quantitative investigations, which will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent
chapters.
The basic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2.2 a), and consists of a single (two-level) atom
with transition frequency ωa between the ground (|gi) and excited (|ei) states, which interacts with
a single photonic mode ap . Note that, more precisely, it consists of four modes, two forward- and
backward-propagating modes at the input side and two forward- and backward-propagating modes
at the output side. For a single sided excitation (from the input side), this leads to two measurable
quantities, namely transmission (of the input light after interaction with an atom) and reflection
(of the input light after interaction with an atom). For an input power Pin , it corresponds to the
transmitted power PT and reflected power PR , where Pin = PT + PR + P0 , and P0 is the power loss
into the environment. The decay rate of an excited atom into the photonic mode is Γp , symmetrically
going into the forward and backward directions, each at a rate of Γp /2. The decay rate of the atom
into all other channels other than this photonic mode (i.e., into the environment), is given by Γ0 ,
which may be different than the free-space decay rate γ0 depending on the atom’s environment. As
discussed in Sec. 2.1, in an isolated single atom and single photonic mode coherent system absent of
any dissipations, the system is described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, which leads to Rabi
flopping oscillations at the Rabi frequency ΩR = 2g. In most realistic systems such as in free-space
or with nanophotonic waveguides (with the exception of strong coupling systems such as in certain
cavity QED systems), there exists a continuum of modes whereby all of the probability amplitudes,
each undergoing Rabi flopping, destructively interfere, and lead to an exponential decay behavior,
with the 1/e lifetime given by 1/Γp and 1/Γ0 . For example, for the cesium D2 line, the free-space
natural linewidth is Γ0 /2π = γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz, and the lifetime is 30.5 ns.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.2 a), in the weak coupling regime, where the atom decays exponentially
at some enhanced rate Γtot = Γp + Γ0 , a measure of the strength of the atom-photon coupling into
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the photonic mode ap is χ = Γp /Γ0 , which is determined by the electric field E(ωp ) at the frequency
ωp and the electric dipole moment of the atom dge between the two states |gi and |ei. In the
strong coupling regime, where the atom decays with Rabi oscillations resembling the pure JaynesCummings system, one could start modeling the system using the Jaynes-Cummings interaction
Hamiltonian Hint as given by Eq. (2.2), and including the relatively weak dissipations in the system
using techniques such as the master equation in Eq. (2.9). Here, the strength of the interaction is
more conveniently characterized by the coupling parameter g, which is related to the Rabi frequency
by ΩR = 2g.
In this section, we will first look at various platforms that do not involve any optical cavity,
which are mostly in the weak coupling regime. Here, we characterize the strength of atom-photon
interactions by the parameters Γp , and χ = Γp /Γ0 , transmittance T = PT /Pin , and reflectance
R = PR /Pin . In the second subsection, we will look at various platforms that involve optical cavities,
which are mostly in the strong coupling regime. Here, we characterize the strength of atom-photon
interactions by the parameter g, which is related to the cooperativity parameter by C = g 2 /2κΓ0⊥
as given by Eq. (2.21), as well as by the parameter χ = Γp /Γ0 , where Γp represents the atomic decay
rate into the cavity mode ap . Finally, in Fig. 2.1 e) we compare all of the platforms considered, from
the weak to strong coupling regimes, by the single parameter χ = Γp /Γ0 .

2.5.1

Atom-photon interactions without a cavity

2.5.1.1

Free-space

We start by considering a very simple scenario of shining a collimated laser beam, say with a beam
radius of 1 mm, onto a single atom hypothetically held fixed in free-space. For simplicity, let us
assume that the laser power is very weak such that it is far below the intensity saturation threshold
of the single atom, and that the laser frequency is resonant to the atomic transition frequency. We
then ask the question: What fraction of power of the laser beam will be scattered by the single
atom? The answer to this is given by the ratio of the atom’s absorption cross-section area to the
beam’s cross-section area, the scattering ratio given by

Rsc ≡

where σ0 =

3λ2
2π

Pout
σ0
≈
,
Pin
Aeff

(2.25)

is the atom’s free-space resonant absorption cross-section area (that can be inter-

preted as the effective area of the atom for removing radiation from the incident light beam), and
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Aeff = πw2 /2 is a Gaussian beam’s cross-sectional area, where w = Gaussian beam 1/e radius. For
cesium D2 line (λ = 852 nm) and σ0 ≈ 0.35 µm2 . For our hypothetical example with w = 1 mm, Aeff
= 1.6 mm2 , and the scattering ratio Rsc ≈ 2.2 × 10−7 , the answer to our question is essentially zero.
As evident from Eq. (2.25), an appreciable scattering ratio can only be achieved with Aeff ∼ λ2 ∼ 1
µm2 .
In the spirit of increasing free-space incident light beam intensity, or in other words, decreasing
Aeff , let us now consider a system consisting of a pair of two focusing lenses with focal length f as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2 c), where a collimated beam, say out of a single-mode fiber, can enter the lens
from the left hand side Pin , focus down after a distance of approximately f , interact with an atom at
this location, diverge and get collimated by the second lens, and couple back into a single-mode fiber,
Pout . Although this technique significantly increases the atom-photon interaction strength, there are
fundamental limits to the inverse, due to two main reasons. Firstly, there is a limit to how much light
can be focused, the diffraction limit, Dbeam ∼ λ/2, where Dbeam is the beam’s diameter. Secondly,
as one confines the light beam (propagating electromagnetic field) into a very small space, complex
polarization structure emerges, which results, for example, in a significant electric field component
parallel to the wavevector of the beam. Because of these reasons, simple paraxial approximation
approaches of focusing light to a very high degree break down in this regime, and a more involved
model describing the system is required. This problem was first investigated in 2000 [243] and had
been investigated further experimentally in 2008 [233, 234], where the record light absorption by a
single Rubidium-87 atom trapped at the center between the pair of lenses is about 10%, that is, a
single atom transmittance of T = 0.90. Here, the probe light’s waist size is w ≈ 800 nm and λ =
780 nm.
For a system consisting of a single-mode input fiber, a pair of focusing lenses, and an output
single-mode fiber, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 c), the scattering rate Rsc is given by [234]:

Rsc

where Γfn (a, b) =

R∞
b





2
3 2/u2
1 1
1 1
Γfn − , 2 + uΓfn
,
,
= 3e
4u
4 u
4 u2

(2.26)

ta−1 e−t dt is the gamma function, u = win /f is the focusing strength parameter,

win is the input collimated beam’s Gaussian 1/e beam radius (waist) and f is the focal length of
each of the two lenses. The transmission into the single-mode fiber at the output side, T = PT /Pin ,
and reflection back into the single-mode fiber at the input side, R = PR /Pin are given by [234]:
T = (1 − Rsc /2)2 ,

2
R = Rsc
/4,

(2.27)
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where Rsc is given by Eq. (2.26), and the fraction of power lost or scattered into the environment is
given by T0 = P0 /Pin = 1 − T − R where P0 is the amount of power lost into the environment. We
note that the emission of the atom is symmetric into the forward-propagating mode and backwardpropagating mode, such that the fraction of power emitted into the single-mode fiber (in both
directions) is equal to 2R. Now the ratio of the decay rate of the atom into the photonic mode (that
is into both the forward and backward directions of the single-mode fibers), Γp , to the decay rate
into the environment, Γ0 , is given by:

χ=

Γp
2PR
2R
2R
=
=
=
.
Γ0
P0
1−T −R
T0

(2.28)

The results for T, R, χ, along with the corresponding result for paraxial approximation χ0 , using
0
= 3u2 are shown in Fig. 2.2 d). We see that the highest
paraxial approximation scattering rate Rsc

possible value for χ is χmax = χ(u = 2.24) = 2.7 at u = 2.24. The record experimental result
demonstrated in [233] is shown in Fig. 2.2 d) at point (i), with u = 0.31 and T = 1 − 0.104. This
was achieved using an incident ‘collimated’ probe beam (λ = 780 nm) of radius win = 1.4 mm,
focused down to wf = 800 nm. The discrepancy from the theoretical prediction of Tpred = 1 − 0.2299
is attributed to non-ideality of the lenses used and reduction of the interaction strength due to
the motion of the atom in the dipole trap formed at the focus of the pair of lenses, which has an
estimated temperature of ∼ 100 µK [233].

2.5.1.2

Nanophotonic waveguides

In Sec. 2.5.1.1, we discussed reducing the effective photonic mode area, Aeff by using an increasingly
strong focusing parameter u, to increase the atom-photon interaction strength. We noted that one of
the ultimate limits of this approach is the diffraction limit Dbeam ∼ λ/2, where Dbeam is the beam’s
spot size diameter. In this section, we explore platforms based on nanophotonic waveguides such as
an optical nanofiber, a nanobeam, or a nanobeam with periodic structure forming a photonic crystal,
where an atom can interact with evanescent fields of the modes that are sub-diffraction-limited. This
allows for potentially stronger interactions than those possible in the free-space systems discussed
in Sec. 2.5.1.1.
A nanophotonic waveguide system using a tapered optical nanofiber is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 e),
and one using a nanobeam (without or potentially with periodic structure forming a photonic crystal)
in Fig. 2.2 f). As in Sec. 2.5.1.1, an atom now coupled to the evanescent fields of the single-mode
nano-waveguides can absorb an incident photon and emit back into the nanoguide mode at a rate of
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Γp /2 in the forward direction, and Γp /2 into the backward direction, and it can also emit into the
environment at a rate of Γ0 . Also as discussed in Sec. 2.5.1.1, the atom-photon coupling strength
affects the transmittance T = PT /Pin , reflectance R = PR /Pin , and power fraction lost into the
environment T0 = P0 /Pin for a given incident input power Pin . We note that PT = ~ωa Γp /2,
PR = ~ωa Γp /2, and P0 = ~ωa Γ0 , and T + R + T0 = 1 by conservation of energy. We should stress
that in these types of systems, the important parameters involve all of T, R, T0 (three parameters),
not just one scattering ratio parameter Rsc = Pout /Pin as in the case of simple (weak) free-space
interaction between a beam of light and atoms, because while in such cases it is implicitly assumed
that any light absorbed by the atom will be lost (scattered) into the environment, in more strongly
coupled systems such as these nanoguide systems, the emission from the atom may go into the
nanoguide’s mode with non-negligible probability.
Now consider a silica optical nanofiber system with fiber radius a = 200 nm. Here, there are
multiple factors that are important in determining the dynamics and strengths of atom-photon
coupling for an atom located in close proximity to the nanofiber, overlaping with the evanescent
field of the nanoguide. Firstly, due to the strong transverse confinement of the fiber mode field,
a high intensity (small Aeff ) can be achieved, increasing the strength of atom-photon interaction.
Secondly, the significant longitudinal component of the electric field of the fiber mode leads to a
transverse component of the Poynting vector, which interacts with the atom. Thirdly, the presence
of the dielectric surface of the nanofiber modifies the spontaneous emission rate of the atom, Γ0 6= γ0
(see Fig. 5.1 (c) (iii)). And finally, the multilevel structure of a real atom also needs to be taken into
account. All of these aspects, for the case of a fiber with radius a = 200 nm, and a cesium atom
probed at D2 line, λ = 852 nm, are investigated in [126]. The results are shown in the top plot of
Fig. 2.2 g) for the transmittance, T , reflectance, R, and atomic decay rate ratio χ = Γp /Γ0 where
Γp is the decay rate into the fiber mode (Γp /2 into the forward and backward directions each) and
Γ0 is the decay rate into the environment, taking into account the presence of the dielectric surface
of the fiber. Note that all of the results are shown as dashed curves, with χ given by two curves
representing the maximum and minimum for different magnetic sublevels [126].
Given the full calculation results taking into account many factors important in nano-waveguide
systems [126], the goal now is to use this result as a basis to make estimations for similar systems in
similar length scales. To check how close these estimates can be, we first would like to check them
against the full calculation result itself. Our estimation procedure is the following: First we take the
value for Γp at the surface of the (radius a = 200 nm) nanofiber, Γp,0 = (0.48 + 0.31)/2γ0 = 0.395γ0 ,
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which is computed using the full calculations in [126] for cesium D2 transition. The averaging gives
the mean value across the range of Γp for different magnetic sublevels. Next, we know that Γp ∼

1
Aeff

,

2

or equivalently we can write Γp = A0 Aλeff with A0 a proportionality constant [42]. Note that λ2 is
just a normalization factor for the effective area Aeff . At λ = 852 nm, this value is A0 = 0.16828.
Now independently, we can analytically calculate the effective area Aeff for a nanofiber with radius
a = 200 nm, as a function of the atom-to-surface distance, d. The analytical equations describing a
nanofiber mode and also the effective area are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Given this function
Aeff for this specific fiber geometry, we can then solve for the proportionality constant A0 given
the explicit value of Γp,0 . Next, we independently calculate the modification of the decay rate into
the environment, Γ0 (we used Γ0k ) for a cesium atom near a silica dielectric surface, as discussed
in Sec. 6.2.4.1 and shown in Fig. 6.1. With this, we plot the resulting (estimated) decay rate ratio
χ = Γp /Γ0 , shown as the solid red curve in the top plot of Fig. 2.2 g). Finally, the transmittance T
and reflectance R are given by [42, 41]:

T (Γp , Γ0 , ∆ω)

=

Γ20 + 4∆ω 2
(Γ0 + Γp )2 + 4∆ω 2

(2.29)

R(Γp , Γ0 , ∆ω)

=

Γ2p
,
(Γ0 + Γp )2 + 4∆ω 2

(2.30)

where ∆ω = ω − ωa the detuning between the probe beam frequency ω and the atomic resonance
frequency ωa . In our calculations, we express Γp and Γ0 in units of the free-space unmodified decay
rate γ0 . The estimation results based on the aforementioned procedure are shown as solid curves in
the top plot of Fig. 2.2 g) on resonant (∆ω = 0). For comparison, we include the simple scattering
0
= σ0 /Aeff where σ0 =
ratio Rsc

3λ2
2π

is the resonant absorption cross-section of an atom in free-space,

0
where we see that this simple model for absorption (1 − Rsc
= PT /Pin = T ) deviates significantly

from the full-model T especially for decreasing atom-to-surface gap, d. We note that on resonant
(∆ω = 0), Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.30) reduce to:

T (χ)

=

R(χ)

=

1
(1 + χ)2
χ2
,
(1 + χ)2

(2.31)
(2.32)

where χ = Γp /Γ0 is the ratio of the decay rate into the chosen ‘good’ photonic mode to the decay
rate into the environment (irreversible dissipation rate), T = PT /Pin is the transmittance, and
R = PR /Pin is the reflectance.
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As shown in the top plot of Fig. 2.2 g), although there is a slight deviation between the aforementioned estimation procedure results to the full results of [126] for the case of a nanofiber with radius
a = 200nm, the estimates are good up to a few percent, and they are significantly different to the less
0
precise simple model based on the simple scattering ratio Rsc
= σ0 /Aeff . Using the same estimation

models and A0 parameter as described above, we now change the effective area profile Aeff = Aeff (d),
for nanofibers with radius a = 250 nm, and a = 215 nm, which are the dimensions for the nanofiber
atom trapping experiments in [248] and [91] respectively. The results are shown in the bottom plot
of Fig. 2.2 g), where the bottom curves correspond to the [248] experimental parameters, and the
top curves correspond to the [91] experimental parameters. The region in between the two curves is
0
shaded for a visual guide. We note the deviations from the simple Rsc
= σ0 /Aeff model are shown

by the orange curves on the same plot. The points (i) and (ii) represent the experimental data of
measurements of absorption, 1 − T , for the two experiments, where atoms are located at the trap
minima at d = 230 nm and d = 215 nm respectively. We see that the measured result of [91], point
(ii), (1 − T )expt = 0.0769 (using single-atom optical depth d1 = 0.08, and T = e−d1 ), is in a good
agreement with the predicted value, (1 − T )pred = 0.0838. The measured result of [248], point (i),
(1 − T )expt = 0.00648 (using single-atom optical depth d1 = 0.0065, and T = e−d1 ), is about a factor
of seven smaller than the predicted value, (1 − T )pred = 0.044. As mentioned in [248], one factor
that contributes to this difference is the inhomogeneous line broadening induced by the trapping
light. Where this broadening is absent, the absorbance is estimated to increase by a factor of 2.5
[248].
Finally in Fig. 2.2 h), we present a contour plot of χ = Γp /Γ0 as a function of λ2 /Aeff and
d, the atom-to-surface distance, where we have used the values A0 and λ = 852 nm as described
above. We include in these contour plots the parameters corresponding to the experiments in
[248] and [91] labeled (i) and (ii) respectively, where (λ2 /Aeff , d, χ) = (0.1389, 230nm, 0.0230) and
(0.2759, 215nm, 0.045). The quantities λ2 /Aeff are calculated analytically using the model described
in detail in Chapter 7. As discussed above, we note that while this prediction agrees with the
experimental result of [91], point (ii), the prediction does not agree with the experimental result of
[248]. One factor that causes this difference is the line broadening induced by the trapping light in
[248] as discussed above.
The results of Fig. 2.2 h) may be used for other nanophotonic waveguides that may have different
cross-sectional geometries such as a rectangle in a rectangular nanobeam, using the appropriate Aeff
profiles that depend on the material refractive index and exact dimensions of the nano-waveguides.
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Although it is less precise than using a full model approach such as with Green’s functions [110], it
is useful to give estimations and comparisons of the strength of atom-photon interaction in various
nanophotonic waveguide designs. For the purpose of this section and in Fig. 2.1 e), we attribute a
range of χ between 0 and 1 for nanophotonic waveguide systems discussed.
We note that there has been recent interest in investigations of nanophotonic waveguides that
possess periodic structures that form band-structures [14, 159, 110]. In these systems, a large enhancement of the decay rate of the atom into the photonic crystal mode can be achieved by tuning
the band-structure such that the frequency associated with the atomic resonant frequency corresponds to a small group velocity vg of the photonic crystal mode. More precisely, the enhancement
factor Γp /Γ0 is directly proportional to the inverse of the mode’s group velocity vg . These are
discussed in detail in [159, 110]. For practically realizable structures, enhancement factors of ∼ 10
are predicted, and an enhancement factor greater than 16 has been demonstrated in [14] at room
temperature for a photonic crystal point defects slab containing a GaInAsP quantum well. For
the purpose of this section, and in Fig. 2.1 e), we attribute an enhancement factor of up to 40 for
waveguides with band structure relative to the range of 0 < χ < 1 for nanophotonic waveguides
without any band-structure discussed in previous paragraphs. Hence, in Fig. 2.1 e), the range for χ
for a nanoguide with band-structure is shown to be between zero and 40.

2.5.2

Atom-photon interactions within a cavity

As discussed in Sec. 2.4, a proven approach to achieve strong coupling between a single atom and
a single photon is to use a high quality optical cavity, where a very high density of states for the
atomic decay into the cavity mode compared to all other modes lost into the environment can be
made very large, χ = Γp /Γ0  1. Generic features of such a cavity QED system involve a high
finesse (F ) optical cavity where photons can bounce inside the cavity mode for a large number of
times, as well as a small cavity field mode volume (Vm ) leading to high electric field intensity at the
location of the atom from a single photon. In this section, we explore various cavity QED platforms
including a microtoroidal cavity QED platform that is one of the focuses of this thesis, and look at
~ ra )/E
~ max |, as defined and discussed in Sec. 2.4,
the various key parameters including Q, Vm , C, χ, |E(~
and illustrated in Fig. 2.3. We note that other parameters such as κ, κi , κex , g, Γp , Γ0 , Pin , PT , PT ,
and d (the atom-to-surface distance) are defined in Sec. 2.4; please refer to this section for detailed
information.
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Figure 2.2: Atom-photon interaction without a cavity. a,c,e,f ) Atom interacting with
photonic mode ap , E(ωp ) is the oscillating electric field at optical frequency ωp ; σ − and dge are
atomic lowering operator and electric dipole moment; Hint : atom-photon interaction Hamiltonian;
Pin , PR , PT : input, reflected, transmitted optical power; Γp and Γ0 are decay rate into photonic
mode ap and decay (loss) rate into the environment respectively; Aeff and σ are photonic effective
area and atomic scattering cross-section respectively. c) f : focal length of the pair of lenses; win :
input Gaussian beam waist (radius) size. b) Cesium D2 line energy levels/manifolds. d,g,h) T, R:
transmittance and reflectance; RSc = σ0 /Aeff , atom scattering rate, where σ0 is the atomic resonant
scattering cross-section. d) Results for strongly focused light; χ: full model; χ0 : paraxial approximation; u = win /f , focusing strength; (i): Experimental result for T of [233]. Top g) Comparison
between our approximate model (solid curves) and full results of [126] (dashed curves). Bottom
g) Results using our model for parameters in [248] (fiber radius 250 nm) and [91] (fiber radius 215
nm) with measurements of (1 − T ) shown by (i) and (ii) respectively. The variable d is the atom to
fiber’s surface distance. h) Contour plot of χ. Points (i) and (ii) correspond to parameters in [248]
and [91] respectively. g,h) As evident in g), the prediction model agrees with [91], point (ii), but
this is not the case for [248], point (i). This is discussed further in the text.
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2.5.2.1

Fabry-Perot cavity

A Fabry-Perot cavity QED system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 a), which consists of a pair of highly
reflective mirrors with an atom positioned at the anti-node of the cavity’s standing wave mode. We
include the parameters achieved in the experiment described in [33, 131], where the reflectivity of
each mirror is 0.999 998 4, giving a finesse F = 4.2 × 105 , mirror radius of curvature = 0.2 m,
cavity length of 44.6 µm, mode-volume of Vm = 3.0 × 104 ∼ 104 µm3 , λ = 852 nm, quality factor
of Q = 2.2 × 107 ∼ 107 , and assuming that the atom is located (trapped) at the maximum electric
~ ra )/E
~ max | = 1. This leads to a coupling parameter g/2π = 19 MHz, κ/2π =
field such that |E(~
4 MHz, and C = g 2 /2κΓ0⊥ = 23 where Γ0⊥ = Γ0 /2 = 2.61 MHz. This set of parameters from
the experiment in [33] is shown as the point a1 and line a1 in Fig. 2.3 parts e) and f) respectively.
As in the Fabry-Perot cavity system, the atom is located far away from any dielectric surface, the
spontaneous decay rate to the environment is given to a good approximation by the free-space decay
rate Γ0 = γ0 , and there is no dependence on the atom-to-surface gap parameter d as with other
types of nanophotonic cavities discussed in later sections. We note that in a Fabry-Perot cQED
system, the mirrors of the cavity have to be stabilized to within 0.01 picometers to maintain the
cavity’s resonance frequency relative to the atomic transition frequency [33].
Stronger atom-photon coupling has been achieved using Fabry-Perot cavity QED systems, for
example in [107] with g/2π = 110 MHz, κ/2π = 14.2 MHz (Q = 6 × 106 ), and C = g 2 /2κΓ0⊥ =
163 where Γ0⊥ = Γ0 /2 = 2.61 MHz. The ultimate limit due to a finite realistic Q/Vm ratio for a
Fabry-Perot cavity QED system (taking into account the mirrors and dielectric layer coatings of the
mirrors) as discussed in [106, 33] is Q/Vm ∼ 105.3 µm−3 , which gives an atom-photon cooperativity
~ ra )/E
~ max | = 1. This is shown as the point a2 and line a2 in Fig. 2.3
parameter of C = 5000 with |E(~
parts e) and f) respectively.

2.5.2.2

Microtoroidal cavity

A microtoroidal cavity QED system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 b), which consists of a monolithic
silica microtoroidal resonator that supports a circulating whispering gallery mode, which is optically
coupled to a tapered optical nanofiber at a rate of κex . The total cavity Q includes both the intrinsic
losses (due to material absorption, defect scatterrers and radiative losses) κi and extrinsic loss or
input/output coupling rate κex , which is tunable by the positioning of the nanofiber relative to the
toroid, which is discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.1.1.2. Note that the dominant source of intrinsic
loss is absorption of silica material, which is orders of magnitude larger than the radiation loss for
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typical toroid dimensions [224].
Due to its potential ultra high quality factors and small mode volumes, a microtoroidal cavity
QED system is very attractive, allowing potentially strong atom-photon coupling even surpassing
the practical limits of a Fabry-Perot cavity QED system. This, combined with the monolithic nature
and scalability of its parallel lithographic fabrication [240] makes it a particularly promising platform
for cavity QED.
In contrast to Fabry-Perot cavity systems, here an atom couples to the cavity mode via the
evanescent field that extends ∼ λ/2π ∼ 100 nm away from the surface of the toroid. In this
case, in addition to the spatially varying effective mode area Aeff = Pcav /Icav (~r) (where Pcav is
the circulating power of the cavity, and Icav (~r) is the intensity profile of the cavity mode as a
~ ra )/E
~ max |, the decay rate into the environment,
function of the coordinate ~r), Γp = Γp (~ra ), and |E(~
Γ0 = Γ0 (~ra ) = Γ0 (d) also depends on the atom’s location ~ra (see Fig. 5.1 (c)). Note that the distance
d in this case is taken to be the atom-to-surface distance along the equatorial plane of the toroid
(z = 0).
In Fig. 2.3 e), we include two experimental results of microtoroidal cavity QED experiments as
described in [9] and [5], with the latter discussed in detail in Chapter 5. We calculate the parameters
~ ra )/E
~ max | by using finite element analysis software COMSOL. In the
Aeff = Pcav /Icav (~r) and |E(~
first case [9], the toroid’s major diameter is DM = 44 µm and minor diameter is Dm = 6 µm, giving
a mode volume of ∼ 5 × 100 µm3 . Here, κ/2π = 18 MHz (Q ≈ 5 × 106 ) and g/2π = 50 MHz
~ ra )/E
~ max | = 0.15)
(inferred from measurements), corresponding to atoms located at ≈ 100 nm (|E(~
from the toroid’s surface. The cooperativity parameter is C = 12. The result of this experiment
[9] is shown in Fig. 2.3 parts e) and f) as point b1 and curve b1 respectively, where in part f),
we have taken into account the spatial variation of Γp (~ra ) through Aeff (~ra ) and Γ0 = Γ0 (~ra ) due
to surface-modified spontaneous emission effects (see Sec. 6.2.4.1 and Fig. 6.1). For this particular
case, we use Γ0 (~ra ) = Γ0k (d), for parallel atomic dipole orientation relative to the toroid’s surface,
assumed to be a flat plane.
Although the toroid’s evanescent field extent has an exponential decay with decay constant
λ/2π, which is sub-wavelength, the cross-sectional area of the mode is larger than in the case of
nanophotonic waveguides such as nanofibers and nanobeams. As a result, the complex polarization
properties associated with nanophotonic waveguides that involve significant longitudinal components
of the electric field are not present in the case of the toroid. Here, we can use the simple formula for
the scattering rate Rsc = σ0 /Aeff where σ0 = 3λ2 /2π is the atomic resonant absorption cross-section
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and Aeff (~r) = Aeff (d) is the mode effective area. Using Eq. (2.29) and noting that 1 − T = Rsc , we
have:
χ=

√
Γp
Rsc + 1 − Rsc − 1
=
.
Γ0
1 − Rsc

(2.33)

Now we consider the experimental parameters of [5]. The toroid’s mode volume is about five
times smaller than the case of [9]. Here, the toroid’s major diameter is DM = 22.5 µm and minor
diameter is Dm = 3 µm, giving a mode volume of ∼ 100 µm3 . Here, κ/2π = 20 MHz (Q ≈ 107 )
and g/2π = 105 MHz (inferred from measurements), corresponding to atoms located at ≈ 100 nm
~ ra )/E
~ max | = 0.15) from the toroid’s surface. The cooperativity parameter is C = 53. The result
(|E(~
of this experiment [5] is shown in Fig. 2.3 parts e) and f) as point b2 and curve b2 respectively. We
note that in this experiment, we are able to detect strongly coupled single atoms in real time. The
distribution of the atom-to-surface distance d has two peaks, one located at 100 nm and another
at 200 nm (see Fig. 5.2 (c)). For atoms located at 200 nm from the surface, g/2π = 52 MHz and
C = 15. For the overall ensemble average, g/2π = 40 MHz and C = 8.
Although the aforementioned microtoroid cavity QED experiments have already demonstrated
quite strong atom-photon couplings, these are still orders of magnitude away from the projected
limits of a microtoroid cQED system [224, 131]. It is projected that quality factors of Q ∼ 1010 and
Q ∼ 1011 are realistically achievable. Using the same mode volume as above, Vm ∼ 100 µm3 , this
leads to a three to four order of magnitude increase in the Q/Vm ratios. This leads to cooperativity
parameters C ∼ 104 and C ∼ 105 . They are shown in Fig. 2.3 parts e) and f) as points b3-4 and
curves b3-4 respectively.
Finally, we note that the points on the curves b1-4 in Fig. 2.3 f) correspond to the location d
= 100 nm, which were experimentally accessed through measurements in the case for b1-2 [9, 5].
The decay rate ratio χ = Γp /Γ0 is calculated by taking into account the enhancement of Γp due
to the small Aeff , multiplied by the enhancement of Γp due to the cavity effect; the Purcell factor
PF = 1 + 2C; and the enhancement of Γ0 due to the proximity of the atom to the dielectric surface,
as calculated in Sec. 6.2.4.1. While the rest of the enhancement effects (factors) are in the order of
∼ 1, the enhancement due to the cavity ranges from ∼ 10 to ∼ 105 . As expected, this is the key
quality of cavity QED that enables the atom-photon coupling strength to be orders of magnitude
higher than similar systems without a cavity. This is enabled by the combination of high finesse
(hence quality factor) and small mode volume.
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2.5.2.3

Nanophotonic cavities

Figure 2.3 parts c) and d) illustrate nanophotonic waveguides (e.g., optical silica nanofiber, silicon
nitride nanobeam) that may or may not have periodic structures (e.g., periodic holes), that may or
may not have photonic crystal mirrors on both sides of the waveguide forming a cavity, and that
may or may not have arrays of atoms, which can form mirrors and a one dimensional cavity.
We first consider the simple case of a bare silicon nitride nanobeam waveguide with none of the
above features except a pair of photonic crystal mirrors on both sides of the waveguides, forming
a cavity. Consider a set of currently realistic and readily achievable parameters, a nanobeam with
rectangular cross-section width × height of 300 × 200 nm (the width is along the x axis and the height
is along the y axis, see Fig. 3.11), and a cavity length of 100 µm. Given this, we roughly estimate
a mode-volume of Vm ≈ 20 µm3 , i.e., Vm ∼ 10µm3 . The pair of photonic crystal mirrors leads to a
cavity linewidth of δω ≈ 20 GHz (quality factor Q ≈ 17600, i.e., Q ∼ 104 ) and a finesse of F = 80,
i.e., F ∼ 100 (where we have used the group index ng = 2.06 as the effective refractive index2 , with
λ0 = 852 nm, the free-space wavelength). From COMSOL simulation, we estimate for this geometry
~ x = 200nm, y = 0)/E
~ max | = 0.3, where the atom is located along the x-axis, at dx = 200 nm
that |E(d
away from the surface of the nanobeam, and for the nanobeam mode polarized along the x-axis. If the
~ y = 200nm, x = 0)/E
~ max | = 0.25.
atom is located 200 nm away from the surface along the y-axis, |E(d
It is also possible to have a double nanobeam waveguide, say with the same rectangular cross-sections,
separated by 200 nm along the x-direction, and the atom symmetrically located at the center between
the pair of nanobeams (see Fig. 3.13). In this case, the atom is located at 100 nm away from both
~ x = 100nm, y = 0)/E
~ max | = 0.70. Note that the electric field
surfaces on both sides, and |E(d
profiles of these nanobeams are discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.3. For completeness, we note that
~ E
~ max | = 0.33 for a nanofiber waveguide (with fiber diameter 430 nm), with an atom located 215
|E/
nm away from the surface, in the same direction as the probe beam’s linear polarization. For the
~ E
~ max | = 0.70 and Q/Vm = 103 µm−3
purpose of Fig. 2.3 parts e) and f), we show the case for |E/
as point d1 and curve d1 in part e) and f) respectively. This leads to a cooperativity parameter of
C = 12. Note that the cooperativity parameter C scales with the electric field strength at the atom
~ ra /E
~ max |2 .
location ~ra as C ∼ |E(~
2 In

this dispersive system, the effective refractive index is determinedby the group index, ng = c/vg where vg is
dβ
eff
the group velocity. Using neff = β/k, β = neff k = neff ω/c, dω
= v1 = 1c ω dn
+ neff , the group index is given by
dω
g


dneff
ng = ω dω + neff , where neff is the phase effective index (calculated for example by COMSOL), β is the guided
mode propagation constant, and k is the free-space wave number. For our case of SiN nanobeam, with width w =
300 nm, height h = 200 nm, we obtain from COMSOL, neff = 1.15 = λ0 /λcav . From COMSOL, we also obtain, by
eff
scanning the propagating optical angular frequency ω, the value dn
= 3.90 × 10−4 THz−1 .
dω
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The curve d1 in Fig. 2.3 f) shows χ = Γp /Γ0 , where Γp = Γ0p × PF where Γ0p is calculated taking
into account the factors considered by the full model in Sec. 2.5.1.2 given by the solid curve χ in the
top plot of Fig. 2.2 g), and PF is the Purcell factor enhancement due only to the cavity. As with
previous calculations, Γ0 = Γ0k is calculated according to Sec. 6.2.4.1 (see Fig. 6.1). The point on
the curve d1 in Fig. 2.3 f) gives the specific atom-surface distance considered in the above paragraph,
d = 200 nm.
The above parameters are calculated for a modest cavity finesse of F ≈ 102 (Q ≈ 104 ) and a
relatively large mode volume Vm ≈ 10 µm3 . One can imagine that the finesse of the photonic crystal
cavities may be increased by a factor of 10 or 100 (keeping the mode volume constant), leading to
an increase by a factor of 10 or 100 in Q. Alternatively, one can also reduce the mode volume by
a factor of 10, say by reducing the cavity length by a factor of 10; in this case, the finesse needs to
be increased by a factor of 10 in order to keep Q constant. Whichever the approach, or with the
combined approach, we include in Fig. 2.3 e) and f) the points d2, d3 and curves d2, d3 respectively
for the case where the ratio Q/Vm is increased by 10-fold and 100-fold. An estimate [224, 147] of
the ultimate limit gives Q/Vm ≈ 106.5 µm−3 , leading to a cooperativity parameter of C ≈ 104 (for
~ E
~ max | = 0.70). This is included as point d4 and curve d4 in Fig. 2.3 e) and f).
|E/
At the end of Sec. 2.5.1.2, we discussed how periodic structure of nanophotonic waveguides may
lead to band-structures that may be tailored to give a small group velocity of the mode, which may
give further enhancement by a factor of ∼ 10 for realistic fabrication parameters [110]. Using this
technique, it may be possible to obtain a further enhancement say by 10-fold in the effective Q. This
is surely highly simplified and is intended only to give rough order of magnitude estimates of the
possible ranges. These cases are shown in Fig. 2.3 e) and f), labelled by d5, d6, d7, and d8. Here,
~ E
~ max | = 1. As
we locate the atom right in the middle of the photonic crystal holes, such that |E/
in this case, the behaviour of Γ0 can deviate significantly from the other cases above, and we have
set Γ0 = γ0 , the free-space decay rate. We note that in this case, the largest projected limit can be
Q/Vm = 107.5 µm−3 and have a cooperativity parameter of C = 7 × 105 , slightly higher than the
‘ultimate limit’ projected for a microtoroid cQED system (C ≈ 5 × 105 for an atom located at 150
nm away from the surface of the toroid).
Finally for completeness, we include in our comparisons the work of [41], which considers a new
kind of cavity QED system where a one-dimensional linear array of atoms may be used to form
a cavity surrounding a chosen/designated ‘defect’ atom. Here, it is predicted that a cooperativity
parameter of C ∼ 10 is achievable with Nm ∼ 103 number of mirror atoms surrounding the single
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~ E
~ max | = 0.33 (corresponding
defect (qubit) atom, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 c). Using C = 10 and |E/
to the electric field of an atom located 215 nm away from a nanofiber of diameter 430 nm along the
probe beam’s linear polarization direction), we show in Figs. 2.3 e) and f), point c1 and curve c1.
For the plot in part f), we have used the spatially dependent parameters Aeff , Γp , Γ0 for a fiber of
~ E
~ max | = 1,
diameter 430 nm. We have also included as point c2 and curve c2, the case where |E/
which corresponds to C ≈ 90.
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Figure 2.3: Atom-photon interaction within a cavity. a,b,c,d) Q: cavity quality factor,
Vm : cavity mode volume; Pin , PR , PT : input, reflected, transmitted optical powers; g: atom-photon
coupling rate; κi : intrinsic cavity loss; κex : extrinsic input/output coupling rate; Emax and E(~ra )
are the maximum electric field and the electric field at atom’s position ~ra ; Γp : atom’s decay rate
into cavity photonic mode; Γ0 : atom’s decay rate into the environment. e,f ) C: cooperativity
parameter; χ = Γp /Γ0 ; d = atom-to-surface distance. a) Fabry-Perot cavity; labels in e) and f): a1,
experimental parameters of [33], a2, ultimate limit [33]. b) Microtoroidal cavity; labels in e) and
f): b1 and b2, experimental parameters of [9] and [5], b3 and b4, projected limits [224, 131]. c)
Atomic mirror cavity (formed by 2 Nm atoms): c1, prediction from [41] with |E|/|Emax | = 0.33, c2,
with |E|/|Emax | = 1. d) Photonic crystal cavity: d1-d4 for currently realizable Q/Vm value to the
projected limit [147], with |E|/|Emax | = 0.5, d5-d8 for same range of Q/Vm but with |E|/|Emax | =
1 and an enhancement factor of 10 in atom’s decay rate into the photonic mode that may be gained
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(with Γ0 = γ0 , the free-space decay rate), they are not functions of d. The horizontal lines serve as
visual guides for comparison with other curves.
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Chapter 3

Experimental overview
As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the promising candidate platforms to realize strong atom-photon
coupling is microtoroidal resonator based cavity QED systems. As the first on-chip monolithic
lithographically fabricated platform that achieved strong atom-photon coupling, investigations on
this platform where atoms interact with evanescent fields at the nano-scale (∼ 100 nm) are interesting
not only in their own right but also in revealing the physical factors or elements important in this
world of nanophotonic atom-photon interaction, including: the role of dielectric surfaces in modifying
atomic internal electronic states and decay rates, the center-of-mass dynamics of single atoms near
dielectric surfaces, the electric field polarization behavior of strongly confined light at sub-wavelength
scales and its role in atom-photon interactions, and the critical aspects of nanophotonic device
fabrication in the context of atom-photon interactions. While some of these issues were investigated
in microtoroidal-based cavity QED experiments conducted in this thesis (Chapters 4, 5, 6), some
of the latter issues were investigated in more detail in an optical nanofiber platform (Chapter 7).
As discussed in more detail in later sections and chapters of this thesis, these cavity QED systems
demand strict and high quality photonic device fabrications, which are critical and may limit the
performance or even function of the system, such as the ability to trap single atoms. With the
combined knowledge of experimental investigations on microtoroidal resonator and optical nanofiber,
we investigate a cavity QED platform based on lithographically fabricated nanophotonic waveguides
and photonic crystal resonators (Chapter 8), which hold bright promise towards the realization of
a chip-integrated scalable quantum network with strong coupling of trapped single atoms to single
photons with N  1 number of nodes, allowing multiple qubit operations in quantum computation
contexts, as well as quantum simulations of many-body systems represented by the atoms.
In this chapter, we present basic experimental setups of this thesis, the basic experimental techniques involved, and explore the three types of nanophotonic devices considered in this thesis,
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namely: microtoroid cavity QED (Sec. 3.1), tapered optical nanofiber (Sec. 3.2), and nanophotonic
waveguides and cavities (Sec. 3.3).

3.1

Cavity QED with a microtoroidal cavity

3.1.1

Model

3.1.1.1

Modes of a microtoroidal resonator

An idealized microtoroid has axial symmetry, so we work in a standard cylindrical coordinate system
~r → (ρ, φ, z). The toroid is modeled as a circle of diameter Dm with dielectric constant  revolved
around the z-axis to make a torus of major diameter DM (Fig. 3.1 (a)). The toroid is therefore
defined by its minor diameter Dm and its principal diameter Dp = DM + Dm . The fabrication and
characterization of high-quality microtoroids are described in detail elsewhere [11].
The axisymmetric cavity modes of interest are whispering-gallery modes (WGM), which lie near
the edge of the resonator surface and circulate in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction.
These modes are characterized by an azimuthal mode number m, whose magnitude gives the periodicity around the toroid and whose sign indicates the direction of propagation. The WGMs for ±m are
degenerate in frequency but travel around the toroid in opposite directions. The mode electric fields
~ r) = Emax f~(ρ, z)eimφ , where f~(ρ, z) = E(ρ,
~ z)/Emax
for the WGM traveling waves are written as E(~
is the mode function in the ρ − z cross-section normalized by the maximum electric field Emax . In
general, backscattering couples these two modes so that a more useful eigenbasis for the system
consists of the normal, standing wave modes characterized by a phase and the periodicity |m|. This
backscattering coupling h is assumed to be real, with the phase absorbed into the definition of the
origin of the coordinate φ. In addition, the mode’s field decays at a rate κi through radiation, scattering, and absorption. In our simulations, a cavity mode is fully described by its spatial mode function
f~(~r), its azimuthal mode number m, its loss rate κi , and the coupling h to the counter-propagating
mode with mode number −m.
We model the microtoroid modes using a commercial finite-element software package (COMSOL)
to solve numerically for the vector mode functions f~(ρ, z) for modes of a given m [180]. Mode volumes
are calculated from,
R
Vm =

Z
~ r)|2
dV (~r)|E(~
= 2π dA (ρ, z)ρf (ρ, z)2 .
2
Emax

(3.1)

In this notation [224], the coupling of a circularly polarized optical field to an atomic dipole located
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Figure 3.1: Microtoroid cavity QED schematic. (a) Optical input/output coupling enabled
by a tapered fiber (diameter Df ) positioned at a small fiber/toroid surface-to-surface gap xft < λ.
Spatial cylindrical coordinates {ρ, φ, z} with origin at toroid center. The toroid geometry can be
described by its major (DM ), minor (Dm ), and principal (Dp ) diameters. On the toroid’s crosssectional minor circle plane, ψ describes the latitudinal angle, and d = d(ρ, z) is the atom-tosurface distance. (b) Tapered fiber optical input/output fields {ain , aout , bin , bout } coupled at rate
κex to toroid counter-propagating intracavity fields {a, b}, coupled by internal scatterers at a rate h,
suffering intrinsic loss at rate κi . A nearby atom located at ~r is coupled to the cavity at rate g(~r), and
has a free space spontaneous emission rate γ. (c) i-iv): normalized electric field |E| profiles and the
components {Ezθ , Eρθ , Eφθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase), with Ezmax = 1.00|E|max , Eρmax =
0.086|E|max , Eφmax = 0.118|E|max ; v-vii) shows the lowest-order mode function f (ρ, z) for a toroid
with {Dp , Dm } = {24,3} µm, m = 118 and λ = 852 nm, and the cross-sections along d and z. (d)
SEM images of two fabricated mictoroids with Dp ∼ 18 µm and Dp ∼ 24 µm.
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in the evanescent field of the cavity is calculated as:
s
~ = f (ρ, z)e
g(~r) = hd~ · Ei

imφ

3πc3 γ
(0) 2

ωa

,

(3.2)

Vm

(0)
where d~ is the dipole operator and ωa = 2πc/λ0 is the vacuum transition frequency of the two-

level atom with free-space wavelength λ0 . WGMs are predominantly linearly polarized, and so we
average over the dipole matrix elements to obtain an effective traveling wave coupling gtw which
is approximately ∼ 0.6 of the value for circularly polarized light (see supplementary information
of [9]). Travelling wave modes of an axisymmetric resonator are not strictly transverse. For the
toroid geometries considered here, with Dp , Dm  λ, the azimuthal component is small and we
assume that the optical field is linear outside of the toroid. Since the cavity losses are dominated by
absorption and defect scattering rather than the radiative lifetime set by the toroid geometry [224],
we let κi and h be experimental parameters. Fig. 3.1 (c) shows SEM images of two fabricated
mictoroids with Dp ∼ 18 µm and Dp ∼ 24 µm, and the lowest-order mode with m = 118 for a
toroid with {Dp , Dm } = {24, 3} µm. The index m is chosen so that the cavity frequency ωc is near
(0)

the 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition of Cs with ωa /2π = 351.7 THz.
The local polarization of modes varies throughout the interior and exterior of the toroid. Approximate solutions for constant polarization suggest classifications as quasi-transverse modes, labeled
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, although actual solutions are not
transverse. A reasonable analytic approximation for the lowest-order mode function with mode
number m outside of the toroid is that of a Gaussian wrapped around the toroid’s surface that
decays exponentially with the distance scale set by the free space wavevector 1/λ0 = 2π/λ0 ,
2

f (ρ, z) ∼ e−d/λ0 e−(ψ/ψ0 ) ,

where d(ρ, z) =

q
(ρ −

DM 2
2 )

(3.3)

+ z 2 − D2m is the distance to the toroid surface, ψ(ρ, z) = arctan ρ−DzM /2

is the angle around the toroid cross-section (ψ = 0 at z = 0), and ψ0 is a characteristic mode width
(see Fig. 3.1 (a)). Higher order angular modes are characterized by additional nodes along the
coordinate ψ.

3.1.1.2

Fiber-toroid optical coupling

As discussed in previous sections, we couple light into and out of the microtoroidal cavity using
a tapered optical nanofiber. In this section we consider in more detail this coupling between the
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two photonic modes. As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, another potential function
for the nanofiber is to provide trapping of single atoms, which could potentially realize strong
coupling between trapped atoms and photons using a microtoroid platform. With this context
in mind, we now proceed to take a look at how the toroid-fiber coupling can be modelled, and
importantly its behavior as a function of varying the toroid’s dimensions (hence its propagation
constant), nanofiber dimensions (hence its propagation constant), and the fiber-to-toroid spacing.
In the experiment, we tune the fiber-to-toroid spacing (xft ) by using nanopositioners, which allow
p
tuning of the input/output coupling rate κex , allowing access to under-coupled (κex < κ2i + h2 ),
p
p
critically coupled (κex = κ2i + h2 ), and over-coupled (κex > κ2i + h2 ) regimes. We note that
depending on the phase-matching conditions (dimensions and materials of the toroid and fiber), it
is possible for critical-coupling (and hence also over-coupling) conditions to be unattainable even
when the fiber-to-toroid gap is zero (i.e., the fiber is in contact with the toroid).
As illustrated in Figure 3.2 a), we model our toroid and fiber as two parallel cylindrical waveguides, with a surface-to-surface gap of xft , interaction length of Lft , nanofiber radius of a, and toroid
principal radius rp . We note that, as we will discuss later, the minimum range of Lft for our typical
parameters that may lead to a maximum transfer of power between one initially excited waveguide
to the other (initially not excited) waveguide is in the order of ∼ 1 µm. Given the typical sizes of the
toroid (e.g., diameter of 20-50 µm), the curvature in the ∼ 1µm scale should be relatively small, and
the assumption of two parallel cylindrical waveguides is reasonable. A more precise model should
take into account the curvature of the toroid as we move along the z-axis, instead of assuming two
parallel waveguides with an effective interaction length of Lft that we use here.
Our model is based on the coupled mode theory of two parallel waveguides discussed in [257]. The
dispersion curves showing the two lowest order ‘supermodes’ of a pair of waveguides (labeled waveguides a and b) with configuration near the phase-matching frequency ω0 is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 c).
Here, as we approach ω0 , the individually uncoupled waveguide dispersion curves βa0 (ω) and βb0 (ω)
exhibit anti-crossing near the phase-matching frequency, and the supermodes are described by the
dispersion curves γ1 (ω) and γ2 (ω) for the odd and even modes respectively. One parameter that
affects the strength of the coupling between the two waveguides is the phase-matching coefficient, δ.
Consider the initial condition where light is initially injected only into waveguide b, with power
Pb = P0 ; and no light is travelling through waveguide a. Let us assume that this initial condition is
satisfied at z = 0. The power transferred to waveguide a, as a function of the interaction length, z,
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is then given by [257]:

Pa (z) = P0 Pfrac Posc = P0

κ2

p
 
κ2
sin
κ2 + δ 2 z ,
2
+δ

(3.4)
2

where Pb = P0 − Pa (z) is the power in waveguide b for the given z. The term Pfrac = κ2κ+δ2
√
 
determines the maximum possible fraction of power transfer and the term Posc = sin
κ2 + δ 2 z
is oscillatory as a function of the coupling length z (or Lft ). The phase-matching coefficient δ is
given by:
δ=

1
((βb + Mb ) − (βa + Ma )) ,
2

(3.5)

where βa and βb are the propagation constants of waveguides a and b respectively, whereas Ma and
Mb are small correction terms to the waveguides’ a and b propagation constants respectively, due
to the presence of the other waveguide, and are given by

Mi =

ω0
4

Z

∞

(n2i (r) − n2c (r))Ei2 dA,

(3.6)

−∞

where i denotes the waveguide label (i.e., a or b), 0 is the vacuum permittivity constant, ni (r) is
the refractive index profile for waveguide i only (in the absence of the other waveguide) as a function
of spatial coordinate r, nc (r) is the composite (two waveguides, both a and b present) refractive
index profile (see Fig. 3.2 b)), and Ei is the unperturbed electric field for waveguide i. Finally, the
effective coupling constant κ is given by the geometric mean of the coupling constant for waveguides
√
(a to b) and (b to a) [257, 222], κ = κab κba , where

κij =

ω0
4

Z

∞

(n2i (r) − n2c (r))Ei Ej dA.

(3.7)

−∞

We note that given the above equations,

κ=

√

κab κba =

q

n2b n2a

ω0
4

Z

∞

Ea Eb dA = βa βb C0 ,

(3.8)

−∞

where C0 is a proportionality constant that contains in it the integral involving the electric field
profiles of the waveguides. Note that we have used ni = βi /k0 with k0 =

2π
λ ,

the free-space wave

number. At this point, we make an approximation to treat the value C0 to be constant, as we modify
the dimensions at the toroid and fiber in the discussions that follow. This approximation is based
on the assumption that the taper-toroid coupling strength is most sensitive to the phase-matching
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conditions determined by the propagation constants, and the value of the integral inside C0 does
not change significantly relative to these changes.
We now find the propagation constants of the microtoroid whispering gallery mode and the
nanofiber. For the microtoroid, the intrinsic propagation constant is given by βtoroid = 2π/λeff =
2π/(2πreff /m) = m/reff ≈ m/rp where m is the azimuthal mode number and reff is the effective
toroid mode radius and rp is the principal radius [222]. In our calculation, we use the principal radius
for the toroid used in the experiment discussed in Chapter 5, rp = 12 µm, and the azimuthal mode
number m=118, which brings the toroid’s resonant frequency to that of the cesium D2 (F = 4 →
F 0 = 5 transition) at λ ≈ 852 nm. To see the sensitivity to changes in m, in Fig. 3.2 e), we plot the
propagation constant βtoroid as a function of rp for m = 117, 118, 119 (labeled t1, t2, t3) in red, black,
and blue respectively. The propagation constants for the nanofiber can be calculated analytically or
by using COMSOL (see Sec. 3.2). In Fig. 3.2 e), we include the propagation constants for nanofiber
of radii a = 215, 300, 400, 500 nm, as well as the free-space wave number k0 = 2π/λ0 with λ0 = 852
nm. We note that in the toroid cavity QED experiments described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we
used a nanofiber with estimated radius a = 300 nm, pulled from a single-mode fiber SM800 from
Fibercore. In the nanofiber atom trap experiment described in Chapter 7, we used a nanofiber with
estimated radius a = 215 nm, pulled from a single-mode fiber 630-HP from Nufern. We also consider
use of this smaller final radius fiber a = 215 nm for the atom trap scheme using a tapered nanofiber
next to a microtoroid described in Chapter 6. One of the main reasons is the requirement to have
the nanofiber to support only a single-mode at the cesium D2 line magic wavelengths 687 nm and
937 nm (used for the blue-detuned and red-detuned trapping beams, respectively), and the probe
light at 852 nm. While the larger nanofiber (a = 300 nm) is single-mode for 852 nm and 937 nm, it
is not single-mode at 687 nm. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 d) where point (i) indicates single-mode
condition for λ = 852 nm but not 687 nm, and points (ii) indicate the single-mode condition for λ
= 687 nm and 852 nm. The shaded region indicates the single-mode region with V < 2.405.
Now, two measureable quantities in the experiment are the power of the input light into the fiber,
Pin , and the transmitted power coming out of the fiber, PT after it interacts with the microtoroid
cavity, leading to the transmittance T = PT /Pin . As a function of the so-called coupling factor K,
the transmission is given by [222]:

T (K) =

1−K
1+K

2
,

(3.9)

where
0

K=

κ20 e−γ0 xft
.
0
2
−γ
κi e i xft + (σ00 )2

(3.10)
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Here K is the ratio of desired nanofiber-toroid mode power coupling to the total power loss of
the system, xft is the fiber-toroid surface-to-surface distance, κ0 is the coupling constant into the
fundamental nanofiber mode, κi is the coupling constant into the higher-order (lossy) nanofiber
modes, 1/γ00 and 1/γi0 are spatial exponential decay constants associated with the evanescent fields
of the fundamental and higher-order nanofiber modes (not to be confused with spontaneous decay
rates that use similar symbols in this thesis), and σ00 is the microtoroid resonator loss rate constant
(not to be confused with atomic scattering cross-section). We note that the units of κ20 , κ2i and σ02
are all 1/sec, representing coupling (loss) rates per second. In our calculation, we use the values
1/γ00 = 1/γi0 = 174 nm, which represent the 1/e spatial exponential decay constant for the nanofiber
q
2πc
modes, and σ0 = λQ
with λ = 852 nm; c the speed of light in vacuum; and Qi = 5 × 107 , the
i
intrinsic quality factor of the toroid, corresponding to the experimental parameters of Chapter 5.
Our first goal now is to apply our model to our experimental measurement data of transmission
T as a function of xft that were taken in the experiment described in Chapter 5 by tuning the
relative position between our toroid and nanofiber using an independently calibrated nanopositioner
(see Appendix A). Recall that here the nanofiber radius is a = 300 nm. The experimental data
is shown in Fig. 3.2 f) as the black points. Using the equations and parameters presented above,
one can compute the transmission T as a function of xft , given the two values of κi and κ0 . The
value of κi determines the ratio of the values of T at the far under-coupled position to the highly
over-coupled position. Independent investigations show that this is typically very small and the
fiber-toroid coupling efficiency can be as high as 99.97% [223]. We note that below certain values of
κi , the shape of T becomes insensitive to the exact value of κi . For our calculation, we set κi = 103
such that κ2i /κ20 < 0.001. This leaves us with one free parameter, κ0 , which in principle can be
calculated from the exact field distributions of the toroid and nanofiber, taking into account the
effects due to the various curvatures and also experimental uncertainties. In our calculation, instead
of modeling this part of the equation to compute κ0 , we set κ0 to be fitted by the experimental data1 .
Specifically, we set κ0 = 4 × 104 , which leads to a critical coupling condition for the (a=300nm)
fiber at xft = 600 nm. Note that the minimum point (the critical coupling condition point) of the
transmission curve T is quite sensitive to the value of κ0 , which shifts T horizontally along xft .
Recall in Equation (3.4) the term

κ2
κ2 +δ 2

determines the maximum fraction of power to be

transferred from one waveguide to the other waveguide. From our earlier discussions, we have
sufficient information to compute κ and δ for different fiber and toroid dimensions within our
model and approximations. We thus apply this to the coupling factor K in Eq. (3.9), that is,
1A

more detailed modeling of a nanofiber-microsphere coupling system can be found in [152].

K̃ = K ×
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2
κ̃2
/ κ2κ+δ2 , where the variables with tildes correspond to the values for various
κ̃2 +δ̃ 2

fiber and toroid dimensions, and the variables without the tildes correspond to K for the case where
we have the experimental data. We show the results in Fig. 3.2 f), where the experimental data is
shown by the black points, the theoretical results for this case (fiber with radius a = 300 nm and
toroid principal radius rp = 12 µm) by the red dashed curve, and the curves i, ii, iii, iv, v (in red,
blue, green, magenta, black respectively) are the results for a fiber with radius a = 215 nm, and
toroid principal radii rp = 12, 12.3, 12.6, 12.9, 13.2 µm respectively.
√
 
Lastly, we take a look at the oscillatory term Tosc ≡ sin
κ2 + δ 2 z in Eq. (3.4). The results
for Tosc for a toroid with rp = 12 µm, and nanofibers of radii a = 215 nm and 300 nm are shown as
the blue and red curves respectively in Fig. 3.2 g).
Now setting xft to be at the critical coupling condition (i.e., the minima in T in Fig. 3.2 f)),
and letting the interaction length Lft vary by the amount δLft from the length Lft,0 that gives the
maximum value of Tosc , we see how the transmission T = PT /Pin is affected as we scan the values
of δLft . This is important for the stability of T with respect to variations in Lft . The result for
fiber radius a = 300 nm and toroid principal radius rp = 12 µm is shown as dashed red curve in
Fig. 3.2 h). The results for fiber radius a = 215 nm and toroid principal radius rp = 12, 12.3,
12.6, 12.9, 13.2 µm are shown as the solid curves labeled by i, ii, iii, iv, v respectively in (red, blue,
green, magenta, black) colors in Fig. 3.2 h). The shaded area in Fig. 3.2 h) corresponds to T < 1%
showing the necessary stability condition of δLft ± 500 nm to achieve T < 1% stability at critical
coupling. We note that this is a necessary but not necessarily a sufficient condition. There are other
factors such as the laser stability and the stability of xft that may have larger effects on changes in
T . We note that in the experiment described in Chapter 5, we have a stability at critical coupling
of T < 1%.

3.1.1.3

Cavity QED in an axisymmetric resonator

We consider a quantum model of a two-level atom at position ~r(t) coupled to an axisymmetric
resonator shown schematically in Fig. 3.1. The terminology used here follows the supplemental
material of [9], [57], and [5], but the general formalism can be found in additional sources (see [225],
for example). As described in section 3.1.1.1, an axisymmetric resonator supports two degenerate
counter-propagating whispering-gallery modes at resonance frequency ωc to which we associate the
annihilation (creation) operators a and b (a† and b† ). Each traveling-wave mode has an intrinsic
loss rate, κi ; the modes are coupled via scattering at rate h. External optical access to the cavity
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Figure 3.3: Atom-toroid eigenenergy and spectrum. (a) Imaginary part of the eigenvalues
Λi of the linearized systems as a function of detuning ∆ca = ωc − ωa for a Cs atom at φ = π/4
and gtw /2π = 60 MHz critically coupled to a cavity with parameters {κi , h}/2π = {8, 0} MHz
(Eqs. (3.15)). (b) Normalized transmission (red), T , and reflection (green), R, spectra as a function
of cavity-atom detuning ∆ca for gtw = 0 and gtw /2π = 60 MHz (θ = π/4) at critical coupling.
is provided by a tapered fiber carrying input fields {ain , bin } at probe frequency ωp . Fiber fields
couple to the cavity modes with an external coupling rate κex . The output fields of the fiber
taper in each direction and are the coherent sum of the input field and the leaking cavity field,
√
{aout , bout } = −{ain , bin } + 2κex {a, b} [9, 57].
We specialize to the situation of single-sided excitation, where hbin i = 0. The input field ain drives
√
the a mode with strength εp = i 2κex hain i so that the incident photon flux is Pin = ha†in ain i =
|εp |2 /2κex . Experimentally accessible quantities are the transmitted and reflected photon fluxes,
PT = ha†out aout i and PR = hb†out bout i, respectively. In experiments, data are typically presented as
normalized transmission and reflection coefficients defined as T = PT /Pin and R = PR /Pin . In the
absence of an atom, the functions T and R for the bare cavity depend on the detuning ∆cp = ωc −ωp
p
and the cavity rates h, κi , and κex . At the critical coupling, κex = κ2i + h2 , the bare cavity T → 0
when ∆cp = 0 [223].
The cavity modes {a, b} both couple to a single two-level atom with transition frequency ωa
at location ~r. In the context of cQED, the atomic system is described by a single transition with
frequency ωa with the associated raising and lowering operators σ + and σ − and an excited state field
(0)

decay rate γ. The atomic frequency ωa (~r) may be shifted from the free-space value ωa by frequency
δa (~r) due to interactions with the dielectric surface. The coupling of the traveling-wave modes {a, b}
max
to the atomic dipole is described by the single-photon coupling rate gtw (~r) = gtw
f (ρ, z)e±iθ , where

f (ρ, z) is the cavity mode function and θ = mφ. A discussion of f (ρ, z) for the modes of a microtoroid
appears in section 3.1.1.1. For an atom in motion, ωa (~r), γ(~r), and gtw (~r) are spatially-dependent
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quantities that depend on the atomic position ~r(t).
To study the atom-cavity dynamics, we write the standard Jaynes-Cummings-style cQED Hamiltonian for coupled field modes [114, 9]:

H/~ =




ωa (~r)σ + σ − + ωc a† a + b† b + h a† b + b† a + ε∗p eiωp t a + εp e−iωp t a†


∗
∗
+ gtw
(~r)a† σ − + gtw (~r)σ + a + gtw (~r)b† σ − + gtw
(~r)σ + b .

(3.11)

Following the rotating-wave approximation, we write the Hamiltonian in a frame rotating at ωp [9,
57, 225]:

H/~ =



∆ap (~r)σ + σ − + ∆cp a† a + b† b + h a† b + b† a + ε∗p a + εp a†


∗
∗
(~r)σ + b ,
(~r)a† σ − + gtw (~r)σ + a + gtw (~r)b† σ − + gtw
+ gtw

(3.12)

where ∆ap (~r) = ωa (~r) − ωp and ∆cp = ωc − ωp . Dissipation from coupling to external modes is
treated using the master equation for the density operator of the system ρ:



ρ̇ = − ~i [H, ρ] + κ 2aρa† − a† aρ − ρa† a + κ 2bρb† − b† bρ − ρb† b
+γ (2σ − ρσ + − σ + σ − ρ − ρσ + σ − ) .

(3.13)

Here, κ = κi + κex is the total field decay rate of each cavity mode, and 2γ(~r) is the atomic dipole
spontaneous emission rate, which is orientation dependent near a dielectric surface (section 6.2.4.1).
The Hamiltonian (3.12) can be rewritten in a standing wave basis using normal modes A =
√
√
(a + b)/ 2 and B = (a − b)/ 2,

H/~ =

∆ap (~r)σ + σ − + (∆cp + h)A† A + (∆cp − h)B † B
 √
 √
+ ε∗p A + εp A† / 2 + ε∗p B + εp B † / 2


+gA (~r) A† σ − + σ + A − igB (~r) B † σ − − σ + B ,

where gA (~r) = gmax f (ρ, z) cos θ, gB (~r) = gmax f (ρ, z) sin θ, and gmax =

√

(3.14)

max
2gtw
. In the absence

of atomic coupling (gtw = 0), these normal modes are eigenstates of (3.12). With gtw 6= 0, the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are dressed states of atom-cavity excitations. With h = 0 and
gtw 6= 0, the atom defines a natural basis in which it couples to only a single standing wave mode.
For the modes {A, B} defined above, coupling may occur predominantly, or even exclusively, to one
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of the two normal modes depending the azimuthal coordinate θ. For such θ, the system can be
interpreted as an atom coupled to one normal mode in a traditional Jaynes-Cummings model with
dressed-state splitting given by the single-photon Rabi frequency Ω(1) = 2g ≡ 2gmax f (ρ, z), along
with a second complementary cavity mode uncoupled to the atom. Approximately for gtw  h, this
interpretation is consistent for any arbitrary atomic coordinate θ. For h 6= 0 and comparable to κi
with a fixed phase convention (such as Im(h) = 0 used here), this decomposition is not possible for
arbitrary atomic coordinate θ; the atom in general couples to both normal modes as a function of
φ [9, 225].
The master equation (3.13) can be numerically solved using a truncated number state basis
for the cavity modes. Alternatively, the system is linearized by treating the atom operators σ ±
as approximate bosonic harmonic oscillator operators with [σ − , σ + ] ≈ 1. For a sufficiently weak
probe field, the atomic excited state population is small enough that the oscillator has negligible
population above the first excited level and the harmonic approximation is quite good. As part of
this linearization, we factor expectation values of normally-ordered operator products into products
of operator expectation values [66, 80]. Numerical calculations confirm that this approximation is
accurate when calculating cavity output fields and classical forces for the weak driving power levels
considered here. In particular, experiments typically utilize a photon flux PT = ha†out aout i ∼ 15
cts/µs corresponding to an average cavity photon population of ha† ai ∼ 0.1. At these photon
numbers, cavity expectation values effectively factorize such that ha† ai ≈ ha† ihai for the semiclassical
treatment used here [105]. We use this approximation to write PT = ha†out aout i ≈ ha†out ihaout i,
√
implying that we only need the complex number haout i = −hain i + 2κex hai and its conjugate to
calculate the cavity transmission at these photon numbers. This approximation is not sufficient
for calculation of the g (2) (τ ) correlation function where the nonlinearities must be included [5], but
the linearized two-level atom formalism enables efficient simulation of the behavior of ensembles of
atoms at the accuracies required by the existing experimental data in [5].
The relevant equations of motion for the field amplitudes of the linearized master equation are,

∗
hȧi = −(κ + i∆cp ) hai − ih hbi − iεp − igtw
hσ − i,

(3.15)

hḃi = −(κ + i∆cp ) hbi − ih hai − igtw hσ − i,

(3.16)

∗
hσ˙− i = −(γ + i∆ap ) hσ − i − igtw hai − igtw
hbi.

(3.17)

Time and spectral dependence of this system of equations are governed by its eigenvalues Λi . The
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imaginary part of the eigenvalues as a function of detuning ∆ca ≡ ωc −ωa are illustrated in Fig. 3.3b.
For large ∆ca  |gtw |, the three eigenvalues include one atom-like eigenvalue and two cavity-like
eigenvalues separated by the mode splitting h. For intermediate ∆ca , there is an anti-crossing of two
dressed-state eigenvalues Λ± , while the third (cavity-like) Λ0 is uncoupled to the atom.
For a slowly-moving atom, the mode fields remain approximately in steady state as the parameters evolve with the atom trajectory ~r(t). Analytic steady-state solutions to (3.15) for haiss and
hbiss are:

haiss =

iεp (γ+i∆ap )[(κ+i∆cp )(γ+i∆ap )+|gtw |2 ]
2
∗ )2 ][ih(γ+i∆
2 2,
[ih(γ+i∆ap )+(gtw
ap )+gtw ]−[(κ+i∆cp )(γ+i∆ap )+|gtw | ]

hbiss =

ap
tw
− (κ+i∆cp )(γ+i∆
2 haiss ,
ap )+|gtw |

hσ − iss =

3.1.2

ih(γ+i∆

−i

)+g 2

∗
gtw haiss +gtw
hbiss
.
γ+i∆ap

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)

Experiment setup and techniques

The experiments described in this thesis in Chapters 4 and 5 involving microtoroidal cavities began
from an empty table in 2007 shown in Fig. 3.4 e), where some home-built diode lasers were placed
inside the safety boxes, along with quadrupole magnetic coils shown on the left, an army of optics
at the bottom right side of the table, and then the chambers were baked and pumped by a turbo
pump. The setups after the experiments were performed are shown in Fig. 3.4 f-h), where the
main chambers are shown in part f), part g) shows the supporting laser sources, optics, and other
components for the experiments, and part h) shows two home-built tapered amplifiers on the left
and a Ti:Sapph laser on the right used for making the dipole trap conveyor belt.
The realization of and achievements made in the experiments on this microtoroid platform are
a result of the close collaboration and hard work of many individuals working on these projects,
some of which I would like to especially acknowledge here. Among them are: Prof. Takao Aoki who
worked together with me on the project from its inception in 2007, from whom I have learned a great
deal, Prof. Scott Parkins of Auckland University, who contributed largely on the underlying theory
of our systems, Prof. Nate Stern who made great contributions especially in our atom near surface
interaction projects, Dr. Eric Ostby and Dr. Hansuek Lee from the group of Prof. Kerry Vahala
who have fabricated the high quality microtoroidal resonators and shared their valuable knowledge.
It has been a priviledge to have collaborated with the Vahala group at Caltech, who shared their
pioneering expertise especially in optical tapered fiber and microtoroidal resonator systems, central
to our experiments. I would also like to acknowledge Prof. Cindy Regal and Prof. Barak Dayan
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in our group who have made valuable contributions in these projects based on microtoroidal cavity
platform. This work was carried out under the guidance and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff
Kimble at Caltech.
The heart of the experiment setup for the microtoroid cavity QED experiments described in
Chapters 4 and 5 is shown in Fig. 3.4 a), which consists of two chambers connected by a differential
pumping tube, separated by a distance of about 20 cm from the center of the source magneto-optical
trap (MOT) chamber on the left, to the center of the science chamber on the right, where the toroid
chip is located. This separation is necessary to avoid contamination of the microtoroid chip due to
background cesium pressure released by the getter (source), inside the MOT chamber, as well as
the large MOT cloud. This makes a significant improvement to the lifetime of the quality factor of
the toroids. For example, in the early microtoroid experiment [9], a significant degradation of the
toroid’s quality factor by more than a factor of two occured as rapidly as within a few months timescale. In contrast, with the two-chamber setup, the microtoroid’s quality factor can be maintained
with little degradation for more than a year. We note that the differential pumping tube separating
our two chambers is of length a few inches with inner diameter of ≈ 1 cm. While this does not lead
to large pressure differential between the two chambers (MOT chamber pressure is ≈ 10−9 − 10−8
torr and science chamber pressure is ≈ 10−10 − 10−9 ), it is the separation of the microtoroid chip
from the Cesium getter and large MOT cloud that is most critical in improving the quality factor
lifetime of the microtoroids.
Now, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4 a), a MOT cloud consisting of about 109 atoms is created in
the MOT chamber, where about 108 atoms are then loaded into a one-dimensional optical lattice
(standing-wave) FORT trap formed by counter-propagating red-detuned beams whose frequencies
are chirped relative to each other, creating a moving optical conveyor-belt, which moves the atom
cloud from the MOT chamber to the science chamber 20 cm away. This atom cloud transport
takes about 80 ms, resulting in about 107 atoms being positioned at about 800 µm on top of the
microtoroid chip in the science chamber. These ≈ 107 atoms at a temperature of ≈ 100 µK are
then released, where they free-fall down towards a toroid on the chip, which is optically coupled to a
tapered nanofiber aligned by stacks of nanopositioners (Attocubes) as shown in Fig. 3.4 a). One in
every million of these atoms make its way to a ‘good’ position about ≈ 100 nm away from the surface
of the toroid, and becomes coupled to the single photon cavity mode, leading to optically detectable
signals at the output of the single-mode fiber. Using fast programmable electronics (FPGA) in the
experiment discussed in Chapter 5, these strongly coupled single atoms can be detected in real-time
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in as short as < 500 ns. Given this time reference, one can then make physical changes to the
experiments such as the intensity or frequency of the probe laser in the fiber-toroid-atom system
using fast switches with a latency of 100-150 ns, and make real-time measurement of these falling
single atoms as they couple to the cavity for a transit time of a few µs.
In the subsequent subsections, we discuss in more detail some of the aspects involved in the
abovementioned experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

3.1.2.1

Cold atoms and conveyor belt

As discussed in the previous section, the cold atom cloud preparation starts inside the MOT chamber,
where cesium vapor is ejected out of a getter (from SAES, P/N 5G0050, CS/NF/3.9/12 FT10+10)
with about 3-5A current running through it. About 109 atoms are then collected in a magneto-optical
trap formed by three pairs of counter-propagating beams, a quadrupole (anti-Helmholtz) field with
(≈ 10 G/cm) that confines the cloud in three dimensions. Each of the six red-detuned (by ≈ 12 MHz
from cesium D2 line, F=4 → F’=5 transition) beams has a power of ≈ 5mW with a beam radius
of ≈ 1 cm, giving an intensity of I = 1.7 mW/cm2 = 0.62 Isat (total of counter-propagating beams
I = 3.4 mW/cm2 ) where Isat = 2.71 mW/cm2 for isotropic light polarization for the cesium D2
line. The total number of atoms in the MOT of ≈ 109 atoms gives an MOT atom density of ≈ 1010
atoms/cm3 , and the 1/e loading time is about a few seconds. The MOT cloud, with a temperature
of about 100 µK, is compressed [58, 99, 255] by changing the beam detuning to -40 MHz (for ≈ 10
ms), keeping the repumping beam (F=4 → F’=3 transition) constant (with intensity ≈ Isat ), and
the cloud is then polarization-gradient cooled by keeping the beam’s detuning at -40 MHz, and
attenuating the beam’s power by ≈ 10 dB. We note that the precise values of these numbers are
merely a result of optimizations for our specific systems to give the required performance in our
experiment. It should be noted that in this specific experiment, as the ultimate goal is to drop the
cold atom clouds on top of the toroid, the density of atoms is not something particularly critical, and
this can be further improved. Note that in the experiment involving nanofiber and nanophotonic
beams, where we overlap a magneto-optically trapped and cooled atom cloud with the nanophotonic
device, the atom density number is actually one of the most critical parameters, for the simple reason
that it is important to have as many atoms as possible coupled to the nanophotonic device, within
its small mode volume.
The temperature of the atom cloud in the MOT chamber following polarization-gradient cooling
drops to below 10 µK. Of these 109 atoms, about 10% are loaded onto a one-dimensional lattice
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Figure 3.4: Microtoroid cavity QED experiment setup. a) Schematic showing two ultra-highvacuum chambers connected by a differential vacuum tube, where a magneto-optically trapped atom
cloud is formed in the source chamber (left), loaded into an optical conveyor belt dipole trap formed
by counter-propagating red-detuned beams λ1 , λ2 whose relative frequency is chirped, transporting
the atom cloud to the science chamber where a microtoroid and nanofiber is located, mounted on
top of nanopositioners. b) CCD camera images of atom cloud fluorescence, showing source atom
cloud (top left), cloud being transported to the toroid chip visible as a bright point (top right) and
final position at ∼ 800 µm above the toroid chip (bottom panel). c) Top view. d) SEM images of
a microtoroid and tapered fiber. e) Fresh (blank) optical table in 2007, showing parts to be used
to build the setup from scratch. f-h) Completed setup where the experiments [10] and [5] were
conducted, showing the main two-chamber setup in (f), various external cavity diode lasers, optical
devices and optics supporting the experiment in (g), and Ti:Sapph laser (for optical conveyor belt)
and home-built tapered amplifier units, with toroid characterization setup in the background (h).
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optical dipole trap formed by a pair of counter-propagating red-detuned (with λdip = 852.43 nm,
0.08 nm red-detuned from cesium D2 line at 852.35 nm) beams, each with a power of ≈ 170 mW.
Now taking into account both D1 and D2 transitions, the effective detuning, ∆, is given by [3]:
1
1
=
∆
3



1
2
+
∆1
∆2


,

(3.21)

where ∆i is the detuning from the Di -line. For the above parameters, ∆ = −2π × 51.3GHz. The
maximum trap depth U0 (located at the focus and anti-node of the standing wave) for a pair of
counter-propagating linearly polarized Gaussian beams with beam waist size w0 (Rayleigh length
z0 = πw02 /λdip and beam radius profile w2 (z) = w02 (1 + z 2 /z02 )) is given by

U0 =

~γ0
P
γ0
,
2 πw02 Isat ∆

(3.22)

where γ0 = 2π × 5.2 MHz is the natural linewidth of Cesium D2-line in free-space, Isat = 1.1
mW/cm2 is the corresponding saturation intensity, and P is the total power of both laser beams.
In our experiment, the beam’s waist size is w0 = 300 µm, constrained by the dimensions of our
MOT chamber and science chamber composite setup (note that the FORT beams are launched by
beam-launchers located at both ends, from the outside of the composite chamber). Substituting
the numbers, we get a maximum trap depth of U0 = 1.37 mK. An atom of mass m trapped in this
standing-wave potential oscillates (in harmonic approximation) with frequencies:
r
Ωz = 2π

2U0
,
mλ2

s
Ωr =

4U0
,
mw02

(3.23)

where Ωz /2π = 971 kHz and Ωr /2π = 3.9 kHz are the trap frequencies along the axial and radial
directions, respectively. Another important parameter to consider in our standing-wave dipole trap
is the scattering rate that heats up the atoms, which is given by:

Rsc =

U0 γ0
,
~∆

(3.24)

which has the value Rsc /2π = 29 kHz. Each photon scattered adds on average one recoil energy
Er = (~k)2 /2m = 99.1 nK, so that the heating rate due to photon scattering is given by (the energy
E of an atom in the dipole trap potential increases as) hĖi = 2Rsc Er = 35.6 mK/s. Considering
only this effect corresponds to an increase in energy of 1.75 mK over a duration of 50 ms. The
measured 1/e lifetime of the atom numbers in the standing-wave stationary dipole trap lattice is 50
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ms. For more detailed discussions on dipole traps including the loading process, see [3, 95, 141].
We note that in the above case, we have substituted the intensity profile for a standing-wave
Gaussian beam forming the one-dimensional lattice as described in detail in [3]. We note that more
generally, the dipole trap potential (shift in the ground state energy of the atom due to interaction
between the laser electric field and the atom’s electric dipole moment due to its atomic polarizability),
for the case of large detuning forming a FORT (far off-resonant trap), is given (in rotating-wave
approximation) by [95]:
Udip =

3πc2 γ0
I(~r),
2ω03 ∆

(3.25)

where ω0 is the atom’s resonant frequency, γ0 is the free-space spontaneous decay rate, ∆ is the
effective detuning given by Eq. (3.21), and I(~r) is the spatial intensity profile at the location of the
atom ~r. The scattering rate is given by

Rsc =

γ0
Udip .
~∆

(3.26)

We note that while the trap potential Udip ∼ I(~r)/∆, the scattering rate Rsc ∼ I(~r)/∆2 , so that for
a given trap depth Udip it is preferable to have larger intensity I(~r) and detuning ∆. In our case, we
are limited by the maximum power that is available, which is ≈ 170 mW per beam. We also note
that for an arbitrary dipole potential U = U (~r), the trap frequency along a particular direction, say
x, is given by applying the harmonic approximation UHO = mωx2 x2 /2 at the location near the trap
p
minimum, such that the trap frequency along x is given by ωx = (2/m)∂ 2 U/∂x2 .
Getting back to our cold atom cloud in the MOT chamber as illustrated in Fig. 3.4 a), we then
chirp the relative frequencies between the two counter-propagating FORT beams to move the 108
atoms that are loaded into the standing-wave lattice, over a period of ≈ 80 ms, to transport the
cold atoms into the science chamber 20 cm away, to be released ≈ 800 µm above a microtoroid.
The conveyor belt motion can be thought of as a stationary standing-wave in a frame moving at a
constant velocity given by v = λ∆ν/2, where ∆ν is the relative frequency detuning between the two
counter-propagating beams [140]. The direction of the conveyor belt velocity is determined by the
sign of the detuning ∆ν. In the case of our experiment, λ = 852.43 nm, ∆ν = 6.35 MHz, giving v
= 2.71 m/s. This is approximately equal to simply dividing the distance between the two centers of
chambers as illustrated in Fig. 3.4 a), 20 cm, by the total time of ≈ 80 ms, v = 20 cm/80 ms = 2.5
m/s. We note that this is also in agreement with the atom cloud fluorescence imaging measurement,
with the camera imaging system calibrated directly using an independent ruler. We also note that
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one very important and crucial element in the conveyor belt system is to use a smooth conveyor
belt acceleration profile from the initial stationary position, in transition to constant velocity state,
and in decelerating to the final stop. This qualitative smoothness condition is much more important
and critical than the precise values used in the conveyor belt sequences. In our experiment, we
optimize the numbers empirically to give our required transport efficiency and distance. We follow
the techniques used in [140, 213, 217]. As our final goal is to have single atoms coupled to our
microtoroidal resonators, the conveyor belt efficiency and heating rate are not critical for us. After
the 80 ms conveyor belt transports over 20 cm, we lose about 90% of our atoms, leaving ≈ 107 atoms
at a temperature of 100 µK positioned 800 µm above a microtoroid. The release of these 107 atoms
then leads to ≈ 10 atoms that have trajectories with locations that lead to strong coupling to the
microtoroid’s whispering gallery mode via its evanescent field, which are detected in our experiment
in real-time. We note that the science chamber is kept to a pressure below 10−9 torr by ion pumps.

3.1.2.2

Optics and electronics

In this section, we give a broad overview of the techniques and components used to control and
perform detection in the microtoroid experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5. A schematic of
the experimental setup and more discussions can be found in Sec. 5.9.
Our laser sources for the microtoroid experiments consist of home-built Littrow design external
cavity diode lasers mainly at 852 nm wavelength, locked to cesium D2 transitions (F=4 → F’=5
for MOT beams, F=4 → F’=3 for repumping beams) via saturated absorption spectroscopy [189],
a commercial Newport Vortex Littman-Metcalf design external cavity diode laser tunable by more
than 50 GHz, and a frequency-offset locked home-built diode laser (which consists of a reference laser
interfered with the output of a frequency-offset laser, whose beatnote is detected by a fast photodetector to generate an error signal in frequency, which is converted to voltage by frequency-to-voltage
converter electronic chip, and used to PID-lock the frequency-offset laser through piezoelectric actuation of the grating of the frequency-offset laser), and a Coherent MBR Ti:Sapph laser pumped by
532nm Verdi V-10 and later replaced by Verdi G-10, used to form our standing-wave/conveyor belt
FORT. In addition, we use commercial (Toptica) and home-built (based on JILA design in Prof.
Jun Ye’s group) optical tapered amplifiers, with tapered amplifier chips from M2K and Eagleyard.
These laser sources and tapered amplifiers are shown in Fig. 3.4 g-h). Other optical components
used but not visible in Fig. 3.4 g) are various optical modulators EOMs (e.g. from New Focus),
AOMs (e.g., from Brimrose, or from Inraaction where we could get diffraction efficiencies of > 95%
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at 852 nm), MEMS, in-fiber EO/AO/Mach-Zehnder switch (from EOSpace, with switching speed
of ≈ 10 ns).
The sequences (e.g., MOT loading, cooling, transport, etc.) in the experiment are controlled by
LabView programs that we wrote, which communicate with various National Instruments data acquisition cards (e.g., NI PCI-6259, NI PCI-6602 cards) and National Instrument field programmable
gate arrays (FPGA) operating at 40 MHz, controlling various home-built and commercial electronic
circuits (e.g., from MiniCircuits). An example of the sequences involved in the experiment described in Chapter 5 is: 1 second MOT loading, followed by 25 ms compressed-MOT (CMOT), 5
ms polarization-gradient (PG) cooling, 10 ms loading time into FORT lattice, 0.5 ms conveyor belt
acceleration, 82 ms constant velocity time, 0.5 ms deceleration time, and 0.8 ms of waiting time
before release of atom cloud. We note that these involve various on/off optical laser switching using AOMs, and frequency and power tuning using analog controls via voltage-controlled-oscillators
(VCOs) and voltage-controlled-attenuators (VCAs) that control the RF drivers for AOMs. During
this sequence, the toroid is temperature stabilized to maintain its resonant frequency to coincide
with cesium D2 line (F=4 → F’=5 transition), by using an actively locked Peltier for slow and large
temperature range control with error signal generated from a thermistor mounted inside the UHV
chamber near the toroid, and by using a heating laser focused on the toroid chip, relatively far from
the operating toroid to avoid photons leaking into the probe tapered fiber, for fast temperature control. Here, the error signal is generated by continuously alternating between the frequency-sweeping
probe beam and the detection beam. The frequency-sweeping probe beam is split into two beams,
one passing through the toroid system locating the toroid’s resonance, and another performing saturated absorption spectroscopy. The error signal is then computed from this using LabView, with
an overall locking bandwidth of around 8 Hz, which is sufficient for the experiment. Following this
frequency-sweeping beam, the toroid is probed with a ‘detection beam’ set to be resonant to cesium
atoms, used to perform real-time detection of single cesium atoms in less than 500 ns. If a cesium
atom is detected, the probe beam is switched to the ‘probe beam’ laser, which may have various
frequencies and intensities used to make temporal or spectral measurements.
As discussed in Sec. 5.9, the input and output of the toroid-coupled tapered optical fiber is
connected to an array of 99/1 beam-splitters for power attenuation at the input, and 50/50 beamsplitters to perform correlation/coincident measurements of the transmitted and reflected fields. The
photons (at a power of < 1 pW) are detected by single photon counting modules (SPCMs) from
Perkin-Elmer, which are connected to electronics for processing and acquired by fast acquisition
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card P7888 model from FAST ComTec, with 2 ns time-resolution. Brighter beam detections are
done using various photodetectors from Thorlabs and from Newport for higher performance (higher
bandwidth and lower noise) detections, and we also used various femto-watt photodetectors, e.g.,
low bandwidth femto-watt photodetectors from New Focus. For imaging, we used various SLRcamera-type composite lenses, preferably with adjustable zooms, as shown in Fig. 3.4 f), giving
≈ 0.1 − 0.2 numerical aperture, which is sufficient for our purposes mainly for fluorescence imaging
of atom clouds and as a microscope (with 10x to 20x zoom) for the toroid to aid toroid-taper spatial
alignment. The images are detected by standard CCD cameras (e.g., Sony XCE130 CCD with Sony
DC-700 controller), connected to National Instruments image acquisition cards (e.g., NI PCI-1410)
and are controllable by LabView. The spatial scale for the cameras can be calibrated directly by
using a physical ruler, or by dropping a cloud of atoms and using gravitational acceleration rate as
the reference. We note that in the latter, one assumption is that the atom cloud falls at the rate
of g = 9.81 m/s2 , which may not always be the case, for example if there is residual near-resonant
light (when AOMs for the MOT beams are switched ‘off’) providing deceleration against gravity.

3.1.2.3

Optical/photonic devices and mechanics

As discussed previously, in the microtoroid cavity QED experiments, two optical/photonic devices
are central in the experiments, namely the microtoroid silica cavity and the tapered optical fiber used
to couple light in and out of the cavity. The fabrication of the microtoroid cavity involves creation of
silica microdisks that are then heat-reflowed by a CO2 laser to become a smooth microtoroid, giving
quality factors in excess of 109 . For our experiments with relatively small dimensions, the cavity
quality factors reach above 107 . Our microtoroid cavities are fabricated by our collaborators Dr.
Eric Ostby and Dr. Hansuek Lee, members of the Prof. Kerry Vahala group at Caltech. For more
information regarding the fabrication of a microtoroid cavity, see for example [240]. The tapered
fibers for our experiments are home-built, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.
We now discuss the integration and positioning of the microtoroid and tapered fiber. As shown
in Fig. 3.4 a), the microtoroid chip is positioned on top of a Peltier (shown as green box), on a copper
plate in contact with a thermistor. The toroid chip is attached to the copper plate by a vacuumcompatible, conductive double-sided carbon adhesive pad (such as the ones used in SEM sample
holders, e.g., from Ted Pella). The copper plate is attached to the Peltier by a UHV-compatible
ceramic compound (Cerama Bond 835-M from Aremco Products). The Peltier is then mounted
on machined aluminium adapters that mount into a stack of nano-positioners (Attocubes model
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100 series). Together with the mounting stack for the tapered fiber (see Fig. 3.4 a)), we have four
Attocube positioners, giving x, y, z-linear tunability and one tilt tunability to adjust the axis of the
fiber relative to the plane of the toroid cavity. Characterization and calibration of the Attocube
positioners is given in Appendix A. We note that despite the nice capabilities of long-range and at
the same time nanometer precision positioning by the Attocubes, they need very careful handling
and more importantly, they have mechanical resonances at the ≈ 200-500 Hz range (at least for these
model 100 series) as shown in Appendix A. This leads to amplification of mechanical vibrations from
the environment, which leads to instability in the relative position between the toroid and tapered
fiber, which then could lead to fluctuations in the optical transmission out of the tapered fiber when
the system is positioned at (near) critical coupling condition. In other words, instead of the ideal
case where transmission is zero at critical coupling (all things being ideal), the vibrations limit the
minimum value of transmission (T ) that can be achieved. Indeed, out of all instabilities in our
experiment, this mechanical vibration is the limiting factor for the minimum value of T at critical
coupling.
One way to overcome this is to actively stabilize the toroid-taper separation distance. This
however requires both frequency stabilization as well as position stabilization. With Dr. Elizabeth
Wilcut Connolly, we tested this in a separate characterization setup outside our chamber, using
Pound-Drever-Hall locking [28] that locks the laser frequency to the toroid cavity resonance; and
then while this was operating, we implemented dither locking, where the relative position error signal
is obtained by oscillating (dithering) the position at high frequency using the Attocube controller.
Although it is quite complex and is not ideal to implement during the experiment, where the complexity is undesirable, in the test we were able to suppress the vibration noise in the low frequency
region below 4 Hz by more than 40 dB. More information can be found in [51].
In our experiments, we rely on passive mechanical stability to ensure good floating of our optical
table, which is very crucial, and then we place the entire stack of positioners and mount them on top
of four little (1 cm diameter × 1 cm height cylinders) soft silicone rubbers as shown in Fig. 3.4 a).
Together, these lead to a stability in transmission of δT < 1% at critical coupling, a significant
improvement to the case without the two passive stabilization implementations of δT ≈ 10%. The
soft vibration isolation material is a room-temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber RTV-615 (from
GE silicones) that is vacuum-compatible [1]. With these passive stabilizations implemented, we can
maintain our transmission to be below T < 1% at critical coupling in our experiment. We note
that looking at the ‘noise’ that makes up this 1% critical-coupling level, there is a major component
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oscillating at a frequency of ≈ 250 Hz, showing that it is due to the mechanical vibrations amplified
by the Attocube mechanical resonances. We also note that other sources of noise including the
dark-noise of our detectors are significantly below this T = 1% level.

3.2
3.2.1

Nanophotonic optical fiber as a quantum optics platform
Model

A schematic of a tapered optical nanofiber is shown in Fig. 3.5 a) with its features highlighted.
Starting from a standard optical fiber (diameter values given here for a specific fiber example) with
jacket diameter DJ = 400 µm, buffer diameter DB = 250 µm, cladding diameter DCl = 125 µm, and
core diameter DCr = 5 µm, a nanofiber is fabricated by pulling the two ends of the single-mode fiber
with a heat source positioned at the center. For the fibers fabricated for the experiment described in
Chapter 7, the total tapering length is LT ≈ 7 cm, and the uniform waist size fiber length is Lf = 6
mm. The fiber radius decays exponentially in the transition regions, from the cladding size of rCl =
62.5 µm down to the nanofiber radius Df /2 = a = 215 nm, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 3.5 a)
and experimental datapoints from SEM measurements, in Fig. 3.5 d) and theoretical predictions
shown as solid curves in Fig. 3.5 d) in parts (i) and (ii). The Cartesian coordinate systems used are
shown in Fig. 3.5 a) with {x, y, z} and in cylindrical coordinate {r, φ, z}. We note that as the fiber
radius decreases from 62.5 µm down to 215 nm, at some stage the fiber core material vanishes and
the entire nanofiber is made up only of the cladding material. Here, we no longer have core-cladding
guided mode but rather cladding-air guided mode. If the nanofiber radius is sufficiently small, as
the case in our experiment, relative to the propagating light wavelength λ, then the nanofiber only
supports a single mode, the fundamental mode.
Now consider an input light beam of wavelength λ = 852 nm, polarized along the x-axis, as
shown by the 3D gray arrow illustrating light injected into the nanofiber from the bottom left of
Fig. 3.5 a). The fundamental mode supported by the nanofiber of radius a = 215 nm is shown in
Fig. 3.5 c), where in part (i), the (normalized) absolute value of the electric field |E|/|E|max taking
into account all (c-valued) components Ex , Ey , Ez is shown as a contour plot, with white arrows
q
(vectors) showing the directions of local (real-valued) electric field polarizations (Ex , Ey )/ Ex2 + Ey2
(note the length of the arrow vectors is normalized). By real-valued, we refer to the plane at
optical phase θ = 0, the phase where the beam’s polarization field Ex is maximum and Ez = 0.
At θ = π/2, Ex = Ey = 0 and Ez is maximum. We note that because of the subwavelength
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confinement of the light beam (electromagnetic field), although at the beginning of the tapered
fiber (when the radius is still 62.5 µm) we inject a laser beam polarized along x, with negligible Ey
and Ez , the polarization structure becomes more complicated at the nanofiber region, as shown in
Fig. 3.5 c) for Ex , Ey , Ez . The field has electric field components in all axes x, y, z, and moreover the
longitudinal field component Ez is π/2 phase-shifted relative to the other components. At this small
sub-wavelength light confinement regime, these field components can have amplitudes comparable
to each other (see Fig. 3.5 c) caption). We also note the field spatial azimuthal symmetry breaking
that occurs in this regime.
Despite the complex polarization structure discussed above, which is undesirable, the tapered
optical nanofiber platform provides a mean to confine single atoms three-dimensionally, along a
one-dimensional array in close proximity ∼ 100 nm to the nanofiber surface. One scheme that
utilizes two pairs of red-detuned (λ = 937 nm) and blue-detuned (λ = 687 nm) trapping beams
polarized along the x-axis (shown in Fig. 3.5 a)) is discussed in Chapter 7. For illustration, we show
in this overview in Fig. 3.5 b), a trap potential profile that can be generated under such scheme,
that provides three-dimensional confinement along the standing wave lattice with a trap depth of
≈ 200 µK, at a distance of ≈ 200 nm from the nanofiber surface. Intuitively, the trap is generated
by combining a short-range (short λ) blue-detuned repulsive dipole potential and long-range (long
λ) red-detuned attractive dipole potential forming a radial potential well (confinement), azimuthal
confinement due to the azimuthal symmetry breaking of the mode profile relative to the polarization
direction of the guided beam, and axial confinement due to the counter-propagating standing-wave
red-detuned beams that form the one-dimensional lattice. We note that the counter-propagating
blue-detuned beam is used not for the purpose of generating a trap potential, but to allow minimal
intrusion to the internal state of the trapped atoms that will otherwise be significant due to the
complex guided mode polarization structure that leads to local elliptical field polarizations that act
as pseudo magnetic fields. The trapping scheme is discussed in Chapter 7, along with our experiment
that realizes such atom trap, leading to trapping of ≈ 200 atoms at 215 nm from the fiber surface.
One of the key enabling capabilities required to realize a nanofiber atom trap as discussed above
is the fabrication of a tapered optical fiber with strict specifications especially in relation to its
transmission efficiency (single-mode operation), precise and repeatable nanofiber shape profile and
dimensions, and the ability for the nanofiber to carry relatively large amount of power inside a UHV
vacuum environment. We discuss our fabrication techniques and results in Chapter 7. Figure 3.5 d)
shows the results of seven fabricated nanofiber samples as measured by SEM. Most of these fibers
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have efficiencies > 97%, with measured shape profile (especially the nanofiber waist radius) in
agreement with the theoretical predictions by < 5% error, and we have tested the ability of these
nanofibers to carry laser beams with optical power exceeding 200 mW inside a vacuum environment.
The realization of this nanofiber device with these strict requirements and good yield/repeatability
is not a trivial task; it involved many months of optimization and improvements, as will be discussed
in Chapter 7.

3.2.1.1

Fundamental nanofiber mode

When the radius a of an optical fiber is reduced well below the propagating field wavelength λ, the
resulting cladding-to-air waveguide supports only the “hybrid” fundamental mode HE11 [129, 237].
In this strongly guiding regime, a significant fraction of energy of the HE11 mode is carried in the
form of an evanescent wave outside of the nanofiber. The evanescent field intensity is azimuthally
asymmetric when the input polarization is linear [129, 237]. Fig. 3.5 c) i) shows the electric field
intensity |E|2 = |Ex |2 + |Ey |2 + |Ez |2 in a plane transverse to the fiber for a single, linearly-polarized
beam. The unit vectors (ex , ey , ez ) shown in Fig. 3.5 a) form the basis of the (x,y,z) frame, and
(r, φ) are the cylindrical coordinates in the transverse plane (x,y).
The fundamental mode HE11 is often referred to as “quasi-linear” when excited with a linearly
polarized input beam. However, for a dielectric waveguide in the strong-guiding regime with indices
of refraction n1 ≈ 1.5 inside the waveguide and n2 ≈ 1.0 outside, the HE11 mode actually exhibits
a significant ellipticity for a . λ/2, leading to vector shifts of the Zeeman sublevels. Formally, for a
linearly polarized input, the evanescent field E = (Ex , Ey , Ez ) of the fundamental mode propagating
in the fiber can be expressed as follows for r ≥ a [129, 237, 205]:

Ex (r, φ, z, t)

= Alin

β11 J1 (h11 a)
2q11 K1 (q11 a)

(3.27a)

×[(1 − s11 )K0 (q11 r) cos(ϕ0 ) + (1 + s11 )K2 (q11 r) cos(2φ − ϕ0 )]ei(ωt−β11 z) ,
Ey (r, φ, z, t)

= Alin

β11 J1 (h11 a)
2q11 K1 (q11 a)

(3.27b)

×[(1 − s11 )K0 (q11 r) sin(ϕ0 ) + (1 + s11 )K2 (q11 r) sin(2φ − ϕ0 )]ei(ωt−β11 z) ,
Ez (r, φ, z, t)

with

= iAlin

J1 (h11 a)
K1 (q11 r) cos(φ − ϕ0 )ei(ωt−β11 z) ,
K1 (q11 a)

(3.27c)
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Figure 3.5: Tapered optical nanofiber. a) Schematic of a tapered nanofiber, showing fiber jacket
(diameter DJ ), buffer (diameter DB ), tapering region (total end-to-end length LT ), nanofiber region
(Lf ) with uniform waist radius a = Df /2, and fiber cladding (diameter DCl ) and core (diameter
DCr ). Bottom: Two pair of blue- and red-detuned x-polarized beams form atom trapping potential
as shown in b) and x-polarized probe beam shown by the gray arrow. c) Normalized electric field
|E| profiles and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase and location
along the z-axis. E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ = π/2 ↔ z = λ/4) for the nanofiber fundamental HE11
mode polarized along x, with Exmax = 0.892|E|max , Eymax = 0.224|E|max , Ezmax = 0.453|E|max . d)
Theoretical prediction and experimental data of tapered fiber radius (r) profile along the fiber axis
(z), measured from hundreds of SEM images taken from seven fabricated tapered fiber samples, such
as the one shown in (iii).
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Here, φ denotes the azimuthal position in the transverse plane (Fig. 3.1 a), ϕ0 indicates the
polarization axis for the input polarization relative to the x axis, n1 and n2 are the indices of
refraction inside and outside the waveguide, β11 is the mode propagation constant, 1/h11 is the
characteristic decay length for the guided mode inside the fiber, 1/q11 is the characteristic decay
length for the guided mode outside the fiber, Alin is the real-valued amplitude for the linearly
polarized input, Jl is the l-th Bessel function of the first kind, and Kl is the l-th modified Bessel
function of the second kind.
The normalization constant Alin is given by:

Alin =

√


2

4µ0 ωP
πa2 β11

1/2

(Din + Dout )−1/2 ,

(3.29)

where

Din

Dout

2
β11
)(J02 (h11 a) + J12 (h11 a)) +
h211
β2
+(1 + s11 )(1 + (1 + s11 ) 11
)(J22 (h11 a) − J1 (h11 a)J3 (h11 a))],
h211
2
J12 (h11 a)
β11
2
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−
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)(1
−
(1
−
s
)
11
11
2 )(K0 (q11 a) − K1 (q11 a)) +
K12 (q11 a)
q11
β2
+(1 + s11 )(1 − (1 + s11 ) 211 )(K22 (q11 a) − K1 (q11 a)K3 (q11 a))].
q11

=

[(1 − s11 )(1 + (1 − s11 )

(3.30)

(3.31)

Here Din /(Din + Dout ) and Dout /(Din + Dout ) are the fractions of the power of the fields that
propagate inside and outside of the nanofiber, ω = 2πc/λ with the free-space wavelength λ, and P
is total propagating power given by
Z
P =

2π

Z

0

a

hSz irdr,

dφ

(3.32)

0

h
i
~ = 1 Re E
~ ×H
~ ∗ , which
where hSz i is the z-component of the cycle-averaged Poynting vector hSi
2
quantifies the energy flux of the electromagnetic field in the propagation direction along the nanofiber
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Figure 3.6: Electric field, E(x, y, z, t) of a single propagating beam in the plane y = 0. The input
beam is x-polarized. The electric field Re[E(x, y, z, t)], with E(x, y, z, t) defined as in Eq. 3.27, is
shown by the blue arrows. The red arrow indicates the beam propagation direction. The field is
shown for a) ωt = 0, b) ωt = π/2, and c) ωt = π.
axis. Note that in the ideal case where the tapered nanofiber transmission efficiency is 100%, the
total propagating power P is equal to the optical power measured directly at the output of the
tapered optical fiber, which also equal to the power of the injected beam (assuming 100% input
coupling efficiency). Complete equations for nanofiber fundamental modes for circular and quazilinear polarizations can be found in [247, 129, 237, 205].
It is clear from Eq. (3.27) that the electric field intensity is not azimuthally symmetric. For
a beam polarized along ex , i.e., ϕ0 = 0, the intensity at the fiber’s outer surface is maximum for
φ = 0, π and minimum for φ = ±π/2.
Notably, the evanescent modes of the nanofiber have a significant longitudinal component Ez
along the fiber propagation direction, which is π/2 out-of-phase with the transverse components
(Ex , Ey ) (Eq. (3.27c)). At the outer fiber surface, Ez is maximum for φ = ϕ0 , ϕ0 + π (i.e., along the
input polarization axis), and vanishes for φ = ϕ0 ± π/2. For an x-polarized input at 937 nm and a
nanofiber of radius a = 250 nm,

|Ez |2
|E|2

(r = a+ , φ = ϕ0 ) ' 20%. As a consequence, the polarization

of a single propagating beam will be elliptical everywhere except for φ = ϕ0 ± π/2. The ellipticity of
the beam will be maximum for φ = ϕ0 , ϕ0 + π as is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, giving rise to significant
vector shifts, which we discuss in Section 7.2.
We can re-write Eqs. (3.27) as follows:

Ex (r, φ, z, t)

= Aei(ωt−β11 z) ,

(3.33a)

Ey (r, φ, z, t)

= Bei(ωt−β11 z) ,

(3.33b)

Ez (r, φ, z, t)

= iCei(ωt−β11 z) ,

(3.33c)
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where A, B, and C are real functions of r and φ. In particular, if one combines a forward-propagating
beam E(fwd) expressed as Eq. (3.33) with a backward-propagating beam of same amplitude and
input polarization E(bwd) = Aei(ωt+β11 z) ex + Bei(ωt+β11 z) ey − iCei(ωt+β11 z) ez , the total field can be
expressed as:

E(tot) = E(fwd) + E(bwd) = 2 [A cos(β11 z)ex + B cos(β11 z)ey + C sin(β11 z)ez ] · eiωt .

(3.34)

The resulting electric field E(tot) = E(fwd) + E(bwd) forms an optical lattice with spatially rotating
linear polarization as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In particular, the polarization state of the field rotates
between the pure linear x and z-polarizations along z at φ = 0, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.7: Total electric field, E(x, y, z, t) for two counter-propagating beams in the plane y = 0.
The input beams are x-polarized. The electric field Re[E(x, y, z, t)] is shown by the blue arrows.
The red arrows indicate the beams’ propagation directions. The electric field is shown for a) ωt = 0,
b) ωt = π/4, and c) ωt = π. As opposed to Fig. 3.6, the polarization of the electric field is linear
at any point |r| > a (i.e., the polarization vector has no ellipticity and E does not rotate in time at
a given position r as in 3.6).

3.2.1.2

Atom-photon interactions with nanofibers

Figure 3.9 shows calculation results for λ2 /Aeff with λ = 852 nm and Aeff = P/I(x, y) where P
is the total propagating power as given by Eq. (3.32), and I = I(x, y) =

c0
2
2 Re[|E(x, y)| ]

is the

field intensity as a function of the electric field E(x, y) at position (x, y). Recall as discussed in
Sec. 2.5.1 that the quantity 1/Aeff , as conveniently normalized in units of 1/λ2 , is related to the
scattering ratio Rsc = σ/Aeff with σ =

3λ2
2π

the absorption scattering cross-section of the atom in

free-space. Note however that this simple formula is only valid in cases such as a weakly focused light
interacting with an atom. For cases involving strongly focused light, or in our case sub-wavelength
nanophotonic waveguides, the scattering rate, which is related to the amount of absorption by an
atom is more complicated than the above simple formula, as discussed in Sec. 2.5.1. Nonetheless,
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Figure 3.8: Electric field amplitude after interference, E(tot) = E(fwd) + E(bwd) of two λ =
937 nm beams (x-polarized inputs with ϕ0 = 0) with δf b = 0, at t = 0 and r = a+ . The fields
are normalized to the intensity I0 at r = a+ , φ = 0, z = 0. a) Axial direction z (at φ = 0). b)
Azimuthal direction φ (at z = 0). In particular, E(tot) has a fixed linear polarization at any given
point r which rotates as r is varied.
the scattering ratio (which can be interpreted as the strength of atom-photon interaction) is still
proportional to 1/Aeff within the discussion of Sec. 2.5.1. It is therefore informative to look at the
distribution of λ2 /Aeff as a function of space.
For a nanofiber with radius a = 215 nm (the radius of our fiber used in the experiment described
in Chapter 7), the distributions of λ2 /Aeff for quasi-linear and circular polarization probe beams
are shown in Fig. 3.9 a) and b) respectively. On the right hand side of the contour plots are the
corresponding cross-sections at y = 0 and x = 0, for varying nanofiber radius a. The curves colored
in red, blue, green, magenta refer to nanofiber radii of a = 196, 215, 250, 150 nm. The radius of
196 nm is obtained from a = aopt = 0.23λ, the ‘optimum’ nanofiber radius that leads to maximum
λ2 /Aeff at the surface of the fiber r = a = aopt , which holds universally true for any λ [247]. For
the plots in Fig. 3.9, we set λ = 852 nm. Note that as seen in the figures, the small fiber (a =
150 nm) has associated with it a large mode area, which leads to a smaller field intensity near the
fiber (hence the smaller value of λ2 /Aeff ), but it extends over a larger spatial area around the fiber.
For smaller diameter, at larger distances in x and in y, the value λ2 /Aeff eventually becomes larger
compared to the other larger nanofibers. We note that in our fiber trap experiment, the location of
the trap minimum is at x − a = 215 nm and y=0, corresponding to the value λ2 /Aeff ≈ 0.15.
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Figure 3.9: Nanofiber mode effective area. Contour and cross-sectional plots of λ2 /Aeff showing atom-photon interaction strength profile, for a nanofiber HE11 mode, x-polarized in (a) and
circularly-polarized in (b). The contour plot corresponds to nanofiber radius a = 215 nm. For the
cross-sectional plots, the curves colored in red, blue, green, magenta correspond to a = aopt = 0.23λ
= 196 nm (the optimum fiber radius that holds for any λ; here we choose λ = 852 nm), a = 215
nm, a = 250 nm, a = 150 nm respectively.
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3.2.2

Experiment and fabrication setups

The heart of the experimental and fabrication setups for our nanofiber trap experiment described
in Chapter 7 is shown in Fig. 3.10, where we utilized the trapping scheme discussed in Sec. 7.2.
The realization and achievements made in our experiment using tapered nanofiber platform are a
result of collaboration and work of many individuals, which I would like to especially acknowledge
here. First and foremost, I would like to acknowledge the group of Prof. Arno Rauschenbeutel of
University of Vienna for the pioneering work in optical nanofiber system, which forms the basis of
our system. I would like to acknowledge members of our team who worked on the theory, experiment,
and nanofiber fabrication aspects for our nanofiber trap experiment: Akihisa Goban, Kyung Soo
Choi, Clement Lacroute, Ding Ding, Martin Pototschnig, Tobias Thiele, and Nate Stern. It has
been a great priviledge and opportunity to work together with these great individuals who have
contributed to the success of our exciting joint experiment. This work was carried out under the
guidance and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble at Caltech.
Fig. 3.10 b) shows a photograph of the actual chamber, with red scattered light visible along
the thin nanofiber part of the tapered optical fiber pointed by the white arrow in the figure. The
setup consists of a vacuum chamber with large windows, a cesium getter source inside the chamber
kept at ultra-high-vacuum by an ion pump, and a piece of nanofiber mounted (by UV glues) on an
aluminium ‘fork’ mount as shown in part a) of the figure. On the outside is a set of quadrupole coils
in anti-Helmholtz configuration, magnetic coils to null background magnetic fields, and three pairs
of counter-propagating red-detuned beams that together form a magneto-optical trap of a cold atom
cloud with diameter ≈ 1 mm (with a resonant optical depth of ≈ 6) that is polarization-gradient
cooled and overlaped with the nanofiber positioned at the center of the MOT cloud. During the
dissipative polarization-gradient cooling process (for ≈ 10 ms), the cold atoms are loaded into the
two-color evanescent trap with a trap depth of ≈ 270 µK, formed by counter-propagating red-detuned
(λ = 937 nm) and blue-detuned (λ = 687 nm) beams with total counter-propagating powers of 2
× 0.4 mW = 0.8 mW, and 2 × 5 mW = 10 mW respectively. The traps are located at 215 nm
from the fiber surface, with trap frequencies {νr , νφ , νz } = {199, 35, 273} kHz. From absorption
measurement of probe light that propagates through the tapered fiber, we infer a total of up to
≈ 825 trapped atoms (total optical depth of dN =825 = 66, single atom optical depth d1 = 0.08,
where the transmittance T = e−dN and N is the number of trapped atoms). We infer the single
atom optical depth d1 = 0.08 from a saturation measurement with 224 trapped atoms (dN =224 =
18).
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The probe absorption measurement requires decoupling of the relatively large trapping beam
power P ≈ 10 mW from the probe beam with power P ≈ 0.1 pW by orders of magnitude. We
achieve this by using a pair of volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) at the input side of the fiber to
combine the probe beam and the trap beams, and another pair of VBGs at the output side of
the fiber to separate the trap beams from the probe beam. Our pair of VBGs provide ∼ 180 dB
extinction ratio with > 95% diffraction efficiency. The VBG is a custom holographic grating from
OptiGrate, investigated by Dr. Kyung Soo Choi working with Dr. Vadim Smirnov and Dr. Igor
Ciapurin at OptiGrate [44].
The setups for taper pulling fabrication are shown in Fig. 3.10 c-d) for our old taper pulling
setup and in Fig. 3.10 e-f) for our new taper pulling setup used in nanofiber trap experiments.
Here we give an overview of the key differences between the old and new setups; more detailed
discussion is given in Chapter 7. There are a couple of key differences between the old and new
taper pulling setups; some are visible in the figures. Firstly, our new setup uses much more precise
and better-controlled motorized stages, which allow not only precise and repeatable positioning, but
also create effective oscillation of the heat source, increasing the heating region, leading to better
quality tapers (for ensuring desired tapered fiber shape profile, transmission efficiency, and singlemode condition). Secondly, in the new setup the fabrication process is carried out inside a (specified
class 100) clean-hood, which is critical in ensuring a clean nanofiber product, important in ensuring
high power-handling capability by the nanofiber inside a vacuum environment. Thirdly, we use a
hybrid hydrogen-oxygen torch as a heating source instead of an oxygen-only flame. While it is not
clear that this is critical to producing a good quality nanofiber, this provides tunability of the flame
temperature for a given flame torch alignment, oxygen flow rate, ambient air and nozzle type. More
details are discussed in Chapter 7.

3.3

Nanophotonic waveguide and cavity as a cavity QED
platform

In this section we investigate two nanophotonic waveguide structures namely single nanobeam and
double nanobeam structures, discussed in the subsequent subsections. While we concentrate mainly
on nanophotonic waveguides in this section, we note the potential of forming optical resonators
by fabricating a pair of photonic crystal mirrors placed at both ends of the waveguide. Another
potential consideration is to form a periodic structure along a nanophotonic waveguide, which will
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3.10: Tapered nanofiber fabrication and experiment overview. a) Schematic showing
a nanofiber mounted on an aluminium holder inside an UHV chamber, with three pairs of counterpropagating magneto-optical trapping and cooling beams forming cold atom cloud overlapped with
the nanofiber. b) Photograph of the vacuum chamber, with arrow pointing towards the red-glowing
nanofiber. c, e) Close-up and environment pictures of our old taper-pulling setup. d, f ) Close-up
and clean-hood environment pictures of our improved taper-pulling setup used to fabricate tapered
nanofibers for our nanofiber atom trap experiment.
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create band-structures that may be exploited to increase atom-photon interaction strength and also
other physics based on many-body interactions. These are discussed in Chapter 8.

3.3.1

Single nanobeam

In this section, we describe a nanobeam structure that functions as a nanophotonic device. The
general structure discussed in this section has been designed and initially fabricated by the Painter
group, with inputs from Su-Peng Yu in our group. A single nanobeam structure consists of four
main sections as illustrated in Fig. 3.11 a). Starting from a buffer-stripped standard single-mode
bare core-cladding fiber (e.g., with core diameter of 5 µm and cladding diameter of 125 µm), the
first section (labeled z1 in the figure) is the butt-coupling section, where the core-cladding silica
(refractive index 1.45) optical fiber guided mode is matched to the mode of the nanobeam-air,
silicon nitride (refractive index 2) guided mode (e.g., x1 = 150nm, z1 = 10 µm). This section is
mechanically supported by a small tether that connects to the chip substrate (z2 = 100 nm). In the
second section (z3), the small-sized nanobeam (i.e., large-sized field mode) is adiabatically tapered
into larger-sized nanobeam (smaller-sized field mode) to match to the small mode cross-section size
of the desired nanophotonic waveguide (x2 varies from 150 nm to 300 nm as x23 and x3 varies
linearly to 1000 nm, z3 = 300 µm, z4 = 10 µm). This part is supported by about 15 tethers over
the length z5 = 3.26 µm, followed by a linear decrease in width (x4) from 1000 nm to 300 nm
over the length z6 = 10 µm (x5 ≈ 75 µm). Next, our third section, which is the main section, is
a uniform nanophotonic waveguide with rectangular cross-section of width w = x6 = 300 nm and
height h = y1 = 200 nm (the thickness of the silicon nitride substrate). The length of the nanobeam
ranges from z7 ∼ 100 − 1000 µm. Finally in the fourth section is a photonic crystal mirror (x7
varies linearly from 300 nm to 500 nm, z8 = 10 µm) made up of 10 tapered holes followed by 22
mirror holes (lattice constant between holes 340 nm, diameter φ1 is tapered from zero to φ2 = 200
nm, distributed over z9, z10, z11). Note that the abovementioned parameter values are actual SEM
measured values (which are different to the CAD design parameters due to shrinkages and expansions
induced in the fabrication process) for a particular successful design by Su-Peng Yu (Kimble group)
in collaboration with Painter group [73]. It is described here to give a sense of the geometry of our
device. Optimization was conducted by Su-Peng Yu and Sean Meenehan using Lumerical software
that maximizes optical quality as the light propagates from the tip of the cleaved fiber, all the way
to the photonic crystal mirror, is reflected, and is injected back into the optical fiber, taking into
account structural stability. We note that the bare fibers are glued onto the V-grooves, limiting
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the minimum distance between neighboring fiber-nanobeam devices to a few 100 µm. As shown in
Fig. 3.11 a) and b) i), the chip has a through-hole of size X0 ≈ 5 mm by Z0 ≈ 2 mm, which allows
multiple devices (e.g., five devices) to be fabricated on the whole chip of size X1 = Z1 = 1 cm. SEM
images taken for a similar chip are shown in Fig. 3.11 b) showing the overall structure in i), the
fiber-to-nanobeam butt-coupling in ii), the nanophotonic waveguide in iii), and the photonic crystal
mirror in iv). From Lumerical simulation by Su-Peng Yu of one of the fabricated photonic crystal
mirrors, using dimensions measured by the SEM: lattice constant = 340 nm, width = 500 nm, hole
diameter = 200 nm, 10 linear taper sites, 15 mirror sites, followed by 10 linear tapering-out sites,
the reflectance is R = 99% (T =0.9%) for in-plane (x) polarization and transmittance is T = 97%
(R < 0.1%) for normal-to-plane (y) polarization, with the rest of the power is absorbed or lost. We
note that these number can be further optimized.The mirror bandwidth is ± 1 THz, with similar
reflectances and transmittances.
In the initial design stage of the nanobeam waveguide structure, my principal contribution has
been in the investigation of optical modes of the nanobeam structure, in the context of atom-photon
interactions as discussed below. I would like to acknowledge the contributions of Sean Meenehan
and Richard Norte from the Painter group, and Su-Peng Yu from our group, on the structure design
and optimizations, critical for the fabrication of the device shown in Fig. 3.11 b).
The fundamental nano-waveguide mode for an x-polarized input beam with rectangular crosssection of w × h = 300 × 200 nm is shown in Fig. 3.11 c). As discussed in Sec. 3.2, in this
sub-wavelength regime of tight electromagnetic field confinement, complex field polarizations arise
despite a linearly polarized input beam. As seen in part c) of the figure, it involves all three
(Ex , Ey , Ez ) components that have comparable amplitudes. Note that the longitudinal component
Ez is π/2 out of phase relative to the Ex and Ey components. The exact ratios of the various field
components are given in the figure caption. In part i) of the figure, the (normalized) amplitude
of the electric field |E|/|E|max is shown, taking into account all (c-valued) components Ex , Ey , Ez ,
with white arrows (vectors) showing the directions of local (real-valued) electric field polarizations
q
(Ex , Ey )/ Ex2 + Ey2 (note the length of the arrow vectors is normalized). The real parts are at the
optical phase θ = 0, and the imaginary parts are π/2 out of phase at θ = π/2.
In the same spirit as in Sec. 3.2.1.2, here we show the calculation result for the distribution of
λ2 /Aeff , a measure of atom-photon coupling strength of the nanophotonic waveguide, with λ = 852
nm, and Aeff = Aeff (x, y). For discussions on the definition and relevance of this quantity, please
refer to Sec. 3.2.1.2 where we discussed the same quantity in nanofiber platform. The result for this
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Figure 3.11: Nanophotonic beam and mirror. a) Schematic of a nanobeam device showing
optical fiber to silicon nitride waveguide butt-coupling, adiabatic adapter to nanobeam mode (z1z6), a nanobeam waveguide with width w and height h, followed by a photonic crystal mirror (z8z9). The dimensions are discussed in the text. b) SEM images of a fabricated device (courtesy of
Painter group), showing a sample structure with ∼ mm size thru-hole in (i), fiber butt coupling (ii),
nanobeam waveguide with electric field profile (iii), and photonic crystal mirror at the end (iv). c)
Normalized electric field |E| profiles and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical
phase and location along the z-axis). E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ = π/2 ↔ z = λ/4) for the nanobeam
fundamental HE11 mode polarized along x, with Exmax = 0.840|E|max , Eymax = 0.340|E|max , Ezmax =
0.560|E|max .
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rectangular nanophotonic waveguide is shown in Fig. 3.12. In part a) is a contour plot for x-polarized
input beam, width w × height h = 300 nm x 200 nm. Part b) shows the cross-sections along the
x-axis (y=0) and y-axis (x=0) over a larger range to highlight the behavior near the surface of the
nanobeam, and over a smaller range highlighting the behavior further away from the nanobeam’s
surface. In the cross-section plots, there are multiple curves corresponding to varying widths w
= 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 nm colored in red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, orange
respectively. We note that w = 300 nm (brown curve) gives the largest relative atom-photon coupling
strength λ2 /Aeff at the surface of the nanobeam at x − w/2 = 0 (y=0). For w = 100 nm and 150 nm,
although they have small values of λ2 /Aeff near the surface, they have long decay lengths and have
larger λ2 /Aeff than the wider nanobeams at greater distances away from the surface of the nanobeam.
Finally we note that although the general behavior is quite similar between the single nanobeam and
the nanofiber discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.2, there are at least three important features that may make the
silicon nitride nanobeam preferable. Firstly, in contrast to the circular cross-section nanofiber, the
intrinsic rectangular cross-section breaks the azimuthal symmetry and could improve the stability
of the polarization direction of the guided mode. Secondly, the lithographically patterned and
fabricated silicon nitride nanobeam offers more flexibility and better control in terms of adding
features such as photonic crystal mirrors to make a cavity, as well as integrating periodic structure
throughout the nano-waveguide to create band-structures. And thirdly, in contrast to nanofibers, it
offers the potential to go beyond one-dimensional systems, to two-dimensional architectures.

3.3.2

Double nanobeam

Figure 3.13 a) shows a schematic of a double nanobeam structure, which consists of similar sections to
the single nanobeam (butt coupler, large-to-small adiabatic mode converter, and a photonic crystal
mirror at the end), but with a modified center section which now may contains a double beam
mode selector and double nanobeam waveguide. Starting from the similar single beam structure as
discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, we now have a Y-junction that converts the single beam mode to a double
beam mode, followed by a double beam mode selector, where the individual beam’s width can be
different, chosen to potentially induce relative phase-shift between one arm of the double beam
relative to the other arm (to allow excitation of even vs odd modes as suggested by Su-Peng Yu),
to be then followed by the nanophotonic double beam waveguide. Fig. 3.13 c) shows the double
nanobeam waveguide including the coordinates (x, y, z), width w, height h, and gap (e.g., with w =
300 nm, h = 200 nm, and gap = 200 nm).
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Figure 3.12: Single nanobeam mode effective area. Contour and cross-sectional plots of λ2 /Aeff
showing atom-photon interaction strength profile, for a single nanobeam fundamental x-polarized
mode. a) The contour plot corresponds to nanobeam with width w = 300 nm and height h = 200
nm. b) For the cross-sectional plots, the curves colored in red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan,
and orange correspond to single nanobeam with height h = 200 nm and width w = 100, 150, 200,
250, 300, 350, 400 respectively. Each row in (b) show the same curves, over a different domain. In
the first column, the behavior close to the surface is more clearly shown while in the second column,
the behavior far from the surface is more clearly displayed.
The ‘fundamental’ mode of the double beam now consists of the four lowest order modes as the
two individual beams are now coupled together. In Fig. 3.13 b), we plot the effective refractive
index neff = β/k where β is the propagation constant of the guided mode and k = 2π/λ is the
propagation constant in free-space or the wavenumber, as a function of V which we define to be
√
V ≡ kα n2 − 1, where α is set to 200 nm, and n = 2.0 is the refractive index of the silicon nitride
nanobeam, showing these four lowest order modes. Superimposed are the lines showing the modes
at λ = 852, 687, 937 nm corresponding to cesium D2 line transition wavelength and the blue- and
red-detuned magic wavelengths respectively. Here, we see that for V . 3, the double beam support
four (lowest order) modes, (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), corresponding to even x-polarized, even y-polarized,
odd x-polarized, and odd y-polarized modes respectively, which are ordered from the lowest-order
of the four modes to the higher orders. Even and odd modes refer to symmetric and anti-symmetric
electric field signs, as shown in Fig. 3.13 d), where the rows (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) correspond to the
electric field distributions for the four lowest order modes (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) shown in Fig. 3.13 b).
For discussions on the electric field distributions, including the presence of multiple electric field
components (Ex , Ey , Ez ) including π/2 out-of-phase Ez component, refer to discussions in Sec. 3.2
and Sec. 3.3.1. We note that for V > 3, there exist more than four modes for the double nanobeam
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structure we consider (w = 300 nm, h = 200 nm, gap = 200 nm).
As in Sec. 3.3.1, here we show calculation results of λ2 /Aeff for a specific double nanobeam
structure (w = 300 nm, h = 200 nn, gap = 200 nm) as a contour plot in Fig. 3.14 a), and for
varying widths w and gap (keeping h = 200 nm fixed) in parts b), c) and d). In part c), we show
the cross-sections of λ2 /Aeff along the x axis (at y = 0), for w = 150, 300, 350 (the three rows), and
within each plot, multiple curves for gap =100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 nm (i.e., nine
curves starting from gap = 100 nm to gap = 500 nm, in steps of 50 nm), with gradient colors from
light to dark blue respectively. In part d), we have the same parameter sets for the three rows and
nine curves as in part c), except here the cross-section is along the y-axis (at x=0). Finally in part
b), are plots of λ2 /Aeff as a function of gap parameter (from 100 nm to 500 nm), for the coordinates
(x, y) = (0,0), h = 200 nm, and varying widths w = 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 nm corresponding to the
red, blue, green, magenta, orange curves respectively. The top of Fig. 3.14 b) highlights the behavior
near the small gap region (with linear scaling in λ2 /Aeff ) whereas the bottom plot highlights the
behavior in the large gap region (with logarithmic scaling in λ2 /Aeff ).

3.3.3

Experiment setup and techniques

Figure 3.15 shows the experimental setup in lab 1 based on the nanophotonic beams and cavities
discussed in the previous sections. This is an on-going work performed by many individuals in
multiple labs in our group and in Painter group, who I would like to acknowledge here. Firstly, in
lab 11: Akihisa Goban and Chen-Lung Hung who first implemented the multi-magneto-optical trap
scheme to transport an atomic cloud from the source chamber to the science chamber and into the
photonic device chip in our group, which was critical in forming the basis of our setup in lab 1;
our collaborator Kyung Soo Choi; Jonathan Hood and Su-Peng Yu who closely worked with device
characterization and fabrication; with Sean Meneehan and Richard Norte in Painter group. In lab
2: Jae Hoon Lee, Juan Muniz, and Ding Ding. Last but not least, the team in lab 1 who directly
work in the experimental setup discussed in this thesis: Andrew McClung, Pol Forn-Diaz, Martin
Pototschnig; I would also like to acknowledge Clement Lacroute from our group; and Justin Cohen,
Taofiq Paraiso, and Alex Krause in Painter group. This work is carried out under the guidance and
supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble, in collaboration with Prof. Oskar Painter at Caltech.
The heart of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.15 a) and d), and consists of two chambers
separated by about 70 cm distance. Starting from the source MOT chamber labeled (i) in part a) of
Fig. 3.15, where about 107 −108 atoms are magneto-optically trapped, a near-resonant (e.g., 10 MHz
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Figure 3.13: Double nanophotonic beam and mirror. a, c) Schematic of a double nanobeam device showing optical fiber to silicon nitride waveguide butt-coupling, adiabatic adapter to nanobeam
mode, a Y-junction single-to-double beam mode converter, a double nanobeam waveguide with
width w, height h, separated by a gap, followed by a photonic crystal mirror. The dimensions are
discussed in the text. b) Dispersion curves showing effective refractive index neff = β/k where
β = propagation constant of the guided mode, k = 2π/λ = free-space wave number, α = 200
nm and n = 2.0, of the first lowest order supermodes, for symmetric (even) modes: x-polarized
(i) and y-polarized (ii), and anti-symmetric (odd) modes: x-polarized (iii) and y-polarized (iv).
Higher-order modes start to appear beyond V ' 3 in the shaded region. c) Double nanobeam
waveguide. d) Normalized electric field |E| profiles and the components {Exθ , Eyθ , Ezθ } (where θ indicates the optical phase and location along the z-axis. E.g., θ = 0 ↔ z = 0, θ = π/2 ↔ z = λ/4)
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Figure 3.14: Double nanobeam mode effective area. Plots of λ2 /Aeff showing atom-photon
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blue-detuned) push beam (with beam diameter ≈ 1 mm, power of ≈ 3 mW, and a slightly diverging
profile), indicated by the green arrow in Fig. 3.15 a), pierces through the large MOT cloud, creating a
flux of atoms that slowly diverges in the transverse direction due to its temperature, moving towards
the science chamber (vi) [241]. The two chambers are separated by an all-metal in-line valve (iii),
so that each can be individually isolated and pumped down independently through the all-metal
valves (ii) and (iv). In operation, both chambers are continuously kept at UHV by two operating
ion pumps, one for the source chamber (not shown) and one for the science chamber (v). The source
of Cesium atoms in the MOT chamber is a getter, giving a background pressure of ∼ 10−9 torr in
operation. With no strong differential pumping tube (narrowest tube diameter is about 1 cm), the
≈ 70 cm distance from the source to science chamber, the ≈ 70 cm distance from science chamber
to the ion pump (v), and all the vacuum connections, we have a differential pressure factor of ≈ 10
between the source and science chamber. In operation, the science chamber background pressure is
≈ 10−10 − 10−9 torr.
We note that one important parameter in this system is the atom number and density of the atom
cloud that can be delivered to the nanophotonic chip in the science chamber. Unlike in the toroid
case, where it is not possible to overlap a MOT cloud over the toroid device, here it is actually possible
to overlap a MOT cloud directly over the nanophotonic chip’s thru-hole, where the nanophotonic
devices are located, forming little thin bridges. This offers benefits in terms of size and density
of atom cloud, as well as the possibility of cooling the atoms, for example through the simplest
Doppler-cooling (optical molasses) of the MOT, and sub-Doppler cooling with polarization-gradient
cooling techniques.
The jet of cesium atoms coming from the source chamber to the science chamber is then collected
by a large magneto-optical trap (with practically maximized MOT beam diameter of ≈ 2 cm to cover
as large as possible capture velocity and to collect as many atoms as possible). Here, we magnetooptically trap ≈ 2 × 107 atoms (after 1 second loading time), which are then polarization-gradient
cooled, and compressed by increasing the detunings of the MOT and repumper beams, and at
the same time attenuating the optical powers [58], leading to about a two-fold density increase to
≈ 4 × 1010 atoms/cm3 . This dense first MOT in the science chamber is illustrated in the left panel
of Fig. 3.15 b), showing the jet of cesium atoms coming from the left (source chamber), magnetooptically trapped by the large X-shaped counter-propagating beams (and also a pair for the vertical
confinement): see the red arrows Fig. 3.15 a) representing the three pairs of large MOT beams at
the science chamber (vi). An absorption image of this dense MOT is shown in Fig. 3.15 b) panel (i).
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Figure 3.15: Nanophotonic beams and cavities experiment setup. a) Schematic of experimental setup showing two chambers separated by 70 cm connected by a differential pumping tube,
where a magneto-optically trapped atom cloud is formed in the first chamber (i), pierced through
by a near-resonant push beam (green arrow) that forms a jet of atoms, to be captured by a second magneto-optical trap in the science chamber (vi) formed by three pairs of counter-propagating
beams shown by the red arrows, and in b). Following this stage, the cloud of atoms in the science
chamber is transported and recaptured by a mini-magneto-optical trap inside the chip’s thru-hole
over the nanophotonic devices, formed by three pairs of small counter-propagating cooling and trapping beams shown in b). The setup is designed with multiple vacuum valves (ii), (iii), (iv) allowing
frequent loading/unloading of nanophotonic device chip mounted on a multiplexer (vii) and translation stage (viii). c) Fluorescence image showing atom cloud transport from science chamber large
MOT to mini-MOT inside the chip, taken with CCD camera with viewing direction shown by the
cyan arrow in a) and b), also shown on the right panel of b). d) Setup built for our experiment.
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At this stage, we have a nice dense MOT cloud in the science chamber, but it is not yet positioned
to overlap the nanophotonic device on the chip. The final step involves transporting this MOT cloud
by changing the zero-field location of the quadrupole field (by changing the three pairs of bias-coils),
so that the new zero is located right inside the thru-hole of the nanophotonic chip, where another
independent setup of three pairs of counter-propagating MOT beams, called mini-MOT beams to
distinguish from the large MOT beams we discussed above, form a mini-MOT at the center of the
nanophotonic chip. These mini-MOT beams have beam diameter in the order of ≈ 1 mm, fitting in
nicely with the chip’s through-hole opening of 2 mm x 6 mm. More detailed mechanism of this MOT
transport will be discussed in Chapter 8 and can also be found in Chapter 5 of [221]. We note that
due to the mechanism that involves atom velocity-selection coupled to the magnetic field profiles or
directions, the transport is quantized and is only efficient over certain directions with respect to the
magnetic field distribution [218, 242, 221]. With this technique, we could transport the first MOT
cloud to the second mini-MOT location over ≈ 1 cm in ≈ 10 ms, with about 50% transport efficiency.
This leads to a mini-MOT cloud positioned overlaping a nanophotonic device (inside the chip’s thruhole), with atom number of ≈ 7 × 106 atoms with a density of 1010 atoms/cm3 . Figure 3.15 c) shows
a time-series in panels (i) to (iv) measuring the transport of the MOT cloud within the science
chamber, from the first large MOT (i) to the mini-MOT (iv) inside the nanophotonic chip. These
images show absorption by the atom cloud of a resonant weak beam shone towards the CCD camera;
note that the shadow of the nanophotonic chip with its through-hole structure is also visible. These
images were taken with a side-view CCD camera, facing the direction shown by the cyan arrow in
Fig. 3.15 a) and b). The right hand panel of Fig. 3.15 b) shows the view of the CCD camera, with
the MOT transports indicated by the arrows. The dotted arrows showing the MOT transport to
the mini-MOT indicate that the atom cloud goes behind the chip as seen from the CCD camera.
Finally we note that the chip is mounted on a translation stage with axial linear tunability and
rotational tunability (labeled by (viii) in Fig. 3.15 a)). The translation stage is connected to a
multiplexer (vii) with optical fiber feed-throughs, which is connected to the science chamber. For
more detailed discussion on the experimental setup and schemes, please refer to Chapter 8.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an overview of the three platforms considered in this thesis,
namely: microtoroidal cavity QED where we realized an efficient single photon router [10] and
observed in real-time strong-coupling of single cesium atoms to single photons in the whispering
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gallery mode of an on-chip microtoroid resonator [5]; a tapered optical nanofiber where significant
atom-photon coupling through absorption spectroscopy has been observed [91] via state insensitive
trapping of single atoms ∼ 210 nm close to the surface of a nanofiber; and finally a nanophotonic
waveguide where techniques from the earlier platforms are being combined for promising prospects of
achieving very strong atom-photon coupling and long interaction time through robust atom trapping,
as well as possible future exploitation of band-structure effects and many-body physics [40, 41].
These advances help to provide a path towards a full chip-integrated architecture to realize quantum
network systems for the realization of quantum networks [132]. More detailed discussions, including
the experiments performed and theoretical investigations are presented in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 4

Efficient routing of single photons
by one atom and a microtoroidal
cavity
This chapter is largely based on ref. [10]. Reference [10] refers to the then current literature in 2009
at the time of publication. The work described in this chapter is a result of the team collaboration
of eight authors of the manuscript, whose contributions I would like to acknowledge here. Takao
Aoki and myself mainly contributed to the building of the experimental setup from its inception in
2007, and the conduct of the experiment, measurements, and data analysis. Scott Parkins mainly
contributed to the theoretical formulation of our system. Cindy Regal and Barak Dayan contributed
in the sharing of valuable ideas and expertise critical in our experiment. Eric Ostby (Vahala group)
contributed to the fabrication of microtoroidal resonator devices and sharing of expertise in optical
coupling using tapered fiber central in our experiment. This work was carried out under the guidance
and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble, in collaboration with Prof. Kerry Vahala at
Caltech.

4.1

Introduction

One of the most basic requirements in the realization of a quantum network is the ability to generate
single photons. Although single photon generation has been demonstrated in conventional cQED
systems utilizing Fabry-Perot cavities, continuing challenge is high efficiency transport of quantum
fields into and out of optical cavities [132], as is required to link large numbers of quantum nodes. The
focus of this chapter is to address this issue by using an on-chip microtoroidal resonators platform,
where single photons can be generated and coupled to a single mode optical fiber with high efficiency.
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In this chapter, we show how single photons from a coherent input can be efficiently redirected to
a separate output by way of a fiber-coupled microtoroidal cavity interacting with individual cesium
atoms. By operating in an overcoupled regime for the input-output to a tapered fiber, our system
functions as a quantum router with high efficiency for photon sorting. Single photons are reflected
and excess photons transmitted, as confirmed by observations of photon antibunching (bunching)
for the reflected (transmitted) light. Our photon router is robust against large variations of atomic
position and input power, with the observed photon antibunching persisting for intracavity photon
number 0.03 . n̄ . 0.7.
Our photon router extracts single photons from an incident weak laser (coherent state) and
redirects them to a separate output with an internal coupling efficiency (probability of a photon
being emitted by a designated single atom into the cavity) of ∼ 70% and external coupling efficiency
(probability of an intracavity photon being emitted into a designated optical channel, in this case
an optical fiber) of ∼ 90%.1

4.2

Background

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) offers systems in which the coherent interaction between
matter and light can dominate irreversible channels of dissipation [240, 124, 216, 132]. Diverse systems based upon radiative interactions in cQED are thereby promising candidates for the physical
implementation of quantum networks, where, for example, atoms in optical cavities (quantum nodes)
are linked by photons in optical fiber (quantum channels) [132]. Although many important capabilities for quantum nodes have been demonstrated within the setting of cQED with single atoms in
Fabry-Perot cavities [239, 161, 123, 102, 31, 254], continuing challenge is high efficiency transport of
quantum fields into and out of optical cavities [132], as is required to link large numbers of quantum
nodes.
In this regard, the coupling rate κ of photons to and from the quantum channel should dominate
the rates for any other input-output mechanisms. One way to achieve this is to operate the nodes
in an overcoupled regime [223], where external coupling dominates internal system losses.
In this chapter, we realize a cQED system in the optical domain with efficient input-output
coupling while still maintaining high internal efficiency for coupling to a single atom. We use a
microtoroidal cavity interacting with single cesium atoms [11, 9, 57], with coupling to and from the

2

2
2C
efficiency = 2C+1
, external efficiency = κ κex
, where C is the cooperativity parameter, κex is
ex +κi
the extrinsic coupling rate, and κi is the intrinsic cavity loss rate, as discussed in Sec. 3.1.
1 Internal
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Figure 4.1: (a) Simple depiction of one atom coupled to a toroidal cavity, together with fiber taper
and relevant field modes, with rates (gtw , κex , κi , h) as defined in the text. (b-d) Theoretical plots
for the parameters of our experiment, (gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (50, 300, 20, 10) MHz, with ωA = ωC .
(b, c) Transmission and reflection spectra T (∆), R(∆) for aout , bout as functions of probe detuning
∆ = ωC − ωp with and without the atom. (d) Theoretical intensity correlation functions versus ∆
(2)
(2)
for the transmitted (gT (τ = 0)) and reflected (gR (τ = 0)) fields. (e) Schematic of our experiment.
cavity implemented with a tapered optical fiber in an overcoupled regime [223]. We demonstrate an
efficient and robust photon router for which single photons are extracted from an incident coherent
state and redirected to a separate output with efficiency ξ ' 0.6.

4.3

Model

To model photon transport for the atom-cavity system, we consider the interaction of one atom
with the evanescent fields of a microtoroidal cavity, as shown in Fig. 1(a), with gtw the rate of
coherent atom-cavity coupling2 . Near the atomic resonance at frequency ωA , the cavity supports
two counter-propagating modes a, b of frequency ωC . These cavity modes have intrinsic loss rate κi
2 The rate of coherent interaction between the atom and modes a, b is given by g
tw
±ikx , where ρ
tw = g0 f (ρ, z)e
is the atom-toroid radial distance, x is the atom’s position around the toroid circumference, and z is the vertical
coordinate.
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and are coupled to each other at rate h (e.g., due to internal scattering)[223]. Input to and output
from the internal modes of the cavity are provided by a tapered fiber with external coupling rate κex ,
where the fields of the tapered fiber are denoted by {ain , aout , bin , bout } in Fig. 1(a). For single-sided
excitation as in our current experiment, the input modes have coherent amplitudes
iEp e−iωp t
hain i = − √
,
2κex

hbin i = 0.

(4.1)

The Hamiltonian, master equation, and input-output relations for the system depicted in Fig.
1(a) can be found in Refs. [9, 57]. When the total cavity decay rate, κ = κi + κex , is much larger
than any other rate in the system, the cavity modes can be adiabatically eliminated from the system
dynamics [85]. The system can then be described by effective optical Bloch equations for a twolevel atom with the cavity-enhanced atomic decay rate Γ = γ(1 + 2C), where C =

2|gtw |2 κ
γ(κ2 +h2 )

is the

cooperativity parameter for a single atom and γ is the rate of atomic decay to modes other than
a, b.
In the overcoupled regime of toroid-taper coupling, κex  (κi , h), the analytic expressions for
steady-state transmitted IT = ha†out aout iss and reflected IR = hb†out bout iss fluxes, and for the secondorder correlation functions,
(2)

=

ha†out a†out (τ )aout (τ )aout iss /IT2 ,

(4.2)

(2)

=

2
hb†out b†out (τ )bout (τ )bout iss /IR
,

(4.3)

gT (τ )
gR (τ )

can be greatly simplified. Specifically, at zero detuning (i.e., ωA = ωC = ωp ) and in the weak driving
limit, the transmission and reflection coefficients are given by [57]

T (∆ = 0) ≡ IT (0)/IT (∆  κ) ≡ T0
R(∆ = 0) ≡ IR (0)/IT (∆  κ) ≡ R0

1
,
(2C + 1)2

2
2C
'
,
2C + 1
'

(4.4)
(4.5)

while second-order intensity correlations at zero time delay are found to be
(2)

(4.6)

(2)

(4.7)

gT (τ = 0) ' (4C 2 − 1)2 ,
gR (τ = 0) ' 0.
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4.4

Theoretical results

The physical interpretation of these results is as follows. In steady state and with C  1, the
SS
field radiated by the atomic polarization σ−
interferes destructively with the intracavity field from
SS
ain , resulting in small transmission T0  1. But σ−
also coherently drives the intracavity field b,

thereby generating a backward propagating field bout , leading to reflection R0 → 1 [219]. On the
other hand, the overcoupled cavity without the atomic polarization (i.e., C = 0) has T0 ' 1 and
R0 ' 0. Strong optical nonlinearity of the atom-toroid system gives rise to a dynamical switching
between these two limits conditioned upon photon detection: Firstly, T0 ' 0, R0 ' 1 due to the field
SS
C
from σ−
, and secondly, T0 ' 1, R0 ' 0 due to the conditional atomic polarization σ−
following

photon detection [36].
(2)

This description is substantiated by examination of gT,R . Detection of a ‘first’ photon for the
reflected field bout projects the atom to the ground state, which precludes the detection of a ‘second’
photon for bout [57, 36]. Hence the reflected light exhibits sub-Poissonian photon statistics and
photon antibunching. Similarly, photon detection for the transmitted light aout results in atomic
projection that depends on Ep and C [36], with aout then displaying photon bunching and superPoissonian statistics. The net effect is the routing of single photons into the backward direction bout
and remaining excess photons into the forward field aout .
Figures 4.1(b-d) present theoretical results for transmission and reflection spectra T (∆), R(∆)
(2)

(2)

and intensity correlations gT (0), gR (0) in the weak-driving limit for the parameters of our experiment: (gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (50, 300, 20, 10) MHz. Although not deeply in the overcoupled regime,
efficient transmission and reflection can be achieved, with T0 ≈ 0.005, R0 ≈ 0.7 with an intracavity
atom, and T0 ≈ 0.8, R0 ≈ 0.003 without the atom.

4.5

Experimental setup

A schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 4.1 (e) and is similar to that described in Refs. [9, 57].
However, our new apparatus has two major improvements that allow us to reproducibly tune κex to
the desired overcoupled value and to maintain a small κi . Firstly, the silicon chip supporting toroids
and the tapered fiber are mounted on piezoelectric-driven stages that are placed inside the main
chamber. The combination of compact, rigid design and good passive vibration-isolation enable
us to tune the separation between the taper and toroid and to achieve stable coupling between
the evanescent fields of the taper and toroid without having the taper contact the surface of the
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toroid. Secondly, in order to avoid degradation of quality factor for the toroids caused by cesium
contamination, our new apparatus has a separate “MOT chamber” where cesium atoms are magnetooptically cooled and trapped, then loaded into an optical conveyor belt [140] and transferred into
the “cQED chamber” through a differential pumping tube and positioned directly above a particular
toroid on the silicon chip.
The resonance frequency ωC of the toroid is tuned via the chip temperature near the frequency
ωA of the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F 0 = 5 transition of cesium, with |ωA − ωC |/2π . 30 MHz. The
frequency ωp of the probe beam Ep is locked to coincide with ωA , with |ωA − ωp |/2π . 1 MHz. The
probe is sent into the taper via the 1% port of 99/1 fiber beamsplitter (Fig. 1(e)). The 99% port
of this beamsplitter is connected to a 50/50 beamsplitter followed by two single-photon countingmodules (SPCMs), D1 , D2 , to detect the reflected field bout . Similarly, the transmitted field aout
in the taper is detected with another pair of SPCMs, D3 , D4 . Photoelectric events from the four
SPCMs are time stamped and recorded for analysis.
The physical properties of the new toroids for our current experiment are similar to those in
Ref. [57]. The major diameter D ≈ 25µm and minor diameter d ≈ 6µm, leading to an effective
atom-cavity coupling rate of geff /2π ≈ 70 MHz (gtw /2π ≈ 50 MHz) [9]. Combined with the measured
values for (κex , κi , h) and with γ/2π = 5.2 MHz, we calculate the single-atom cooperativity parameter
C = 3.0 and the cavity-enhanced atomic decay rate Γ/2π = 36.4 MHz. Note that for large toroidtaper separation with κex ' κi , our system is in the strong coupling regime of cQED with geff > κ, γ.
About 107 atoms with temperature T ≈ 100µK are dropped from a height of 0.5 mm above the
toroid by turning off the dipole trap beams. As shown in Fig. 4.1 (c), the reflected intensity IR
associated with bout should be near zero when there is no atom in the cavity. A falling atom that
interacts with the evanescent fields of the cavity generates an increase in IR for the duration of the
atomic transit and enables single transit events to be observed with high signal-to-noise ratio3 . While
transiting atoms are sufficient for these experiments due to our insensitivity to atomic position, in
the future we recognize the need to trap and localize single atoms near the toroid to allow continuous
operation of the system [161, 123, 102, 31].
We first fix the probe power |Ep |2 such that the intracavity photon number n̄ = 0.093 for the
empty cavity. Atom transit events are extracted from the records of photoelectric counts C1,2 (t)
from bout at detectors D1 , D2 by the following procedure. For an atom transit event, we require
Pt +∆t
the sum of the counts over a time ∆tatom , Sj ≡ tji =tj atom [C1 (ti ) + C2 (ti )], to be equal or greater
3 For our previous work [9, 57], the taper and toroid were critically coupled with the taper in contact mode. Atom
transits were detected as increases in the transmitted intensity IT for the field aout .
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Figure 4.2: (a,b) Average atom transit signals for (a) transmission T0 (t) and (b) reflection R0 (t)
of the probe field. As shown in the inset in (a), the transit selection criteria are set to be Cth =
(2)
4, 5, 6, where in all cases, ∆tatom = 4µs. (c,d) The intensity correlation functions gT,R (τ ) for the
transmitted field aout and the reflected field bout . For (a-d), n̄ = 0.093 photons. Solid lines are
a theoretical calculation using the parameters (gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π = (50, 300, 20, 10) MHz. Dashed
lines are the same calculation with 4% background counts.
than a threshold count Cth . After applying this selection criterion to C1,2 (t), we determine the time
origin t = 0 for each transit event by the temporal mean of the counts in ∆tatom and extract counts
in a time window of ±6µs around t = 0 for further analysis.

4.6

Experimental results

Figure 4.2 (a,b) shows the transmitted T0 (t) and reflected R0 (t) signals averaged over transit events
with transit selection criteria of Cth = 4, 5, 6 and ∆tatom = 4µs, where T0 (t) and R0 (t) are normalized
to the resonant transmission of the empty cavity, T0 ' 0.83. Atom-cavity coupling results in
(2)

reduced transmission and increased reflection4 . The second-order correlation functions gT,R (τ ) for
the transmitted and reflected fields aout , bout are calculated in the same manner as in Refs. [57] and
plotted in Fig. 4.2 (c,d). Photon bunching and antibunching are clearly observed for aout , bout in
the forward and backward directions, respectively. The recovery time τR to steady state is set by
the cavity-enhanced atomic decay rate Γ = γ(1 + 2C), with τR ∼ 1/Γ [57].
4 The asymmetry evident in Fig. 4.2 (a,b) is a robust feature of our observations. We have no definitive explanation,
but are investigating various possible causes, including surface forces.
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Figure 4.3: (a) False detection ratio F , (b) transmitted signal T0 (t = 0) at the center of an atomic
(2)
transit, and (c,d) intensity correlation functions gT,R (τ = 0) at zero time delay for the transmitted
T and reflected R light as functions of the threshold Cth for the selection of atom transits. In all
cases, ∆tatom = 4µs and n̄ = 0.093.
These observations are consistent with the theoretical predictions in Fig. 4.1 (b-d) for ∆ = 0,
thereby demonstrating a functional photon router. Note that the traces with larger threshold Cth
show more significant effects of atom-cavity coupling. This is because we have fewer “falsely detected
transits” (i.e., time windows that have no atom but nevertheless satisfy the selection criterion Sj ≥
Cth because of background light) and reduced contributions from transits with smaller g.
To explore this point further, in Fig. 4.3 (a) we plot the ratio F of false to total atomic transit
no
events, F ≡ Rno
0 (t = 0)/R0 (t = 0), where R0 is the measured transit signal for the reflected field as

in Fig. 2(b), but now with no atoms present. Clearly, F decreases as Cth increases. Correspondingly,
(2)

(2)

in (b) - (d), T0 , gT , and gR show more significant effects of atom-cavity coupling with increasing
Cth , albeit with larger error bars due to the diminishing number of transit events. The value Cth = 5
(F ' 0.025) provides a reasonable compromise between decreasing signal-to-noise ratio and reduced
contamination from false transit events.
Finally, in order to investigate the saturation behavior of our photon router, we vary the intracavity photon number by way of the probe intensity |Ep |2 . Figure 4.4 displays the measured values
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Figure 4.4: (a) Transmitted signal T0 (t = 0) at the center of an atomic transit and (b) inten(2)
sity correlation function gR (τ = 0) at zero time delay for the reflected light for various values
of intracavity photon number n̄. Points are experimental data averaged over individual transit
min max
, gtw , κex , κi , h)/2π =
events. Solid lines are from a theoretical calculation with the parameters (gtw
min
max
(35, 65, 300, 20, 10) MHz where instead of a single value of gtw we use an average over gtw
to gtw
.
Dashed lines are the same calculation, but with the assumption of background counts of 4% of the
signal.
(2)

of T0 (t = 0) and gR (τ = 0) as functions of n̄. For each value of n̄, we set the selection threshold
(2)

Cth so that the false detection ratio F < 0.05. The point for the lowest value of n̄ for gR (τ = 0)
is omitted from (b) due to its poor signal-to-noise ratio. In (a), the transmission T0 (t = 0) shows
clear saturation of the atom-cavity coupling, from T0 ≈ 0.2 at n̄ ≈ 0.01 to T0 ≈ 0.8 at n̄ ≈ 0.7.
(2)

Importantly, in (b) gR (τ = 0) < 1 over a wide range of intracavity photon number, 0.01 . n̄ . 0.7.
From the measured T0 and known parameters (gtw , κex , κi , h), we estimate the efficiency ξ for
single-photon throughput and obtain ξ ≈ 0.6 for the lowest n̄ ≈ 0.012, with ξ → 0.7 for n̄ → 0.
This is consistent with the value ξ ≈ 0.5 ± 0.2 directly inferred from the distribution of R0 for the
individual transits. As evidenced in Fig. 4.2 (a, c), multiple photons are efficiently transmitted into
the output channel aout .
The solid lines in Fig. 4.4 are from a simplified theoretical model [57]. The curves are obtained
from an average over the atomic azimuthal position kx around the major circumference of the
toroid. Curves for particular values of kx would be indistinguishable on the scale of the plot. This
insensitivity to kx is due to the small coupling between the counterpropagating modes a and b,
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characterized by the ratio h/κ ' 0.03  1, that limits the formation of a standing wave [57].
To account for background light, the dashed lines in Fig. 4.4 include background counts at a level
(2)

of 4% of the signal. This leads to good agreement for the background-sensitive parameter gR (τ = 0)
in Fig. 4.4 (b). There still remains a discrepancy for T0 in Fig. 4.4(a) given the statistical error bars,
even when we account for variation in gtw by averaging over a range of values around gtw = 50 MHz
( gtw = 35 MHz to gtw = 65 MHz). Thus, we must attribute the discrepancy in (a) to a systematic
uncertainty in the experiment.

4.7

Summary

In summary, we have realized a photon router using single Cesium atoms coupled to a microtoroidal
cavity in the overcoupled regime. In comparison to our previous photon turnstile [57], this photon
router is robust against azimuthal position of the atom (kx) and taper-toroid distance (κex ), in
−
addition to the atom-cavity coupling strength (g(→
r )). The current system already has throughput
efficiency for single photons of ξ ≈ 0.6 and it is projected to reach ξ > 0.999 through use of smaller
toroid diameter [224] and improvement of the intrinsic quality factor of the cavity to Q ≈ 1010 [245].
The realization of strong interactions of single photons and atoms together with efficient inputoutput provides an enabling capability for the realization of quantum networks and investigations
of quantum many-body systems built component by component.
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Chapter 5

Strong interactions of single atoms
and photons near a dielectric
boundary
This chapter is largely based on Ref. [5]. Reference [5] refers to the then current literature in 2011
at the time of publication. The work described in this chapter is a result of our team collaboration
of seven authors of the manuscript, whose contributions I would like to acknowledge here. Hansuek
Lee and Eric Ostby (Vahala group) contributed to the fabrication of microtoroidal resonator devices
and sharing of expertise in optical coupling using the tapered fiber central to our experiment. Nate
Stern and I contributed to carrying out the experiment, implementing critical modifications that
build upon the setup discussed in chapter 4 and developed by Takao Aoki and myself, conducting
measurements, data analysis, and developing strongly coupled atom near surface models. In our
numerical work, Nate Stern contributed mainly to the calculation of Casimir-Polder phenomena,
and I contributed mainly to the entire system simulation. This work was carried out under the
guidance and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble, in collaboration with Prof. Kerry
Vahala at Caltech.

5.1

Introduction

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) provides the setting for quantum control of strong interactions between a single atom and one photon. Many such atom-cavity systems interacting through
coherent exchanges of single photons could be the basis for scalable quantum networks. However,
moving beyond current proof-of-principle experiments involving just one or two conventional optical cavities requires the localization of individual atoms at distances . 100 nm from a resonator’s
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surface. In this regime an atom can be strongly coupled to a single intracavity photon while at
the same time experiencing significant radiative interactions with the dielectric boundaries of the
resonator. Here, we present observations of strongly coupled single atom-photon dynamics in a
cavity QED setting using real-time detection and high-bandwidth feedback to select and monitor
single cesium atoms located ∼ 100 nm from the surface of a micro-toroidal optical resonator. Strong
radiative interactions of atom and cavity field probe atomic motion through the evanescent field of
the resonator and reveal both the significant role of Casimir-Polder attraction and the manifestly
quantum nature of the atom-cavity dynamics.

5.2

Background

The proximity of dielectric boundaries fundamentally alters atomic radiative processes as compared
to quantum electrodynamics in free space. For example, free-space Lamb shifts and Einstein-A
coefficients (i.e., level positions and decay rates) are modified for atom-surface distances comparable
to the relevant transition wavelengths, as considered in the pioneering analyses of Casimir and
Polder [38] and of Purcell [190] in the late 1940s. Seminal experiments in the 1970s investigated
radiative decay for organic dye molecules near a metal mirror [70] and were followed in the 1980s by
landmark observations of the inhibition of spontaneous emission for a trapped electron [84] and an
atom in a waveguide [109]. The ensuing years have witnessed the development of cavity quantum
electrodynamics (cQED) in this perturbative regime of boundary-modified linewidths and level shifts
[101, 231, 24], with applications ranging from measurements of fundamental constants [177] to the
development of novel semiconductor devices [166].
With increased interaction strength, a non-perturbative regime of cQED becomes possible and is
characterized not by the dominance of irreversible decay but rather by the cyclic, reversible exchange
of excitation between atom and photon [114]. The experimental quest for strong atom-photon
coupling had its initial success in 1985 in the microwave regime with the realization of the micromaser
[164], with strong non-perturbative coupling in the optical domain achieved some years later [236].
Now, however, strong coupling has made possible the coherent control of atomic radiative dynamics
on a photon-by-photon basis [167, 101]. Strong coupling has also been demonstrated for a wide
class of physical systems [240] beyond single atoms, including quantum dots coupled to micropillars
and photonic bandgap cavities [124] and Cooper-pairs interacting with superconducting resonators
[216]. This non-perturbative regime of cQED with strong light-matter interactions mediated by
single photons has led to new scientific capabilities, ranging from a laser that operates with one-and-
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the-same atom [162] to the deterministic generation of entangled photon pairs [250] to a two-qubit
superconducting quantum processor [63].
To a large degree, investigations of perturbative and non-perturbative cQED phenomena have
been made independently. For example, for one atom located near the center of a Fabry-Perot
cavity with volume (l)3 ∼ (10 µm)3 , the coherent coupling g to an optical resonance can be large
compared to radiative decay characterized by the Einstein-A coefficient and cavity loss rate κ,
namely g  (γ0 , κ) where γ0 = A/2, placing the system in the regime of strong, non-perturbative
atom-photon coupling [167, 86]. Nevertheless, corrections to the atomic Lamb shift and Einstein-A
coefficient arising from surface interactions with the cavity boundaries remain small (e.g., δA/A ∼
10−5 ). However, many applications in quantum information science [132] could benefit from strong
atom-photon interactions with micro- and nano-scopic optical resonators [11, 200, 147, 224, 50, 73]
integrated on atom chip devices [81, 193]. Atomic localization on a sub-wavelength scale near a
resonator’s surface is then required, with aspects of both perturbative and non-perturbative cQED
necessarily coming into play.
In this chapter we investigate such a regime for single cesium atoms radiatively coupled to a
high-Q microtoroidal cavity [9, 11] and in close proximity to the resonator’s dielectric surface. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a), cold cesium atoms are released from an optical dipole-force trap and
randomly fall past the microtoroid. A real-time detection scheme based upon strong radiative
interactions between one atom and the evanescent cavity field selects atomic trajectories passing
within d . 300 nm from the resonator’s surface, with a large fraction of atoms passing below 100 nm
and crashing into the surface. On this scale, the atom’s coherent interaction with the cavity field is
characterized by strong, non-perturbative coupling [Fig. 5.1(b), 5.3 (c) (i)], which we demonstrate
by direct measurements of so-called “vacuum-Rabi” spectra for light transmitted and reflected by
the atom-cavity system, as well as by observations of photon antibunching for the transmitted
light. On the other hand, the atom’s motion and level structure are significantly influenced by the
(perturbative) Casimir-Polder potential from the surface’s proximity [Fig. 5.1 (c) (ii)], which we
infer from measurements of the time dependence of the cavity transmission during an atomic transit
event, as well as from modifications of the spectra recorded for the transmitted and reflected fields.
These observations are in reasonable agreement with a theoretical model that we have implemented
by Monte-Carlo simulation and which gives insight into the underlying atomic dynamics, as detailed
in Sec. 5.10
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Figure 5.1: Radiative interactions and optical potentials for an atom near the surface
of a toroidal resonator. (a) Simple overview of the experiment showing a cloud of cold cesium
atoms released so that a few atoms fall within the evanescent field of a microtoroidal resonator.
Light in a tapered optical fiber excites the resonator with input power Pin at frequency ωp , leading
to transmitted and reflected outputs PT , PR . (b) Cross section of the microtoroid at φ = 0 showing
the coherent coupling coefficient |g (~r) = g(ρ, z, φ)| for a TE polarized whispering-gallery mode. The
microtoroid has principal and minor diameters (Dp , Dm ) = (24, 3) µm, respectively. (c) (i) Coherent
coupling |g(d, z, φ)| for the external evanescent field as a function of distance d = ρ − Dp /2 from
(0)
the toroid’s surface for (z, φ) = (0, 0). (ii) The effective dipole potentials Ud for resonant ωp = ωa ,
(0)
(0)
red ωp < ωa and blue ωp > ωa free-space detunings of the probe Pin (intracavity photon number
∼ 0.1, circulating power ∼ 100 nW, circulating field intensity at surface ∼ 0.01 µW/µm2 ). The
Casimir-Polder surface potential Us for the ground state of atomic Cs is also shown. (iii) The atomic
decay rate γ(d) as a function of distance d from the toroid’s surface for TE (γk ) and TM (γ⊥ )
modes. All rates in this figure are scaled to the decay rate in free space for the amplitude of the
Cs 6P3/2 → 6S1/2 transition, γ0 /2π = 2.6 MHz. The approximate distance scale probed in our
experiment is 0 < d < 300 nm.
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5.3

Real time single atom detection

For the identification of atoms near the surface of the microtoroid in the regime shown in Fig. 5.1(c),
we rely on the strong interaction of atom and cavity field to modify the light transmitted by the
cavity. Specifically, because the atom-cavity coupling coefficient g (~r (t)) depends upon the atomic
trajectory ~r(t), we can select single atoms located within the cavity mode by demanding a minimum
criterion for the change in cavity transmission due to the atomic trajectory. Our scheme for singleatom detection is similar to that used in previous work [9, 57, 10], but with significant modifications.
Namely, by implementing fast digital logic, we achieve reliable real-time identification of atomic
transit events in times as short as 250 ns from the photoelectric counts due to the transmitted
power PT (t). Note that this identification would not be possible for an atom in free space without the
emission rate enhancement and efficiency afforded by coupling to the cavity. Given the identification
of a falling atom, the control logic switches the power Pin and frequency ωp of the probe input within
' 100 ns and records subsequent photoelectric counts for the transmitted PT (t) and reflected PR (t)
outputs from the cavity. These records of photoelectric counts form the basis for the analysis that
follows, with further details presented in Sec. 5.9.1.
To address experimentally the question of the distance scale for the recorded atom transit events,
we first examine the time dependence of the cavity transmission T (t) = PT (t)/Pin immediately
following a trigger heralding the arrival of an atom into the cavity mode. Figure 5.2 (a) shows T (t)
(0)

(0)

(0)

for the case of resonant excitation, namely ∆pa = ωp − ωa = 0 and ∆ca = ωc − ωa = 0, where ωa

is the free-space atomic frequency for the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F = 5 transition in atomic Cs, ωp
is the incident laser probe frequency, and ωc is the resonant frequency of the relevant toroidal cavity
mode. Two characteristic decay times are evident, with the background subtracted transmission
2

TB (t) ≡ T (t) − B fitted well by the sum of an exponential (∝ e−t/δtI ) and a Gaussian (∝ e−(t/δtII ) ).
Here, the background level B ≡ T (t  δtI,II ) is determined from the cavity transmission for times
long compared to the duration of the transit event, with B/T (∆pa  κ) . 0.01.
The time constants δtI , δtII can be associated with distance scales dI , dII by way of the average
velocity v̄ with which atoms arrive at the toroid’s mode following release from the optical trap,
namely v̄ ∼ 0.17 m/s, leading to dI ' 130 nm and dII ' 640 nm. For comparison, the scale length
for g(d) in the radial direction is λ = 1/k0 = 136 nm (Fig. 5.1 (c) (i)), while in the vertical direction,
2

the variation of g(z) is approximately Gaussian (∝ e−(z/w0 ) ) with waist w0 ' 590 nm (Fig. 5.1 (b)).
The comparisons dI ∼ λ and dII ∼ w0 suggest that the short-lived component δtI in Fig. 5.2 (a)
arises from atomic trajectories that are deflected from their otherwise vertical fall to largely radial
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paths of length λ that terminate at the dielectric surface. Similarly, the longer-lived component δtII
is associated with trajectories that pass along z without significant radial motion toward the surface
of the toroid.
Of course an atom near the surface will not move with constant velocity but will be accelerated by
interactions with surface potentials and the cavity field itself. To reach a quantitative understanding
of the external, center-of-mass motion and the internal, atomic dipole-cavity field coupling, we
have implemented a numerical simulation that incorporates both perturbative and non-perturbative
aspects of the radiative interaction of the atom and micro-toroid. Our Monte-Carlo simulation
draws random initial trajectories for atoms falling from a thermal cloud and implements a stochastic
process for photoelectric detection to emulate our real-time detection technique. The model includes
Casimir-Polder and dipole forces from the potentials Us (~r), Ud (~r) shown in Fig. 5.1 (c) (ii), atomic
level shifts (and hence detunings) from Us (~r), and boundary-modified decay γk (d) shown in Fig. 5.1
(c) (iii). The non-perturbative interaction of atom and cavity field is based upon the analytic results
in Ref. [9, 57]. Details of the simulation can be found in the Sec 5.10.2.

5.4

Experimental results

Results from this analysis are presented in Fig. 5.2 (b-e). In agreement with the observations in
Fig. 5.2 (a), TB (t) from the simulation in Fig. 5.2 (b) exhibits two time scales and is fit well by the
(s)

sum of an exponential and a Gaussian. Atomic trajectories associated with the δtI

have distances

peaking around dI ∼ 100 nm and terminate with crashes into the surface of the toroid [pI (d) in
Fig. 5.2 (c)], but exhibit large coupling gI /2π ∼ 40 MHz [pI (g) in Fig. 5.2 (d)] and large surfaceinduced shifts of the atomic transition frequency δa,I /2π & 10 MHz for d . 60 nm [pI (δa ) in Fig. 5.2
(s)

(e)]. By contrast, the complementary set of trajectories for δtII pass roughly vertically through
(s)

the cavity mode along z (hence their Gaussian time dependence). Relative to the δtI

set, these

trajectories exhibit larger distances dII ∼ 250 nm, smaller coupling gI /2π ∼ 20 MHz, and surfaceinduced shifts of the atomic transition frequency δa,I . γ0 [pII (d), pII (g), pII (δa ) in Figs. 5.2 (c-e),
respectively].
In Fig. 5.3 we investigate temporal dynamics for the cavity transmission T (t) but now with
non-zero detuning between the atom and probe field, ∆ca /2π = ∆pa /2π = ±40 MHz (Fig. 5.3
(a)). Since ωp 6= ωa , dipole forces from coherent excitation of the intracavity field should induce an
asymmetry for T (t) for red and blue detuning, with faster decay for red detuning (ωp < ωa ) due
to the combined effect of the attractive potentials Us (~r) and Ud (~r) shown in Fig. 5.1 (c) (ii). The
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Figure 5.2: Observation (a) and simulation (b-e) of atomic transits within the evanescent
field of the micro-toroidal resonator for ∆ca = ∆pa = 0. a) Observed cavity transmission
TB (t) versus time t following a triggering event at t = 0, with approximately 5 × 104 triggered
transits included. The data are fit to the sum of an exponential (I) and a Gaussian (II) (green
curve), with time constants δtI = 0.78 ± 0.02 µs and δtII = 3.75 ± 0.09 µs, with each component
shown by the dotted lines. (b) Simulation result for 1000 triggered atoms for the cavity transmission
(s)
TB (t) versus time t (points) from an ensemble of triggered trajectories. The green curve is a fit to
(s)
(s)
the sum of an exponential and Gaussian with time constants δtI = 0.69 µs, δtII = 4.0 µs while the
dotted lines represent the individual fit components. c-e Probability densities pi (d), pi (g), pi (δa ) for
(0)
the distance d, coupling g, and transition frequency shift δa = ωa (d) − ωa from the same simulation
set as for (b). {d, g, δa } are averaged over the first 500 ns following the trigger. For these results, the
trajectories are divided into two classes based on simulated detection events for photon tranmission,
(s)
(s)
i = {I, II} corresponding to the two time constants δtI (blue shaded curve) and δtII (red shaded
curve) in (b). This is a stochastic division and hence the distributions and trajectory characteristics
show some overlap between sets I and II. Note: Intracavity photon number ∼ 0.1, circulating power
∼ 100 nW, circulating field intensity at surface ∼ 0.01 µW/µm2 .
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data are fit well by decaying exponentials (∝ e−t/δti , i ={red, blue}). Also plotted are simulations
of the experiment for freely falling atoms with Us = Ud = 0, atoms under the influence of only
dipole forces, Us = 0, and a full simulation including both the dipole force and CP forces. For both
red and blue detunings, the timescales from the simulation absent Us , Ud are substantially longer
than observed in experiment. In contrast with the case ωp = ωa in Fig. 5.2, there is no significant
Gaussian component of these temporal decays because of the difference in scale lengths of the CP
potential Us and effective dipole potential Ud (∆ca = ±15γ0 ), which become comparable to γ0 for
distances d . {65, 200} nm, respectively (Fig. 5.1 (c) (ii)). Long range dipole forces, which are
largely absent for Fig. 5.2, dominate the trajectory dynamics of Fig. 5.3 and consequently vertically
falling long-lived Gaussian trajectories do not significantly contribute.

5.5

Atom trajectories near a microtoroid

To illustrate the underlying atomic motion, Fig. 5.3 (b) displays atomic trajectories projected onto
the ρ − z plane for the simulations in Fig. 5.3 (a), with each panel displaying a representative sample
of untriggered and triggered trajectories. For red detuning, ∆pa < 0, introducing dipole forces and
CP forces leads to every triggered atom crashing into the toroid surface, explaining the short decay
δtred . The blue detuned case is more complicated, with both attractive CP forces and the repulsive
dipole force reducing the time the atom is in the mode; CP forces pull nearby atoms into the surface
while the dipole force repels other atoms out of the mode.
As shown in Fig. 5.3 (c) and discussed in Sec. 5.9, we have augmented our numerical simulation
to include a dipole force optical trap Ut (FORT) formed by the toroid’s evanescent field [246, 201]
in addition to the potentials Us , Ud . The trapping potential Ut is triggered by the same criteria as
for Figs. 5.3 (a), (b), with then a significant fraction of triggered atoms bound in orbit around the
toroid for durations surpassing 50 µs.

5.6

Spectral measurements

The measurements in Figs. 5.2, 5.3 rely upon strong interactions of atoms and photons for initial
atomic localization within the cavity mode and for measurements of the subsequent motion by way
of T (t). To establish directly the non-perturbative coupling of atom and cavity field, we next turn
to measurements of transmission T (ωp ) = PT (ωp )/Pin and reflection R(ωp ) = PR (ωp )/Pin spectra
as functions of ωp (Fig. 5.4). Probe spectra {T (ωp ), R(ωp )} are recorded following the detection of
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Figure 5.3: Dynamics and trajectories for strongly coupled atoms moving in surface and
dipole potentials {Us , Ud }. (a) Transmission T (t) for ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz (left) and +40 MHz
(right) measured after an atom trigger at t = 0. In each panel, the circles are data for 2 × 103
trigger events; the lines are simulations of T (t) for the full model (blue), for Us = 0 (magenta), and
for Us = Ud = 0 (green). Exponential fits to the data give time constants δtred = 0.11 ± 0.01 and
(s)
δtblue = 0.53 ± 0.03 µs, while fits to the full simulation yield time constants δtred = 0.19 ± 0.02 µs
(s)
and δtblue = 0.59 ± 0.06 µs, where quantitative differences are attributed to simplifications inherent
in the simulation model (see SI). (b) Representative atomic trajectories projected onto the ρ − z
plane for simulations in panel (a), with the TE mode intensity plotted on a gray scale. The upper
panels are for ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz while the lower panels are for ∆ca /2π = +40 MHz. The color
bars at the top of the panels match the colors of the curves in (a). For each panel, orange lines
are untriggered trajectories, while triggered trajectories are represented by blue lines which turn
red after a trigger at t = 0. (c) Simulations showing trajectories from a full 3D simulation with
Us , Ud , as well as a two-color dipole potential (FORT) triggered “on” by atom detection at t = 0.
∆ca /2π = +40 MHz in correspondence to (a), (b). Blue lines represent falling atoms with the FORT
beams “off” (t < 0), while red lines are trajectories after the FORT is triggered “on” and an atom
begins to orbit the toroid. To illustrate the timescale, the trajectories are colored pink for t > 50
µs. Note: intracavity photon number ∼ 0.1, circulating power ∼ 100 nW, circulating field intensity
at surface ∼ 0.01 µW/µm2 .
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a single-atom event with ωp = ωc for a fixed detuning ∆ca between atom and cavity to optimize
sensitivity for an intracavity atom (i.e., ∆ca = ∆pa ). With an atom thereby present in the cavity
mode, fast control logic and feedback switch the probe power Pin to some fiducial level for a given
spectrum and the probe frequency ωp to a relevant detuning ∆pa 6= ∆ca for measurements of
{T (ωp ), R(ωp )}. The spectra are built up over thousands of transit detections and consequently
represent an ensemble average over triggered atom trajectories.
Strong radiative coupling of an atom and a microtoroidal resonator is described by an extension
of the Jaynes-Cummings [114, 9] Hamiltonian (see SI). Our whispering-gallery resonator supports
two counter-propagating traveling-wave modes that are coupled by internal scattering at a rate h.
The interaction of the cavity eigenmodes with an intracavity atom is characterized by coherent
coupling g(~r), with the resulting atom-cavity eigenvalues {λi } shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) for the singleexcitation eigenstates. For large detuning |∆ca |  g, there is one atom-like and two cavity-like
eigenvalues. For ∆ca ∼ g, there is an anti-crossing between the imaginary parts of two dressed-state
p
eigenvalues λ± with splitting ∆λ± = Im (λ+ − λ− ) ≈ ∆2ca + 4g 2 for g  {h, κ, γk }, while the
third cavity-like eigenvalue λ0 remains uncoupled to the atom. This dressed-state eigenstructure,
along with the dissipative rates γk (d) and κ for atom and cavity, determine the system’s spectral
response {T (ωp ), R(ωp )}.
Using a simple model with atoms falling vertically through the evanescent field of Fig. 5.1 (b)
with {Us , Ud } = 0 (SI), we construct a probability distribution pfall (g) of coupling constants for atom
detection, with probe spectra {T (ωp ), R(ωp )} then obtained by averaging spectra for fixed g over
the distribution pfall (g) (Fig. 5.4 (b)). Although the full eigenstructure from Fig. 5.4 (a) cannot be
(b)

resolved due to the ‘smearing’ from pfall (g) even with gmax  {κ, γk }, the splitting ∆ωpeaks between
λ− and λ0 (shifted by its proximity to the unresolved λ+ ) is resolved, and approximates, though
(b)

underestimates, the eigenvalue splitting ∆λ± (i.e., ∆ωpeaks /2π = 110 MHz, while ∆λ± /2π = 130
MHz).
Figures 5.4 (c), d show measured spectra for both the bare-cavity with no atoms (NA), RNA (∆pa )
and TNA (∆pa ), and with triggered single atoms (A), RA (∆pa ) and TA (∆pa ), for ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz.
The splitting ∆ωexp /2π ≈ 95 ± 5 MHz between the prominent cavity peak and the dressed state
(c,d)

feature can be read directly from both TA and RA . Taking ∆ωpeaks as a lower estimate for the average
eigenvalue splitting ∆λ± yields an average coupling g/2π & 37 ± 3 MHz. This average coupling
indicates that strong coupling is achieved on average, with g > (κ, γ0 ), where (κ, γ0 ) /2π = (21, 2.6)
MHz.
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Figure 5.4: Transmission T (ωp ) and reflection R(ωp ) spectra for single atoms coupled
to a microtoroidal resonator. (a) cQED eigenvalues λ±,0 for {h, g}/2π = {10, 40} MHz as a
function of atom-cavity detuning ∆ca . The dashed lines indicate the detunings for the spectra in the
following panels. (b) Ti (ωp ) for ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz for the empty cavity i = NA (red) and with
atoms i = A (blue) calculated from a simple average for falling atoms over the distribution pfall (g)
(inset) absent cavity and surface forces. ∆ωpeaks is computed from the frequency difference for the
peaks indicated by arrows. (c-d) Experimental reflection Ri (∆pa ) and transmission Ti (∆pa ) spectra
with the peaks used for ∆ωexp indicated. Curves are results of the full Monte Carlo simulation and
the color scheme is the same as in panel b. e Difference spectra ∆R = RA (∆pa ) − RNA (∆pa ) and
∆T = TA (∆pa ) − TNA (∆pa ) for ∆ca /2π = +60 (i,ii), +40 (iii,iv), −40 MHz (v,vi). Green lines are
simulation results for Us = Ud = 0, while blue lines are from the complete simulation. Error bars
are estimated from photon counting statistics and systematic uncertainties.
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Quantitative differences between the simple model in Fig. 5.4 (b) and the experimental spectra in
Fig. 5.4 (c-d) yield information about additional effects, including perturbative surface interactions
not included in the standard Jaynes-Cummings treatment [9, 57]. In particular, the feature at
∆pa /2π = −30 MHz in both RA and TA is significantly reduced in magnitude from the spectrum
predicted by pfall (g), which as discussed below, results from the effects of {Us , Ud } on the atomic
trajectories and internal levels as in Figs. 5.2, 5.3.
Measurements of the difference spectra taken with and without atom transit events, RA − RNA
and TA − TNA are shown in Figs. 5.4 (e) for cavity detunings ∆ca /2π = 60, 40, −40 MHz. Again, the
simple prescription of reading ∆ωpeaks directly from the splitting of the low and high frequency peaks
together with the expression for ∆λ± leads to an estimate of the average coupling g/2π & 35 ± 5
MHz that is consistent across the six spectra displayed.
For comparison to the measured spectra, the full curves in Figs. 5.4 (e) are from our Monte
Carlo simulation for ∆R ≡ R(∆pa ) − Rg→0 (∆pa ) and ∆T ≡ T (∆pa ) − Tg→0 (∆pa ). Calculated
spectra are shown both for the full model and with all forces removed. Agreement with the full
model is achieved for the choice gmax /2π ∼ 100 MHz, which is somewhat less than the value of
gmax /2π = 140 MHz expected for the fundamental TE mode near λ = 852 nm estimated from a
finite element calculation (Fig. 5.1 (b)). The difference is attributable to imprecise knowledge of
the toroid geometry and mode. Except for the relevant detunings and measured cavity decay rates,
the same parameters are used for each spectrum simulation; specifically, (gmax , γ0 ) /2π = (100, 2.6)
MHz. Note that apart from the adjustment of gmax , all parameters in the simulation are estimated
from measurements or, in the case of dipole forces, surface forces, and level shifts, are taken from
theoretical and experimental results in the literature (see Sec. 5.10).
For each of the spectra in Fig. 5.4 (e), removing the Casimir-Polder and dipole forces (i.e., setting
Us , Ud to zero) leads to increased deviations from the measured spectra relative to the full simulation,
which describes the measurements reasonably well. The most significant effect of Us is seen for a reddetuned cavity (∆ca /2π = −40 MHz) where significant spectral features not readily observed in the
data appear for Us = 0. In combination with the temporal analysis in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, the cQED spectra
in Fig. 5.4 (e) illustrate the necessity of including perturbative surface interactions for understanding
atomic dynamics near the resonator. The model uses a distance dependent atomic decay rate γk (d)
for our linearly polarized TE mode, but the differences between γk and γ0 are too small to be
observed in the data. Despite the overall consistency achieved with the full simulation, systematic
disagreements between data and model suggest that further analytical progress is required, including
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better (independent) knowledge of the toroid geometry, as well as solving the full master equation
to account for the multi-level structure of the Cs atom[26] (see Sec. 5.10).

5.7

Photon statistics

To confirm the quantum nature of the atom-cavity interaction near the surface of the toroid, we
present in Fig. 5.5 measurements of photon statistics for the transmitted field PT for ∆ca = 0.
Photon statistics are inferred from the time records C1,2 (ti ) of photoelectric counts in time bins ti
for two detectors D1 , D2 following an atomic trigger event at t = 0. Fig. 5.5 shows the average
P
cross-correlation C12 (τ ) = i hC1 (ti )C2 (ti + τ )i for 0 < ti < 8 µs as well as the cross-correlation of
P
the average counts C 12 (τ ) = i hC1 (ti )ihC2 (ti + τ )i, where the angled brackets represent sums over
the ensemble of triggers. The photon process is super-Poissonian, indicated by C12 (τ ) > C 12 (τ ) for
all τ , due to large fluctuations in transmitted intensity from one atom to the next, which presumably
arise from variations in atomic position ~r and hence coupling g(~r) near the toroid’s surface (inset
(i)). Even in the face of these large fluctuations, the non-classical character of the atom-cavity
interaction survives, as is evident from the short-time dynamics shown in Fig. 5.5, where C12 (0) <
C12 (τ ) exhibits photon antibunching. From the minimum at τ = 0, C12 (τ ) regress to its peak with
characteristic half-width of 6 ns.
In contrast to the case C12 → 0 realized in microtoroids in the bad-cavity limit for a photon
turnstile [57] and a photon router [10], here C12 (0) is 0.55 of its maximum value, which results
from coherent dressed-state dynamics for ∆ca = 0. Averaging a time-dependent calculation of the
coincidence count rate for a fixed value of g over the distribution of g obtained from our trajectory
simulations results in reasonable agreement with our measurements (red curve in Fig. 5.5), with
the only free parameter being the overall amplitude which is scaled to match the data. Our model
predicts both C12 (0) 6= 0 and the regression timescale near τ = 0, which supports its effectiveness
in describing the quantum behavior of the atom near the surface of the toroidal resonator.

5.8

Detailed microtoroid cQED theory

Here we outline a basic cQED theoretical model for an atom coupled to a cylindrically symmetric
whispering gallery resonator as originally presented in the supplementary material of Refs. [9] and
[57] and shown schematically in Fig. 5.6 (also see Fig. 3.1 a-b)). A microtoroidal cavity supports
two degenerate counter-propagating whispering gallery modes at resonance frequency ωc with anni-
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Figure 5.5: Photon statistics for localized atoms with ∆ca = 0, ∆pa = 0. Cross-correlation
C12 (τ ) (blue circles) computed from the records of photoelectric counts at detectors D1 , D2 from
the forward flux PT from a sum over many atom trajectories showing photon antibunching around
τ = 0, with C 12 (τ ) obtained from the product of averages of the recorded counts at each detector for
comparison (black circles). The red curve is a calculation for the two-time second-order correlation
function from the full simulation scaled by a single parameter to match C12 (τ ) at τ = ±40 ns.
(i) Expanded view of C12 (τ ) and C 12 (τ ) over full range of τ , with the long decay time of ∼ 2 µs
originating from the atom transit times (Fig. 2a) and the classical variance between transits.
hilation operators a and b, which are coupled via scattering at a rate h [223]. Each travelling-wave
mode has an intrinsic loss rate, κi , due to absorption, scattering, and radiation. A tapered fiber
carries input fields {ain , bin } at frequency ωp which couple to the cavity modes with an extrinsic
coupling rate κex . The output fields of the fiber taper can be written in terms of the input fields
√
as {aout , bout } = −{ain , bin } + 2κex {a, b} [9, 57]. For single-sided excitation, hbin i = 0 and ain
√
drives the a mode with strength εp = i 2κex hain i. The transmitted and reflected photon fluxes,
PT = ha†out aout i and PR = hb†out bout i, are calculated from the input flux Pin = ha†in ain i, with the
transmission and reflection coefficients defined as T = PT /Pin and R = PR /Pin , respectively.
We consider a two-level atom with transition frequency ωa at location ~r (ρ, φ, z) (in standard
cylindrical coordinates) coupled to the travelling wave modes {a, b} with single-photon coupling
max
rate gtw (~r) = gtw
f (ρ, z)e±iθ , where f (ρ, z) is a function determined by the cavity mode, θ = kρφ,

and k is the wavevector of the circulating mode. The atomic frequency ωa may in general be shifted
by frequency δa from the vacuum frequency due to interactions with the surface of the dielectric
resonator. An approximate form for the function f (ρ, z) for the lowest order toroid mode in the
evanescent region can be written as f (ρ, z) ∼ e−d/λ e−(z

2

/wz )2

where d = d(ρ, z) is the closest distance

to the toroid surface, wz is a vertical distance scale, and λ is the wavelength over 2π.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of microtoroidal cQED system. (a) A microtoroidal resonator supports
counter-propagating travelling wave modes {a, b} coupled at a rate h. The p
circulating fields decay at
a rate κ = κi + κex where κi is the resonator intrinsic loss rate and κex = κ2i + h2 is the coupling
rate between the cavity and a tapered fiber at critical coupling. An optical switch controlled by an
FPGA selects a driving field conditioned upon detection of an atom coupled to the cavity normal
modes at a rate g. The all-in-fiber switch and beam splitter network delivers a power Pin to the
microtoroid. Transmitted power PT and reflected power PR are detected by four single photon
counting modules (SPCMs) and digitally recorded by a counter card. (b) A cloud of cesium atoms
from a separate ‘MOT chamber’ is transferred via a differential pumping tube by an optical conveyor
belt into the ‘science chamber’ and released 800 µm above a microtoroid.
The Hamiltonian in a frame rotating at ωp is given by [9, 57]:



H/~ = ∆ap σ + σ − + ∆cp a† a + b† b + h a† b + b† a + ε∗p a + εp a†


∗ † −
∗
+ gtw
a σ + gtw σ + a + gtw b† σ − + gtw
σ+ b ,

(5.1)

where σ ± are the atomic raising and lowering operators, ∆ap = ωa − ωp and ∆cp = ωc − ωp .
Dissipation is treated using the master equation for the density operator of the system ρ:


i
ρ̇ = − [H, ρ] + κ 2aρa† − a† aρ − ρa† a + κ 2bρb† − b† bρ − ρb† b
~

+γ 2σ − ρσ + − σ + σ − ρ − ρσ + σ − .

(5.2)

Here, κ = κi + κex is the total field decay rate of each cavity mode, and 2γ(~r) is the atomic
spontaneous emission rate, which is orientation dependent near a dielectric surface (Sec. 6.2.4.1). The
√
Hamiltonian (Eq. 5.1) can be rewritten in a standing wave basis using normal modes A = (a + b)/ 2
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√
and B = (a − b)/ 2,
 √
H/~ = ∆ap σ + σ − + (∆cp + h)A† A + (∆cp − h)B † B + ε∗p A + εp A† / 2
 √


+ ε∗p B + εp B † / 2 + gA A† σ − + σ + A − igB B † σ − − σ + B ,

where gA (~r) = gmax f (ρ, z) cos(θ), gB (~r) = gmax f (ρ, z) sin(θ), and gmax =

√

(5.3)

max
2gtw
. Depending on

the azimuthal coordinate θ, coupling may occur predominantly, or even exclusively, to one of the two
normal modes. For such θ, the system can be interpreted as an atom coupled to one normal mode in
a traditional Jaynes-Cummings model with dressed-state splitting given by the single-photon Rabi
frequency Ω(1) = 2g ≡ 2gmax f (ρ, z), along with a second complementary cavity mode not coupled
to the atom. For a fixed phase of h set by the scattering in the toroid, this decomposition is not
possible for arbitrary atomic coordinate θ; for non-zero h the atom in general couples to both normal
modes.
The master equation can be numerically solved using a truncated number state basis for the
cavity modes. For a sufficiently weak probe field, the Eq. (5.2) can be linearized to find equations
of motion for the field amplitudes. Note that while the detunings ∆cp and ∆ap in these theoretical
expressions are referenced to the probe frequency, those used in the sections prior to Sec. 5.8 in this
chapter are referenced to the frequency of the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F0 = 5 transition of Cs.

5.9

Experiment scheme and setup

A silicon chip with 10-30 silica microtoroids is fabricated using standard methods [11] and mounted
on a thermoelectric heat pump which stabilizes the resonance frequency ωc for the mode of interest
to within ∼ 1 GHz of ωa . The cavity resonance frequency ωc is tuned using the silicon substrate
(0)

temperature to be near the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F 0 = 5 transition of Cs at frequency ωa . The
microtoroid used in the experiment has a major diameter of DM ≈ 24 µm, minor diameter of
Dm ≈ 3 µm, and a quality factor Q ∼ 107 . A finite element model of the fundamental TE mode for
this geometry gives a mode volume of ∼ 100 µm3 , corresponding to maximum atom-cavity coupling
for linear polarized light of gmax /2π ≈ 100 MHz at the toroid surface (i.e., a maximum single(1)

photon Rabi frequency Ωmax /2π = 2gmax /2π ≈ 200 MHz). The parameters for the ∆ca = 0 and
∆ca /2π = 60 MHz measurements are (κi , h, κex ) /2π = (8, 10, 12.8) MHz, and for the ∆ca /2π = ±40
MHz measurements are (κi , h, κex ) /2π = (13.5, 11, 17.4) MHz. For the results of Ref. [5], the typical
intracavity photon number is n̄ . 0.1 in the absence of an atom and the effective mean atom-cavity
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coupling is ḡ/2π ≈ 40 MHz. For κ/2π ∼ 20 MHz, the critical photon number n0 ≈ γ02 /2ḡ 2 ∼ 10−3
and critical atom number N0 ≈ 2γ0 κ/ḡ 2 ∼ 10−2 are both less than unity. Therefore, the system is
in the single photon, strong coupling regime.
The experimental setup is similar to that in Refs. [9] and [57] and is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Briefly,
cesium atoms are magneto-optically cooled and trapped below 10 µK in an ‘MOT chamber’, then
loaded into an optical conveyor belt [140], and transported over 20 cm into a ‘Science chamber’ (at
< 10−9 torr) through a differential pumping tube to limit cesium contamination on the microtoroids
[10]. This cloud of ∼ 107 atoms at temperature T ≈ 100 µK is dropped 800 µm directly above
a microtoroid. Access to the input and output light fields of the microtoroid is provided by a
tapered optical fiber. The taper and toroid chip are mounted on piezoelectric-driven stages inside
the ‘Science’ chamber which enable stable tuning of κex to the critical coupling condition κex =
p
κ2in + h2 where the transmitted output field aout nearly vanishes for ∆cp = 0. A darkness of
T = PT /Pin ≈ 0.01 at critical coupling is actively maintained using an optical heating servo with
∼ 10-Hz bandwidth to stabilize ωc . Typical input power is at the level of Pin ∼ 4 pW at frequency
ωp .
Detection and probe beams pass through fast (∼ 10 ns response) in-fiber Mach-Zehnder optical
switches before entering a beam splitter network which reduces the power to Pin (Fig. 5.6 (a)). The
transmitted beam PT passes through a 50/50 beam-splitter to two single-photon counting-modules
(SPCMs), {D1 , D2 }, while the reflected beam PR travels back through the beam splitter network to
another two SPCMs, {D1r , D2r }. In each experimental cycle, a detection beam with |ωp −ωc |/2π < 5
MHz is used for real-time atom detection while the atom cloud is falling (see Sec. 5.9.1). The atom
cloud takes ∼ 50 ms to pass the toroid, during which 1 − 10 single atom events typically lasting
2-4 µs are observed. An atom coherently coupled to the cavity at rate g(~r) disturbs this critical
coupling condition and the photodetector counts at D1 , D2 increase. Single photoelectric events
within a running time window ∆tth are counted and compared with a threshold number Cth by a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) operating at 40 MHz. For the data shown in Figs. 5.3 and
5.4, the parameters ∆tth = 750 ns and Cth = 5 are chosen to give a false detection rate of less than
1% and an average trigger time as early as possible during the atom transits (Sec. 5.9.1). Upon a
trigger event determined by a 40-MHz field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which defines t ≡ 0
for each event, the FPGA sends a trigger pulse to a photon counting card to time stamp and record
subsequent photodetections with 2-ns time resolution. This generates photon count time series Ci (t)
from detector Di with 2-ns resolution. In addition, upon a trigger event, the fiber input is switched
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from the detection to the probe beam which may have different power and/or frequency detuning
as discussed below. The entire sequence from MOT loading through atom dropping takes ∼ 500
ms. During the ∼ 450 ms when atoms are not falling, a third beam with frequency continuously
scanned over a range of ∼ 1 GHz around ωa is used to measure ωc for the optical temperature
servo. The empty cavity transmission measured with this scanning beam is also used to optimize
the cavity-fiber coupling, κex .
As discussed above, at t = 0, the FPGA triggers high-frequency optical modulators that switch
the power and frequency of the probe input to the tapered fiber. For typical experiments, the probe
(0)

flux is reduced to Pin ' 2 pW and the probe detuning ∆pa = ωp −ωa set to a value within the range
shown in Fig. 5.4. Including both optical and electrical delays, the optical switching is complete by
t = 150 ns. The photocount record on detector i, Ci (t), in a time interval 0 < t < 8 µs following
the trigger is recorded for a succession of N  1 trigger events. For spectral measurements, the
transmitted and reflected photocount records are averaged over a selected time window (typically,
200 < t < 700 ns) and normalized by the photocounts taken with large detuning, PT (∆pa  κ), to
obtain the experimental transmission and reflection spectra, T (∆pa ) and R (∆pa ). Error bars for
data are estimated assuming Poissonian counting statistics and are written as plus or minus one
standard deviation. Fit results are quoted with 68% confidence intervals.
Having validated our trajectory simulation with the measurements in Figs. 5.2-5.5, we have
studied loading of falling atoms into a two-color evanescent field far off-resonance trap (FORT)
(Fig. 5.3 (c)) [246, 201]. A trapping potential Ut can be formed using a blue-detuned fundamental
mode and a higher order red-detuned mode [246]. For our simulation, we use a red (blue)-detuned
mode near 898 nm (848 nm) with powers ∼ 50 µW each to give a trap depth of ∼ 1.5 mK which is
switched on at t = 0 conditioned on a falling atom FPGA trigger. Despite the large kinetic energy
of falling atoms and poor localization of the atoms relative to the trap minimum, approximately
20% of triggered atom trajectories are captured in the trap. Simulated trapping times exceed 50 µs,
limited not by heating from trapping light but by the radiation pressure from unbalanced traveling
whispering-gallery modes. This radiation pressure leads to atom gallery orbits around the toroid
[158] (Fig. 5.3 (c)). Exciting a red-detuned standing wave would provide three-dimensional trap
confinement and increase the trap lifetime.
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5.9.1

Real time detection of atom transits

The temporal and spectral experiments described in Ref. [5] are realized by switching the driving
laser conditioned on a single atom being coupled to the cavity to measure the response. Real-time
detection and triggering of atomic transits is achieved in less than a microsecond for atom transits
which typically last a few microseconds so that the optical triggering and switching occurs while
the atom remains coupled to the resonator. As mentioned previous section, single-atom detection is
performed at critical coupling with PT ≤ 0.01Pin . When an atom is coupled to the cavity, the cQED
eigenstructure splits and PT increases. The cavity response for ∆ca = 0 is shown for representative
values of θ in Fig. 5.7 (a)-(b), illustrating the increase in T for g 6= 0 and the sensitivity to θ. The
spectra vary smoothly with θ, with θ = 0 the mirror image about ∆pa = 0 of θ = π/2. During the
50-ms interval after Cs atoms are released, PT is monitored by SPCMs D1 and D2 and analyzed in
real-time by the 40-MHz FPGA. The FPGA outputs a trigger pulse when it counts a threshold Ct
single-photon pulses in a running time window of length ∆t. The trigger gates the photon counting
card as well as controls the optical switch network. Signal logic, electrical and optical travel times,
and optical switch times introduce a latency of approximately 100 − 150 ns between trigger and
modulation of probe beam parameters at the toroid.
Figures. 5.7 (c) and (d) show the total transmitted flux

P

i

(C1 (t) + C2 (t)) summed over 1501

triggers using Ct = 4 and ∆t = 750 ns. Instead of switching the input beam upon a trigger event,
the FPGA trigger times are digitally recorded along with the photon counts. In part (c), the time
series C1 (t) + C2 (t) for each trajectory is aligned such that the trigger occurs at t = 0. The sharp
peak just before t = 0 has a width of ∼ 50 ns, corresponding to the last (fourth) photon count that
generated the trigger within the last 25-ns FPGA time step for every trigger. The previous three
photon counts are distributed within the 750 ns window prior to the trigger. Note that 25 ns prior
to this window, C1 + C2 = 0 because if there was a count here, then the transit criteria would have
been satisfied one 25-ns time step earlier. These classical detection biasing effects are not indicative
of cQED dynamics of the microtoroidal system. In part (d), the origin is shifted for each trigger
individually so that t = 0 corresponds to the weighted mean of photon arrival times for ±10 µs
around each trigger event. The distribution of the 1501 events shows that most of the triggers occur
near the peak of C1 + C2 . For experiments, the trigger parameters Ct and ∆t are chosen so that the
false detection rate of atom triggers is below 1% and the trigger time is as early as possible relative
to the peak trajectory transmission. For the experiments in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 of Sec. 5.4 and 5.6, we
use the parameters Ct = 5 and ∆t = 750 ns.
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Figure 5.7: Real time detection of single atom transits. (a) Normalized transmission spectra
T (∆pa ) as a function of probe detuning ∆pa for g = 0 and g/2π = 50 MHz (θ = 0 and θ = π/4)
at critical coupling. The spectrum for θ = π/2 is the mirror image of the θ = 0 case about the
∆pa = 0 axis. (b) Transmitted photon flux as a function of g for ∆pa = 0. An atom trajectory
with increasing g (say from g = 0 to g/2π = 50 MHz) results in increased PT illustrated by the
cyan arrow. (c) Experimental counts C1 (t) + C2 (t) for 1501 transits from 596 atom drops with 4%
false detection rate where the triggers are aligned at t = 0. (d) The same data aligned by redefining
t = 0 to be the mean photon arrival time for each individual transit (blue). This alignment removes
selection biasing seen in panel (a) and allows plotting of the distribution of trigger times relative to
the transit center (red). Most triggers occur just prior to the peak of transmission of atom transits.
The data in (c) and (d) have been smoothed for clarity, which artificially broadens the selection
biasing effects in (c). In (b), (c) and (d) the maximum off-resonant transmitted photon flux is
PT ≈ 18 MCts/s ∼ 4 pW.
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5.10

Modeling ensembles of atoms detected in real time

The stochastic nature of the detection process used in Ref. [5] introduces an ensemble of cQED
parameters included in any given measurement. We present two methods in this section for understanding the resulting distributions. A simplified analytic approach gives a rough result by neglecting
the details of atomic trajectories. A Monte Carlo simulation treats atomic motion in a semiclassical
model to investigate the effects of atomic forces.

5.10.1

Analytic model for real time detection distributions

Here we outline a simple analytic model of the stochastic distribution pfall (g) of coupling parameters g observed in a real-time detection experiment. We assume atoms fall vertically through a
2

Gaussian cavity mode so that g(ρ, z(t)) ∼ gc (ρ)e−(z(t)/wz ) with constant velocity so that z ∝ t
where gc (ρ) ∼ gmax e−(ρ−DM )/λ is the maximum coupling at closest approach. This simple approach
neglects forces on the atom which significantly modify the atomic trajectories and the dynamics of
real-time triggering (see Sec. 5.10.2).
Within the cQED model, the cavity transmission T (∆pa , g(~r)) is a known function of probe
detuning and atom location ~r. For this calculation, we assume that θ is restricted to values which
maximize T (θ) at cavity resonance (θ = π/2 for ∆ca /2π = +40 MHz, for example). We also
assume that the atoms are slowly moving so that the coupling at a trigger event is the only g
that contributes to a spectrum. The probability density function pfall (g) can be estimated as the
product of the probability of any atom having a particular g and the probability of a trigger event
occurring for an atom with coupling g, pfall (g) ∼ patom (g)ptrigger (g). An atom transit is triggered
when the total detected photon counts exceeds a threshold number, Ct , within a detection time
window ∆t. The detection probability ptrigger (g) is estimated from a Poisson distribution of mean
count T (g)Pin ∆t. Given the Gaussian form of g(t), patom (g) can be written as a product of the
probability of g in an atom transit with given gmax and the probability of a transit to have that
gmax , pmax (gmax ), integrated over all gmax ,
Z
patom (g) =

gmax

pmax (gc )p(g|gc )dgc .

(5.4)

g

Note that the integral has limits from g to gmax since gc cannot be smaller than g. Analytic
approximations for the form of pmax (gc ) and p(g|gc ) can be found from the Gaussian approximation
to the mode evanescent field so that Eq. 6.17 can be evaluated (see Fig. 5.8).
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5.10.2

Full Monte Carlo simulation

Analysis of experimental results which include the details of atomic trajectories is implemented with
a Monte Carlo simulation of atom transits near the toroid. For each desired set of experimental
parameters, a set of atomic trajectories is generated which satisfies the stochastic detection criteria.
This ensemble is used to extract the cavity output functions T (t, ∆pa ) and R(t, ∆pa ). Parameters
used in the simulation are based on direct and indirect experimental measurements and estimates
as well as theoretical calculations.
Since the spontaneous emission recoil velocity ~k/m ∼ 0.4 cm/s is much less than the typical velocities of falling atoms ∼ 15 cm/s at z = 0, we use a semiclassical approximation for atomic motion.
The initial atomic velocity ~vi is selected from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of temperature
T = 100 µK and the individual trajectories are propagated forward in time. Gravity, optical dipole
forces (Sec. 6.2.3), and Casimir-Polder surface interactions (Sec. 5.10.2.3) are included in the trajectory simulation. Selection logic simulating the FPGA criteria is applied to the photon counts from
each trajectory, which are assumed to be Poissonian on the relevant timescales. The simulation is
repeated to acquire enough triggered trajectories for a sufficient ensemble average for the final model
output, which is typically at least 400 unique triggered trajectories. Spectral and temporal behaviors are calculated from the set of triggered trajectories generated for each detection criteria. The
simulated output fluxes PT (t) and PR (t) are summed over the entire set of trajectories in the same
time windows used for the experimental data to obtain the simulation results quoted in the text.
A comparison of the distribution of g between the analytic model and the Monte Carlo simulation
with and without forces appears in Fig. 5.8.

5.10.2.1

Dipole force

The dipole force is calculated from the commutator F~ =

d~
p
dt

=

i
~

[H, p~] using the Hamiltonian

Eq. 5.1. In order to make this operator expression tractable, operator products are calculated
as products of linearized steady-state expectation values which is approximate for weak driving
power Pin [66, 80]. Momentum diffusion is implemented using a generalized expression for the
atom-cavity diffusion tensor [170], again simplifying with linearized steady-state field expectation
values. Although included in the trajectory model, diffusion is not a significant factor in falling atom
trajectories at the power levels and atomic velocities in this experiment. For Fig. 5.1 of Sec. 5.2,
the effective potential Ud is calculated by integrating the dipole force along the path ρ0 = ∞ → ρ,
assuming all steady-state fields change adiabatically with atom location ~r.
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Figure 5.8: Sample distributions p(g) calculated for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 and (b) ∆ca /2π = +60
MHz. The analytic model is shown in red while the equivalent distribution from the Monte Carlo
model with Ud = Us = 0 is shown in blue. The distribution from the full Monte Carlo simulation
with all potentials is shown in black for comparison. In both cases, the additional forces pull the
distribution toward lower g.
5.10.2.2

Spontaneous emission rate near a surface

When a classical oscillating dipole is placed near a dielectric or metallic surface, its spontaneous
emission rate is modified by the boundary. This behavior is in general oscillatory with distance d
and dependent on the orientation, whether the dipole is parallel or perpendicular to the surface.
The spontaneous emission rate features a marked increase within a wavelength of the surface due to
available evanescent modes for decay. Calculations of γk (d) and γ⊥ (d) for a planar surface used in
our simulations and seen in Fig. 5.1 (b) of Sec. 5.2 follow those of Ref. [156].

5.10.2.3

Casimir-Polder interactions

Casimir-Polder (CP) interactions are important components of atomic motion for neutral atoms
within a few hundred nm of a dielectric surface. For an atom located a short distance d from
the dielectric, the surface potentials take the Lennard-Jones (LJ) form UsLJ = −C3 /d3 where C3
is a constant that depends on the atomic polarizability and dielectric permittivity of the surface
[154, 146]. At larger distances, relativistic retardation [38] leads to a reduced potential Usret =
−C4 /d4 . Microtoroid cQED distance scales are set by the evanescent field scale length, λ = 136
nm for the D2 line of Cs. The relevant distances (0 < d . 300 nm) span both the LJ and retarded
regimes, and consequently, the limiting power laws do not fully describe experimentally accessible CP
interactions. Our model utilizes a full calculation of Us with a Lifshitz equation approach [150, 72]
valid over the entire range of d.
The CP potentials enter into our simulation in two distinct ways. First, the transition frequency
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ωa of the two-level atomic system shifts away from the vacuum frequency by δa = (Usex − Usg )/~,
where Usg and Usex are the surface potentials for the ground and excited states, respectively. Second,
a force F~s = −∇Us on the atom can be derived from these potentials.
We now briefly describe our calculation to find Usg for a cesium atom near a SiO2 glass surface.
The frequency dependent polarizability of the Cs ground state α(ω) and the complex dielectric function (ω) of the silica surface are needed in the Lifshitz equation. (ω) for SiO2 is obtained from
a fit of experimental data for the complex index of refraction [185] to a seven-oscillator Lorentz
model. α(ω) is calculated as a sum of Lorentz oscillators over valence 6S → N P transitions, with
N = 6 − 11, whose oscillator strengths are tabulated in many sources [174]. A single high-frequency
oscillator representing the Cs core polarizability is introduced with parameters such that the calculation matches the experimentally known ground state static polarizability α(0) = 5.942 × 10−23
cm3 [6] as well as the known ground state C3 constant for a Cs atom near a metallic surface
R∞
~
C3 = − 4πd
α(iξ)dξ = 4.4 · h kHz µm3 [59, 117]. For Usex we use the same core polarizability but
3
0
use 6P → N S, N D valence states. Curvature of the silica surface is treated following the modified
method of [29] with the toroid taken as a cylinder with radius of curvature R = Dm /2 using the
calculated material properties (ω) and α(ω). Numerical evaluation of the excited state potential
Usex is calculated in a similar manner as Usg , with an additional contribution accounting for real
allowed photon exchange with the surface [79].
Figure 6.3 shows the atom-surface potential Usg for the ground state of cesium near a SiO2
surface. For the limiting cases, our calculation yields C3 /h = 1178 Hz µm3 and C4 /h = 158 Hz µm4
for a planar dielectric surface. Note that the transition region between LJ and retarded regimes
dominates the relevant distance scales, with Us never fully reaching the CP power law behavior
before the thermal limit takes over. For d > Dm , the curvature correction is no longer accurate [29],
but in this regime, CP forces are already negligible to atomic motion. The excited state potential
Usex has a similar form but is larger in magnitude.

5.11

Additional cQED spectra

Figure 5.4 of Sec. 5.6 presents experimental difference spectra for various cavity detunings ∆ca . For
clarity, only the full simulation and a simulation with no forces are shown. Figure 5.10 displays
the experimental spectra as well as additional simulations where the dipole force and CP forces are
removed individually from the model. This additional figure illustrates the relative importance of
force components for each experimental condition as well as the need to include both foces to achieve
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Figure 5.9: Calculated atom-surface potential Usg for a Cesium atom at distance d from
a SiO2 surface with radius of curvature R = Dm /2 = 1.5 µm (red) and R → ∞ (blue).
The limiting cases for R → ∞ are shown as dotted lines. In the region where surface forces are
important, the cylindrical correction provides an accurate expression for the CP potentials. For
d > R, the cylindrical correction formula is no longer valid.
agreement between simulation and data.

5.12

Summary

By exploiting real-time triggering of single atoms, our experiment has realized a system where an
atom’s dynamics are governed by both its strong, single-photon interactions with the resonator’s
field and perturbative forces on classical atomic motion, and internal level structure from proximity
to the resonator’s surface. Entering this regime opens the door for quantitative study of dynamical Casimir-Polder forces in the strong-coupling limit [34], which will require trapping atoms at
short distance scales for extended interrogation times, for which a fiber evanescent trap is a primary candidate [17, 248]. In contrast to the standing-wave structure of a Fabry-Perot cavity [258],
microtoroidal resonators offer the tantalizing possibility of radially confining an atom in a circular
orbit around the toroid [158, 246], with initial results from our simulation shown in Fig. 5.3 (c).
In correspondence with the development of cQED to reach the regime of strong coupling with one
trapped atom in a Fabry-Perot resonator [258], the advances described here offer an important step
toward trapping and cooling of a single atom near the surfaces of micro- and nano-scopic optical
resonators, thereby creating an avenue for scalable on-chip quantum information science.
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Figure 5.10: Experimental spectral data for various cavity detuning cases: (a) ∆ca /2π =
+40 MHz. (b) ∆ca /2π = −40 MHz. (c) ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz. In each difference spectrum, we plot
the simulation for the full model (blue), Ud = 0 (cyan), and Us = 0 (magenta), and Ud = Us = 0
(green). The full simulation and Ud = Us = 0 cases also appear in Fig.5.4.
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Chapter 6

Dynamics and trapping of atoms
near dielectric surfaces
6.1

Introduction

In this section we investigate the center-of-mass dynamics as well as quantum electrodynamics of
single atoms located in close proximity to dielectric surfaces, including in the presence of gravitational, optical dipole, and Casimir-Polder potentials, as well as the stochastic nature of the atom
cloud distribution, photon statistics, and atom-photon scattering processes. Interesting insights
can be gained from these Monte-Carlo simulations, implemented for the specific system of a silica
microtoroidal resonator and cesium atoms, revealing behaviors that are validated by experiments
discussed in Chapter 5. Moreover, these provide useful tools in designing optical traps for neutral
atoms in close proximity to dielectric boundaries as well as loading schemes, with the specific example of using real-time detection to load atoms into an orbiting optical dipole trap being discussed.
This chapter also discusses schemes of trapping neutral atoms near a dielectric surfaces, with specific
examples given for a microtoroidal cavity based system, such as an optical tweezer trap, orbiting
evanescent far off resonant trap (eFORT), or toroid-nanofiber trap.
In Sec. 6.2, we discuss the dynamics of a specific system of falling cesium atom cloud near a
silica microtoroidal resonator, which has been experimentally realized, as discussed in Chapter 5.
While in the context of this specific system, many aspects of this simulation are extendable to the
general case of single neutral atoms near dielectric surfaces. This includes the effects of dielectric
surfaces on the internal states of the atom, such as modifications of atomic spontaneous decay rate
and surface-induced shifting atom’s electronic energy levels due to the Casimir-Polder effect. In
Sec. 6.3, we discuss various atom trapping schemes.
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6.2

Simulations of atomic trajectories near a dielectric surface

This section is largely based on ref. [228]. Reference [228] refers to the then current literature in
2011 at the time of publication. The work described in this section (Sec. 6.2) is a result of a team
collaboration of three authors of the manuscript, whose contributions I would like to acknowledge
here. Nate Stern made major contributions in the theoretical formulations discussed in this section,
especially in the calculation of atom-surface effects such as the Casimir-Polder potential, and played
a major role in the writing of the manuscript. My major contributions are in the design, creation and
programming of the simulations performed in this manuscript, development of ideas and theories in
this manuscript, and help in the preparation of the manuscript. I would also like to acknowledge
Prof. Takao Aoki for his contributions to our microtoroidal cavity QED experimental system, the
platform that forms the basis of the context of this manuscript. This work was carried out under
the guidance and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble at Caltech.
In this section, we present a semiclassical model of an atom moving in the evanescent field
of a microtoroidal resonator. Atoms falling through whispering-gallery modes can achieve strong,
coherent coupling with the cavity at nanoscale distances of approximately 100 nanometers from
the surface; in this regime, surface-induced Casmir-Polder level shifts become significant for atomic
motion and detection. Atomic transit events detected in recent experiments are analyzed with our
simulation, which is extended to consider atom trapping in the evanescent field of a microtoroid.

6.2.1

Background

Strong, coherent interactions between atoms and light are an attractive resource for storing, manipulating, and retrieving quantum information in a quantum network with atoms serving as nodes
for quantum processing and storage and with photons acting as a long-distance carrier for communication of quantum information [132]. One realization of a quantum node is an optical cavity,
where light-matter interactions are enhanced by confining optical fields to small mode volumes. In
the canonical implementation, a Fabry-Perot resonator with intracavity trapped atoms enables a
panoply of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) phenomena using single photons and single
atoms, and thereby, validates many aspects of a cQED quantum node [167, 254].
Despite these achievements, high-quality Fabry-Perot mirror cavities typically require significant
care to construct, and complex experimental instrumentation to stabilize. These practical issues
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have begun to be addressed by atom chips [193, 81], in which atoms are manipulated in integrated
on-chip microcavity structures offering a scalable interface between light and matter [240, 50, 86].
Owing to their high quality factors, low mode volumes, and efficient coupling to tapered optical
fibers [11], microtoroidal resonators are a promising example of microcavities well-suited for on-chip
cQED with single atoms and single photons [224]. Strong coupling [9, 5] and non-classical regulation
of optical fields [57, 10] have been demonstrated with atoms and the whispering-gallery modes of a
silica microtoroidal resonator.
In our experiments with microtoroids, Cs atoms are released from an optical trap and fall near
a silica toroid, undergoing coherent interactions with cavity modes as each atom individually transits through the evanescent field of the resonator. In the most recent work of [5], atom transits
are triggered in real-time to enable measurement of the Rabi-split spectrum of a strongly-coupled
cQED system. Whereas a single atom is sufficient to modify the cavity dynamics, falling atoms are
coupled to the cavity for only a few microseconds. Atom dropping experiments necessarily involve
a large ensemble of individual atomic trajectories and represent, consequently, a far more complex
measurement result.
Interactions between a neutral atom and a dielectric surface modify the radiative environment
of the atom resulting in an enhanced decay rate [156] and Casimir-Polder (CP) forces [231, 32].
These perturbative radiative surface interactions are usually insignificant in cQED experiments with
Fabry-Perot resonators where atoms are far from mirror surfaces, but in microcavity cQED, atoms
are localized in evanescent fields with scale lengths λ/2π ∼ 150 nm near a dielectric surface. The
experimental conditions for microtoroidal cQED with falling atoms in [5] necessarily involve significant CP forces and level shifts while simultaneously addressing strong coupling to optical cavity
modes. Theoretical analysis of this experiment requires addressing both the strong atom-cavity
interactions and atom interactions with the dielectric surface of the microtoroid. As reported in [5]
and discussed in Chapter 5, spectral and temporal measurements offer signatures of both strong
coupling to the cavity mode and the significant influence of surface interactions on atomic motion.
The role of these effects is quantified with detailed simulation of the trajectories of falling atoms
detected in the real-time at low photon numbers.
In this section, we discuss in detail the approach used to simulate atomic motion near the surface
of an axisymmetric dielectric resonator under the influence of strong coherent interactions with cavity
modes. The experimental detection method of [5] is implemented stochastically in a semiclassical
simulation of atom trajectories. These simulations provide a perspective on the atomic motion of
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atom transits recorded in our microtoroid experiments, while offering additional insights into the
loading of optical evanescent field traps. In section 6.2.2, we outline the semiclassical model of a twolevel atom coupled to the whispering gallery modes of a microtoroidal resonator. In section 6.2.3,
we review the optical dipole forces which are a critical factor influencing atomic motion in an optical
cavity. Our calculations of modified emission rates and Casimir-Polder surface interactions are
detailed in section 6.2.4. Section 6.2.5 describes the implementation of our model for simulating
recent atom-toroid experiments. Finally, section 6.3.2.1 extends our simulation to evanescent field
traps around a microtoroid.

6.2.2

Atoms in a microtoroidal cavity

We approach the motion of atoms moving under the influence of surface interactions and coherent
cavity dynamics with a semiclassical method to efficiently simulate a large number of atom trajectories. For surface interactions, dispersion forces are calculated perturbatively using the linear
response functions of SiO2 and a multi-level atom. For nearly-resonant non-perturbative coherent
interactions between atom and cavity, the atomic internal state and the cavity field are treated
quantum mechanically within the two-level and rotating-wave approximations.
Simulations of atomic motion follow the semiclassical method detailed in [66]. Mechanical effects
of light are incorporated classically as a force F~ (~r) on a point particle atom at location ~r. Trajectories
~r(t) are calculated with a Langevin equation approach to incorporate momentum diffusion from
fluctuations. At each simulation time step ti , the atomic velocity is calculated as:

vji+1 = vji + Fji ∆t/mCs +

q

i ∆t/m2 W i ,
2Djj
Cs j

(6.1)

where ~v i is the velocity at the i time step, mCs is the atomic mass, and ∆t is the simulation time
~ i are normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation of one.
step ti+1 − ti . The W
Given the force F~ and diffusion tensor Dij as discussed in section 6.2.3, the atom trajectory ~r(t)
and cavity transmission and reflection coefficients, T (t) and R(t), are calculated. A single atom
strongly coupled to the cavity mode has a large effect on cavity fields and optical forces, requiring
simultaneous solutions of atomic motion and cQED dynamics.
Full quantization of atomic motion leads to an unwieldy Hilbert space not conducive to efficient
simulation. In contrast, semiclassical methods are well-suited for simulating atomic motion in experiments with falling atoms near resonators. The ratio of the recoil energy to the linewidth of the
cesium 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition is less than 10−3 . Further, the recoil velocity of ∼ 3.5 mm/s is
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much less than the typical velocity of falling atoms of order 200 mm/s so that each spontaneous
emission event represents a small momentum kick. Cavity fields and internal atomic states respond
quickly to environment changes, allowing calculation of optical forces and momentum diffusion in
a constant-velocity limit at time t and energy shifts from surface interactions as if the atom were
stationary. Overall simulation accuracy is limited by uncertainty in input parameters such as field
strength, couplings, geometry, and approximations for the force, not by the semiclassical approximation for atomic center-of-mass motion. The remainder of this section discusses the quantum
mechanical equations of motion for the atom and cavity fields in the low-probe intensity limit, to be
followed later by contributions to the force F~ used in (6.1).

6.2.2.1

Modes of a microtoroidal resonator

Refer to Sec. 3.1.1.1 for discussion of this topic.

6.2.2.2

Cavity QED in an axisymmetric resonator

Please refer to Sec. 3.1.1.3 for discussion of this topic.

6.2.3

Optical forces on an atom in a cavity

Neutral atoms experience forces from the interaction of the atomic dipole moment with the radiation
field. These optical dipole forces have a quantum mechanical interpretation as coherent photon
scattering [92, 55]. For a light field near resonance with the atomic dipole transition, these optical
forces can be quite strong, even at the single photon level; cavity-enhanced dipole forces [66, 108]
have been exploited to trap [107] and localize [187] a single atom with the force generated by a single
strongly-coupled photon. In this section, we discuss how the optical forces, their first-order velocity
dependence, and their fluctuations are included in our semiclassical simulation.

6.2.3.1

Dipole forces

In a quantum mechanical treatment of light-matter interactions [55], the eigenstates of the system
are dressed states of atom and optical field. The quantum mechanical optical force on the atom
at location ~r can be found from the commutator of the atom momentum p~ with the interaction
Hamiltonian Hint consisting of the last two terms from the Hamiltonian (5.1):


d~
p
i
∗
F~ =
= [Hint , p~] = −~∇gtw
(~r) a† σ − + σ + b − ~∇gtw (~r) σ + a + b† σ − .
dt
~

(6.2)
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The gradient from the position space representation of the momentum operator p~ only acts on gtw (~r)
and not on the field operators [244, 67]. The steady-state expectation values of (6.2) give the dipole
force on the atom in the semiclassical approximation:

hF~ iss =


∗
−~∇gtw
(~r) ha† iss hσ − iss + hσ + iss hbiss

−~∇gtw (~r) hσ + iss haiss + hb† iss hσ − iss .

(6.3)

As described in section 6.2.2, the steady-state operator expressions are simplified by reducing expectation values of operator products to products of linearized steady-state operator expectation
values. Ignoring fiber and spontaneous emission losses, an effective conservative dipole potential Ud
can be defined by integration of (6.3).

6.2.3.2

Velocity-dependent forces on an atom

Non-zero velocity effects on the force (6.3) are found by including a first-order velocity correction in
~ whose expectation
the steady state expectation values [80, 92, 67]. Consider a vector of operators O
values obey a linearized equation system such as (3.15). Assuming a small velocity, we expand the
~ as:
operator expectation values hOi

~ = hOi
~ 0 + hOi
~ 1 + ...,
hOi

(6.4)

where the subscripts denote the order of the velocity v in each term. If an atom is moving through
these fields, then the cavity parameters depend in general on atomic position ~r. As ~r changes in
time, the fields must evolve in response. Consequently, the time derivative of the expectation value
evolves not only from explicit time dependence, but from atomic motion as well.
~˙ =
hOi




∂
~
~
+ ~v · ∇ hOi.
∂t

(6.5)

Setting the explicit time derivatives in (6.5) to zero, the perturbative expansion of the time derivative
can be equated to the original linearized equation system. Collecting terms of each order in velocity
~ 1 in terms of the zero-velocity steady-state solution hOi
~ 0.
gives an equation for the first-order term hOi
This procedure requires the spatial derivative of the zero-order steady-state solutions, where spatial
dependence enters through the atomic transition frequency ωa (~r), the spontaneous emission rate
~ to first order in velocity
γ(~r), and the atom-cavity coupling g(~r). The steady-state solutions hOi
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are then used to calculate a velocity-dependent optical force F~ (~r) in (6.3). Only terms linear in
velocity are kept in the operator products in (6.3). However, these friction terms, while included for
completeness, do not have a significant influence on calculated spectra or time-dependent trajectories.
In practice, first-order velocity corrections are small in our simulation. For example, Doppler
shifts arising from spatial derivatives of the cavity modes are on the order of ~k · ~v , where ~k is the
mode wavevector. For typical azimuthal velocities of less than 0.1 m/s, the Doppler shift is less
than 1 MHz. The effect becomes more significant as atoms accelerate to high velocities near the
surface, but atomic level shifts from surface interactions are more significant in this regime than the
Doppler shifts. Frictional forces not related to the cavity-enhanced mode, i.e., Casimir-Polder forces
on moving atoms, are not included in the simulation since they are extremely weak and short-ranged
for ground state atoms [210].
6.2.3.3

Momentum diffusion and the diffusion tensor in a cavity

Quantum fluctuations of optical forces are treated by adding a stochastic momentum diffusion contribution to the atomic velocity in the Langevin equations of motion. We calculate the diffusion
tensor components used in (6.1), Dii , using general expressions for diffusion in an atom-cavity system
generalized for the two-mode cavity of a toroid [170]:

2Dii = (~k)2 2γ

σ−

2
ss

+ ~∇i σ −

2
ss



2
2
2γ + 2κ |~∇i haiss | + |~∇i hbiss | ,

(6.6)

for i = x, y, z, where γ is the atomic field spontaneous decay rate. The first term represents fluctuations from spontaneous emission, the second term describes a fluctuating atomic dipole coupled to
a cavity field, and the third represents a fluctuating cavity field coupled to an atomic dipole. (6.6) is
approximated using steady-state fields calculated from the linearized solutions to the master equation (3.18). Although included in the trajectory model, momentum diffusion does not significantly
alter averages over ensembles of trajectories at the weak excitation levels and low atomic velocities
used in the relevant experiments.

6.2.4

Effects of surfaces on atoms near dielectrics

In the vicinity of a material surface, the mode structure of the full electromagnetic field is modified
due to the dielectric properties of nearby objects. These off-resonant radiative interactions modify
the dipole decay rate of atomic states and shift electronic energy levels. This surface interaction
varies spatially as the relative atom-surface configuration changes. The surface phenomena are
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dispersive and depend on the multi-level description of the atom’s electronic structure; they are
calculated using traditional perturbation theory with the full electromagnetic field without focusing
on a few select modes enhanced by a cavity in cQED.

6.2.4.1

Spontaneous emission rate near a surface

When a classical oscillating dipole is placed near a surface, its radiation pattern is modified by the
time-lagged reflected field from the dielectric surface. The spontaneous emission rate oscillates with
distance d from the surface, which can be interpreted as interference between the radiation field
of the dipole and its reflection. The variation of the emission rate depends on whether the dipole
vector is parallel or perpendicular to the surface, as intuitively expected from the asymmetry of
image dipole orientations of dipoles aligned parallel and perpendicular to the surface normal. For
either orientation, the spontaneous emission rate features a marked increase within a wavelength
of the surface due to surface evanescent modes that become available for decay for d . λ0 . The
decay rate diverges as (λ/2d)3 Im() for small d due to absorption, but this regime is not relevant in
the present cQED transmission simulations because fast-moving atoms spend a negligible amount
of time at vanishing d and, further, surface-induced level shifts also scaling as d−3 bring the atom
out of resonance near the surface (section 6.2.4.2).
(k)

(⊥)

We calculate the surface-modified dipole decay rates γs (d) and γs

(d) for a cesium atom near

an SiO2 surface following the methods of Refs. [156, 149] (see Fig. 6.1). This calculation involves an
integration of surface reflection coefficients over possible wavevectors of radiated light. The integrand
depends on the dielectric function of SiO2 evaluated at the frequency ωa of the atomic transition.
The orientations refer to the alignment of a classical dipole relative to the surface plane.

6.2.4.2

Calculation of Casimir-Polder potentials

Radiative interactions with a surface are important components of motion for neutral atoms within
a few hundred nm of a surface, with the potential for manipulating atomic motion through attractive [231] or repulsive forces [169]. Depending on the theoretical framework, these forces are
naturally thought of as radiative self-interactions between two polarizable objects, fluctuations of
virtual electromagnetic excitations, or as a manifestation of vacuum energy of the electromagnetic
field. These surface interactions, represented by a conservative potential Us , are sensitive to the
frequency dispersion of the electromagnetic response properties of the atoms and surfaces.
For an atom located a short distance d  λ0 from a dielectric, the fluctuating dipole of the atom
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Figure 6.1: Variations of the dipole decay rate γs (d) for a dipole oriented parallel (k) and
perpendicular (⊥) to the surface normal as a function of distance d from a semi-infinite
region of SiO2 . The decay rate is in units of the vacuum decay rate γ0 and the wavelength of the
transition is λ = 852 nm.
interacts with its own surface image dipole in the well-known nonretarded van der Waals interaction.
Using only classical electrodynamics with a fluctuating dipole, the surface interaction potential is
found to take the Lennard-Jones (LJ) form UsLJ = −C3 /d3 , where C3 is a constant that depends
on the atomic polarizability and dielectric permittivity of the surface [153, 154, 146, 79]. At larger
separations, virtual photons exchanged between atoms and surfaces cannot travel the distance in
time t ∼ 1/ω due to the finite speed of light. Consequently, the interaction potential is reduced,
as first calculated in the 1948 paper by Casimir and Polder [38]. The retarded surface potential
takes the form Usret = −C4 /d4 for a constant C4 , where C4 depends on both c and ~ as this is
fundamentally both a relativistic and quantum phenomenon. The full theory of surface forces for
real materials with dispersive dielectric functions came with the work of Lifshitz [150, 72]. This
framework reduces to both the above situations for the proper limits, and, importantly, it accounts
for finite temperatures, predicting a Usth ∝ d−3 potential caused by thermal photons dominant at
large distances for d  ~c/kB T [7]. In our discussion, we refer to these generalized dispersion forces
as Casimir-Polder (CP) forces, whereas UsLJ , Usret , and Usth refer to the appropriate distance limits.
In microcavity cQED, evanescent field distance scales are set by the scale length of the evanescent
field, λ0 = λ0 /2π = 136 nm (for the Cs D2 line). The relevant distances (0 < d . 300 nm) span
both the LJ and retarded regimes, but are much shorter than the thermal regime (d > 5 µm). In
the transition region, the limiting power laws do not fully describe Us over the relevant range of
d. In our modeling, we utilize a calculation of Us with the Lifshitz approach. The Lennard-Jones,
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Figure 6.2: Dispersive response functions for SiO2 and cesium atoms. (a) The dielectric
function (iξ) for SiO2 evaluated for frequency ξ along the imaginary axis. (b) Total atomic polarizability α(iξ) evaluated for frequency ξ along the imaginary axis for the 6S1/2 ground state (red)
and the 6P3/2 excited state (blue) of cesium calculated as described in 6.2.6.
retarded, and thermal limits arise naturally from the Lifshitz formalism [7].
The potential Us enters our simulation in two ways. First, the transition frequency ωa of the
two-level atomic system shifts away from the vacuum frequency by δa = (Usex (~r) − Usg (~r))/~, where
Usg (~r) and Usex (~r) are the surface potentials for the ground and excited states, respectively. Since the
atom transitions between the ground and excited states during its passage through the mode, the
average net force used in calculations is found by weighting each contribution by the steady-state

atomic state populations, Fs = Fsg 1 − hσ † iss hσiss + Fsex hσ † iss hσiss .
We calculate Usg and Usex for a cesium atom near a glass SiO2 surface using the Lifshitz approach.
This calculation depends on the dispersion properties of the response functions of materials, in this
case the polarizability of the Cs ground state α(ω) and the complex dielectric function (ω) of
the silica surface. Modeling of these functions is discussed in 6.2.6. In particular, these response
functions must be evaluated on the imaginary frequency axis ω = iξ, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Following the proximity force approximation of [29], curvature of the toroid surface is implemented by treating the toroid as a cylinder with radius of curvature R = Dm /2. The major axis
curvature is neglected because for all relevant distances d  DM /2. The resulting formula can be
interpreted as a sum over discrete Matsubara frequencies ξn = 2πnkB T /~ with an integration over
transverse wave vectors, which we quote without derivation [29]:
q
i
h
R∞
P∞ 0
R
1
−2qn d
Usurf (d) = −kB T R+d
qn − 4(R+d)
n=0 α(iξn ) 0 k⊥ dk⊥ e
n
o
ξ2 
2rk (iξn , k⊥ ) + q2nc2 r⊥ (iξn , k⊥ ) − rk (iξn , k⊥ ) .
n

(6.7)
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Here, α (iξn ) is the atomic polarizability and rk,⊥ (iξn , k⊥ ) are the reflection coefficients of the
dielectric material evaluated for imaginary frequency iξn . The primed summation implies a factor
of 1/2 for the n = 0 term. The reflection coefficients for the two orthogonal light polarizations are:

rk (iξn , k⊥ )
r⊥ (iξn , k⊥ )

=

(iξn )qn −kn
(iξn )qn +kn ,

(6.8)

kn −qn
kn +qn ,

(6.9)

=

where
r
qn =

2
k⊥

ξ2
+ n2 ,
c

r
kn =

2 +
k⊥

ξn2
,
c2

(6.10)

and (iξn ) is the complex dielectric function evaluated for imaginary frequencies iξn . Depending on
the author, rk (r⊥ ) is sometimes referred to as rTM (rTE ).
Usg is calculated by numerical evaluation of (6.7). Usex is also calculated using (6.7), but with an
additional contribution accounting for real photon exchange from the excited state with the surface,
h
i
a )−1
which is proportional to Re (ω
(ωa )+1 in the LJ limit [79, 93].
The atom-surface potential Usg for the ground state of cesium near a SiO2 surface is shown in
Fig. 6.3, including calculations for both a planar and a cylindrical surface. Without the cylindrical
correction, the potential approaches the LJ, retarded, and thermal limits at appropriate distance
scales. For the planar dielectric, our calculation yields C3 /h = 1178 Hz µm3 and C4 /h = 158
Hz µm4 for the LJ and retarded limits. Note that the transition region between LJ and retarded
regimes occurs around d ∼ 100 nm, the relevant distance scale for the experiments we are modeling.
The effect of the proximity force approximation for the cylindrical cross-section is less than our
calculational precision in the region close to the toroid surface (d . 300 nm). For d > Dm , the
proximity force approximation method accounting for the curvature is no longer accurate [29], but
at these distances, the surface forces are insignificant to atomic motion due to their steep power law
fall-off. The excited state potential Usex has a similar form to Usg (see the blue curve in Fig.6.3), with
the C3 coefficient for the excited state given by C3ex /h ' 2C3g /h = 2356 Hz µm3 , where C3g /h = 1178
Hz µm3 is the ground state C3 coefficient.

6.2.5

Simulating atoms detected in real-time near microtoroids

In order for the semiclassical model to be applied to our falling atom experiments, we must simulate
the atom detection processes. In particular, in [5], falling Cs atoms are detected with real-time
photon counting using a field programmable gate array (FPGA), with subsequent probe modulation
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Figure 6.3: Atom-surface potentials Usg (red) and Usex (blue) for a cesium atom at distance
d from an SiO2 surface. The solid lines are for a planar surface whereas the dashed lines are for
a curved surface with radius of curvature R = Dm /2 = 1.5 µm. The limiting regimes for Usg with
a planar surface are shown as dotted lines, each calculated from analytic expressions not using the
Lifshitz formalism. The cylindrical surface correction weakens the potential, which is noticeable in
the retarded and thermal regimes.
triggered by atom detection.
A microtoroidal cavity with frequency ωc is locked near the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F = 5 atomic
(0)

transition of Cs at ωa0 at desired detuning ∆ca = ωc − ωa . Fiber-cavity coupling is tuned to critical
coupling where the bare cavity transmission vanishes, T . Tmin ' 0.01. For atom detection, a
probe field at frequency ωp = ωc and flux Pin ∼ 15 cts/µs is launched in the fiber taper and the
transmitted output power PT is monitored by a series of single photon detectors. Photoelectric
events in a running time window of length ∆tth are counted and compared to a threshold count
Cth . A single atom disturbs the critical coupling balance so that T /Tmin > 1, resulting in a burst
of photons which correspond to a possible trigger event. Details of the experimental procedure are
given in Chapter 5.
Whereas only a single atom is required to produce a trigger, spectral and temporal data are
accumulated over many thousands of trigger events since each individual atom is only coupled to
the cavity for a few microseconds. Simulation is a valuable technique to disentangle atomic dynamics
from the aggregate data and offer insights into the atomic motion which underlies the experimental
measurements.
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6.2.5.1

Simulation procedure

Central to our simulations is the generation of a set of N representative atomic trajectories for
the experimental conditions of atoms falling past a microtoroid fulfilling the criteria for real-time
detection. Since experimental triggering is stochastic, the trajectory set is generated randomly
as well. For each desired collection of experimental parameters P, a set of semiclassical atomic
trajectories {~rj (t)}P is generated that satisfies the detection trigger criteria. This ensemble is used
to extract the cavity output functions T (t, ∆ap ) and R(t, ∆ap ). For each individual trajectory, t = 0
is defined to be the time when the trajectory is experimentally triggered by the FPGA. For each
set P, N is chosen large enough for a sufficient ensemble average to be obtained for the final output
functions, typically at least 400 unique triggered trajectories.
Within each simulation, the probe field is fixed to a given ωp . Cavity behavior is determined by
the parameters ωc , h, κi , and κex . h and κi are determined from measurements of the bare cavity
with no atoms present. Low-bandwidth fluctuations in κex and ωc from mechanical vibration and
temperature locking are modeled as normally distributed random variations with standard deviations
of 3 MHz and 1.5 MHz, respectively, that are fixed once for the duration of each simulated trajectory.
Similar to the experimental procedure, we impose that the bare-cavity output flux is less than 0.4
cts/µs at critical coupling and on resonance. This rate would be identically zero for ∆cp = 0 and
critical coupling in the absence of these fluctuations. If the noise threshold is not met, then the
particular trajectory is thrown out as it would have been in experiments.
The atomic cloud is characterized by its temperature, size, and its height above the microtoroid.
Its shape is assumed to be Gaussian in each direction with parameters determined by florescence
imaging. For each simulation loop, an initial atomic position ~rin is selected from the cloud and
the initial velocity ~vin is selected from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of temperature T . The
trajectory is propagated forward in time under the influence of gravity until it crosses the toroid
equatorial plane at z = 0. Only trajectories which pass within 1 µm of the toroid surface at z = 0
are kept as a candidate for detection, as atoms outside of this annulus have negligible probability
of triggering due to their weak coupling to the optical mode. Once an acceptable set of initial
conditions is obtained, the trajectory ~r(t) is calculated over a 50 µs time window starting 20 µs
before its crossing of z = 0, this time with the gravity, optical dipole forces, and surface interactions
included. As the atom moves through the cavity mode, the atom-cavity coupling g, level shifts, decay
rates, and forces change with position ~r, causing deviations of the trajectory from the preliminary
free-fall trajectory. If the atom crashes into the surface of the toroid, then the coupling is set to
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g = 0 from then onwards and the trajectory effectively ends (except for random ‘noise’ photon counts
arising from the non-zero background transmission).
Using ~r(t) and the steady-state expressions for the fields (section 6.2.2), we find the transmission
T (t). The photon count record Ci (tj ) on each photodetector i for time step tj is generated from
a time-dependent Poisson process with mean count per bin of Ci (tj ) = T (tj )Pin ∆t, where ∆t =
tj+1 − tj = 1 ns and Pin is the input flux. Since the typical flux is Pin ∼ 10 MHz and the time
scale of quantum correlations is ∼ 10 ns, the photon count process is assumed to be Poissonian on
the relevant timescale of a few hundred nanoseconds for atom detection. The count record Ci (tj )
is compared to the desired threshold of Cth in a time window ∆tth [5]. If the trigger condition is
met, the initial conditions ~rin,j , ~vin,j , the random cavity parameters ωc and κex , and the random
~ i for diffusion processes are stored for later use. The semiclassical
number seed used to generate W
trajectory ~rj (t) can be fully reconstructed from these parameters. The time coordinate is shifted so
that the trigger event occurs at t = 0. This process is repeated to acquire N triggered trajectories.
Cavity output functions such as the experimentally measurable transmission Texp (t, P) for each
simulation parameter set P are calculated from the set of trajectories {~rj (t)}:

Texp (t, P) =

N
1 X
T (~rj (t), P).
N j

(6.11)

Reflection coefficients Rexp (t, P) are calculated similarly. Spectra are calculated by averaging output
powers over a time window t1 < t < t2 for each probe frequency ωp . The times t1 and t2 are chosen
to be the same as in our experiments, which are typically t1 = 250 ns and t2 = 750 ns. The
set of triggered trajectories {~rj (t)} is valid for a given set of conditions P and detection criteria
{Cth , ∆tth } until the trigger at t = 0. In experiments, the probe frequency ωp can be changed in
power and detuning upon FPGA trigger. Although the same set of trajectories is valid before t = 0
for each detuning, the trajectory set must be recalculated for t > 0 for each probe detuning to mimic
experimental conditions for spectral measurements. A numerical solution of the master equation in
a number state basis is used for calculation of T (t) in (6.11); the linearized model is only used to
calculate the trajectory ~r(t) and efficiently generate triggers.
Whereas experiments give access only to ensemble averaged output functions, simulations contain
the full trajectory paths. Provided that the simulation offers a reasonable approximation of the true
ensemble of trajectories, then these results provide a window into the atomic dynamics underlying
the cQED measurement of falling atoms which are not readily clear from observations.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of T (gtw , θ, P) for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 MHz, and (b) ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz,
calculated numerically from (3.13). Atoms with higher gtw generally have higher T and a
larger probability for detection. The variation of T with θ is evident, with a different periodicity for
the two cavity detunings.
6.2.5.2

Simulation distributions

The experimentally measurable cavity transmission Texp (t) is obtained in (6.11) as an average over
the trajectory set {~rj (t)} at each time t. Eq. (6.11) can formally be written as an integration over
the probability distribution of coupling constants at time t, pt (g, θ), for the given experimental
parameters P:
Z
Texp (t, P) =

dg dθ T (g, θ, P)pt (g, θ).

(6.12)

The function T (g, θ, P) is shown in Fig. 6.4 for the parameters P relevant to experiments, specifically
with ∆ca /2π = 0, 60 MHz. For this discussion, we assume all frequencies are fixed and neglect surface
shifts. In this perspective, Texp (t) is not directly related to the trajectory set {~rj (t)} but rather the
probability distribution pt (g, θ) at time t. The time dependence of pt evolves based on the underlying
trajectory ensemble.
It is instructive to consider the probability distribution pt (g, θ) in more detail since it is the formal
output of the simulations. We consider only the distribution pt=0 (g) over the coupling parameter
g at the trigger time t = 0 by integrating out the angular dependence. Through a reasonably
simple analytic model (detailed in Sec. 6.2.7), we calculate pt=0 (g) and compare to the results of
the semiclassical simulation, which includes dipole and surface forces (Fig. 6.5). For a cavity on
resonance with the atom transition, ∆ca /2π = 0, the analytic model agrees well with a simulation
when dipole and surface forces are not included. In this case, atom trajectories are nearly straight
and vertical near the toroid, and the approximations of Section 6.2.7 are sufficient. When the full
forces are included in the semiclassical model, the additional forces shift the distribution toward
lower g. This effect is more significant for ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz. The corresponding experimental
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Figure 6.5: Distributions pt=0 (g) of coupling constants calculated for (a) ∆ca /2π = 0 and
(b) ∆ca /2π = +60 MHz. Distributions from the analytic model (red), semiclassical trajectory
simulation with no dipole or surface forces (blue), and the simulation with all forces (black) are
shown for comparison. (c) Experimental cQED spectra data for cavity detuning ∆ca /2π = 60 MHz
(blue points) from [5] plotted with model spectra calculated from the distributions pt=0 (g) in panel
(b). The red is the analytic model of Section 6.2.7 and black is the semiclassical simulation.
cQED spectra confirm that the semiclassical model with dipole and surface forces is necessary to
reproduce spectral features in the real-time experiments (Fig. 6.5c). The overall simulation accuracy
for the calculations in Fig. 6.5c is at the level of 20% in the difference between the atom and no-atom
spectra. The refinements introduced to the linearized semiclassical model such as velocity-dependent
forces, curvature corrections to the surface forces, and distance dependent decay rates are at a level
comparable to the widths of the lines for the curves drawn in the figures.
The cavity transmission T varies as a function of the atomic azimuthal coordinate θ = mφ, as
evident in Fig. 6.4. This biases atomic detection towards specific locations around the toroid and
leads to a non-uniform angular distribution pt=0 (θ) for atom location at detection. Fig. 6.6 shows
distributions of the atomic angular coordinate at the detection trigger t = 0 for three simulation
conditions relevant to the experiments of [5]. Although averaged spectra do not explicitly measure
the coordinate θ, these simulations make it clear that trajectories passing through certain regions
around the toroid are preferentially detected. The phase of the cavity output field depends on θ,
suggesting the possibility for future experiments to measure the distribution of Fig. 6.6.
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6.2.5.3

Simulated trajectories

We now turn to the simulated trajectories {~rj (t)}. In contrast to experiments, in simulations we
have the capability of turning certain forces selectively on and off. In particular, we can adjust
the surface potential Us and the dipole forces, referred to symbolically as Ud (despite them not
being strictly derivable from a potential). To investigate the effects these optical phenomena have
on atomic trajectories, we run simulations for four cases: the full semiclassical model, the model
without surface forces (Us = 0), the model without dipole forces (Ud = 0), and the model without
any radiative forces (Ud = Us = 0).
Considering conditions relevant to [5], we plot simulations for two sets of experimental parameters
P1,2 in Fig. 6.7. For P1 , the cavity is detuned to the red, whereas the cavity is blue-detuned in P2
(∆ca /2π = −40 MHz for P1 and +40 MHz for P2 ). In each set of conditions, the probe field is
on resonance with the cavity for high signal-to-noise atom detection (∆cp = 0) and the average
bare-cavity mode population of a is ≈ 0.05 photons. The toroid cavity parameters are those of [5],
{gmax , h, κin , κex }/2π = {100, 11, 13, 17} MHz. Comparing the full model, we see that trajectories
for P1 primarily crash into the surface, whereas those from P2 both crash and are repelled from
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the toroid. This asymmetry is due to the repulsive or attractive dipole force for different probe
detunings relative to the atomic transition. The largest effect of turning surface forces off is seen in
the blue-detuned trajectories, which have a lower crash rate when Us = 0. With Ud = 0, both P1
and P2 trajectories look nominally the same; the detuning ∆ca only affects cQED spectra, with a
minor imperceptible effect arising from CP potentials initially shifting the atomic transition either
closer to (red) or further from (blue) the cavity field.
In addition to the qualitative differences in detected atom trajectories summarized here, the
effects of Ud and Us are evident in the experimental quantities Texp (t) and Rexp (t). Since here we
focus specifically on trajectory calculations, the reader is referred to [5] for detailed comparisons
of spectral and temporal simulations to experimental data. The present semiclassical simulations,
reliable to a few percent for cQED spectra, are sufficiently accurate to understand the experimental
results of [5] without further refinement.
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6.2.6

Calculating the polarizability and dielectric response functions

Evaluation of Casimir-Polder interactions of atoms with the surface of the dielectric resonator requires evaluation of the atomic polarizability and of the dielectric function as functions of a complex
frequency. Here we outline our analytic model of the complex dielectric function for SiO2 and the
atomic polarizability of cesium atoms in the ground and excited states.
The complex dielectric function (ω) = 1 + i2 is modeled using a Lorentz oscillator model of the
real and imaginary parts of the response function to analytically introduce frequency dependence
and enforce causality,

(ω) = ∞ +

X
j

(ωj2

−

fj
2
ω )2

+

ω 2 γj2


(ωj2 − ω 2 ) + iωγj .

(6.13)

Here, ωj is the resonance frequency, γj is the damping coefficient, and fj is the oscillator strength
for each oscillator in the model. ∞ = (ω → ∞) = 1.  can be expressed in terms of the complex
index of refraction ñ = n + iκ as  = ñ2 = n2 − κ2 + 2inκ, where n is the refractive index and κ
is the extinction coefficient. Experimental data for ñ for SiO2 is available over a wide frequency
range [185], which is used to fit the parameters of (6.13) for a seven-oscillator model (j = 1 − 7).
Using the analytic form of (6.13), the dielectric function can readily be evaluated over complex
frequencies as shown in Fig. 6.2.
The frequency-dependent atomic polarizability αs (ω) for cesium in a state s is calculated as a
sum over transitions of the form,

αs (ω) =

X e2 fns
n

1
,
2 − ω2
me ωns

(6.14)

where e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass, ωns is the transition frequency, and fns is
the signed oscillator strength for the transition of state n to the state s (fns > 0 if state n is above
s in energy). A more complete expression for the response function α(ω) should include damping
coefficients given by the transition linewidths. Since our calculations involve integrals over infinite
frequency on the imaginary axis and atomic linewidths are generally narrow with respect to transition
frequencies, we assume that the off-resonant form given by (6.14) without damping is sufficient. We
also note that this expression does not account for the differences between magnetic sublevels and
hyperfine splitting, which again represent small corrections when these expressions are integrated
over the imaginary frequency axis. The general form of (6.14) applies to the polarizabilities for both
the 6S1/2 ground state and the 6P3/2 excited state, with an additional tensor polarizability for the
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6P3/2 state.
The total atomic polarizability is composed of contributions from valence electron transitions
(αv ) and high-energy electron transitions from the core shells to the continuum (αc ), such that
α = αv + αc . The valence polarizability αv constitutes 96% of the total static polarizability [59] in
Cs, with αc only significant at high frequencies. We take αc to be the same for both the ground and
excited states of Cs, whereas αv is obviously sensitive to the different electronic transition manifolds
for the 6S1/2 and 6P3/2 states. Valence electron oscillator strengths and transition frequencies are
tabulated in many sources [174, 145]. Our estimate of αv (ω) for the ground state includes all 6S1/2 →
N P1/2 and 6S1/2 → N P3/2 transitions, with N = 6 − 11. For the excited state, αv (ω) is calculated
using 6P3/2 → (6 − 15)S1/2 , 6P3/2 → (5 − 11)D3/2 , and 6P3/2 → (5 − 11)D5/2 transitions. Tensor
polarizability contributions sum to zero when averaged over all angular momentum sublevels [127].
In agreement with [59], our calculation of αv comprises about 95% of the total static polarizability.
For simplicity, all core electron transitions are lumped into a single high-frequency term of the
form used in (6.14). This term contains two free parameters, fcore and ωcore , which are found from
the following two conditions. Using the calculation of αv (ω) for the Cs ground state, we enforce that
the ground state static polarizability α(ω → 0) matches the known value calculated theoretically [6]
α(0) = 5.942 × 10−23 cm3 . We also ensure that the ground state LJ constant for a Cs atom near a
R∞
~
metallic surface agrees with the known value [59, 117] C3 = − 4πd
α(iξ)dξ = 4.4 · h kHz µm3 .
3
0
These conditions are sufficient to fix the two free parameters in αc (ω) for this single oscillator core
model, although the high-frequency structure of the core polarizability is lost. For the excited state
calculation, we use the same αc (ω).

6.2.7

Analytic model of falling atom detection distributions

Here we develop an analytic model of the distribution pfall (g, θ) of coupling parameters g and azimuthal coordinate θ = mφ. Atoms are assumed to fall at constant vertical velocity with no forces,
in contrast to the more complete semiclassical trajectories used in this chapter to generate pt (g).
An abbreviated description of this model is discussed in Sec. 5.10.1.
The linearized steady-state cavity transmission T (∆ap , g(~r)) is a known function of ∆ap and ~r.
We only consider the lowest order mode where the cavity mode function is approximately Gaussian
in z and exponential in distance from the surface d. The approximate temporal behavior of the
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coupling constant g for a single trajectory is,
2

g(ρ, z(t)) = gc (ρ)e−(z(t)/z0 ) ,

(6.15)

where gc (ρ) is the maximum value of the g at the closest approach of its trajectory (z = 0), z0 is
a characteristic width assumed to be independent of ρ, and z(t) = −vt. gc (ρ) decays exponentially
from the maximum gmax at the toroid surface, gc (ρ) ∼ gmax e−(ρ−Dp )/λ0 . The transmission T and
hence the detection probability depend on θ; in general, if atoms fall uniformly around the toroid,
the most numerous trajectories detected will be at the values of θ which maximize T (θ) for the
cavity parameters of interest (θ = π/2 for ∆ca /2π = +40 MHz, for example, as in Fig. 6.6).
The probability density function for the full ensemble of detected falling atoms pfall (g, θ) can be
estimated as the product of the probability of any atom having a particular g and the probability
of a trigger event occurring for an atom with coupling g,

pfall (g, θ) ∼ patom (g)ptrigger (g, θ).

(6.16)

An atom transit is triggered when the total detected photon counts exceeds a threshold number,
Cth , within a detection time window ∆tth . For a probe beam of input flux Pin , the mean counts in
this window are C = T (g, θ)Pin ∆tth . This expression assumes that the atom is moving slowly so
that the T (g, θ) at the trigger event is the only T (g, θ) that contributes to the detection probability.
The detection probability ptrigger (g, θ) is estimated from a Poisson distribution of mean count C.
From (6.15), patom (g) can be written as a product of the probability p(g|gc ) of an atom in a
trajectory with a given gc to have coupling g and the probability of a trajectory to have that gc ,
pmax (gc ), integrated over all gc ,
Z
patom (g) =

gmax

p(g|gc )pmax (gc ) dgc .

(6.17)

g

The integral has limits from g to gmax since gc cannot be smaller than g.
For atoms falling uniformly over the ρ − φ plane, pmax (gc ) dgc is proportional to the area of a
ring of radius ρ and thickness dρ, pmax (gc ) dgc ∼ 2πρ dρ. Using gc (ρ) ∼ e−(ρ−Dp /2)/λ0 ,

dgc
gc

∼ − λdρ0 .

Hence, pmax (gc ) ∼ 1/gc for (ρ − Dp /2)  Dp /2. To find p(g|gc ) we note that that the probability is
proportional to the time an atom in the trajectory is at a particular g. From (6.15) for a constant
velocity v, this trajectory is Gaussian and the relative probability must be proportional to dz.
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Finding the differential as a function of g gives p(g|gc ) ∝ dz ∼ √
g

1
.
ln(gc /g)

Putting the results together in (6.17) gives

gmax

Z
patom (g) ∼
g

1
dgc
p
∼
ggc ln(gc /g)

r 

ln gmax
g
g

.

(6.18)

This result diverges as g goes to zero since there are infinite transits with small gc and infinite
time for atoms with small g for any transit regardless of gc for t → ±∞. This divergence is not
problematic in calculating (6.16) since ptrigger (g, θ) cuts off for low g faster than the logarithmic
divergence in patom (g).
(0)

The spectrum for given experimental parameters as a function of probe detuning ∆ap = ωp −ωa
can be written as:
Z

gmax

T (∆ap ) =

T (∆ap , g, θ)pfall (g, θ) dg dθ,

(6.19)

0

where the normalization of pfall (g, θ) is chosen such that
Z

gmax

pfall (g, θ) dg dθ = 1.

(6.20)

0

The overall probability of g, pfall (g) independent of θ, is found by integrating over θ. In practice,
pfall (g) is quite similar to pfall (g, θ) evaluated for the θ which maximizes the transmission. Fig. 6.5
compares this simple model for pfall (g) with the equivalent distribution from the semiclassical trajectory simulation, pt=0 (g).

6.3

Trapping of atoms near dielectric surfaces

In Chapters 4 and 5, we discuss the realizations of strong coupling between falling single cesium
atoms and a microtoroidal resonator, with interaction times of a few microseconds. Despite this
advance in monolithic resonator chip-based cavity QED, the short interaction time presents a limiting factor, for example in single-shot measurement signal-to-noise ratio, processing or storage times
for quantum information protocols, and in integration for the realization of a multi-nodes entanglement/functioning quantum network (which requires multiple nodes to have strongly coupled trapped
atoms at the same time). In addition, it also allows exploration of other types of physics including
many-body quantum dynamics, high precision surface-atom effect measurements, and in the case of
orbiting traps, investigation of angular dynamics.
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Realizations of strong coupling cavity QED with trapped atoms using nanophotonic devices will
open up multiple exciting possibilities. In this section, we discuss several schemes that may lead to
the realization of an optical trap for single atoms using an on-chip microtoroidal resonator.

6.3.1

Optical tweezer trap

A potentially promising scheme to trap single atoms next to a microtoroidal resonator is to use a
common technique of optical tweezer dipole trap with red-detuned focused beam that provides three
dimensional confinement for a single atom close to a microtoroid’s surface. While an optical tweezer
trap for a single atom has been realized at a sub-micron scale, using diffraction-limited focused
FORT beam with numerical aperture of 0.7 formed by multiple lenses with a 1 cm working distance
[211] (more recently, [234]), there are a number of physical and practical limitations present in this
approach.
Firstly, scalability and integrability may require miniaturization of the imaging system used to
form the tightly focused beam. In the microtoroid lab in our group, we (particularly Scott Kelber
and Cindy Regal) investigated an approach to this issue by using a lensed-fiber (from Nanonics
Imaging) that creates a tightly focused beam with numerical aperture of 0.7 (beam radius of 300
nm) with a working distance of 5 µm.
Secondly, in general the diffraction limit imposes a minimum distance an atom trap can be
located relative to the surface of the toroid of ≈ λdip /2, which is larger than the 1/e decay length
of the microtoroid’s whispering-gallery-mode evanescent field of λ/2π ≈ 136 nm for λ = 852 nm.
Although this is true in general, there are potential solutions that can reduce the trap-to-toroid
distance significantly. For example, reflecting the FORT beam off the toroid’s surface at normal
incident could generate a standing-wave pattern with first local intensity maximum located at λ/4
from the toroid’s surface (e.g., for λdip & 852nm, it is & 213 nm). Another potential solution is to
use self-imaging nanoscale patterns that may be implemented onto the lensed-fiber tip, a technique
that has been demonstrated in a different system [119] where local intensity maxima with < λ/4
sizes have been realized.
Thirdly, the positioning of the trap location with respect to the on-chip toroid presents a practical
limitation. Here, the optical beam size and working distance of the focusing lens present geometrical
constraints.
Finally, assuming the tweezer trap does not get ‘destroyed’ by the presence of the silica toroid
(which preliminary analysis showed may be the case for the system considered), then there is the
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challenge of atom loading into the conservative optical tweezer trap.
As the toroid is fabricated on top of an opaque silicon chip substrate, realization of atom cooling
near a microtoroid is challenging, as we have limited optical access. This is in contrast for example
with the nanofiber trap discussed in Sec. 3.2, where one could overlap a magneto-optically trapped
cloud of cold atoms in an optical molasses with the nanophotonic nanofiber device. A potential
solution is to utilize multiple optical conveyor belts discussed in Sec. 3.1.2.1, which may require
additional optical components such as additional lensed fibers. Another potential solution is investigated in a recent experiment [235], using Raman sideband cooling combined with the application of
a magnetic bias field to mitigate effects from polarization ellipticities formed by the tightly focused
light (with significant longitudinal polarizations as discussed in Sec. 2.5). Here, an optical tweezer
trap is demonstrated by using a focusing lens with a numerical aperture of 0.43, where atoms are
loaded from a magneto-optical trap. Transport over a distance of ≈ 20 µm is also demonstrated by
using a scanning galvanometer mirror [235].
In conclusion, these schemes offer promising potential to be candidates for single atom trapping
near a microtoroid cavity. There are potential solutions that may be implemented to allow toroidto-trap distances comparable to the decay lengths of the toroid’s evanescent field. There are however
quite a number of practical challenges such as in the loading process and position control that may
post significant limitations in terms of scalability and on-chip integrability.

6.3.2

Orbiting trap

6.3.2.1

Trapping atoms in the evanescent field of a microtoroid

Our trajectory simulation discussed in Sec. 6.2 can be extended to study trapping of atoms in a
two-color evanescent far off-resonant trap (eFORT) near a microtoroidal resonator [5, 228]. An
evanescent field trap takes advantage of the wavelength dependence of scale lengths for the optical
dipole force of two optical fields with frequencies far-detuned from the atomic transition to limit
scattering [52, 179, 69]. The relative powers of the two fields are set so that near the surface, the
blue-detuned, repulsive field is stronger than a red-detuned attractive field. As each field falls off
with a decay constant of roughly λ = 2π/λ, at some distance the red, attractive field will dominate
and the atom will be attracted to the surface forming a potential minimum. Recently, evanescent
fields have been harnessed to trap atoms in a two-color eFORT around a tapered optical fiber [248],
where the fiber enables efficient optical access to deliver both high intensity trapping fields and
weaker probe fields to the trapped atoms in a single structure. The tapered fiber can be positioned
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as desired, bringing the trapped atoms near a device for atomic coupling.
The tapered nanofiber eFORT is a remarkable achievement toward integrating atom traps with
solid-state resonators, but the nanofiber scheme does not allow direct integration with a cavity for
achieving strong, coherent coupling between light and trapped atoms. Another disadvantage is that
trap depth is limited by the large total power required to achieve trapping with evanescent fields.
The high quality factors and monolithic structure of WGM resonators allow evanescent field traps
free from these problems while maintaining efficient optical access from tapered fiber coupling. Twocolor evanescent field traps in WGM resonators have been analyzed in detail for spheres [246] and
microdisks [201]. In this section, we extend our simulations of atoms in the evanescent field of a
microtoroid to an eFORT that can capture single falling Cs atoms triggered upon an atom detection
event.
Unlike nanofibers, a microtoroid cannot be placed directly in a magneto-optical trap for a source
of cold atoms. As shown in [5], we have the experimental capability to detect a single atom falling
by a microtoroid and trigger optical fields while that atom remains coupled to the cavity mode. The
semiclassical simulations described here are ideal for investigating the capture of falling atoms in a
trap triggered upon experimental atom detection.
We add an additional eFORT potential Ut to our semiclassical trajectory model in addition to the
dipole forces and surface potential Us . For our simulation, Ut is formed from a red (blue)-detuned
mode near 898 nm (848 nm) with powers ∼ 50 µW to give a trap depth of ∼ 1.5 mK at d ∼ 150
nm from the surface (Fig. 6.8a). The red (blue) fields interact primarily with the 6S1/2 → 6P1/2
(6S1/2 → 6P3/2 ) transition. The trap depth is limited by the total power in vacuum that can
propagate in the tapered fibers of [5]. Power handling can be improved with specific attention to
taper cleanliness, so with experimental care the trap depth can be increased reasonably from the
discussion here, although we simulate under the conditions given to illustrate that this trap is already
experimentally accessible.
The difference in vertical scale lengths (ψ0 in (3.3)) for modes of different wavelength leads to
a trap that is not fully confined if both the red- and blue-detuned trap modes are of the lowest
order (as in Fig. 3.1.1.1b). As |ψ| increases, the repulsive blue-detuned light weakens faster than
the red-detuned field, and atoms can crash into the toroid surface. This problem is alleviated by
exciting a higher-order mode for the 898 nm light, as shown in Fig. 6.8b. The modal pattern confines
atoms near z = 0 and prevents trap leakage along ψ. This problem is not present in the microdisk
eFORT of [201] because the optical mode extent is determined by structural confinement and not
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Figure 6.8: (a) The trapping potential Ut along the z = 0 axis with the CP potential included. Also
shown are the red and blue evanescent potentials of the two trapping modes, Ut , respectively. (b)
The mode function used in Ut for the 898 nm mode with m = 106. (c) Simulated trajectories for
trapping simulations with an eFORT Ut triggered “on” by atom detection at t = 0 with ∆ca = 0.
Falling atoms with the FORT beams “off” (t < 0) are colored blue, whereas trajectories after the
trap is triggered are red. Trajectories are colored pink for t > 50 µs to illustrate the timescale.
Roughly 25% of the triggered trajectories become trapped. (d) Same as (c) showing only the
trapped trajectories and a clearer view of atom orbits in the evanescent trap. Note: this figure
appears in [228].
the optical scale length. Use of a higher-order mode was also used to form an atom-gallery in a
microsphere [246].
During the detection phase of the simulation, Ut = 0. At t = 0 conditioned on an atom detection
trigger, Ut is turned on. The kinetic energy of an atom with typical fall velocity of v ∼ 0.2 m/s
is equivalent to 0.3 mK, so a 1.5 mK trap is sufficiently deep to capture an atom if it is triggered
near the trap potential minimum. Defining a trapped trajectory to be one such that the atom has
g/2π > 5 MHz at t = 10 µs, approximately 25% of triggered atom trajectories are captured when
the trapping potential is turned on. Simulated trapping times exceed 50 µs, limited not by heating
from trapping light but by the radiation pressure from the unbalanced traveling whispering-gallery
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modes of a nearly-resonant optical probe field. This probe field can be turned off so that the atoms
remain trapped beyond the simulation time.
In contrast to the standing-wave structure of a typical eFORT or Fabry-Perot cavity trap [259],
microtoroidal resonators offer the tantalizing possibility of radially confining an atom in a circular
orbit around the toroid [246, 158]. The Ut = 0 outlined here does not confine the atoms azimuthally, forming circular atom-gallery orbits around the microtoroid [158] (Fig. 6.8c,d). In the
same manner as [248], a localized trap can be achieved by exciting a red-detuned standing wave for
three-dimensional trap confinement.
This trapping simulation outlines how real-time atom detection can be utilized to trap a falling
atom in a microtoroidal eFORT. In practice, microtoroidal traps present some serious practical
challenges. Notably, because the trap quality is sensitive to the particular whispering-gallery mode,
the excited optical mode must be experimentally controlled. The success of an eFORT for Cs atoms
around a tapered nanofiber [248] strongly suggests that similar trap performance might be achieved
for an eFORT around a high-Q WGM cavity, localizing atoms in a region of strong coupling to a
microresonator.

6.3.2.2

Microtoroidal cavity modes, spectrum and tunability

In the previous section, we discuss a scheme to trap single atoms in orbit around a microtoroid via
evanescent field FORT trap. One challenging capability required to realize such a trap is the ability
to excite particularly chosen higher order modes of a toroid. As discussed previously, there are a
number of factors that limit the intrinsic Q (or the intrinsic loss rates) of a microtoroidal cavity,
including bulk material absorption, surface contaminant and surface scattering, and radiation loss.
For a silica microtoroid with a relatively small size relevant to the work in this thesis (e.g., with
diameter  100 µm), the Q is limited not by bulk material absorption of silica (Qbulk ∼ 1010 ), nor
radiation losses (Qrad > 1013 ), but the limiting factor is the absorption by surface contaminants such
as OH and water molecules, and surface scattering losses [224, 134, 261]. Because of this, the total
quality factor Q of a microtoroidal cavity is sensitive to the amount of electric field that is present
at the surface boundary of the toroid, leading to the tendency for the fundamental mode to have
a higher Q than the higher order modes. Empirically, we regularly observe a spectrum or ‘forest’
of many (10-100) cavity resonance frequencies over a frequency scan range of 5-10 nm (roughly a
free-spectral-range) of a toroid. Most of these resonances have Q that are a few orders of magnitude
lower than the ‘maximum’ good Q that we utilize, of Q ∼ 107 , for our geometry (Dp = 10-20 µm,
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Dm = 3-6 µm, λ ≈ 852 nm). This cavity resonance Q signature provides a guide for us to excite the
fundamental mode of the toroid1 . The excitation of higher-order modes, however, is quite different
and more challenging.
Figure 6.9 a) shows cross-sectional |E| profiles of a microtoroid’s whispering-gallery mode from
the fundamental z-polarized mode (labeled 1) and ρ-polarized mode (labeled 1’), to the 6th-order
modes, labeled by the number n for n-th order mode, with unprimed numbers indicating z-polarized
modes and primed numbers indicating ρ-polarized mode. Fig. 6.9 b) shows the corresponding spectrum (resonance frequencies) for azimuthal mode numbers of m = 117, 118, 119. For our microtoroid
cavity QED experiment system considered in Chapter 5 and Sec. 6.2, we have m = 118, toroid principal diameter Dp = 12 µm, minor diameter of Dm = 3 µm, with fundamental mode polarized in z
(labeled 1 in part a) of the figure). This mode is temperature-tuned (base temperature ≈ 100 ◦ C)
to cesium D2 line shown in Fig. 6.9 b) as the dashed vertical line, more specifically to the F=4 →
F’=5 transition. The numbers 1 to 10 next to the blue lines refer to the fundamental (1st order)
to 10th order modes, with the primed numbers always subsequent to the unprimed numbers. These
lines of resonance frequencies of the microtoroid mode are calculated using Comsol. Note that we do
not take into account the finite linewidths of the cavity modes, we only show the lines representing
the resonant frequencies of the cavity modes.
Now recall that as discussed in Sec. 6.3.2.1, we considered an orbiting trap scheme that requires
excitation of the fundamental mode (mode 1 or 1’) for blue-detuned FORT, as well as the 3rd order
mode (mode 3 or 3’) for the red-detuned FORT, in order to form a fully closed trap potential. While
this may seem like a simple task, it requires the ability to excite particular high-order modes of the
microtoroid. Now, the free-spectral-range of the toroid for our typical experimental parameters (Dp
= 12 µm, DM = 10.5 µm, Dm = 3 µm, λ = 852 nm), FSR = 6.85 nm (or in frequency units, 2.8
THz) is significantly smaller than the differences in frequency between different modes of the toroid,
as evident in Fig. 6.9 b). Because of this, the task of selecting a particular high-order mode becomes
practically quite challenging, as we have to be able to pick the desired mode within a ‘forest’ of modes
present in the structure. We note that there are potential solutions to this problem, for example by
figuring out the exact spectral profiles (including variations in linewidths of each of the resonances);
the frequency shift responses, which may occur at a different rate or to a different extent, in response
to changing parameters such as temperature; and finally, also the possibility of performing direct
1 In

our experiments, we also perform other checks that support excitation of the fundamental mode, such as
mapping the spatial field pattern of the toroid’s excited mode by scanning the position of tapered fiber, toroid-taper
optical coupling, and cavity QED analyses (i.e., atom-photon coupling strength g profile, and atom dynamics in
cQED).
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Figure 6.9: Whispering gallery modes of a microtoroid. a) Transverse cross-sectional plots
showing electric field amplitude |E| for the first six modes of a silica microtoroid with principal
diameter Dp = 24 µm and minor diameter Dm = 3 µm, for z-polarized (unprimed labels) and ρpolarized (primed labels) modes. b) Plots of azimuthal mode number m as a function of toroid’s
resonance frequencies f , showing a ‘forest’ of modes in the spectrum, for m = 117 (red), m = 118
(blue), and m = 119 (green). The plots in a) corresponds to m = 118. c) Sensitivity of resonant
frequency for m = 118, z-polarized mode (the mode used in the experiment described in Chapter 5)
as a function of principal diameter Dp (for minor diameter Dm = 3 µm) and temperature change
δT in Kelvin.
near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) for example by moving the tapered fiber next to the
microtoroid, or using an independent probe [139, 138].
Figure 6.9 c) shows in the top panel the change in resonant frequency of the m = 118, z-polarized
fundamental-mode, as a function of varying principal diameter Dp , with the dashed line indicating
the principal diameter Dp = 12 µm used in the calculations of parts a) and b). The points represent
each of nine Comsol calculation results for the corresponding principal diameter values. The bottom
panel of part c) of the figure shows the frequency response to temperature, for m = 118, z-polarized
fundamental-mode, Dp = 12 µm, λ corresponding to the first fundamental mode labeled by the
number 1 (blue line) in Fig. 6.9 c). The cavity resonance frequency response to temperature is
due to two factors, namely the change in refractive index of silica, and the mechanical thermal
expansion of silica, the former having much larger effect for our typical experimental parameters.
More specifically, the change in cavity wavelength λcav (n, R), which is a function of the refractive
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index n and toroid’s size or radius R, is given by [134]:
dn
dR
d
λcav (n, R) = λcav
+ λcav
,
dT
dT
dT

(6.21)

where in our case, we use λcav = the wavelength corresponding to the fundamental mode labeled by
number 1 in Fig. 6.9 b), close to cesium line 852 nm; temperature dependence of the refractive index
dn
dT

= 1.28×10−5 K−1 for silica; and thermal expansion coefficient of silica

dR
dT

= α = 5.5×10−7 K−1 .

In our experiment, we use temperature tuning to tune the cavity resonance frequency to cesium
transition, by using a Peltier (and thermistor in contact with the toroid chip inside the vacuum
chamber) actively temperature locked at ≈ 100◦ C for base temperature, and a larger bandwidth
laser heating beam focused onto the toroid chip (not very close to the toroid to avoid light leakage
into the tapered fiber), which is also actively locked with a bandwidth of about 8 Hz, as we alternate
between this temperature lock and running the entire experiment sequence and taking measurement
data. This temperature locking method maintains the toroid’s resonant frequency to within a few
MHz of the cesium transition frequency.

6.3.3

Toroid-fiber trap

In this section we discuss a scheme to trap single atoms next to a microtoroidal cavity using a tapered
optical nanofiber, which is illustrated in figure 6.10 a). In Chapter 5, we discuss a two-chamber setup
connected by a differential pumping tube where an atomic cloud magneto-optically trapped in the
source chamber is transported by way of an optical conveyor belt (formed by counter-propagating
red-detuned FORT beams as shown in the figure by the red arrows), to the science chamber where
a microtoroid chip is positioned. In this scheme, starting with this procedure, we add a mirror
as shown in the figure, allowing three-dimensional polarization-gradient cooling (green arrows) to
provide cooling to load the atoms into a (conservative) optical trap formed by the nanofiber (counterpropagating red and blue arrows indicating the red- and blue-detuned fiber-guided beams used to
form the state-insensitive trap as will be discussed in Chapter 7). We note that metallic mirror such
as gold is used to allow minimum adverse effects to the reflecting cooling beam polarizations, and
the metal plate (copper) on which the microtoroid silicon chip is mounted, provides the thermal
conductivitiy required for temperature stabilization. A top-view photograph of the experimental
setup is shown on the top-left of the figure, with a tapered nanofiber that is fabricated with the
same specifications as in the experiment discussed in Chapter 7 (nanofiber radius a = 215 nm), but
without a microtoroid chip at the time of the photograph. Figure 6.10 b) shows a fluoresence signal
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from an atom cloud transported from the source to science chamber, overlaped with the nanofiber
in the science chamber, without trapping or cooling, pumped by a resonant beam from the direction
of the green arrow labeled (i) in the figure. Lastly, as illustrated in Fig. 6.10 a), the next step of the
scheme involves transporting the loaded nanofiber-trapped atoms to the vicinity of the microtoroid
by employing another optical conveyor belt formed by chirping the frequency of the red-detuned
standing wave FORT beams that make up the lattice potential along the nanofiber [215]. Note
that stand-alone nanofiber atom traps have been realized to date; For example: in the landmark
experiment of [248], and in our state-insensitive nanofiber trap experiment discussed in Chapter 7.
The state-insensitivity of our trapping scheme is of a particular importance to the toroid-fiber trap
scheme described in this section, as it allows the transition frequencies of the trapped atoms to
remain within the cavity’s resonant linewidth, as the atoms move within the traps.
Although the abovementioned scheme seems feasible to realize, the integration of this microtoroidfiber system presents several important challenges. Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 5, positioning of
a nanofiber with respect to a microtoroid cavity requires stacks of nanopositioners to provide sufficient spatial degrees of freedom. Consequently, it is not very practical to have a dedicated nanofiber
for trapping and another independent nanofiber for optical coupling into and out of the toroid.
While it is possible to use just a single nanofiber serving the dual purposes of input-output optical
coupling to the toroid, and atom trapping2 , the positioning of the nanofiber presents a compatibility
challenge that we will discuss later.
Figure 6.11 shows trap potentials using a set of ‘good’ parameters in our parameter scans, taking
into account multiple aspects of the scheme, including trap potential transition as one approaches the
microtoroid along the nanofiber, trap potential profile in the presence of Casimir-Polder forces near
the dielectric surfaces, toroid-fiber super-mode, and atom-photon coupling strength g. Fig. 6.11 a)
shows a close-up of a nanofiber next to a microtoroid, where in (i), the nanofiber is far enough from
the toroid that we treat it as a stand-alone nanofiber, and in (ii), the toroid-fiber gap is at its smallest:
here we treat (approximately) the toroid-fiber system as two parallel cylindrical silica waveguides
with fiber radius a = 215 nm, and toroid minor diameter Dm = 3 µm. At this closest approach
(ii), with a surface-to-surface gap of 400 nm, the parallel waveguide composite system supports two
modes polarized along the x direction, the even (symmetric) and odd (anti-symmetric) modes shown
in the two columns in Fig. 6.11 c), for the red-detuned (937 nm) and blue-detuned (687 nm) magic
2 Note that this involves spectral filtering of the trapping beams (∼ 10 mW) to be decoupled to the probe beams
(∼ 100 fW) at the fiber input-output ports, requiring more than 11 orders of magnitude extinction ratio. This can be
achieved by using a cascade of volume Bragg gratings providing high transmission (diffraction) efficiency at the same
time. We used this in our fiber trap experiment discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.10: Nanofiber atom trap and microtoroid cavity scheme. a) Top view of experimental setup for atom trapping next to a microtoroidal cavity using a tapered nanofiber. Right
diagram: Atom cloud transported by a free-space optical conveyor belt (one-dimensional dipole
trap lattice) formed by counter-propagating red-detuned beams (red arrows), which is loaded into a
nanofiber trap (formed by two pairs of red- and blue-detuned beams using our magic-compensated
scheme described in Chapter 7, red and blue arrows) as it is cooled by polarization-gradient cooling
beams (green arrows), and transported along the fiber by another optical conveyor belt to the toroid.
The gold mirror provides reflections of the cooling beams (green arrows) in the vertical plane, and
the copper plate provides thermal conductivity for cavity temperature control. b) Photon counts
measured at the output of the fiber coming from fluorescence of atom cloud in the conveyor belt
trap at the science chamber (overlaped with tapered fiber). The y-axis is the ratio of photon counts
with atom and without atom, Catom /Cnoatom . A resonant pumping beam that illuminates the atom
cloud and nanofiber in the cooling beam direction labeled (i) is turned on at t = 0.04 ms, and turned
off at t = 0.9 ms.
wavelengths along the two top and bottom rows, respectively. The color of the contour plots shows
the magnitude of the electric field |E|, as shown by the color bar at the bottom. In Fig 6.11 b),
the x axis origin is located at the axis of the nanofiber, so that the left end of the plot corresponds
to x1 = a = 215 nm, the nanofiber radius, and x6 = 615 nm is the microtoroid’s surface, with 400
nm surface-to-surface gap. The thick colored trap potential curves correspond to the ground-state
F=4 manifold. These curve appear to overlap with the thick black dashed curves, which represent
the ground-state F=3 manifold. Finally, the thin colored curves represent the excited state F’=4
manifold. The set of curves labeled (i) in Fig. 6.11 b) corresponds to the single-fiber (far from
toroid) case as shown in (i) in Fig. 6.11 a), while the set of curves labeled (ii) corresponds to the
closest approach case of the two parallel waveguide composite system. The line that appears at x2
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in Fig. 6.11 b) is part of the total potential U , which includes Casimir-Polder potentials of both the
fiber and toroid’s dielectric surface. The line at x2 shows that the potential U rapidly decreases as x
comes close to the nanofiber’s surface. The Casimir-Polder (surface) potential for the fiber’s surface
is taken into account as the stronger van der Waals potential (limit), U ≈ C3 /(x − a)3 potential,
where a is the fiber radius, and C3 is the van der Waals coefficient with the value C3 = 1.13 × 10−48
mK.m3 for ground-state, and C3 = 7.69 × 10−49 mK.m3 for excited state. The Casimir-Polder
potential near the toroid’s surface is calculated with the full calculation as described in Sec. 6.2.4.2.
The configuration used for this plot consists of counter-propagating red-detuned beams at λ = 937
nm, each with a power of Pred = 0.4 mW, and counter-propagating blue-detuned beams (λ = 937
nm, with small ∼ 100 GHz detuning), each with a power of Pblue = 10 mW.
In Fig 6.11 d), just as in part c) of the figure, x1 = 215 nm, x2 shows the rapidly decreasing
van der Waals potential near the fiber surface, and x6 = 615 nm shows the surface of the toroid.
The red colored trap potential curves are the same as the curves shown in part c), whereas the
blue colored trap potential curves are calculated with Pred = 0.36 mW each, Pblue = 11 mW each
(a 10% decrease and increase in the red-detuned and blue-detuned beam powers respectively), and
the green colored trap potential curves correspond to Pred = 0.44 mW each, Pblue = 9 mW each.
These different trapping beam power cases illustrate the sensitivity of the trap potential to changes
in powers at the ≈ 10% level. We note that, although the ground-state trap potential is degrading
but is still present as we go from green to red to blue curves, the trap potential for the excited states
degrades to become anti-trap for the blue curves. These degradations are caused largely by the very
strong Casimir-Polder force near the toroid’s surface, forming steep potential “cliffs”. While this
suggests increasing of the trap-to-toroid distance, for atom-photon coupling reasons we require the
trap-to-toroid distance to be small. For example, using the experimental parameters of Chapter 5,
we show the atom-photon coupling strength profile g in Fig. 6.11 d) showing the exponential decay
profile of the toroid’s evanescent field. The relevance and values at x3, x4, x5 are discussed below.
The compatibility challenge involves three key requirements that have to be satisfied simultaneously but are not necessarily compatible with each other:
• First, a good trap potential needs to be formed by the toroid-fiber composite system, taking
into account: the adiabaticity requirement for the trap potential transition as the toroid-tofiber distance decreases to the closest approach gap close to the microtoroid, moving along
the fiber; the optical supermodes formed by the electromagnetic field coupling between the
toroid mode and fiber mode especially at the small surface-to-surface gap distance required
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(gap < 500 nm); reasonable trapping beam power (≈ 10 mW), keeping in mind that the FORT
beam wavelengths have to be the magic wavelengths (e.g., 687 nm, 937nm for cesium D2 line)
to maintain atom transition frequency close to cavity resonance; and finally the minimum
limit of toroid-to-fiber distance due to the presence of Casimir-Polder potentials that create
potential ‘cliffs’ near the dielectric surfaces, destroying the optical trap potentials.
• While the first requirements argue for larger toroid-to-fiber gap distance, this second requirement necessitates smaller gap distance. In fact, here, the smaller gap may actually be better.
As expected, this second requirement is required to position the trapped atom close to the
toroid to achieve as strong coupling as possible. For our experimental parameters discussed
in Chapter 5, with a quality factor of Q ∼ 107 leading to a total cavity decay rate of κ/2π
= 20 MHz, the electric field mode profile for toroid principal diameter Dp = 24 µm and minor diameter Dm = 3 µm, we have that the atom-photon coupling parameter g is equal to
κ (i.e., g/2π = κ = 20 MHz) at atom-to-toroid distance of x6-x3 = 244 nm. For g/2π = 30
MHz and 45 MHz, the atom-to-toroid distances are (x6-x4) = 184 nm and (x6-x5) = 122 nm,
respectively.
• The third, last but certainly not least requirement, is the critical coupling condition. While
this requirement may not be absolutely required depending on the specific experiment, the
fact is that the toroid-taper distance determines the extrinsic input-output coupling rate, κex .
As discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1.1.2, not only is there only a single toroid-taper distance that
provides critical coupling, but this location is quite sensitive to exact fabrication parameters
such as the principal diameter of toroid and nanofiber diameter, see Fig. 3.2. With the ≈ 510% microtoroid dimensions fabrication uncertainty and ≈ 5% nanofiber diameter fabrication
uncertainty, this third requirement presents a significant constraint.
As can be seen from the above, the integration of a microtoroid cavity with a single nanofiber
facilitating optical input-output coupling and atomic trapping involves a compatibility challenge
as discussed above. While the three abovementioned requirements are each quite important and
critical, they are not necessarily compatible with each other —they may not all be satisfied or
optimized simultaneously. This presents a tough challenge which requires addition of more degrees
of freedom to allow the three-dimensional constraints to be tuned with a sufficient number of ‘knobs’,
or significant reduction in the experimental and fabrication uncertainties such that the optimization
may be done at the design and fabrication stage. At a more intrinsic and fundamental design level,
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one of the reasons these challenges arise is because of the fact that the composite system consists of
two parts, the microtoroid cavity, and the tapered nanofiber. A possible promising candidate that
offers a one-part cavity QED system is a photonic crystal cavity that is butt-coupled to an optical
fiber. Within this context, we investigate and discuss cavity QED platforms using nanophotonic
waveguides and cavities, discussed in Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.11: Trapping atoms near a nanofiber and a microtoroid. a) Schematic of a microtoroidal cavity and a nanofiber for trapping atoms in the evanescent field of the toroid’s whispering
gallery mode. b) Dipole trap potential U around the nanofiber far away from the toroid, using the
fundamental HE11 mode of the nanofiber (radius a = 215 nm) is shown by curve (i) in a) and b). The
left end of the plot is at x = x1 = 215 nm (the fiber’s surface), while x = x6 is the toroid’s surface
for the trap potential curve (ii) in b) and a), which takes into account the even and odd supermodes
as equal superpositions. The almost vertical line at x = x2 represents the Casimir-Polder potential
‘cliff’ that diverges to −∞ at the nanofiber surface. c) Electric field amplitude |E| profiles for the
lowest order even and odd supermodes for λ = 687 nm and 937 nm, treating the nanofiber and
toroid as two silica parallel cylindrical waveguides with diameters 430 nm and 3 µm respectively.
d) Trap potentials, U , at the closest approach plane (ii) in a), for F =4 ground state (thick colored
curves), F =3 ground states (black dashed curves), and F 0 =4 excited states (thin colored curves).
The same set of red curves are shown in b) and d). The orange curve in d) shows the atom-toroid
coupling rate g, with g/2π = 20, 30, 45 MHz at x3, x4, x5 respectively. A typical experimental value
for the total cavity decay rate achieved for the toroid geometry considered as described in Chapter 5
is κ/2π = 20 MHz.
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Chapter 7

A state-insensitive, compensated
nanofiber trap
In this chapter, we discuss a scheme to trap single atoms in the vicinity of a tapered optical nanofiber
with minimal internal atomic state intrusions (in Sec. 7.2); the fabrication of a suitable nanofiber
with certain properties required to realize such an atom trapping scheme (in Sec. 7.3); and the
demonstration of single atom trapping with state insensitivity of the internal atomic state. The
state insensitivity of the scheme is important for allowing long trap and coherence lifetimes, as well
as in cavity QED systems (e.g., in a single nanofiber cavity system or hybrid nanofiber-microtoroid
system as discussed in Chapter 6) in maintaining atomic transition frequency to be resonant to the
optical cavity that may have narrow cavity linewidth.
This chapter is based on references [142] and [91]. The realization and achievements made in
our experiment using this tapered nanofiber platform are a result of collaboration and work of
many individuals, which I would like to acknowledge here. Firstly, I would like to acknowledge the
group of Prof. Arno Rauschenbeutel of the University of Vienna for the pioneering work in optical
nanofiber system, which forms the basis of our system. The work described in this chapter is a
result of the team collaboration of the nine authors of the two manuscripts, whose contributions I
would like to acknowledge here. Kyung Soo Choi and I contributed to the initial ideas, calculations,
and trapping schemes. Kyung Soo Choi, Akihisa Goban, and Clement Lacroute contributed to
the full calculations with full light-shift Hamiltonian. Kyung Soo Choi and Akihisa Goban led in
carrying out our experiment, taking measurements and in data analysis. I led in the development of
a new taper pulling setup, the fabrication and characterization of nanofiber and the incorporation
of the nanofiber device sealed into our vacuum chamber. This is a joint experiment between Lab 2
(with contributing members Ding Ding, Martin Pototschnig) and Lab 1 (with contributing members
Tobias Thiele, Clement Lacroute, Nate Stern). This work was carried out under the guidance and
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supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble at Caltech.

7.1

Background

An exciting frontier in quantum information science is the integration of otherwise “simple” quantum
elements into complex quantum networks [132]. The laboratory realization of even small quantum
networks enables the exploration of physical systems that have not heretofore existed in the natural world. Within this context, there is active research to achieve lithographic quantum optical
circuits, for which atoms are trapped near micro- and nanoscopic dielectric structures and “wired”
together by photons propagating through the circuit elements. Single atoms and atomic ensembles
endow quantum functionality for otherwise linear optical circuits and thereby the capability to build
quantum networks component by component.
Creating optical traps compatible with the modal geometries of micro- and nano-scopic optical
resonators and waveguides [240, 73] is a long-standing challenge in AMO physics [179, 246, 35]. ‘Optical tweezers’ with tight focussing have succeeded in trapping single atoms within small volumes
∼ λ3 [211], but the focal geometries of conventional optical elements are not compatible with atomic
localization ' 100 nm near microscopic photonic structures [240, 73]. Moreover, spatially inhomogeneous energy shifts U (r) on a sub-wavelength scale generally depend on the atomic internal state,
limiting long-lived trap and coherence times due to single-photon scattering events with energies
much larger than the recoil energy and to spatially dependent frequency shifts for the components
of atomic superpositions [61, 53, 142].

7.2
7.2.1

Scheme and trap potential
Introduction

Laser trapping and interfacing of laser-cooled atoms in an optical fiber network is an important
capability for quantum information science. Following the pioneering work of Balykin et al. and
Vetsch et al., here I discuss a robust method of trapping single cesium atoms with a two-color
state-insensitive evanescent wave around a dielectric nanofiber. Specifically, I show that vector
light shifts (i.e., effective inhomogeneous Zeeman broadening of the ground states) induced by the
inherent ellipticity of the forward-propagating evanescent wave can be effectively canceled by a
backward-propagating evanescent wave. Furthermore, by operating the trapping lasers at the magic
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wavelengths, the differential scalar light shift between ground and excited states are removed, thereby
allowing for resonant driving of the optical D2 transition. This scheme provides a promising approach
to trap and probe neutral atoms with long trap and coherence lifetimes with realistic experimental
parameters.
The development of a matter-light quantum interface using cold atoms and optical fibers has
been an active field of research over the past few years [132]. Recent advances towards this goal
include the observation of electromagnetically induced transparency and the loading of ultracold
atoms in hollow-core optical fibers [196, 113, 49, 15], as well as the trapping and probing of atomic
ensembles via the evanescent fields surrounding tapered nanofibers [248, 129, 173, 206]. While
prominent examples of off-resonant interaction between evanescent waves and matter have used a
plane dielectric geometry for atom optics and interferometry [18, 54] as well as for surface traps
of quantum degenerate gases [178, 204, 16], recent progress of atom-light interactions with optical
waveguides [49, 15, 129, 173, 206] sets the stage for the fiber integration of free-space quantum
systems in a quantum network via quantum-state transfer between matter and light [31, 45, 98, 208]
and for strong coupling of single atoms and photons trapped near microcavities [9, 5, 228, 20, 50,
238]. Furthermore, these effective 1-dimensional systems may be applied for investigating quantum
many-body phenomena in low dimensions with long-range interactions mediated by the waveguide
[262, 136, 219, 42].
One major drawback of many optical traps is that spatially inhomogeneous energy shifts U (r)
generally depend on the atomic electronic state, limiting the long-lived trap and coherence times
necessary for repeated coherent operations [53]. This is traditionally alleviated by constructing a
state-insensitive optical trap designed to decouple atomic transition frequencies from the spatially
varying potential of each electronic state [258]. Specifically, at the “magic” wavelength conditions,
the differential response of the dynamic scalar polarizabilities α(0) (ω) for the ground and excited
(0)

(0)

states α|gi , α|ei at the optical frequency ω can be tailored such that both levels are perturbed
(0)

(0)

identically with α|gi = α|ei . This leads to a vanishing differential atomic level shift δUscalar = 0
[258, 133, 121, 112, 162]. Differential shifts for the hyperfine ground states can be minimized by
using far off-resonant beams, whereas Zeeman coherence can be conveniently protected by using
linearly polarized light in which the vector light shifts are zero.
Although such magic wavelengths can be used for nanofiber traps [128], the strongly guiding
nature of the waveguide inevitably leads to non-negligible longitudinal electric fields Ez in the
evanescent region, which are out of phase with the transverse field E⊥ = (Ex , Ey ). Here, z refers
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to the direction parallel to the fiber axis, while x and y are the coordinates perpendicular to the
fiber axis. The resulting local polarization at location r is in general elliptical even for linearly
polarized input beams, and induces vector shifts Uvector . The differential vector shift δUvector in
turn manifests itself as a “fictitious magnetic field”, leading to inhomogeneous Zeeman broadening
[71]. Furthermore, the spatially varying elliptical polarization of the evanescent field on a scale
δr < λ renders it difficult to cancel δUvector using bias fields, resulting in increased heating rate [53]
and limited coherence time [77].
Building upon the recent realization of a nanofiber trap as proposed in Ref. [17, 125] and demonstrated in Refs. [248, 56], our group proposed a promising strategy for a state-insensitive evanescent
field trap. Differential scalar shifts δUscalar between |gi and |ei are canceled using “magic” wavelength conditions. The inhomogeneous Zeeman broadening δUvector caused by a forward propagating
blue-detuned field E(fwd) is canceled by a backward propagating field E(bwd) with a small relative
frequency detuning δf b . Thus, our scheme can compensate for the light shifts of the strongly guided
evanescent waves to the first order in the space external to the dielectric fiber, leading to favorable parameters for the realization of a long-lived fiber-integrated quantum memory and resonant
coupling to ultra-high quality micro-cavities based on optically trapped atoms.

7.2.2

Scheme

By appropriately combining blue-detuned and red-detuned fields Ered and Eblue guided along an
optical nanofiber, an atomic trapping potential can be engineered from the evanescent electric fields
[17, 125]. Briefly speaking, radial confinement can be achieved with a short wavelength blue-detuned
guided field (e.g., λblue = 687 nm) that provides a short extent evanescent field repulsive potential,
and a longer wavelength red-detuned guided field (e.g., λred = 937 nm) that provides an attractive
potential over a longer exponential evanescent field decay length. By optimizing the power ratio
between the red- and blue-detuned FORT beams and taking into account the attractive CasimirPolder surface potential, one can create an atomic trap potential along the radial direction r with
a potential well located at rtrap ∼ 200 nm from the surface of the nanofiber. Recall that the
exact mode profile of the fundamental nanofiber guided mode, HE11 can be solved analytically,
as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.1. In addition to radial confinement, one can exploit the azimuthal mode
profile of the fundamental HE11 mode by using a linearly polarized beam, which breaks the azimuthal
symmetry of the mode. The red-detuned and blue-detuned mode profiles with wavelengths 937nm
and 687nm respectively are shown by the first two panel columns in the first and second row of
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Figure 7.1: Nanofiber atom trap scheme. a) Schematic of our magic-compensated nanofiber trap
scheme, consisting of two pairs of red- and blue-detuned counter-propagating x-polarized beams. b)
Electric field profiles for x-polarized λred = 937 nm red-detuned (first row) and λblue = 687 nm bluedetuned (second row) beams on the x−y plane (second column) and x−z plane (third column), with
3D cartoon illustration in first column. c) Other schemes utilizing pair of red-detuned beams and a
single blue-detuned beam, with orthogonal and parallel polarizations in (i) and (ii) respectively. d)
Ground state (cesium 6S1/2 , F = 4) trap potential for the scheme shown in a) with λred = 937 nm,
Pred = 2× 0.4 mW, λblue = 687 nm, Pblue = 2× 5 mW, nanofiber radius a = 215 nm, with a simple
Casimir-Polder potential UCP ∼ −1/r3 near the surface of nanofiber.
Fig. 7.1 respectively. Thus together, the optimization process which is a function of the FORT
beam wavelengths, powers, and the diameter of the nanofiber, lead to desired radial and azimuthal
trapping potential. Finally, to confine atoms in three dimensions, a counter-propagating red-detuned
beam can be added to form a standing-wave pattern that creates a one-dimensional lattice potential
along the fiber axis. Therefore all together, a minimum number of one blue-detuned FORT beams
and a pair of two counter-propagating red-detuned FORT beams are required to provide threedimensional confinement of an atom in this scheme. We note that the polarization directions of the
red-detuned and blue-detuned beams need not be the same (e.g., both can be along x-axis, or one
can be along x-axis while the other is along y-axis).
In the landmark experiment of [248], a pair of red-detuned, x-polarized beams, and a single
blue-detuned, y-polarized beam are used, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1 c) (i). As can be seen from
the nanofiber mode profile (see Fig. 3.5 c) (i) and (iv)), this configuration has the advantage of
minimizing the amount of longitudinal component of the out-of-phase electric field, Ez , at the trap
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location (along the red-detuned FORT polarization direction) which as we shall discuss, leads to
intrusive adverse effects due to vector shift component in the atom Stark shifts. It is important to
note that although the Ez component is minimized at the trap location in this configuration, it can
be non-negligible at other positions, due to the finite size of the trap potential well. We also note
that, as can be seen from the mode profile, the intensity of the blue-detuned FORT is relatively
small at the trap location, requiring a larger amount of blue-detuned FORT power to provide a
sufficient repulsive potential.
An alternative scheme would be to use the three beams with parallel polarizations, as illustrated
in Fig. 7.1 c) (ii). This scheme allows for the use of lower power for the blue-detuned beam, by about
a factor of three for the parameters that we will consider in section 7.2.6, but results in larger vector
shifts, as we will discuss in the next sections. The scheme that we propose in this chapter makes
use of four beams with parallel linear input polarizations, as shown in Fig. 7.1 a). The additional
blue-detuned beam compensates for the vector shifts of its companion blue-detuned beam, as we
will discuss in the next sections. The panels in Fig. 7.1 b) show the electric field amplitude |E| of
the red-detuned and blue-detuned beams in the first and second row respectively, and in the third
row, the resulting trap potential using the parameters for our experimental demonstration described
in Sec. 7.4, Pred = 2 × 0.4 mW and Pblue = 2 × 5 mW, λred1 = λred2 = 937.1 nm, λblue1 = 686.1
nm, λblue2 = 686.7 nm. The first panel column shows 3D illustration of the electric field |E| and
potential Utrap while the two last columns show transverse XY- and longitudinal XZ-cross-sections
(at y=0). Note that the red-detuned beam forms a standing wave pattern along the fiber axis, while
the interference pattern for the counter-propagating blue-detuned beams gets averaged out, as we
apply a small detuning between the two blue-detuned beams, to avoid super-lattice formation.
Summarizing our discussion so far in this section, we discuss how by appropriately combining
red-detuned and blue-detuned guided FORT beams through a nanofiber, an atom trap potential
can be engineered providing three-dimensional confinement of atoms. We discuss various beam
configurations particularly related to the number of beams and their polarization orientations, also
how they affect the extent of vector shifts in the atom Stark shift, which one would like to minimize
to avoid intrusions to the trapped atom internal states. As discussed before, in general FORT
beam wavelengths would produce non-uniform ac Stark shifts to the ground and excited states of
the atom, leading to variations in the atomic ground to excited state transition frequency as an
atom moves within a trap (or in the low energy regime, leading to a broadening of the transition
frequency as an atom occupies a trapped state). The last part of our scheme, in addition to using
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the two pairs of counter-propagating red- and blue-detuned beams, is to use the magic wavelengths
for the FORT beams (which for cesium D2 line, are λred ≈ 937 nm and λblue ≈ 687 nm), which
lead to equal scalar light shifts for both the ground and excited state atom levels, maintaining the
transition frequency. Thus, in summary, our scheme involves red- and blue-detuned FORT beams
that produce radial and azimuthal trapping potential (at magic wavelength conditions to provide
differential scalar shift cancellation), a third (counter-propagating red-detuned) beam that provides
longitudinal confinement, and a fourth (blue-detuned) beam slightly detuned from the other bluedetuned beam, providing approximate vector shift cancellation. In the next section, we will discuss
the mathematical model we use to calculate the resulting trap potential using this scheme.

7.2.3

Light shift Hamiltonian

An atom’s energy levels and corresponding eigenfunctions are perturbed in the presence of a relatively
weak electric field (weak relative to the fine and hyperfine structure). Intuitively, one can envisage
the presence of an electric field that modifies the charge distribution of the atom’s electrons relative
to its nuclei, and consequently changes the electronic state energy levels. For an oscillating electric
field, such as one associated with a propagating laser beam, the perturbation in the atom’s energy
level is referred to as the ac Stark effect. In the subsequent discussions below, we first start with
a general interaction Hamiltonian for an atom in the presence of an electric field, then proceed to
formulating the equations appropriate for the above conditions, to calculate the AC Stark effects,
which could lead to shifting, mixing, and splitting of atomic levels.
The interaction Hamiltonian for an atom interacting with an electric field E, the light-shift
Hamiltonian, is given in the dipole approximation by Ĥls = −d̂ · Ê, where d̂ is the electric dipole
operator and Ê is the electric field operator. Using Floquet perturbation theory, treating hyperfine
interaction and interaction with the electric field perturbatively, this light-shift Hamiltonian can
be decomposed into its Cartesian components (x, y, z) parameterized by the dynamic polarizability
α(ω) [202, 21, 130, 142, 64]1 :

Ĥls

= Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 + Ĥ2
(Ê(−) ×Ê(+) )·F̂
= −α(0) Ê(−) · Ê(+) − iα(1)
2F
h
i
P (2) (−) (+)
3
1
−
α Êµ Êν F (2F −1) 2 (F̂µ F̂ν + F̂ν F̂µ ) − 13 F̂ 2 δµν ,

(7.1)

µ,ν

where α(0) , α(1) and α(2) are the scalar, vector and tensor atomic dynamic polarizabilities, Ê(+)
1 Note

that there are certain errors made in [142]. See [64] for corrections.
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and Ê(−) are the positive and negative frequency components of the electric field, F̂ = Î + Ĵ is
the atomic total angular momentum operator, with Î and Ĵ the nuclear and electronic angular
momentum operators, µ, ν ∈ {x, y, z} are components in the Cartesian basis, and Ĥ0 , Ĥ1 , and Ĥ2
are the terms associated with the scalar, vector, and tensor light shifts, respectively. Note that α(0) ,
α(1) , and α(2) of Eq. (7.1) include counter-rotating terms. The dynamic polarizabilities are given
by [64]:
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is the rank-K propagator defined as
(K)

Gij
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1
(−1)K
+
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,

and the dipole matrix element is given by d2JJ 0 = | hJi dJ 0 |2 =

(7.5)

3π0 ~c3
(2J 0
3
ωJ
0J

+ 1) τ 10 , where (J, J 0 )
J J

are for (lower, upper) levels, respectively [202, 21, 130].
For two-level atoms with ground and excited states |gi, |ei, the scalar shift Uscalar can be approximated by Uscalar ∝ |E|2 /δ for detunings δ = ω − ωa large compared to the excited state decay rate
Γ, where ω is the electric field angular frequency and ωa is the |gi → |ei transition frequency. The
ground state will experience a repulsive potential for blue-detuned (δ > 0) electric fields, and an
attractive potential for red-detuned (δ < 0) electric fields. The scalar dynamic polarizability α(0) is
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in general different for the states |gi and |ei resulting in a differential scalar shift and a mismatch of
the ground and excited state potentials. For the typically anti-trapped excited state, near-resonant
driving of the transition by an additional beam with frequency ω2 ' ωa can cause significant heating
of a trapped atom [53]. This situation can be remedied by the use of “magic” wavelengths for which
(0)

(0)

α|gi = α|ei [258, 133, 121, 162].
The vector term Ĥ1 of Eq. (7.1) induces a Zeeman-like splitting proportional to a projection
of the total atomic angular momentum F and arises from a so-called “fictitious magnetic field”
proportional to the ellipticity of the electric field [71]. For an elliptically polarized beam, the vector
shift can be as large as the scalar shift, and can, for example, be used to cancel the differential light
shifts of Rubidium atoms confined in a 3D optical lattice [43].
The last term Ĥ2 in Eq. (7.1) represents the tensor shift. It vanishes for atoms with total angular
momentum F = 1/2 [87]. In the case of the D2 transition of Cs that we consider here, it will depend
only on the electronic angular momentum Ĵ for detunings large compared to the 6P3/2 excited state
hyperfine structure, and vanish for J =

1
2

[60, 87]. It will therefore only act on the excited state of

the Cs D2 transition, inducing shifts on the Zeeman mF 0 sublevels proportional to m2F 0 .

7.2.4

Cancellation of the vector shifts

In the trapping beams configuration shown in Fig. 7.1 c) (i), which is the configuration of Ref. [248],
the properties shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 were used to cancel the vector shifts of ground and excited
mF states in Cs for the pair of red-detuned trapping beams. However, vector shifts due to the
single blue-detuned beam were zero only for φ = ϕ0 , ϕ0 + π (ϕ0 indicates the polarization axis for
the beam relative to the x axis). Although the atoms are trapped at φ = ϕ0 , ϕ0 + π, inevitable
fluctuations of the atom position will lead to non-zero vector light shifts of both ground and excited
states.
The scheme in Fig. 7.1 c) (ii) allows for the use of reduced power for the blue-detuned beams as
compared to Fig. 7.1 c) (i) but with the consequence of large vector shifts from the ellipticity of the
electric field even for φ = 0. We will therefore not consider this scheme in the following sections.
By contrast, the vector shifts of both the ground and excited states can be canceled for both the
red and blue-detuned fields by using pairs of counter-propagating beams, as shown in Fig. 7.1 a).
Fˆ

In the x − z plane, the vector shift for each pair becomes Ĥ1 ∝ (α(1) (ω (fwd) ) − α(1) (ω (bwd) )) Fy
with ω (fwd) ' ω (bwd) , where ω (fwd,bwd) are the angular frequencies for the forward and backward
propagating beams, and δ ± δf b /2 are their detunings from the atomic transition frequency ωa , with
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two-photon detuning δf b = ω (fwd) − ω (bwd) . For an atom in the x − z plane, the total electric field


is also contained in the x − z plane, such that the scalar product Ê(−) × Ê(+) · F̂ in Eq. (7.1) is
proportional to F̂y .
(fwd)

In the case of the red-detuned lattice, ωred

(bwd)

= ωred

(red)

and Ĥ1

= 0, precisely as in Ref. [248].

Adding a blue-detuned lattice with δf b = 0 would result in two superimposed lattices with unred
blue
matched spatial periods 2π/β11
, 2π/β11
. To avoid this effect, the interference between the counter(fwd)

(bwd)

propagating blue-detuned fields Eblue and Eblue

can be averaged over times short compared to

the time scale of the motional and internal dynamics of a trapped atom by offsetting the frequencies
of the two fields by δf b  (ωtrap , δhfs ), where ωtrap and δhfs are the trap angular frequency and the
hyperfine splitting for the ground state, respectively. This will also suppress parametric heating due
to intensity modulation [209].
(fwd,bwd)

For ωblue

= ωa + (δ ± δf b /2), we achieve a vector shift cancellation for the blue-detuned field

to the first order in 1/δ, with second order terms given by:
(blue)

Ĥ1

∝

δf b Fˆy
+ O(1/δ 3 ).
δ2 F

(7.6)

For typical values of δ = 85 THz and δf b = 30 GHz, δf b /δ = 3.5 × 10−4 .

7.2.5

Magic wavelengths for an evanescent field trap

To make the nanofiber trap state-insensitive, it is necessary to cancel the differential scalar shift
δUscalar of the 6S1/2 and 6P3/2 states by operating the trap at the magic wavelengths, as proposed
in Ref. [128], in which only the effects of the scalar and tensor shifts were considered. Here we deal
with the full complexity of the vector field E(r) and the resulting vector light shifts. We numerically
determine the red-detuned and blue-detuned magic wavelengths for the 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition,
following the procedure described in Refs. [258, 162, 122, 12] with the corrections described in [64]
implemented. The results from [64] for the blue-detuned and red-detuned magic wavelengths around
685 nm and 935 nm are shown in Fig. 7.2 (iii) and (iv) respectively.
Our calculation includes the contributions of all the hyperfine levels F and Zeeman sublevels
mF of the atom electronic states {6S1/2 , · · · , 15S1/2 }, {6P1/2 , · · · , 11P1/2 }, {6P3/2 , · · · , 11P3/2 },
{6D3/2 , · · · , 11D3/2 }, and {6D5/2 , · · · , 11D5/2 }. The effect of the tensor shifts on the 6P3/2 excited
state is manifest in the quadratic splitting of the mF 0 sublevels (Fig. 7.2 (iii)-(iv)). We find a
red-detuned magic-wavelength located around 935 nm, in accordance with the previously published
values [162, 12]. In the following sections, we will use the value λred = 935.3 nm, which cancels
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δUscalar for the 6P3/2 excited state |F 0 = 4, mF 0 = 0i. We choose F 0 = 4 due to its relevance
to coherent two-photons processes [31, 45, 98]. There are several blue-detuned magic wavelengths
[128, 12]. For our trap, we use the magic wavelength λblue at approximately 685 nm [128]. Since this
is the second closest blue-detuned magic wavelength to 852 nm, it has the second highest groundstate polarizability and therefore requires the second lowest optical intensity to generate the required
trapping potential (we do not consider the magic wavelength at 792 nm, as it is too close to the
8S1/2 to 6P3/2 transition at 794 nm). We note that we have neglected higher order processes in our
analysis, including two-photon and electric quadrupole transitions, near 685 nm [62].
Note that there were errors in our initial calculation in [142], which led to the magic wavelength
values λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm. These are the wavelengths used in our nanofiber
trap experiment. Correction to our calculation [64] led to the correct magic wavelength values λred
= 935.3 nm and λblue = 684.9 nm. The equations and plots shown in this chapter are based on
the corrected result [64]. We calculate the trap potential for our experiment using the corrected
equations [64], for the actual wavelengths used in the experiment, which were λred = 937.1 nm and
λblue = 686.1 nm.

7.2.6

Trap potential and compensation comparison

Using the light shift Hamiltonian in the dipole approximation, Eq. (7.1), with the electric field
and polarization profile of the nanofiber evanescent field, we analyze the adiabatic potentials for the
nanofiber trap for a Cs atom in its 6S1/2 ground and 6P3/2 excited states. For a specific atomic state
of Cs, the total atomic trap potential Utrap consists of the total light-shift potential Uls calculated
from the full Stark shift Hamiltonian (Eq. (7.1)), as well as the surface interaction potential of an
atom with the dielectric waveguide Usurface , namely

Utrap = Uls + Usurface .

(7.7)

The Casimir-Polder interaction between the atom and dielectric surface has a significant effect
on the atomic motion at distance scales near 100 nm [5, 231, 32, 207, 103]. The surface potential of
a ground state Cs atom near a planar dielectric surface can be reasonably approximated by the van
der Waals potential which decays as d−3 , where d = r − a:

Usurface = −

C3
,
d3

(7.8)
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where we use C3 (6S1/2 )/h = 1.16 kHz µm3 [228]. Because the retarded Casimir-Polder forces
(d−4 scaling) decrease faster away from the surface than the van der Waals forces, using Usurface
overestimates the surface interaction at the trap location d ≈ 200 nm. Additionally, the curvature
of the nanofiber cylindrical geometry reduces the potential strength even further [228, 74]. The d−3
scaling of the van der Waals expression for a planar surface is therefore an overestimate of the actual
surface potential. We use it for simplicity in the calculations presented here, with more complete
expressions for Cs presented in Ref. [228]. Furthermore, we neglect any dependence on the mF 0
sublevels of the excited state 6P3/2 , and simply approximate C3 (6P3/2 ) ≈ 2 C3 (6S1/2 ) [144]. We
estimate that the corrections added by the retarded potential and the surface curvature should be
negligible at the trap location, as the surface potential falls off faster than the light potential, as is
further discussed in [142].
We calculate the adiabatic potential of Eq. (7.7) by diagonalizing the total interaction Hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥls + Ĥsurface at each point in space, where Ĥsurface is the scalar surface Hamiltonian. At
each point r(r, φ, z), we obtain a set of eigenstates and the corresponding eigenenergies as shown in
Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3. These eigenstates are superpositions of the |F, mF i bare Zeeman sublevels.
Due to the complex polarization of the trapping fields, the energy eigenstates are not necessarily
eigenstates of any projection of the angular momentum operator. The trap potential results are
shown in Fig. 7.2 with comparison between the non-compensated and magic-compensated schemes,
discussed in the following sections.

7.2.6.1

Trap potential without compensation scheme

Figure 7.2 shows two sets of results (color coded by orange and cyan lines) for the two configurations
shown in Fig. 7.2 (i) and (ii) respectively. For the orange color coded configuration, part (i), we
consider the trapping parameters for the experiment [248]. Here, the two-color evanescent trap is
constructed using a pair of counter-propagating x-polarized (ϕ0 = 0) red-detuned beams Ered =
(fwd)

Ered

(bwd)

+ Ered

(Pred = 2 × 2.2 mW) at λred = 1064 nm, forming an optical lattice, and a single

repulsive y-polarized (ϕ0 = π/2) blue-detuned beam Eblue (Pblue = 25 mW) at λblue = 780 nm. The
SiO2 tapered optical fiber has a radius a = 250 nm in the trapping region.
Fig. 7.2 b) first panel shows the radial trapping potential Utrap (r, φ, z) of the ground states F = 3
and F = 4 of 6S1/2 and excited states F 0 = 4 of 6P3/2 , for z = 0 and φ = 0 (x-axis). The energy
sublevels of the ground states at the trap location (φ = 0) are degenerate, as both trapping fields
are linearly polarized as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The excited state energy sublevels are shifted due to
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Figure 7.2: Effectiveness of the magic-compensated trapping scheme. a) (i) Nanofiber trap
scheme of [248] (orange color code); (ii) Our magic-compensated trap scheme (cyan color code),
with magic wavelengths for the 6S1/2 , F = 4 → 6P3/2 , F 0 = 4 transition of the Cs D2 line shown
in (iii) and (iv). The light shifts Uls are for a linearly polarized beam with constant intensity
2.9 × 109 W m−2 around (iii) the blue-detuned magic wavelength at λblue ' 684.9 nm and (iv) reddetuned magic wavelength at λred ' 935.3 nm. b) Atom energy levels for the configuration shown
in (i) of a), orange color code, using parameters of [248]. Trap minimum is located at rtrap − a =
230 nm from the fiber surface, where the fiber radius is a = 250 nm. c) Atom energy levels for the
magic-compensated scheme shown in (ii) of a), cyan color code, using the parameters λred = 935.3
nm, Pred = 2× 0.95 mW and λblue = 684.9 nm, Pblue = 2× 16 mW. Trap minimum is located at
rtrap − a = 200 nm from the fiber surface, where the fiber radius is a = 250 nm. b-c) The energy
sublevels of the ground states F = 3 and F = 4 of 6S1/2 are shown as solid green and dashed
black curves, and the F 0 = 4 sublevels of the electronically excited state (6P3/2 ) are shown as red
dashed curves. In the first column are radial trap potentials (φ = z = 0); second column, axial trap
potentials (r = rtrap , φ = 0); and third column, azimuthal trap potentials (r = rtrap , z = 0). In c),
the compensation configuration leads to suppression of energy level splitting spreads due to vector
shifts of the blue-detuned beams, and the use of magic wavelengths minimizes differential energy
shifts between the ground and excited states.
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the vector and tensor shifts. The trap depth for the ground state is Udepth = −0.4 mK, located at
r − a ' 230 nm and φ = 0, whereas the excited states are not trapped at all. The axial dependence
of the trap potential (at r = rtrap = a + 230 nm, φ = 0) is shown in the second panel of Fig. 7.2 b).
The azimuthal dependence of the trap potential reveals a significant inhomogeneous broadening
of the energy sublevels due to the ellipticity of Eblue for φ 6= 0, π (see third panel of Fig. 7.2 b)).
To estimate this broadening, we assume that the potential is harmonic around the trap minimum.
By fitting the ground state F = 3 potential with a harmonic potential around φ = π, we obtain an
azimuthal trapping frequency νtrapφ ' 150 kHz. For an atom in its azimuthal motional ground state
|niφ = |0iφ in such a potential, the half-width σrφ of the corresponding single-atom distribution is
q
~
given by σrφ = h(rφ)2 i ' rtrap σφ =
' 16 nm (or azimuthal half-width of σφ ' 2◦ ).
4πmνtrap
φ

This leads to fast decoherence of the hyperfine and Zeeman levels, even with ground state cooling.
Specifically, we estimate a spin-wave coherence time τm = 1/δνφ . 5 µs, derived from the δνφ =
200 kHz splitting between the sublevels of the F = 4 atomic ground state 16 nm away from the trap
minimum. This is significantly limited compared to the quantum memory performances of atomic
ensembles in optical lattices (see, e.g., [192]).
As evident from the plots in Fig. 7.2 b) for the configuration of Fig. 7.2 (i), color-coded with
orange lines, the excited states are untrapped in all directions except along the fiber axis z for the
parameters of Ref. [248]. An atom excited to these untrapped potentials will experience dipole-force
fluctuations, leading to heating [53] and preventing near-resonant driving of the optical transition
[247].

7.2.6.2

Trap potential with compensation scheme

Fig. 7.2 a) (ii)-(iv) shows the “magic compensation” scheme that utilizes two pairs of counterpropagating blue- and red-detuned beams all linearly polarized along the x-axis, as shown in
Fig. 7.2 a) (ii), with magic wavelengths around 685 nm (we use λblue = 684.9 nm) and 935 nm
(we use λred = 935.3 nm) respectively, shown in Fig. 7.2 a) (iii)-(iv). The trap potential for this
scheme (color coded by blue lines) are shown in Fig. 7.2 c). We see that the use of magic wavelengths and a compensation scheme that suppresses electric field ellipticities reduces inhomogeneous
broadening of the Zeeman sublevels in a nanofiber trap.
For this trap, we use a pair of counter-propagating x-polarized (ϕ0 = 0) red-detuned beams
(fwd)

Ered = Ered

(bwd)

+ Ered

(Pred = 2 × 0.95 mW) at the “magic” wavelength λred = 935.3 nm, forming

a 1-D optical lattice. Counter-propagating, x-polarized blue-detuned beams at the second “magic”
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wavelength λblue = 684.9 nm are used with a power Pblue = 2 × 16 mW. The resulting interference
is averaged out by detuning the beams by δf b = 30 GHz, as explained in Section 7.2.4, leading to
a first-order cancellation of vector light shifts as expressed by Eq. (7.6). The beam intensities are
chosen to generate a trap of similar depth as the one demonstrated in Ref. [248]. The resulting
adiabatic potential Utrap allows for state-insensitive 3D confinement of cold Cs atoms around a SiO2
nanofiber of radius a = 250 nm.
In the first panel of Fig. 7.2 c), we show the radial trapping potential Utrap (r, φ, z) of the ground
and excited states for z = 0, φ = 0 (x-axis). Because the trapping fields are now effectively linearly
polarized, the ground states are degenerate at both φ = 0 and φ = π/2. In contrast to a non-magic
wavelength trap, the excited states are trapped with gradients that closely map that of the ground
states. The sublevels of 6P3/2 are still non-degenerate due to the tensor shifts. For Pred , Pblue
specified above, we find that the trap depth is Udepth = −0.4 mK, located at r − a ' rtrap − a = 210
nm and φ = 0, π. The axial potentials are shown in the second panel of Fig. 7.2 c), showing
confinement for both the ground and excited states.
The azimuthal confinement of the atoms is shown in the third panel of Fig. 7.2 c). The trap
depth is reduced compared to the corresponding uncompensated potential shown just above the
plot in row b) of the figure, due to the use of parallel polarizations for the trapping beams. This
could be overcome by using higher trapping power, to make the trap deeper in all directions. Using
perpendicular polarizations for the blue-detuned and red-detuned beams would unfortunately require
prohibitively high power at 685 nm. In contrast to the configuration shown in Fig. 7.2 a) (i), the
orange color coded case, the inhomogeneous Zeeman broadening from the ellipticity of Eblue is
greatly reduced thanks to the compensation scheme of Fig. 7.2 a) (ii)-(iv), cyan color coded case. It
is non-zero, however, as expressed by Eq. (7.6). The remaining splitting of the F = 4 ground state
is δν ≈ 700 Hz, limiting the coherence time to τ . 1/δν = 1.4 ms.
In the case of perfect cancellation of the vector shift with δf b = 0, a residual non-zero ground state
splitting δνφ would still arise from the different scalar dynamic polarizabilities of the 6S1/2 F = 3
and F = 4 ground states [202]. For atoms in their azimuthal motional ground state |niφ = |0iφ ,
the single-atom distribution half-width is σrφ ' 30 nm (or σφ ' 4◦ ) with azimuthal trap frequency
νtrapφ ' 44 kHz obtained from a harmonic fit of the potential around φ = π. We estimate a spinwave coherence time τm = 1/∆ (δνφ ) ≤ 30 ms, coming from the spread ∆ (δνφ ) = δνφ (φ = π) −
δνφ (φ = π + σφ ) ≈ 30 Hz of the atomic ground states for the F = 3 → F = 4 transition frequency.
We note that the longest achievable coherence time in the “magic compensated” adiabatic poten-
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tial in the absence of ground-state splitting δνφ would be limited by spontaneous Raman scattering
driven by the trapping beams [162].
As evident from the plots in Fig. 7.2 c) for the “magic compensated” scheme shown in Fig. 7.2 (ii),
with magic wavelengths, color-coded with blue lines, the excited states are trapped in all directions.
This results in greatly suppressed dipole-force fluctuations, allowing for on-resonance driving of the
optical transition.

7.2.6.3

Trap potential of nanofiber trap experiment

Figure 7.3 shows the trap potential for the configuration and parameters used in our experimental
demonstration discussed in Sec. 7.4 using a nanofiber that we fabricated as discussed in Sec. 7.3.
The trap potential consists of a pair of counter-propagating x-polarized (ϕ0 = 0) red-detuned beams
(Pred = 2 × 0.4 mW at λred = 937.1 nm), and counter-propagating, x-polarized blue-detuned beams
(Pblue = 2 × 5 mW at λblue = 686.1 nm), detuned by δfb = 382 GHz relative to each other, which
averaged out the blue-detuned beams interference pattern.
Note that there were errors in our initial calculation in [142], which led to the magic wavelength
values λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm, which were the wavelengths used in our experiment.
Correction to our calculation [64] later led to the correct magic wavelength values λred = 935.3 nm
and λblue = 684.9 nm. The calculation for the trap potential for our experiment is based on the
corrected equations [64], for the actual wavelengths used in the experiment, which were λred = 937.1
nm and λblue = 686.1 nm.
The silica nanofiber radius used in our experiment is a = 215 nm. These parameters lead to
vector light shifts suppression by δf b /δblue ' 4 × 10−3 , and the resulting potential Utrap allows for
state-insensitive, 3D confinement of Cs atoms along a silica nanofiber for the 6S1/2 ground and 6P3/2
excited states. The trap depth at the minimum is Utrap = −0.27 mK located about 215 nm from
the fiber surface, with trap frequencies {νρ , νz , νφ }/2π = {199, 273, 35} kHz. The contour plots
for the ground-state 6S1/2 , F=4 in atomic cesium and cross-sectional plots for the substates of the
ground-state 6S1/2 , F=4, and the excited-state 6P3/2 , F’=5, are shown by the black and red-dashed
curves in Fig. 7.3 respectively.

7.3

Fabrication of a tapered nanofiber

In this section we describe the fabrication of a tapered optical nanofiber for our nanofiber atom trap
as discussed in Sec. 7.2 and Sec. 7.4. There are a number of goals or specifications that are required
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Figure 7.3: Trapping potential for nanofiber atom trap experiment with magiccompensated scheme. a-b) Adiabatic trapping potential Utrap for a state-insensitive, compensated nanofiber trap for the 6S1/2 , F = 4 states in atomic Cs outside of a cylindrical waveguide
of radius a = 215 nm. Contour plots show Utrap for the ground state F = 4 of 6S1/2 . For the
cross-sectional plots, Utrap for the substates of the ground level F = 4 of 6S1/2 (excited level F 0 = 5
of 6P3/2 ) are shown as black (red-dashed) curves. (a)(i) azimuthal Utrap (φ), (ii) axial Utrap (z) and
(b) radial Utrap (r − a) trapping potentials. The trap minimum for 6S1/2 is located at about 215
nm from the fiber surface. Input polarizations for the trapping beams are denoted by the red and
blue arrows in the inset in (b). Here we utilize a pair of counter-propagating x-polarized (ϕ0 = 0)
red-detuned beams (Pred = 2 × 0.4 mW) at λred = 937.1 nm, and counter-propagating, x-polarized
blue-detuned beams (Pblue = 2 × 5 mW) at λblue = 686.1 nm as described in Sec. 7.4. The resulting
interference is averaged out by detuning the beams to δf b = 382 GHz. Due to the complex polarizations of the trapping fields, the energy levels are not the eigenstates of the angular momentum
operators, but rather superposition states of the Zeeman sublevels. Note that there were errors in
our initial calculation in [142], which led to the magic wavelength values λred = 937.1 nm and λblue
= 686.1 nm, used in our experiment. The correct magic wavelength values are λred = 935.3 nm and
λblue = 684.9 nm [64]. The plots in this figure are based on the corrected equations [64], for the
actual wavelengths used in our experiment, λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm.
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for the realization of our magic-compensated scheme nanofiber atom trap:
• Firstly, the nanofiber needs to have a small diameter of ≈ 400 nm, which supports a single
mode at λblue = 685 nm. We note that the fabrication becomes increasingly challenging as the
diameter decreases, as its sensitivity to imperfections increases. The tapered fiber shape profile,
particularly the nanofiber diameter, needs to be well-controlled such that it can be fabricated
with high repeatability and sufficiently precise prediction, as the nanofiber diameter determines
the shape of the guided mode, hence the dipole trap potential.
• Secondly, the shape profile determines the optical transmission efficiency of the tapered nanofiber. The ideal shape is an adiabatic one, where during the transition from large-diameter
≈ 125 µm standard single-mode fiber to the tapering region and then small-diameter ≈ 400
nm nanofiber, the optical excitation stays at the lowest order fundamental mode, with negligible higher-order modes excited. Any higher-order mode excited will leak out of the tapered
nanofiber where there is a sufficiently thin fiber diameter region that does not support that
mode. This then contributes to optical power loss.
• Thirdly, the tapered nanofiber needs to be able to handle a relatively large amount of optical
power (∼ 10 mW) without breaking/melting. As the nanofiber is positioned inside an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) environment, there is limited thermal conductivity available, which places
a strict constraints on the maximum temperature at any part of the fused silica nanofiber.
Although the melting temperature of fused silica is around 2000 Kelvin and it will be difficult
to heat up the entire tapered fiber to this temperature, small scattering such as from dust
particles on the nanofiber surface could heat it up beyond the melting temperature with as
little as 10 µW optical power inside the UHV environment. This is because there is a significant
optical intensity present in the evanescent field of the nanofiber mode, extending relatively far
away from the nanofiber’s surface, which provides the energy to the scatterer. This combined
with the highly limited thermal conductivity via conduction through the nanometer-sized
nanofiber, and absence of convection dissipation channel inside the UHV chamber, requires
absence of these dust particles, which could otherwise lead to the melting of the glass. We
note that these melting/breaking points occur locally, at the scatterer particle location, and
consequently even one of these dust particles would be sufficient to break the nanofiber.
In this section, we discuss how we achieved the three requirements above.
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7.3.1

Nanofiber fabrication setup

Figure 7.4 shows our nanofiber fabrication setup, which at its heart consists of two main components,
namely a heater (in our case a hydrogen-oxygen torch) and a set of motorized translation stages that
pull both ends of a standard optical fiber apart as it is heated. To create a smooth, slowly varying
taper diameter, avoiding abrupt steep slopes, a relatively large effective heating region is produced
by oscillating the fiber-pulling stage relative to the torch flame, the so-called flame brush technique
[25, 8, 229, 249, 157]. In our case, we have an effective heating region of 6 mm created by oscillating
the fiber relative to the stationary torch flame of size . 1 mm2 . Refering to Fig. 7.4 a) and b), we
will now discuss each component as indicated by the number-letter labels. The set of components
labeled 1 provides vertical, longitudinal, and tilt alignments of the torch assembly (component set 2).
While the vertical- and tilt-mounts (1a) and (1c) are manually adjustable (from Edmund Optics),
the longitudinal-mount (1b) is motorized to allow automated positioning of the flame into and out of
the nanofiber region (from Thorlabs). The torch assembly consists of a custom-made torch (National
Torch from Premier Industries, custom-modified Model 8R Rider torch for H2/O2) that mixes H2
and O2 (2a) attached to an elbow (2b) with a 1-orifice nozzle (orifice diameter ≈ 1.2 mm) at the end
labeled by 2c. The elbow and nozzle are from National Torch/Premier Industries, MEH-series elbow
and MSOX-2 nozzle (single orifice of diameter 0.047”). The top motorized stage (3b) moves away
from the torch to pull the fiber (4b) that is clamped by magnetic clamps (3d). The bottom motorized
stage (3a) oscillates in addition to moving away from the torch, providing both fiber pulling and
an relatively large effective heating region as discussed above. The two motorized stages 3a and 3b
are Newport models XML210 and XMS160 respectively, controlled by XPS-C2 controller with two
drivers XPS-DRV02 all from Newport. All of the adapter plates between motors and mounts are
home-machined with aluminium material. We note that the fiber (630-HP single-mode bare fiber
from Nufern, with 250 µm buffer) is prepared by wiping it with an isopropyl alcohol, and stripping
with a thermal stripper (4a) in Fig. 7.4 c) (iii). The thermal stripper is from Jonard Industries,
model TSFB-125. As the fiber is pulled, a laser is injected into the fiber and monitored in real-time
by a photodetector at the cut end of the fiber (4c) in Fig. 7.4 b) (ii). We note that special care
must be taken when mounting the bare fiber using the (Thorlabs HFV001) magnetic clamps (3d),
to ensure a straight, torsionless, with a very slight tension, mounting. The ‘good’ mounting feeling
2 Note that in collaboration with Kiyoul Yang of Vahala group, we have explored taper pulling using a ceramic
heater (NTT AT ceramic micro heater CMH-7019, width × depth × height = 19 × 25 × 20 mm, which heats up to a
temperature of 1000 to 1600 ◦ C for 2 to 4 Amps driving current), which showed preliminary successes for tapers with
waist diameter & 1 µm. We have not investigated fabrication of smaller-sized tapers. To drive the micro heater, we
used Instek APS-1102 ac power source.
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comes with practice.
The pulling procedure is as follows. After the mounting of a bare fiber in position (3d), an
appropriate amounts of hydrogen and oxygen gasses are supplied (9a) to the H2-O2 torch. This
is controlled by two independent gas mass flow controllers (10a), each of which is connected to a
gas filter that filters out any contaminants including water molecules (10b), and which are then
connected to hydrogen and oxygen tanks (with valves, flash back arresters and regulators). The
mass flow controllers (10a) are from Sierra Instruments, series 100, model number C100L-DD-13OV1-SV1-PV2-V1-S0-C0, and they actively regulate the gas flows with a preset amount (e.g., 360
mL/min for H2, 60 mL/min for O2). After the gases are flowing (torch tip is kept away from the fiber
region), the torch is lit. For a given ambient air condition, a torch with only hydrogen gas (no oxygen
gas) will lead to a flame of a particular temperature, dependent on the ratio of hydrogen-to-oxygen
molecules present in the ambient air. Here, we use oxygen gas to allow tuning of this hydrogen to
oxygen stoichiometric ratio, allowing tuning of the flame temperature. To allow deformation of our
fused silica fiber, we need to heat the fiber up to above the annealing point (1140◦ C). We should
however not heat it up to the softening point (1665◦ C), where the fused silica material/fiber will sag
under its own weight. Moreover, we should also not exceed 1550◦ C, because heating beyond this
temperature will lead to the formation of beta-quartz SiO2 crystals following cooling of the heated
fused silica back to room temperature [157]. Therefore, a good temperature is to be just slightly
below 1550◦ C, to allow taper pulling with minimal force. In our case, we empirically optimize the
hydrogen and oxygen gas flow rates (given our specific torch nozzle and orifice design) to give the
best pulling result. Finally we note that the melting temperature of fused silica is 1723◦ C.
For cleanliness reasons, our fabrication setup is located inside a class-100 cleanhood (8a). Now
that we have our fiber mounted and flame on, in the next step we place a small cover (7a) above
the fiber as well as lowering the cleanhood fan speed, to avoid strong blowing of the fiber during the
pulling process, which could jitter the fiber position causing adverse effects. Rapidly following this,
we close our cleanhood door and run the pre-programmed pulling sequence from a computer, which
initiates the pulling process. It begins with moving the torch (2c) into the fiber region, and is followed
by the pre-programmed sequences for the two motorized stages (3a,3b). The exact trajectories of
the pulling motors will be discussed in Sec. 7.3.2. This stage of the pulling process takes about 7-8
minutes, where the temporal and spectral real-time monitoring of the optical output of the fiber goes
through phases: single-mode, multi-mode (beat notes in temporal measurement and some Fourier
components in spectral measurement), and back to single-mode behavior, as the fiber starts from its
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Figure 7.4: Tapered optical nanofiber fabrication. a) Schematic of tapered fiber pulling setup.
(1a-c): Motorized and manual stages for H2 -O2 torch mount. (2a-c): Hydrogen-oxygen torch, with a
1.2 mm diameter single-orifice nozzle as shown in part c) (iii) of figure. (3a-b): Computer controlled,
high precision motorized linear stages. (3c): Custom aluminium adapter blocks. (3d): Magnetic
fiber clamps. (4b): Bare fiber to be tapered. b-c) Photographs of setup and components. (5a):
Precision manual translation stage used to hold experiment aluminium taper holder during gluing
process. (4a): Photodetector monitoring optical power transmission of fiber during pulling. (6a-b):
Microscope imaging and illumination. (10a-b): H2 -O2 gas mass flow controllers and filters. (7a):
Air current shield used in pulling process. (8a): Class-100 cleanhood. (9a): Flexible stainless steel
braided gas hoses. (4a): Thermal fiber stripper.
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initial single-mode geometry, goes to taper geometry that supports higher-order mode, and finally
results in nanofiber geometry at the center that only supports a single-mode. Although after the
system is well set up and has become stable (i.e., it produces repeatable tapers with well-predictable
characteristics) everything is automated, the real-time temporal and spectral optical measurement
provides feedback concerning when the tapered fiber becomes single-mode, and, as importantly, the
optical transmission efficiency of the finished product. We note that we also monitor the pulling
process with a microscope CCD camera imaging setup (6a), illuminated by a standard microscope
illumination light (6b). After the pulling sequence is completed, the flame automatically retracts
away from the fiber region, so that no more heating is applied. We then jog for about 55 seconds
(with each motor pulling the taper at 0.02 mm/s), to tension the tapered fiber. Note that during
the tensioning the fiber is no longer being heated. The transition from loose to tensioned is apparent
from the microscope imaging camera.
After the tapered fiber is tensioned, we take out the ‘wind shield’ (labeled 7a in Fig. 7.4 b) (iii)),
and restore the cleanhood fan speed to normal operating speed. The fiber is then glued onto an
aluminium fork, as shown in Fig. 7.8 a). The aluminium fork is carefully positioned at the right
position with the fork arms’ surfaces just coming into contact with the tapered fiber. This is done
using a 3D-stage combined with tip-tilt adjustability, shown in Fig. 7.4 labeled 5a, which holds the
aluminium fork. For the glue, we used a UV-cured glue from Dymax (OP-4-20632-3ML), applied
using a 22 gauge syringe needle, as well as a room-temperature curing two-component premixed
ceramic compound from Aremco Products (Ceramabond 835-M), both of which are UHV-vacuumcompatible. We note that while the UV-cured glue is more convenient to apply (as it is much
less viscous prior to curing), it has much higher thermal expansion coefficient compared with the
Ceramabond compound, which may be important in certain situations.

7.3.2

Trajectories of pulling motors

Figure 7.5 h) shows a side-view diagram of the taper pulling setup placed on top of the (dark gray)
breadboard, consisting of the base (heating) motor (i), first adapter aluminium plate (ii), pulling
motor (iii), second adapter plate (iv), the fiber (v), and the stationary torch nozle and flame (vi).
The initial gap between the two fiber clamps is L0, and the final gap is L1, achieved after the total
pulling time t1 = 466 seconds (7 mins 46 seconds). At this final time t1, the top (pulling) motor and
the two adapter plates are shown with transparency, where the heating plate is moved a distance
zh1 in the negative zh direction, and the pulling plate is moved a distance zp1 in the positive zp
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direction. Note that zh and zp represent the displacements of the heating (bottom) and pulling (top)
motors respectively with respect to their initial positions, with the positive direction pointing to the
right-hand-side in the diagram.
The pre-programmed position and velocity trajectories are shown in Figure 7.5, which are the
input instructions pre-programmed into the motor controllers. From these data matrices, generated
from Matlab code, the motor controller computes a smooth trajectory (up to the jerk, time derivative of acceleration), with speed stability of 1% and position hysteresis/repeatability of ± 100 nm.
Although the position and velocity trajectories are defined up to t = 817 seconds, the execution LabView program automatically stops the sequence at t = t1 = 466 seconds, a number that we arrived
at after empirical optimization. Note that typically, the tapered fiber goes to single-mode (at λ =
852 nm) at t = 449 seconds, and it goes to single-mode at λ = 687 nm before t = 466 seconds. The
position and velocity trajectories for the bottom (heating) motor, zh and vh , are shown in Fig. 7.5
a) and b) respectively, with the first 10 seconds shown in Fig. 7.5 c) and d) respectively. At the
turning point of the oscillating bottom (heating) motor, we use a sinusoidal smoothing function,
highlighted by (i) in Fig. 7.5 d), shown in Fig. 7.5 f), with a total turning time of 100 ms. This helps
in ensuring a smooth oscillation motion of the bottom (heating) motor. The position and velocity
trajectories for the top (pulling) motor, zp and vp , are shown in Fig. 7.5 e) and g) respectively. We
found that having gradual steps of increasing velocity as shown in Fig. 7.5 g) helps significantly in
improving the quality (particularly transmission efficiency) of the taper.

7.3.3

Nanofiber profile

The final shape of a tapered fiber fabricated using the flame brush technique, as in our case, can
be modeled as a deformable fused silica cylinder that is pulled at both ends, and heated by a
rectangular cross-section hot zone at the center (with width determined by the effective heating
region, e.g., 6 mm). Neglecting thermal conduction effects, pulling speed, material imperfections
and the non-rectangular hot zone profile, simply by imposing conservation of mass (hence also
volume), this model [25] presents a very good approximation to reality. For an initial fiber of radius
r0 , rectangular hot zone of width Lw , and a total pulling length ∆L = L1 − L0 − Lw , the shape of
the tapered fiber is described by an exponentially decaying function [25]:
∆L

r(z) = r0 .e− 2Lw z ,

(7.9)
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Figure 7.5: Taper pulling motorized stages position and velocity trajectories. a-g) Position
and velocity trajectories programmed to the heating (i)-(ii) and pulling (iii)-(iv) motors shown in
h). a) Heating stage position, zh , as a function of time t, with the first 10 seconds of the sequence
shown in b). c) Heating stage velocity, vh , as a function of time t, also shown in d) for the first
10 seconds. e, g) Pulling stage position (zp ) and velocity (vp ) trajectories. The insets in a) and c)
show expanded views of the plots. In (a,c,e,g), the time t1 corresponds to the optimized end time
of the trajectory sequence run used in our nanofiber fabrication, where in the time t = 0 → t = t1,
zh moves by zh1 in the negative direction, and zp moves by zp1 in the positive direction (see part
h)). To avoid abrupt motion at the turning points, the heating stage changes direction in velocity
with a sinusoidal profile over 100 ms as shown in (i) in d), expanded in f). The computer controller
takes all of the position and velocity trajectory inputs and moves the motorized stages with high
precision and smooth trajectories up to the jerk (time derivative of acceleration). h) The motion of
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length L0 to length L1.
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where z is the fiber axis, starting from the initial fiber radius r0 at z = 0, exponentially decaying
to the nanofiber waist radius rw (at z = ∆L/2), being followed by a constant nanofiber radius
rw over the entire effective heating length Lw (up to z = ∆L/2 + Lw ), then increasing with an
exponential growth function back to the non-tapered fiber radius r0 at z = ∆L + Lw . For our
case, our initial fiber radius (with the buffer stripped) is r0 = 62.5 µm and the total pulling length
(including final jogging tensioning part) is ∆L = 66.9 mm. From the pre-programmed base motor
oscillation trajectory (discussed in Sec. 7.3.2), treating the flame as a box of hot zone, then Lw =
6 mm. We find empirically however that this number needs to be adjusted to Lw = 5.9 mm, to
agree with the actual measured nanofiber waist radius rw = 215 nm. This correction is systematic,
and it applies to multiple (& 10) tapered fibers that we characterized, where in all cases a value
of Lw = 5.9 mm leads to good agreement between the theory and measurements. We believe this
0.1 mm correction is attributable to the fact that the flame is not a box of hot zone, but rather
it has a certain temperature profile and gradient, especially at the edges. This then leads to an
effective heating length of Lw = 5.9 mm. Using this effective heating length value, we find very good
agreement between the theory and scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements of the taper
shape profile. Here, the total end-to-end tapered fiber has the length Ltotal = ∆L + Lw = L1 − L0
= 72.8 mm, where L1 and L0 are shown in Fig. 7.5 h).
Figure 7.6 a-b) show hundreds of SEM measurement data of fabricated tapered fiber profiles from
our fabricated samples and the theoretical curves discussed above, with Lw = 6 mm and 5.9 mm
for cyan and red curves respectively (in part a) in linear scale and in part b) in logarithmic scale).
Fig 7.6 c) gives a closer look at the taper profile around the nanofiber waist, with the theoretical
curves (i) in cyan and (ii) in red corresponding to the cases for Lw = 6 mm and 5.9 mm. The
central region yields an average radius r(z) = 215 ± 10 nm for −3 < z < 3 mm. We note that the
SEM measurement process can have up to about 10% measurement uncertainty (associated with
systematic spatial calibration taking into account varying focusing conditions, and variations in
image acquisition process), so to estimate the nanofiber waist radius rw of the samples, we averaged
the SEM data points across the waist length 6 mm: these datapoints, that are averaged, are circled
in Fig. 7.6 c). The averaged waist radii of eight of our samples are shown in Fig. 7.6 d), with the
error bars representing a statistical one standard deviation uncertainty. The optical transmission
efficiencies for these eight samples in consecutive order are: 97 %, 85%, 96%, 85%, 98%, 99%, 97%,
97%.
The shaded region in Fig. 7.6 d) corresponds to ±5% deviations from the theoretically predicted
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nanofiber waist radius rw = 215 nm, using Lw = 5.9 mm, the red line labeled (ii). Fig. 7.6 e) shows
the theory and SEM datapoints for one particular sample, and Fig. 7.6 f) shows two of hundreds
of SEM images we took in characterizing our fabricated tapered fiber samples. We note that the
shaded orange regions in Fig. 7.6 a-b) represent the fiber radius range where it is most critical to
ensure a smooth and gradual tapering slope to avoid excitation of a higher order mode, potentially
causing optical transmission loss. This is discussed further in Sec. 7.3.4.

7.3.4

Adiabaticity and transmission efficiency

As discussed at the beginning of Sec. 7.3, an important quality of a tapered fiber is its adiabatic
shape profile, which minimizes excitation of high order modes at the tapering region, and which
will be lost when the taper gets sufficiently small in diameter so as to be unable to support these
higher-order modes. To have a high optical transmission efficiency, one needs to ensure that the
propagating optical energy stays in the fundamental guided mode as the fiber tapers down from
the initial core-cladding waveguide (125 µm cladding diameter), to cladding-air waveguide, to the
smallest diameter nanofiber waist (430 nm diameter), and all the way back to the core-cladding
waveguide as it tapers up to 125 µm diameter.
The adiabaticity condition can be quantified by an adiabaticity criterion [25, 155] given below,
which requires the slope of the taper at a position z along the fiber axis, θ(z) = arctan(|dr/dz|) to
be small (gentle) relative to the product of the radius r(z) and difference of propagation constants
∆β = |β1 − β2 | of the fundamental (β1 ) and first higher-order mode (β2 ) (which is the closest mode
that could be excited and lead to energy loss through the tapered fiber):

θ(z) 

r∆β
,
2π

(7.10)

where we note that, as derived in [155], the two-mode coupling strength is associated with the beat
length between the two modes, zb = 2π/∆β. Refer to Fig. 7.7 a) for illustration of the tapered fiber
radius r = r(z), slope θ(z), at position z along the fiber.
As evident from the form of the adiabaticity criterion given by Eq. (7.10), the critical slope
θc =

r∆β
2π

is determined by the quantity ∆β, which is a function of the fiber radius r(z) so that

∆β = ∆β(r(z)). Consequently, the adiabaticity criterion is most demanding at the locations z
where ∆β(z) is the smallest. Fig. 7.7 c) shows the functions β(r)/k for the core-cladding guided
modes HE11 and HE12 labeled 1a (blue) and 1b (black) respectively, and the cladding-air guided
modes HE11 and HE12 labeled 2a (red) and 2b (green) respectively, where k = 2π/λ and λ =
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Histogram of N = 57 total fabricated taper samples, with number of samples N = 41 for T ≥ 90%,
and N = 26 for T ≥ 95%. c) Normalized guided mode propagation constant β/k, k = 2π/λ, λ = 852
nm as a function of taper radius (r), for core-cladding modes, HE11 (1a, blue) and HE12 (1b, black),
and cladding-air modes, HE11 (2a, red) and HE12 (2b, green). The expanded plot for these HE11
(2a, red) and HE12 (2b, green) modes are shown in d). The dashed line (ii) in c) and e) show the
radius where β (for HE11 core-cladding mode) is closest to β (for HE12 cladding-air mode), where
dr
, to avoid excitation of the higher-order mode HE12 that
it is most critical to suppress the slope dz
would lead to transmission loss as it will leak out at the small radius region where it is not supported
by the waveguide (r < 0.5 µm as can be seen in panel d)). The shaded region bounded by (i) and
dr
(iii) represents the region close to this critical radius (ii). e) Simulation of fiber profile slope dz
as a function of z; (top) adiabaticity criterion (black) with ± 3% taper radius (green) and ± 10%
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higher spec stages (i) and ± 5% radius spread for the lower spec motoroized stages (ii). Details of
the motorized stages specifications are discussed in the text.
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852 nm. The dashed line labeled (ii) shows the taper radius r = rcrit ≈ 20 µm where ∆β(r) is
smallest. The yellow-shaded region bounded by lines (i) and (iii) shows the region close to this taper
radius rcrit . This taper radius rcrit and the shaded region are also shown in Fig. 7.7 e), and also in
Fig. 7.6 a-b), shown throughout as the black dashed line at rcrit labeled (ii), with the yellow-shaded
region bounded by (i) and (iii). We note that the normalized propagation constants β(r)/k for the
cladding-air guided modes HE11 and HE12 are shown in Fig. 7.7 d) labeled 2a (red) and 2b (green)
respectively for smaller taper radii.
Fig. 7.7 e) shows a plot of curves, labeled (iv), of the adiabaticity condition θc (z) =

r∆β(r(z))
2π

for a taper profile similar to the one described in Sec. 7.3.3, near the critical fiber radius rcrit as
shown by the local minimum of curve (iv). The green and red curves around the black curve (iv)
represent ± 3% and 10% taper radius deviations respectively. We note that the discontinuity near
the local minimum of curve (iv) is due to the discontinuity at the transition between core-cladding
and cladding-air guided mode solutions which we use in our calculation. The discontinuity should not
be present in the full model that takes into account all three core-cladding-air boundary conditions.
The main purpose for Fig. 7.7 e) is to compare the slope profile θc (z) to the actual taper slope profile
θ(z) shown by the curve labeled by (v).
The curves (v) are the results of a simulation of the fabrication of 100 tapers, taking into account
random noise in the motorized pulling stage’s position and velocity, modeled as random variables
with normal distributions according to the commercial motorized stage specifications. The size of
the fluctuations or randomness is apparent from the thickness of the curves (v), which consists
of thousands of numerically simulated datapoints. The blue-colored datapoints correspond to an
inferior motorized stage (Newport ILS series), with 4% speed stability and ± 400 nm position
hysteresis/repetability. The orange-colored datapoints correspond to the superior motorized stage
(Newport XM series), with 1% speed stability and ± 100 nm position hysteresis/repeatability. Although this analysis shows that as far as the adiabaticity condition is concerned, neglecting all other
factors except for these position and speed stabilities, both types of motors should be sufficiently
good. Fig. 7.7 f) shows the distributions of simulated nanofiber waist rw deviations corresponding to
the superior and inferior motorized stages, labeled (i) and (ii) respectively. We see that the superior
motorized stages lead to ± 2% variation in the nanofiber waist radius rw , whereas the inferior motorized stages lead to ± 5% variation. For our fabrication setup, we decided to go with the superior
XM series motorized stages, specifically the XML210 and XMS160 models for the bottom (heating)
stage and top (pulling) stage respectively.
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A histogram showing the distribution of fabricated taper optical transmission efficiencies ηT from
a sample of 57 tapers is shown in Fig. 7.7 b). Out of these 57 tapers, 3 tapers have ηT ≤ 50%,
41 tapers have ηT ≥ 90%, and 26 tapers have ηT ≥ 95%. In the figure, N represents the number
counts of tapers with the corresponding transmission efficiencies ηT . We note that these efficiencies
are measured prior to gluing of the tapers, which on average may reduce the transmission efficiency
slightly. In fabricating a tapered fiber for our experiment, typically after less than ≈ 5 consecutive
pulls, we were able to find one with quite high efficiency. For example, for the one we used in the
experiment discussed in Sec. 7.4 we had an optical transmission efficiency of 98% after tensioning
and gluing.

7.3.5

Optical power handling

As discussed at the beginning of Sec. 7.3, it is critical to ensure that there is no dust scatterer on
the surface of the nanofiber that could lead to local heating and melting of the fused silica nanofiber
by the guided optical power inside vacuum. By performing our fabrication inside a clean-hood as
discussed in Sec. 7.3.1, and ensuring careful and clean handling of the tapered nanofibers, including
during loading into the vacuum chamber, we have been able to reach quite a high power handling
capability with our fabricated nanofibers. Recall that a ‘dirty’ nanofiber could break with as little
as 10 µW of power due to local heating on the nanofiber in vacuum, where heat conductivity and
hence dissipation is very limited.
With our setup as described in Sec. 7.3.1, we have fabricated fibers that could guide relatively
high amounts of optical power in vacuum without breaking or getting damaged. For the pulling
parameters (and hence taper profile) described in Sec. 7.3.3, we tested seven tapered nanofibers inside
a vacuum environment, all of which could handle more than 150 mW of optical power (measured at
the output of the tapered fiber, after any losses including teflon fiber feedthroughs) without breaking.
The highest power that we were able to inject into the nanofiber in this vacuum test setup gives
200 mW measured at the output of the fiber. At this power level, the taper still survives. We were
limited by the laser source power so we were not able to test for higher power. In these high power
tests, we used a laser wavelength of λ = 852 nm, using the output from a Ti:Sapph laser, or an
optical tapered amplifier seeded by a Ti:Sapph laser.
The presence of the dust scatterers that we have been discussing, in most cases, can be detected
by simply looking into the light coming out of the tapered nanofiber. An example of this is shown
in Fig. 7.8, where in part a), the nanofiber condition is very clean and good, as can be seen by the
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faint glow at the nanofiber region (indicated by the white arrow). In part b), this glowing (that
is due to Rayleigh scattering of the fused silica material) glows brighter, but it is still uniformly
distributed, suggesting absence of ‘large’ deadly dust scatterer on the surface. In part c) however,
we see one distinct (discrete) local dust scatterer around the center of the nanofiber, which glows
very brightly relative to the uniform Rayleigh scattering. In most cases, one single dust scatterer
like this is sufficient to break the nanofiber through local heating when the fiber is placed inside a
vacuum environment, even at a modest 10-100 µW optical power. If we wait longer, we then see
many more of these deadly dust scatterers glowing on the surface of the nanofiber, see Fig. 7.8 d).
The photos in parts a-d) were taken over a period of about 30-40 minutes in total, with each photo
taken at a ≈ 10 minute interval. Here, the tapered fiber is placed in a box in air, with an air current
flowing through the box, on an optical table. Note that this particular setup is not designed to keep
the fiber clean, but to illustrate this process of accumulation of scatterers. In other setups near
our vacuum chambers, we used HEPA filtered cleanhood fan and formed plastic shields around the
setup (see Fig. 7.8 e)), where we could maintain clean air current inside the space. In this case, we
conducted a similar test, and found we could keep the tapered fiber in clean condition for multiple
days. One of the key factors here is the presence of a clean air current that continually flows through
the nanofiber sample, preventing large dust scatterers from sticking.
Figure 7.8 f-j) show SEM images of a tapered fiber that was initially well fabricated with high
transmission and ability to handle large amounts of power mounted inside a vacuum chamber and
overlaped with magneto-optically trapped cesium clouds. After a period of time, we found that the
tapered nanofiber broke without any change in the amount of optical power propagating through it.
These photos show SEM images of this broken tapered nanofiber, which had been exposed to cesium
atoms. As is apparent, we see (most likely) cesium sticking onto the surface of the nanofibers, in
various configurations at different parts of the taper as can be seen from the SEM images.

7.4

Nanofiber trap experiment

In this section we present a summary of our experimental realization of an optical trap that localizes
single Cs atoms ' 215 nm from surface of a dielectric nanofiber as we reported in [91]. Implementing
our magic-compensated scheme discussed in Sec. 7.2 by operating at magic wavelengths for pairs
of counter-propagating red- and blue-detuned trapping beams, differential scalar light shifts are
eliminated, and vector shifts are suppressed.
An overview of our experiment is given in Fig. 7.9. A cloud of cold Cesium atoms (diameter ∼ 1
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Figure 7.8: Scatterers and contamination on nanofiber samples. a) Faint glow visible from a
nanofiber in a clean and good condition. b) Brighter glow as cleanliness decreases, but the glowing
from Rayleigh scattering is still uniformly distributed, suggesting absence of large scatterers. c) One
large scatterer can be observed, associated with the bright glowing point. One large scatterer such as
this could be sufficient to induce local heating and melting with optical guided power of 10-100 µW
inside vacuum environment. The setup in the photo here is in air (not in vacuum). d) Numerous
large scatterers observed. The photos in a-d) were taken over a period of about 30-40 minutes with
≈ 10 minutes interval. e) Plastic shielded area below a HEPA-filtered cleanhood fans above our
experiment setup. Here clean air current could keep a nanofiber sample inside the space clean for
multiple days. f-j) SEM images of broken (melted by guided optical power) tapered nanofiber which
had been exposed to cesium atoms inside a vacuum chamber.
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Figure 7.9: Nanofiber atom trap setup. Schematic of the setup for a state-insensitive, compensated nanofiber trap. VBG: volume Bragg grating, DM: Dichroic mirror, PBS: polarizing beamsplitter, and APD: avalanche photodetector. The inset shows an SEM image of the nanofiber for atom
trapping.
mm) spatially overlaps the nanofiber. Cold atoms are loaded into Utrap during an optical molasses
phase (∼ 10 ms) and are then optically pumped to 6S1/2 , F = 4 for 0.5 ms. The red- and bluedetuned trapping fields are constantly ‘on’ throughout the laser cooling and loading processes with
parameters as shown in Fig. 7.3. For the transmission and reflection measurements, the trapped
atoms are interrogated by a probe pulse (1 ms) with frequency ωP , optical power Pprobe ' 0.1 pW
and detuning δ = ωP − ωA relative to the F = 4 ↔ F 0 = 5 transition frequency ωA . The probe
pulse is combined with the forward propagating trapping fields by a pair of volume Bragg gratings
(VBGs) at the fiber input. The strong trapping beams are then filtered by a pair of VBGs at the
fiber output, with the transmitted probe pulse monitored by a single-photon avalanche photodiode.
The polarization of the probe laser is aligned along the trapping beams in order to maximize the
overlap with the trapped atoms. We then shelve the atoms to F = 3 with a depumping pulse, and
probe the fiber transmission with a reference pulse to determine the input power of the probe pulse.
Utilizing our magic-compensation scheme, we realized trapping of up to 825 cesium atoms along
a one-dimensional array of length L ≈ 1 mm, using our fabricated SiO2 nanofiber of diameter
430 nm (Sec. 7.3). The lifetime for atoms in our nanofiber trap is determined from the decay
of the resonant optical depth dN ' N σ0 /Aeff as a function of storage time τ , measured by the
absorption of a probe light transmitted along the fiber, through the 1-D array of trapped atoms.
Here, N is the number of trapped atoms, σ0 = λ2 /(2π) is the resonant absorption cross-section,
and Aeff = Pprobe /Iprobe (~rmin ) is the effective optical mode area of the probe’s evanescent wave. We
observe that dN decays exponentially with time constant τ0 = 12 ± 1 ms. With pulsed polarizationgradient cooling, the lifetime is extended to τPG = 140 ± 11 ms. We measured a maximum resonant
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optical depth dN = 66 ± 17 at τ = 1 ms (with 825 atoms trapped along a 1-D array next to our
nanofiber). Our magic-compensated scheme leads to a state-insensitive (non-intrusive) trapping
with no discernible shift of the transition frequency ∆A /2π ' 0 ± 0.5 MHz relative to the free-space
line center. We measured a linewidth of our trapped atoms of Γ/2π ' 5.7±0.1 MHz, as compared to
the free-space radiative linewidth Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz for the 6S1/2 ↔ 6P3/2 transition. By contrast,
for a non-compensated scheme without magic wavelengths for Cs [248], the transition frequency is
shifted by ∆A /2π ' 13 MHz and the linewidth is broadened to Γ/2π ' 20 MHz.
We estimate the number of trapped atoms by knowledge of single-atom attenuation (opticaldepth), d1 = dN /N ' 0.08, where N is the number of trapped atoms, and dN is the total optical
depth due to absorption by N trapped atoms. The single-atom attenuation d1 is infered from the
saturation measurement where we monitor the total absorption dN as a function of the probe power
P . Specifically, the number of trapped atoms can be determined (using a generalized Beer’s law
[248, 91]) by measuring the total absorbed power Pabs absorbed by the trapped atomic ensemble
in the limit of high saturation s = P/Psat  1, where Psat = Isat Aeff = 49.6 pW, effective optical
mode area is Aeff = 1.8 µm2 (for our nanofiber), σ0 is the resonant absorption cross-section, and
nz = N/L is the atomic line density for a sample length L = 1 mm. Our saturation measurement
was performed at a storage time τ = 1 ms with δ = 0 MHz, yielding a number of trapped atoms
of N = 224 ± 10. Here, with the total optical depth dN = 18 in this saturation measurement, we
estimate an optical depth per atom d1 = (7.8 ± 1.3) × 10−2 .
The measurement results of our nanofiber trap experiment can be found in our paper [91]. In
addition to the abovementioned results, we have also observed reflections of a probe light by the
trapped atoms, where weak but detectable reflection signals were measured. We observed increase
in the linewidth of the reflection spectral signal with increasing number of trapped atoms N , in
direct proportion to the entropy for the multiplicity of trapping sites.

7.5

Summary

In conclusion, in this chapter we have discussed our proposed magic-compensated scheme for a
state-insensitive optical nanofiber trap in Sec. 7.2, the fabrication of a tapered optical nanofiber with
qualities required to realize such a nanofiber trap in Sec. 7.3, and the experimental demonstration
of such a state-insensitive nanofiber trap in Sec. 7.4.
We discussed a specific example of our state-insensitive nanofiber trap scheme that provides threedimensional confinement of cesium atoms in close proximity to a nanofiber. The trap is formed by a
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pair of counter-propagating red-detuned beams (λred = 937.1 nm with power Pred = 2× 0.4 mW) and
a pair of counter-propagating blue-detuned beams (λblue = 686.1 nm with power Pblue = 2× 5 mW,
with relative detuning of 382 GHz). With scalar shift cancellation and a vector shift suppression
by more than a factor of 250, a trapping potential is formed at 215 nm away in the radial direction
from the surface of the 430 nm diameter nanofiber, with radial, axial and azimuthal trap frequencies
{νρ , νz , νφ }/2π = {199, 273, 35} kHz respectively.
Note that there were errors in our initial calculation in [142], which led to the magic wavelength
values λred = 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm, which were the wavelengths used in our experiment.
Correction to our calculation [64] later led to the correct magic wavelength values λred = 935.3 nm
and λblue = 684.9 nm. The calculation for the trap potential for our experiment (Fig. 7.3) is based
on the corrected equations [64], for the actual wavelengths used in the experiment, which were λred
= 937.1 nm and λblue = 686.1 nm.
Following our discussion of the state-insensitive magic-compensated scheme, we discussed our
fabrication of a tapered optical nanofiber, with qualities including relatively small nanofiber waist
diameter, high repeatability and predictability of nanofiber shape profile, high optical transmission
efficiency, and large power-handling capability for a nanofiber inside a vacuum environment. We
characterized more than 50 tapered nanofiber samples fabricated using our optimized fabrication
setup and parameters, where we achieve a transmission efficiency of ηT > 95% for one in every two
fiber pulls. The tapered fibers have waist radii of rw = 215 ± 10 nm, and they have been tested to be
able to handle guided optical power in excess of 200 mW in vacuum (measured at the output of the
fiber) without breaking. The fully computer-controlled fabrication process provides good yield and
repeatability, and good agreement (within ±5%) between predicted and actual tapered fiber shape
profile.
In this third part of this chapter, we present a summary of our experimental realization of a stateinsensitive nanofiber trap using our magic-compensated scheme and fabricated nanofiber, where we
trapped up to 825 atoms leading to an atom-resonant fiber-guided light transmission of T ' exp(−66)
(i.e., an optical depth of 66), with a single atom absorption of about 8% (T1 ' exp(−0.08) = 0.92, a
single atom resonant optical depth of 0.08). We observed the effectiveness of our magic-compensated
schemes leading to the elimination of scalar shifts and suppression of vector shifts by a factor of
≈ 250. Our absorption spectroscopy measurement shows negligible shift of the atomic resonant
frequency relative to the free-space value ∆A /2π ' 0± 0.5 MHz, with a linewidth of Γ/2π ' 5.7±
0.1 MHz, which is slightly larger than the free-space linewidth of Γ0 /2π = 5.2 MHz, something
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we attribute to the enhanced atomic scattering rate into the fiber guided mode, presence of tensor
shifts, Casimir-Polder shifts, and technical noise of our probe laser.
Compared to previous work with hollow-core and nano-fibers, the atoms are trapped with small
perturbations to dipole-allowed transitions. Our scheme is thus well-suited to various applications,
including the creation of 1D atomic mirrors for cavity QED and investigations of single-photon nonlinearities and quantum many-body physics in 1D spin chains [41], as well as precision measurements
of Casimir-Polder forces near a dielectric waveguide [176]. Currently, the maximum filling factor for
sites over the 1 mm loading region is ∼ 19%, which can be improved with adiabatic loading and
elimination of collisional blockade [96]. The vibrational ground state for axial motion in Utrap can
be reached by introducing Raman sidebands on the 937 nm trapping fields [30]. The strong axial
confinement in our trap implies the presence of a large anharmonicity in the vibrational ladder,
which could provide a tool for experiments with single phonons. Furthermore, the design principles
of our magic, compensated trap can be extended from simple ‘nanowires’ to hybrid systems such
as nanofiber-microtoroidal cavity systems as discussed in Chapter 6, as well as photonic crystal
structures [73] as discussed in Chapters 3 and 8.
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Chapter 8

Investigations of nanophotonic
waveguides and cavities for strong
atom-photon interactions
8.1

Introduction

Following the pioneering work and field-opening advances in cavity quantum electrodynamics with
single atoms and photons in Fabry-Perot optical cavities of more than two decades ago [236, 131,
132], leading to the demonstration of an elementary quantum network consisting of two nodes each
composed of a single atom trapped in a Fabry-Perot cavity that exchange quantum information via
entanglement [197], much research effort has been devoted to the issue of scalability and reliability
for the realization of such a quantum network, which may consist of N  1 nodes. Discussed
previously in this thesis, and indeed a theme of this thesis, is the investigation of the realization of
such a quantum network on an on-chip lithographically fabricated nanophotonic platform, which is
a promising candidate for the realization of a scalable quantum network with N  1 nodes. Unlike
conventional Fabry-Perot cavities, here single atoms interact with single photons at distances in
the scale of ∼ 100 nm from the surface of the on-chip photonic device. Advances in high quality
lithographic nanophotonic devices [240, 73] have enabled the confinement of the electromagnetic
field associated with a single photon into a small space, where one photon could interact strongly
with a single atom located at ∼ 100 nm from dielectric photonic devices. The first realization of such
strong single atom-photon interaction with an on-chip monolithic microresonator was demonstrated
in 2006 [9], where a signature of strong atom-photon coupling was observed. In the work of this thesis
described in Chapter 5, strong interaction between single atoms and photons was observed in 2011
via direct real-time measurements, revealing nonperturbative cavity QED effects such as vacuum
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Rabi splitting, as well as perturbative atom-surface effects associated with the close proximity of the
strongly coupled atoms to the dielectric microtoroidal photonic device [5]. Although the prospects
of cavity QED with nanophotonic devices are promising, the challenges are great, as new issues
previously absent in conventional Fabry-Perot cavities arise. For example, discussed in Chapter 5
are issues of atom-surface interactions that modify an atom’s internal electronic structure, decay
rates, and center of mass dynamics. The complex behavior of photonic mode field polarizations,
and the achievement of both long atom-photon interaction time via atom trapping and strong atomphoton interactions, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, all are important challenges to overcome, in
this transition towards a chip-integrated quantum network with nanophotonic devices.
As nanofabrication technology and techniques advance, in this chapter we discuss the use of
lithographically fabricated nanophotonic waveguides and nanophotonic crystal cavities [115] as platforms for atom-photon interactions. The ability to lithographically fabricate increasingly advanced
and higher quality devices [73, 39], monolithic and fully-integrated on a chip with fiber input-output
coupling, offers potential for such a platform to move towards a scalable quantum network system.
With direct fiber butt-coupling, small mode volume, potentially high cavity finesse, and control enabled by the photonic crystal band-structures, these systems offer potential for strong atom-photon
interaction in a cavity QED setting; and moreover, also offer potential for other physics involving
many-body interactions in one-dimension or two-dimensions, where exciting new ideas have been
proposed for the investigation of self-organization dynamics of atomic lattices [40] and cavity QED
using arrays of atoms as the mirrors [41]. In this chapter we start by discussing the device designs
and expected atom-photon interaction strengths, cold atom clouds, cavity QED, our experimental
setup (that compliments our discussion in Sec. 3.3), and atom trapping schemes.
The work discussed in this chapter is part of an on-going project that involves many individuals in
multiple labs in our group and in the Painter group, whom I would like to acknowledge here. Firstly,
in Lab 11: Akihisa Goban and Chen-Lung Hung who first implemented the multi-magneto-optical
trap scheme to transport the atomic cloud from the source chamber, to the science chamber, and
into the photonic device chip in our group, which was critical in forming the basis of our setup in Lab
1 (the lab that I worked in); our collaborator Kyung Soo Choi; and Jonathan Hood and Su-Peng Yu
who closely worked with device characterization and fabrication with Sean Meneehan and Richard
Norte in the Painter group. In Lab 2: Jae Hoon Lee, Juan Muniz, and Ding Ding. I would like to
especially acknowledge Juan Muniz, with whom I have had the opportunity to closely collaborate,
working on the atom trapping schemes discussed in this chapter. Last but not least, the team in our
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lab, Lab 1, who directly work in the experimental setup discussed in this thesis; especially Andrew
McClung, Pol Forn-Diaz, and Martin Pototschnig who have made great contributions and shared
valuable insights critical to our experiment. I would also like to acknowledge Clement Lacroute from
our group and Justin Cohen, Taofiq Paraiso, and Alex Krause in the Painter group. This work is
carried out under the guidance and supervision of my advisor, Prof. Jeff Kimble, in collaboration
with Prof. Oskar Painter at Caltech.

8.2
8.2.1

Platform
Nanobeam waveguides

This and later sections build upon our discussion in Sec. 3.3, where we consider two types of device.
Firstly, we consider a single nanobeam with a photonic crystal [115] mirror at the end, and secondly
a double nanobeam with a photonic crystal mirror at the end. We refer to the schematic of the
single nanobeam in Fig. 3.11, and the double nanobeam in Fig. 3.13.
Consider the single nanobeam device illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The device design and mode field
effective area are discussed in Sec. 3.3. Now recall that in Sec. 2.5.1, particularly Sec. 2.5.1.2,
we discussed how the mode field effective area Aeff is related to atom-light interaction strength
quantified by experimentally measurable quantities such as the transmittance and reflectance of
a probing optical beam. Moreover, as discussed in Sec. 6.2.4, we know that the proximity of an
atom to a dielectric surface leads to Casimir-Polder effects that modify the internal electronic states
of the atom, leading to transition energy level shifts that vary with the atom’s location. As an
atom approaches a dielectric surface, the increasingly large level shift will eventually bring the
atom’s transition frequency to be detuned away from the probe light frequency (or cavity resonant
frequency in a cavity QED system). In this section, we consider how these factors come together,
and present our result for a single nanobeam waveguide of various sizes in Fig. 8.1.
We start from the mode field effective area Aeff for the fundamental x-polarized mode of a single
nanobeam (Fig. 3.11) with height h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
nm as shown in Fig. 3.12. From this, using our model described in Sec. 2.5.1.2 and illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, which takes into account complex electromagnetic field polarizations and modified decay
(loss) rate, we compute Γp and Γ0 , the atomic decay rate into the guided photonic mode and decay
(loss) rate to the environment (including the surface modes of the dielectric) respectively. Next, by
applying the values of Γp and Γ0 into equations (2.29) and (2.30), we calculate the transmittance
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T and reflectance R of a probe (guided) light, set to be resonant to the free-space atom transition
frequency ωa0 , where the superscript 0 indicates that it is the free-space transition frequency.
Now as discussed earlier, as the atom gets closer to the dielectric surface, its transition frequency
changes as a function of space, ωa = ωa (~ra ), where ~ra is the atom’s position. We include the effect of
a Casimir-Polder induced transition frequency shift by modeling the 6S1/2 ground state level shift
by a simple van der Waals potential Ug = C30 /d3 where d is the atom-surface distance (along x or
along y), with the coefficient C30 =

n22 −1 n12 −1
n22 +1 / n12 +1 C3 ,

where C3 /h = 1178 Hz.µm3 is the coefficient

for a cesium atom and a silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) surface [228, 184], n2 = 2.0 is the refractive index of
silicon nitride, n1 = 1.45 is the refractive index of silicon dioxide, and h is Planck’s constant. We
note that this model treats the dielectric surface as an infinite planar surface. For the 6P3/2 excited
state, we approximate it as Ue = 2Ug [142]. Since the excited state shift is greater in magnitude
than the ground state shift, the atomic transition frequency decreases as the atom approaches the
dielectric surface (as both the ground and excited states are red-shifted), ωa = (Ue − Ug )/h. The
black curve in figure 8.1 (i) shows the ground state level shift Ug = C30 /d3 for a cesium atom at
a distance d from a silicon nitride surface. The red, green, and blue curves show scaled potential
A × Ug = A × C30 /d3 with A = 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 respectively. For comparison, we show the
connected black points, numerical result from a full Casimir-Polder calculation by Chen-Lung Hung
using MIT MEEP software, which takes into account the finite geometry of the dielectric surface.
In this calculation, a cesium atom is located at a distance d from the surface of a silicon nitride
nanobeam structure with finite height h = 200 nm and essentially infinite length1 [110]. As can be
seen in Fig. 8.1 (i), the finite height of the nanobeam reduces the strength of the Casimir-Polder
shift by around a factor of three, which is significant. As the atom moves closer to the surface of the
nanobeam, the finite nanobeam surface will become increasingly large relative to the distance d, and
thus the potential should approach that of Ug = A × C30 /d3 with A → 1. Figures 8.1 (ii-iii) show the
calculated level shifts ωa = A × (Ue − Ug )/h for the four cases A = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 corresponding
to the black, red, green, and blue curves respectively.
Finally, incorporating the above surface-induced atom transition frequency (using A = 1/3 in
ωa = A × (Ue − Ug )/h) into the transmittance T and reflectance R equations as described in the
previous paragraphs above, we show in Fig. 8.1 b-e), the results for a cesium atom and a silicon
nitride single nanobeam (Fig. 3.11) with height h = 200 nm and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400 nm (colored in red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, orange respectively), for an atom
1 We

note that the exact calculation is for a double nanobeam structure, with height h = 200 nm, separated by a gap
350 nm. As we are focusing on distances d < 150 nm where the level shifts are significant, we treat the contribution
from the other surface, at distances > 200 nm, to be negligible.
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Figure 8.1: Single nanobeam waveguide single atom transmittance and reflectance with
atom-surface induced level shifts. a) (i) Atom ground state Casimir-Polder level shift as a
function of atom-to-surface distance d. Solid curves: Ug = A × C30 /d3 , where C30 is the van der
Waals coefficient for cesium and silicon nitride (infinite planar) surface, and A = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 for
the black, red, green, blue curves respectively. The black data points are a full simulation taking into
account the finite nanobeam’s closest surface height (height h = 200 nm, infinite length), calculated
using finite element method by Chen-Lung Hung [110]. (ii-iii) Atom’s transition frequency shift δf
due to differential level shift of the ground and excited state (Ue = 2Ug ). b-c) Transmittance (T )
and reflectance (R) of a single nanobeam waveguide with a single atom located at atom-to-surface
distance along the x-axis (i.e., at y = 0), dx, for a single nanobeam with height h = 200 nm, and
width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 nm corresponding to the red, blue, green, magenta,
brown, cyan, orange curves respectively. Part c) shows the same curves as part b) but across different
range to highlight the longer distance behavior. d-e) Transmittance (T ) and reflectance (R) of single
nanobeam waveguide with a single atom located at atom-to-surface distance along the y-axis (i.e.,
at x = 0), dy, for a single nanobeam with height h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400 nm corresponding to the red, blue, green, magenta, brown, cyan, orange curves respectively.
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positioned along the x axis in b-c), and along the y axis in d-e). We note that the atom-photon
interaction strength is higher for a double nanobeam structure, as can be seen from the larger λ2 /Aeff
values for an atom located at the center of a double nanobeam structure (see Fig. 3.14) compared
with an atom located at the evanescent field tails of a single nanobeam structure (see Fig 3.12).

8.2.2

Cold atoms

An important feature of the nanophotonic beam platform as illustrated in Fig. 8.2 a) (i) is the
undercut through-hole of size ≈ 2 mm × 3 mm (see Fig. 3.11) that allows three-dimensional optical
access and hence cooling and trapping of a thermal atom cloud within which the nanophotonic
device is immersed. In contrast with other platforms such as an on-chip microtoroidal resonator (see
Fig. 6.10), this reduces the complexity involved in creating a dense cold atom cloud, within the small
volume of the nanophotonic evanescent field, as well as reducing the complexity involved in loading
atoms into an optical trap while potentially allowing strong coupling between trapped single atoms
and photons. As will be discussed in Sec. 8.2.4 and illustrated in Fig. 8.4, our scheme involves the
creation of three magneto-optically trapped atom clouds going from the source chamber to the science
chamber, and ending by going into the through-hole where the cloud overlaps with the nanophotonic
beam. This final magneto-optical trap formed inside the through-hole of the chip, which we call a
‘mini-MOT’, is illustrated in Fig. 8.2 a) (i). In panel (ii) of the figure, a magnified view of one of the
nanophotonic beam devices is shown together with the mini-MOT atom cloud. Next, in panel (iii),
is a close-up of the center part of the nanophotonic device, where a uniform rectangular nanobeam of
width w and height h is shown, together with the coordinate system {x, y, z}. Finally in (iv) we show
the electric field amplitude |E| profile for the fundamental x-polarized mode of a nanobeam with
width w = 300 nm and height h = 200 nm. An atom within the thermal cloud will have a velocity v
described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a thermal gas of a certain temperature Tcloud ,
in addition, it experiences gravitational force Fg , optical cooling (Doppler cooling, polarizationgradient cooling) and trapping forces from the mini-MOT beams along the three-dimensions Fopt ;
and close to the surface of the nanobeam it experiences Casimir-Polder surface attractive force Fs .
Also shown in Fig. 8.2 a) (iv), is the approximate rectangular cross-sectional area of the evanescent
field mode at one side of the nanobeam, of size x0 × y0.
Figure 8.2 b) shows a plot of number of atoms Natoms , as a function of atom cloud density ρ,
that lie within a volume of V = V0 = 2× x0 × y0 × L, where x0 = 100 nm, y0 = 100 nm, and L
= 500 µm. The factor of two takes into account the two sides of the nanobeam, and L represents
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Figure 8.2: Cold atom cloud near a single nanobeam structure. a) Schematic of a silicon
chip with a 3 mm × 1.5 mm through-hole with five nanophotonic devices butt-coupled to five optical
fibers, and a cold atom cloud overlaping the center device, shown in (i). Part (ii) shows a close look of
the center single nanobeam photonic device with butt-coupler at one end, a photonic crystal mirror
at the other end, and a cold atom cloud centered on the uniform nanobeam waveguide section at
the center. Part (iii) shows a schematic of the single nanobeam waveguide, showing the nanobeam’s
width w, height h, and the coordinate system {x, y, z}. Part (iv) shows the fundamental x-polarized
mode normalized electric field amplitude |E| for a single nanobeam of width w = 300 nm and height
h = 200 nm. The mode area in this x − y cross-sectional plane is approximated by the rectangle of
width x0 and height y0 as illustrated. An atom nearby this silicon nitride nanobeam has an initial
velocity v associated with the thermal cloud velocity distribution for a given temperature Tcloud ,
several forces acting on the atom including gravity (Fg ), surface force (Fs ), and optical forces (Fopt )
from the magneto-optical trapping and cooling beams. b) Number of atoms (Natoms ) that are on
average in the vicinity of a single nanobeam’s evanescent field region as a function of atom cloud
density (ρ), located within a volume of V = V0 = 2× x0 × y0 × L, where x0 = 100 nm, y0 = 100
nm, and L = 500 µm for the red curve (labeled (ii)). The curves labeled (i) and (iii) in blue and
green correspond to twice (V = 2V0 ) and half (V = 0.5V0 ) volumes respectively. c) Transit time
(∆ttransit ) of an atom with an initial rms velocity v directed downwards, which is accelerating in
gravity, not taking into account surface (Fs ) nor optical (Fopt ) forces. The curves labeled (i), (ii),
(iii) in blue, red, green correspond to an atom falling down over a distance y0 = 200, 100, 50 nm
respectively, where ∆ttransit is the time the atom takes over the distance y0.
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the length of the nanobeam (we note that in this simple model we do not include the parts of the
evanescent field at the top and bottom of the nanobeam, along the y axis). This rough estimate
is shown by the red curve labeled (ii) in Fig. 8.2 b), giving a sense of the atom cloud density
required. The curves labeled (i) and (iii) in blue and green correspond to twice (V = 2V0 ) and
half (V = 0.5V0 ) volumes, respectively. Here, the number of atoms Natoms represents the average
steady-state number of atoms present within the volume V at any point in time. In Fig. 8.2 c),
we show the transit time of an atom (with an initial rms velocity v set by the cloud temperature
Tcloud according to Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and assumed to be directed downwards) which
is accelerating downwards due to gravity at the rate g = 9.81 m/s2 . In this simple model, we do
not take into account the optical cooling and trapping forces Fopt nor the surface forces Fs . The
curves labeled (i), (ii), (iii) in blue, red, and green correspond to an atom falling downwards over a
distance y0 = 200, 100, 50 nm respectively. The transit time ∆ttransit is the time that the atom takes
to accelerate through the corresponding distance y0. More precise calculation of transit times can
be performed by simulation of ensemble of atoms with randomly distributed velocities, positions,
optical forces, scattering rates, magnetic fields, polarization gradient cooling efficiencies, calculations
of Casimir-Polder attractive potential for the nanobeam geometry, etc. While some aspects would
increase the transit time, such as optical cooling forces and the fact that the atom velocities are
uniformly distributed over 2π steradians instead of the extreme case of purely downward velocity
considered here, other aspects would reduce the transit time, such as attractive surface forces that
pull the atoms into the nanobeam surfaces.
As discussed above and in Fig. 8.2, we see that it is crucial to have as high an atom cloud
density as possible, especially for a nanobeam waveguide device without a cavity where the atomphoton coupling strength may not be very high: since in this case we do not have sufficient signal
associated with the transit of a single atom, and the measurements rely on ensemble averaging. In
this regime, we now discuss the optimization of probe beam pulse length ∆tprobe . In the regime
where Natoms ≥ 1, i.e., ρ ≥ 1011 atoms/cm3 , at any given time one finds on average at least one atom
coupled to the waveguide. Here, the probe pulse length is not as sensitive in determining the signalto-noise ratio of the measurement. In the more experimentally typical regime ρ < 1011 atoms/cm3
however, Natoms < 1, and one needs to integrate in time in order to have at least one atom coupled
to the probe beam. Given the transit time scales of ∆ttransit = 1-10 µs, in principle the largest signal
to noise can be achieved by having the probe beam pulse time ∆tprobe ≤ ∆ttransit = 1 − 10µs, such
that an atom is coupled during the entire pulse time of ∆tprobe . This however requires knowing the
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time at which the atom gets coupled to the photonic mode, something which may not be possible
with limited atom-photon coupling strength. With these factors, one optimizes the probe pulse time
∆tprobe > ∆ttransit , which should be larger than the transit time, to increase the probability that
an atom is coupled to the photonic mode during the duration of the probe pulse, but not so large
such that increasing the pulse time leads to a larger fraction of the pulse time where there is no
atom coupled. Highest signal-to-noise ratio of the overall ensemble averaged measurement (say of
transmittance T or reflectance R) can be reached following the optimization. The case is different
in a regime where atom-photon coupling strength is sufficiently large such that a single atom transit
leads to a measurable signal, such as the case in the microtoroid cavity QED system. Here, one
could time-reference measurement ensemble averages to the transit start time ttransit when the atom
first becomes coupled to the photonic mode. As discussed in Sec. 6.3.2.1, this real-time trigger could
also be used to load atoms into a conservative optical trap.

8.2.3

Cavity QED with nanobeams

In this section we focus on a cavity QED system with a single nanobeam waveguide with a pair of
photonic crystal mirrors at its ends, similar to the design illustrated in Fig. 3.11 with one additional
photonic crystal mirror. Our calculations in this section are based on the equations and approach
discussed in Sec. 2.4.1 and Sec. 2.4.2, with the electric field mode profile of a rectangular single
nanobeam waveguide as described in Fig. 3.11. We consider a single silicon nitride (refractive index
n = 2.0) nanobeam waveguide with width w and height h = 200 nm, with a pair of photonic crystal
mirrors at each end, forming a linear optical cavity of length Lcav = 500 µm. We consider a modest
cavity finesse of F = 100 which is within current fabrication capability, at cesium D2 line, λ =
852 nm, for the x-polarized mode. This leads to a free-spectral-range of FSR = c/(2nLcav ) = 148.8
GHz (or 0.36 nm), where we use an effective2 refractive index of n = 2.0, and c is the speed of
light. With the finesse F = 100, giving a cavity quality factor of Q = F νa /FSR = 2.37 × 105 ,
(where νa = 352 THz is the atom’s transition frequency) the cavity total decay rate κ = πc/(λQ)
= 4.67 GHz. Now from COMSOL finite element calculation, we compute the electric field profile of
the single nanobeam (e.g., shown in Fig. 3.11), which combined with the optical cavity parameters
above, allow the computation of the cavity QED parameters including the mode volume Vm , atom2 Strictly speaking, a more precise number for n is the group refractive index, n , calculated for the guided mode,
g
which takes into
 account the dispersion. The group refractive index is given in terms of the phase effective index,
eff
neff , by ng = ω dn
+ neff , where neff is the phase effective index (calculated for example by COMSOL). See the
dω
footnote in Sec. 2.5.2.3 for this derivation. The group index depends on the exact dimensions of the waveguide. For
example, for a single SiN nanobeam with height h = 200 nm and width w = 300 nm, ng = 2.06 at λ0 = 852 nm, the
eff
free-space wavelength. Here, dn
= 3.90 × 10−4 THz−1 and the phase effective index is neff = 1.19.
dω
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photon coupling strength g = g(r~a ), cooperativity parameter C = C(r~a ), and critical atom Nca and
photon Ncp numbers. The equations for all of these parameters are explicitly given and discussed
in Sec. 2.4.2. We note that in the calculations in this section, as was the case in the calculations in
Sec. 2.4.2, we use the transverse atomic dipole decay rate γ0⊥ /2π = 2.61 MHz.
Figures 8.3 a-b) shows the cooperativity parameter C as a function of the atom-to-surface distance
along the x-axis (y = 0), dx, for a single nanobeam with the above parameters, with nanobeam height
h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 nm for the green, magenta, black, red, blue curves
respectively. We see that the largest cooperativity parameter C near the surface (i.e., for small dx)
is given by a nanobeam with w × h = 300 nm × 200 nm. Our initial fabricated single nanobeam
devices have these cross-sectional dimensions. In the following parts of the figures, i.e., Fig. 8.3 e-h),
we use these nanobeam dimensions: w × h = 300 nm × 200 nm. Figures 8.3 e-f) show cross-sectional
plots along x-axis, as a function of the atom-to-surface distance, dx, and figures 8.3 g) and h) show
cross-sectional plots along y direction at dx = 0 and at dx = 100 nm, respectively. Figures 8.3 e-h)
show the atom-photon coupling parameter g and the critical atom and photon numbers, Nca and
Ncp . Here, the blue (and cyan) curves correspond to a cavity length Lcav = 500 µm and finesse F
= 1000, the red (and magenta) curves correspond to a cavity length of Lcav = 250 µm and finesse F
= 1000, and the black curves correspond to a cavity length Lcav = 250 µm and finesse F = 2000.
The horizontal lines show the corresponding (color-coded) total cavity decay rates κ.
We note that the approach in this section is applicable to a double nanobeam structure with
photonic crystal mirrors, which offers higher atom-photon coupling strength due to the electric
field mode profile as discussed in Sec. 8.2.1. An even higher atom-photon coupling strength could
potentially be achieved by positioning single atoms directly inside the holes of a photonic crystal
cavity, where small mode volume and low mode group velocity associated with the band-structure
provide enhancement to the atom-photon interaction strength [110].

8.2.3.1

Cavity temperature tuning

We consider the effect of temperature change to the effective optical path length in our silicon
nitride (dielectric) nanophotonic cavity. In general for any dielectric material, there are two firstorder components that change in response to temperature changes, namely the refractive index (n)
of the dielectric material, and the physical length (or size) of the material (L). More quantitatively,
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Figure 8.3: Cavity QED with a single nanobeam and cavity frequency temperature tuning. a-b) Cooperativity parameter C as a function of the atom-to-surface distance along the x-axis
(y = 0), dx, for a cesium atom (D2 transition, λ = 852 nm), for a single nanobeam x-polarized mode,
with cavity length Lcav = 500 µm and finesse F = 100 (giving cavity FSR = 149 GHz (or 0.36
nm), quality factor Q = 2 × 105 , and cavity decay rate κ/2π = 4.67 GHz), with nanobeam height
h = 200 nm, and width w = 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 nm for the green, magenta, black, red, blue
curves respectively. c-d) Tuning curves of wavelength and cavity resonance frequency as a function
dL
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curves respectively. e) AtomdT
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photon coupling rate g. f ) Critical atom and photon numbers, Nca and Ncp . g-h) Atom-photon
coupling rate g as a function of the y coordinate, at dx = 0 in g) and at dx = 100 nm in h). In
parts e-h), the blue (and cyan) curves correspond to a cavity length Lcav = 500 µm and finesse F
= 1000, the red (and magenta) curves Lcav = 250 µm and finesse F = 1000, and the black curves
Lcav = 250 µm and finesse F = 2000. The horizontal lines show the corresponding (color-coded)
total cavity decay rates κ. Note that the single nanobeam is symmetrically centered at the origin
(x = y = 0) in the x − y cross-section, with its axis going out-of-page along the z-axis, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.11. Note: Here we do not include Casimir-Polder effects.
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the change in effective wavelength (λ) of a propagating light inside the dielectric is given by [134]:
dn dL
dn
dL
dλ
(λ,
,
)≈λ
+λ ,
dT
dT dT
dT
dT
where

dn
dT

dL
dT

is the thermo-optic coefficient,

(8.1)

is the thermal expansion coefficient, λ is the effective

optical wavelength in the cavity or waveguide, and in terms of optical frequency (f ),

df
dT

dλ
= − λc2 dT
.

Note that the values of the thermal coefficients could depend on the exact mechanical properties of
the system, such as its geometry and any mechanical stresses. Table 8.1 lists the thermal coefficients
for silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) and silicon nitride (SiN). The values for SiO2 are from [134]. For SiN,
dn
we find a range of theoretical values quoted for the thermo-optic coefficient ( dT
), as can be found

from [160, 253, 104]. These values are listed in the first two columns of values in Table 8.1. In
the third column, we include a specific case with

dn
dT

= 10−5 K−1 and

dL
dT

= 0, which gives the

limit of no thermal expansion, for example, in certain systems with strong mechanical compressions
or geometrical constraints that inhibit mechanical expansion. For example, in certain experimental
systems, the overall thermal coefficients
dλ
dT

dλ
dT

have been measured to have relatively low values, namely

= 12 pm/K @1550nm (i.e., 6.6 pm/K @852nm) for a silicon nitride microdisk [19], and

dλ
dT

=

16.6 pm/K @1310nm (i.e., 10.7 pm/K @852nm) for a slot-waveguide silicon nitride ring resonator
immersed in liquid and in contact with SiO2 substrate [97].
Table 8.1: Thermo-optic (dn/dT ) and thermal expansion (dL/dT ) coefficients for silicon dioxide
(SiO2 ) and silicon nitride (SiN). As the effective wavelength λ increases as temperature increases,
the effective optical frequency f decreases.
SiO2
SiN
SiN with dL/dT = 0
dn/dT
1.28 × 10−5 K−1 10−5 − 4.10−5 K−1
10−5 K−1
−7
−1
−6
−1
dL/dT
5.5 × 10 K
3.2 × 10 K
0
dλ/dT @ 852nm
10 pm/K
11 − 37 pm/K
8.5 pm/K
|df /dT | @ 852nm
4.7 GHz/K
4.6 − 15.2 GHz/K
3.5 GHz/K
Figures 8.3 c-d) show the coefficients
SiN, using the values

dn
dT

= 10−5 K−1 ,

dL
dT

dλ
dT

and

df
dT

as a function of optical wavelength λ, for

= 0 and 3.2 × 10−6 K−1 for the curves colored in blue

and red, respectively. For our silicon nitride cavity discussed at the beginning of Sec. 8.2.3, with
cavity length Lcav = 500 µm, the free-spectral-range is FSR =
where we have used n = 2.0. Using

dλ
dT

c
2nLcav

= 148.8 GHz (or 0.36 nm),

= 8 pm/K @852nm, a temperature tuning range of ≈ 45

Kelvins is required to tune over one cavity FSR. In the case of our silica microtoroid system, we
tuned the chip temperature up to 373 Kelvins (100◦ C) using a Peltier, and for higher bandwidth
we used a small dynamic range laser heater focused onto the silicon chip substrate. Here, in this
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case of nanophotonic beam cavity, temperature tuning may be more challenging as heat conduction
through direct material contact is very small (e.g., the rectangular cross-section of the nanobeam
is only 300 nm × 200 nm, while the overall structure length is in the order of ∼ millimeters).
Similarly to the microtoroid case, the system is located inside a vacuum environment that limits
heat convection by air molecules. Heat transfer may need to rely on radiative mechanisms, which
would also be quite small. It may be possible to tune the temperature relatively slowly, such that
a steady-state condition where the heat gain rate is equal to the heat loss rate is achieved. This
may require higher resolution heat source and temperature sensing feedback. In addition to Peltier
element and external laser heating, heating by injecting light into the guided mode could serve as
a heat source. In our microtoroid experiment, we use a thermistor to give rough (large dynamic
range) temperature feedback, which allows the Peltier to be servoed, and we use real-time cavity
optical spectrum monitoring to obtain temperature feedback with a higher bandwidth. Together
with this feedback time and our locking loop, our laser heating for the microtoroid experiment can
reach about 8 Hz bandwidth, which is sufficiently fast relative to the relevant drifts of the cavity.
During operation, we are able to maintain a cavity transmission darkness of < 1%, limited by the
mechanical vibrations between the microtoroid chip and the tapered nanofiber.

8.2.4

Experimental setup

Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.4 a-d), which as discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, consists of two
chambers, the source chamber (labeled a), and the science chamber (labeled e), separated by a
distance of about L1 = 70 cm. This separation ensures a lower cesium background pressure in
the science chamber and importantly, this keeps the nanophotonic device chip separated from the
cesium source getter. This separation is critical in maintaining the quality of the nanophotonic
device chip. For example, in our microtoroid experiments with a single chamber system [9, 57], the
quality factors of the microtoroid cavities could degrade significantly in a few months, but with a
two chamber system as discussed in Sec. 3.1.2 [5, 10], we could maintain the quality factors for more
than 6-12 months. The combination of 5/8 inch inner diameter fittings and large standard 2.75
inch fittings (labeled b, c, d in Fig. 8.4 a,b)) over a total length of 18.5 inches gives a differential
pressure ratio of ≈ 10. Our cesium getter3 in the source chamber (labeled a) gives a background
pressure of ∼ 10−9 torr, so that with the differential pressure ratio of 10, we have a background
pressure of ∼ 10−10 torr in the science chamber (labeled e). Our typical MOT loading time is
3 Note that one practical advantage of Cesium getter source is the lower background pressure (≈ 10−9 torr)
compared to an ampoule source (≈ 10−7 − 10−8 torr).
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around 3 to 5 seconds, consistent with a background pressure of ∼ 10−9 torr [13]. We note that
higher differential pressure ratios are achievable by using a differential pumping tube that has a
much smaller diameter (e.g., ≈ mm) than our tubes. However, this configuration may be sufficient
especially for the purpose of maintaining the quality of the nanophotonic device chip, and with the
sample and all the mounting support inside the science chamber, going to a background pressure
of ∼ 10−11 − 10−12 torr may be difficult. One advantage of this large inner diameter tube is in
the alignment of the pushing beam that transports atoms from the source chamber to the science
chamber. As shown in Fig. 8.4 b), our ion pump (labeled f in figure) for the science chamber (labeled
e) is positioned at quite a large distance from the chamber (L2 ≈ 70 cm), to suppress stray magnetic
fields from the ion pump (Agilent-Varian VacIon Plus 40) which could reach 27 Gauss just outside
of the ion pump box, decays to about 19 Gauss halfway between the ion pump and science chamber,
and then decays to about 0.6 Gauss at the side of the science chamber (labeled e) closest to the ion
pump, and 0.3 Gauss at the side of the chamber furthest from the ion pump.
We now discuss the steps involved in our experimental sequence starting from the source magnetooptical trap (MOT) to the mini magneto-optical trap (mini-MOT) cloud inside the through-hole of
the nanophotonic device chip. In operation, our source magneto-optical trap quadrupole magnetic
field and MOT beams (≈ 10 MHz red-detuned from cesium (F=4 → F’=5) D2 line) including
repumper beam at (F=3 → F’=4) transition are constantly turned on, generating ∼ 107 − 108
atoms with density ∼ 109 atoms/cm3 . Our source chamber quadrupole magnetic coil pair has 120
turns (each coil) with a radius of 45 mm and distance between the two coils being 200 mm. With a
current of 18 A, it produces a magnetic gradient at the center along the coil axis of 10.4 Gauss/cm (for
reference, each coil’s resistance is 0.6 ohms). With this MOT cloud in the source chamber present,
a push-beam (beam diameter ≈ 1 mm, slightly diverging, blue-detuned from (F=4 → F’=5) D2 line
by +10 MHz, with a power of 3 mW) pierces through the MOT cloud, transporting atoms towards
the science chamber. The push-beam is pulsed at 1 kHz, with a duty cycle of 30% on and 70%
off. These numbers resulted from empirical optimizations. The purpose here is to give approximate
parameter values. The push-beam pulse is activated for a period of 1 second, and during this time,
the MOT beams in the science chamber are turned on (three retroreflected beams of diameter ≈ 2
cm, each with an optical power of 20 mW, -12 MHz detuned from (F=4 → F’=5) D2 line) and the
quadrupole field (current 10 A, quadrupole coil diameter 7.5 inches, distance between two coils is
5.5 inches, and each coil has about 110 turns). This loads about 107 atoms into the MOT in the
science chamber, with a density of ≈ 2 × 1010 atoms/cm3 (maximum absorption optical depth =
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Figure 8.4: Experimental setup. a-b) A magneto-optically trapped (MOT) cloud of atoms is
formed in the source chamber (a), pushed by near-resonant beam towards the science chamber (e)
through a weak differential pumping tube (b), bellow and fittings (c-d), over a distance L1 ≈ 70
cm. The source and science chambers have background pressures of ∼ 10−9 torr and ∼ 10−10 torr
respectively. Chamber (e) is continuously kept at ultra-high vacuum by the ion pump (f), located
at L2 ≈ 70 cm. Atoms transported from the source chamber are collected at the science chamber
by a second MOT with three orthogonal large (≈ 2 cm diameter) retroreflected beams. c) After a
compression stage, the atom cloud (i) is transported (ii-iii) into the through-hole of the chip where
the device is (iv) by moving the quadrupole magnetic field zero from (i) to (iv). The atoms are
then collected by a third MOT, a mini-MOT, formed by three orthogonal small (≈ 1 mm diameter)
retroreflected beams intersecting at the center of the chip’s through-hole. Here, about ∼ 106 atoms
are collected (density ∼ 1010 atoms/cm3 ). d) Fluorescence image showing the second MOT in
chamber (e). e) Absorption images showing atom cloud transport starting from the second MOT
location (i), during transport (ii-iii), and the mini-MOT location inside the chip’s through-hole (iv).
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5.7 at center of Gaussian cloud). Note that an important factor in the optimization, which depends
on push-beam parameters, science chamber quadrupole field and MOT beams’ parameters, is the
atoms’ velocities at the science chamber, which need to be within the capture velocity of the science
MOT [171, 226]. Following this MOT cloud creation in the science chamber, we compress the atom
cloud by changing the MOT and repumper beam parameters in the science chamber [58]. This
process is performed over 40 ms, where in this process, the MOT beams are detuned from -12.5
MHz to -54.5 MHz, the MOT beams’ power are attenuated from 20 mW (each beam) to 2.7 mW
(recall that the MOT beam diameter is about 2 cm). Also during this 40 ms, the repumper beams’
power is attenuated from 2 mW to about 0.27 mW, and the detuning is kept constant. After this
compression stage, the atom density increases to ≈ 4 × 1010 atoms/cm3 but the number of atoms
goes down from 107 atoms to ≈ 4 × 106 atoms.
Following the compression stage, we transport the atom cloud from the MOT position in the
science chamber (after compression), into the through-hole of the nanophotonic device chip. This
is done by changing the location of the quadrupole magnetic field zero by adjusting the electronic
currents going through the three Hemlholtz bias coils (in x, y, z directions). The two (x and y) pairs
of horizontal bias coils have an approximately rectangular cross-section coil shape with width 3.5
inches and height 2.25 inches, each of the four coils having 70 turns. The rectangular shape is not
ideal but is chosen for practical reasons. The distance between the two coils for each pair is 11.50
inches, and the two pairs of coils are positioned such that their axes are orthogonal to each other.
The vertical bias coil has a circular cross-sectional shape, with a diameter of 5 inches, each coil has
40 turns, and the distance between the two coils is 5 inches; it is quite close to the ideal Helmholtz
configuration. To bring the zero of the quadrupole field from the initial science chamber MOT
center location to the center of the through-hole of the photonic device chip, we change the current
in x, y, z by {Ix , Iy , Iz } = {−3.47, −4.74, −0.9} amps. Using the above parameters for the coils,
these numbers can be converted into magnetic field amplitudes. Note that the distance between the
inital science MOT position and the final mini-MOT (inside the chip) position is about 10-15 mm.
We find that this transport of MOT cloud by changing of quadrupole magnetic field zero technique
has quantized directions where the transport occurs efficiently. In our system, our Helmholtz bias
magnetic coil axes (i.e., along the x, y, z-axes) are parallel to the corresponding MOT/repumper
beam axes (along the x, y, z-axes). We find that the transport occur efficiently in the eight directions
of the x = y = z, x = y = −z, x = −y = z, and x = −y = −z axes (two directions for each, giving
a total of eight directions). The brief reasoning for this is although the transport is facilitated by
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the imbalance of the MOT beams following the move of the quadrupole zero location, leading to a
net radiation pressure force towards the transport direction, this transport simultaneously requires
efficient cooling such that the atoms do not heat up and escape during the transport. This cooling
process is velocity-selective, and it is most efficient only in the eight aforementioned directions,
hence the overall quantized transport directions. The details of this mechanism can be found in
[218, 242, 221].
Now to get back to our time sequence. Immediately after the end of the 40 ms compression
period, we ramp our MOT beam detuning to be closer to resonance over 5 ms and increase the
power of the MOT and repumper beam by about 0.4 mW and 40 µW respectively. At the end of the
5 ms, we then execute the switch of the electronic currents of the three Helmholtz bias-coils, moving
the quadrupole magnetic field zero. The atom cloud is then pushed towards the new quadrupole
zero location (by the MOT beams that are still on at this stage). After 3 ms, we turn off the MOT
and repumper beams. At this stage, the atom cloud is moving balistically towards the chip (new
quadrupole zero location). It takes 10 ms for the cloud to arrive at the chip through-hole, about
10-15 mm away from the initial location. We note that strictly speaking, because the speed of the
cloud transport depends on the displacement magnitude of the quadrupole zero, we first change the
quadrupole zero to be further away than the location of the chip’s through-hole, and then make a
slight adjustment during the ballistic travel to position the quadrupole zero at the chip’s through-hole
desired location. This final slight adjustment is in the order of < 10%.
Now once the atom cloud is located inside the chip’s through-hole, we turn on our mini-MOT
beams (three retro-reflected MOT and repumper beams, with ≈ 1 mm beam diameter, each having
a power of ≈ 0.77 mW, with a detuning of 59 MHz from (F=4 → F’=5) D2 line, quite far-detuned
to reduce scattering rate). The mini-MOT beams are turned on 5 ms after the MOT beams are
turned off. That is, about 5 ms before the atom cloud arrives at the chip’s through-hole. After the
cloud arrives at the mini-MOT, we collect about 2 × 106 atoms (50% collection efficiency) with a
density of ≈ 1 × 1010 atoms/cm3 inside the chip’s through-hole. We note that in our atom number
and density calculations, we assumed the cloud has a three-dimensional Gaussian number density
profile, where integrating in three-dimensions give the total atom number, and the quoted densities
are the peak densities at the center of the Gaussian atom clouds.
The processes from the initial MOT cloud formation in the science chamber, to the transport
towards the chip’s through-hole, and collection at the mini-MOT at the chip’s through-hole, are
illustrated in Fig. 8.4 c) labeled (i) to (iv). The slightly diverging pushing beam (jet of atoms),
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large (≈ 2 cm diameter) MOT beams, and the small (≈ 1 mm diameter) mini-MOT beams are also
illustrated in Fig. 8.4 a,c). Figure 8.4 d) shows a photograph taken by a CCD camera from outside
of the chamber, showing the chip and fluorescence of the science MOT cloud (pointed to by the
white arrow). Finally in Fig. 8.4 e), the transport process from the initial science chamber MOT
(labeled (i)) to the mini-MOT location (labeled (iv)) inside the chip’s through-hole is shown by the
absorption images taken by a CCD camera from outside of the chamber. The boundary of the chip
is shown by the dashed white curves. The light beam labeled X in Fig. 8.4 c) is at normal incident to
the plane of the chip (thus also the top and bottom surfaces of the nanophotonic devices). As will be
discussed in Sec. 8.3, we consider atom trapping schemes where some involve external illumination
light, at normal incident to the nanophotonic device. The beam labeled X in Fig. 8.4 c) illustrates
a possible configuration for such trapping schemes.

8.3
8.3.1

Atom trapping schemes
Atom trapping with a single nanobeam

In this section we investigate atom trapping schemes near a single silicon nitride nanobeam. In the
context of our system and given the length scales involved in our photonic structures and optical
mode evanescent fields, these traps must be able to localize single atoms with sufficient reliability
(sufficiently deep trap potential, relative to the atom’s kinetic energy), at a location close to the
surface of the dielectric nanobeam device (to allow potentially strong atom-photon coupling with
the photonic mode), and preferably with minimal intrusion into the atom’s internal electronic states
(such as inhomogeneous broadening or transition frequency shifts). Adding to these nontrivial
requirements, the trapping potential needs to be created in the presence of Casimir-Polder surface
attractive potential (which induces both ground and excited state level shifts), and the trapping
schemes need to conform to practical limitations (for example, trap loading schemes, atom heating
and cooling, mechanical stability, optical power limit thresholds that the device can handle inside
vacuum, fabrication constraints, and system geometry). Below, we give an overview of some schemes
that we have considered, and show some example results that come out of our optimizations. The
emphasis here is on the qualitative ideas of the schemes, and which we illustrate by our rough
optimizations of the parameters. Each of the schemes has advantages and limitations across different
aspects, which are of different importance depending on the overall constraints or goals (as discussed
above). The results presented here are calculated using finite element analysis software COMSOL,
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which computes the relevant electric field distributions of the system, and which are used in our
model and approached as discussed in Sec. 7.2 (where we computed the eigenenergies of the light
shift Hamiltonian, for the ground and excited states of an atom as a function of space). The
coordinates used in this section correspond to the coordinate and labels discussed in Sec. 3.3 and
shown in Fig. 3.11. We note that here we focus on creating trapping potential in the x − y plane,
orthogonal to the axis of the silicon nitride nanobeam. Depending on the exact experiments, a full
three dimensional confinement, including continuous/constant or controllable axial confinement, is
desired. This may be achieved for example, by having a red-detuned standing-wave trapping beam in
the guided mode or with spatial patterning of the nanobeam device along the axis of the nanobeam.

8.3.1.1

Magic-compensated scheme with wavelength contrast

We start with perhaps one of the simplest schemes, similar to our nanofiber trap scheme discussed
in Sec. 7.2. Consider a single nanobeam with width w = 400 nm and height h = 200 nm as
shown in Fig. 3.11. We excite the y-polarized fundamental mode with a pair of counter-propagating
red-detuned beams at λred = 937.1 nm with total power Pred = 2× 0.4 mW, and a pair of counterpropagating blue-detuned beams at λblue = 686.1 nm and 686.7 nm, where the relative detuning
avoids super-lattice formation. Figures 8.5 a-b) show the resulting trap potentials4 for along the
y-axis (x=0), as a function of the atom-to-surface distance, dy. The set of curves colored in blue,
red, magenta, green correspond to blue-detuned beam powers of 1, 2, 3, 10 mW each such that the
total power for the counter-propagating blue-detuned beams is Pblue = 2, 4, 6, 20 mW. The thin
colored curves correspond to the excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4) for Cesium, the thick colored curves
correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), which appears overlaping with the black-dashed curves
that correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=3). The orange curve labeled (iv) corresponds to the
normalized atom-photon coupling parameter g that goes from 1 to 0, for the single nanobeam with
a cavity length of Lcav = 1 mm, finesse of F = 1000, FSR = 74 GHz (or 0.18 nm), Q ≈ 5 × 106 , and
total cavity decay rate κ/2π = 234 MHz. At the surface (dy=0, x = 0), the atom-photon coupling
4 Here we used our model in [142], without the correction described in [64]. For Casimir-Polder potential, we
use U = −C3 /d3 with C3g = 1160 Hz µm3 and C3ex = 1705 Hz µm3 , the coefficients for a cesium atom next to
an SiO2 plane as used in [142, 91, 64]. Note that to take into account the fact that the surface is SiN (instead of
2

2

−1 n1 −1
SiO2 ), the coefficient C3 should be scaled by n2
/
≈ 1.70, where n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 2.0 are SiO2 and
n22 +1 n12 +1
SiN refractive indices respectively. This scaling factor to C3 is not taken into account in our model here. We also
note that as discussed in Sec. 8.2.1, treating the SiN surface as an infinite plane instead of a finite sized nanobeam
overestimates the C3 coefficient by about a factor of three for a nanobeam with thickness 200 nm. Within these
approximations and caveats, the purpose here is to present the qualitative trapping scheme and rough quantitative
behavior. The trap potential calculations for all other trapping schemes described in this chapter (with the exception
of this magic-compensated single-nanobeam scheme) are based on [142], without the correction of [64], with adjusted
Casimir-Polder coefficients for cesium atom and silicon nitride plane, i.e., U = −C3 /d3 with C3g = 1.7 × 1160 = 1972
Hz µm3 and C3ex = 1.7 × 1705 = 2899 Hz µm3 .
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rate is g/2π = 1.15 GHz, leading to a cooperativity parameter of C ≈ 540. The dotted lines labeled
(i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to the distances (dy = 138 nm, 260 nm, 392 nm) where the g parameter
is equal to 4 × κ, 2 × κ, and κ respectively. Fig. 8.5 b) shows a close-up of the trap potential with
Pblue = 2× 2 mW, forming a trap at dy ≈ 200 nm, with a depth of Utrap ≈ 400 µK. Here, the
atom-photon coupling rate, g, exceeds twice the total cavity decay rate, κ. In this scheme, as in
the case of our nanofiber trap scheme, we utilize red- and blue-detuned FORT beams to provide
long-range attractive and short-range repulsive potentials respectively. The length scale contrast is
created by the fact that the red- and blue-detuned beams have a significantly different wavelengths
and hence different evanescent field decay lengths. With the use of the magic-compensated scheme
as in our nanofiber trap scheme discussed in Sec. 7.2, leading to minimal differential scalar and vector
light shifts, this provides a quite good trap for our single nanobeam system. However, there is one
nontrivial requirement implicit in this trap scheme, which is the use of relatively high propagating
optical power Ptotal ≈ 5 mW, which at the time of writing, is still challenging to realize in an actual
lithographically fabricated nanobeam device. Typically, we have only been able to excite propagating
optical power of Ptotal . 100 µW without breaking/melting the tiny nanobeam structure. As with
the nanofiber fabrication as discussed in Sec. 7.3, given the limited thermal conductivity in vacuum
environment, it is not trivial to increase the optical power threshold level. Further work is required
to enable higher optical power-carrying ability inside vacuum.

8.3.1.2

Small detuning with orthogonal polarizations

One potential solution to overcome the high optical power requirement discussed above is to use
much smaller detuning (e.g., few hundreds of GHz detuning) for the red- and blue-detuned beams
to create similar attractive and repulsive potentials but at a lower optical power, at the expense
of higher heating rate through scattering, as well as non-magic wavelength conditions. With these
tradeoffs, there is still another challenge that needs to be addressed, namely the attractive and
repulsive potentials must have significantly different spatial length scales such that a potential well
can be formed. In this second scheme, we solve this problem by configuring the red- and bluedetuned beams to have orthogonal polarizations, and hence different decay lengths along a particular
direction. Figure 8.5 c) shows the decay length scales Lx and Ly of the electric field amplitude |E|,
|E| = |E|0 exp(−dx/Lx ) and |E| = |E|0 exp(−dy/Ly ), where |E|0 is the electric field magnitude |E|
at the surface, dx is the atom-to-surface distance along the x-axis (y = 0), and dy is the atom-tosurface distance along the y-axis (x = 0). In this plot, the single nanobeam height is h = 200 nm,
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Figure 8.5: Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 1). a-b) Trapping
potential U for magic-compensated scheme (similar to Sec. 7.2). a) and b) show the same curves
over different plot ranges. Single nanobeam width w = 400 nm, height h = 200 nm (Fig. 3.11).
Red-detuned standing-wave (λred = 937.1 nm, power Pred = 2× 0.4 mW) and counter-propagating
blue-detuned beams (λblue = 686.1 nm and 686.7 nm). dy: atom-to-surface gap along y-axis (x=0).
Blue, red, magenta, green curves for Pblue = 2× {1, 2, 3, 10} mW respectively. Thin curves: excited
state (6P3/2 , F’=4), thick curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground state
(6S1/2 , F=3). Orange curve (iv): normalized atom-photon coupling rate g, for a cavity length Lcav
= 1 mm, finesse F = 1000, FSR = 74 GHz (or 0.18 nm), Q ≈ 5 × 106 , and cavity decay rate κ/2π =
234 MHz. At the surface (dy=0, x = 0), g/2π = 1.15 GHz. Dotted lines (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond
to distances (dy = 138 nm, 260 nm, 392 nm) where g = 4×κ, 2×κ, and κ respectively. c-d) Trapping
scheme using orthogonal polarizations. c) Decay lengths Lx and Ly of the electric field amplitude
|E|, |E| = |E|0 exp(−dx/Lx ) (similarly for Ly ), where |E|0 = |E| at the surface. dx: atom-to-surface
gap along x-axis (y = 0), dy: along y-axis (x = 0). x-polarized mode (red, magenta): (i) and (ii)
for Lx and Ly respectively; y-polarized mode (blue, cyan): (iii) and (iv) for Lx and Ly respectively.
Here, nanobeam height h = 200 nm, width w. d) Trap potential U for a red-detuned y-polarized
standing wave (∆νred = -350 GHz, power Pred = 2 × 6 µW) and a blue-detuned x-polarized traveling
wave (∆νblue = +350 GHz, power Pblue = 200 µW) for a nanobeam width w = 360 nm, height h
= 200 nm, trapping along the y-axis. e-f ) External illumination trap scheme. Plots show electric
field amplitude |E| of a 300 nm × 200 nm silicon nitride beam above a 700 nm × 200 nm silicon
beam with vertical surface-to-surface gap of 450 nm, where a single red-detuned (λred = 937 nm)
plane-wave illumination light beam polarized in the z-axis (out of page) is propagating downwards.
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for various widths, w. The red and magenta curves labeled (i) and (ii) correspond to the decay
lengths Lx and Ly for the x-polarized modes respectively. The blue and cyan curves labeled (iii)
and (iv) correspond to the decay lengths Lx and Ly for the y-polarized modes respectively. As
evident, by using orthogonally polarized red- and blue-detuned beams with small detuning (roughly
same wavelength, λred ≈ λblue ≈ 852 nm), we could have a contrast in the scale lengths along the
x-direction or y-direction. An example of this is shown in Fig. 8.5 d), where we use a red-detuned
y-polarized standing-wave (with detuning from Cesium D2 line at λ = 852 nm of ∆νred = -350 GHz,
with total power Pred = 2 × 6 µW) and a single blue-detuned x-polarized traveling wave (with
detuning ∆νblue = +350 GHz with power Pblue = 200 µW) for a nanobeam width w = 360 nm,
height h = 200 nm, trapping along the y-axis. The plot shows the ground state potential with a
trap potential minimum at dy = 170 nm from the surface, with a trap depth of Utrap = 620 µK,
and a trap frequency along the y direction of fy,trap = 360 kHz and along the x direction of fx,trap
= 325 kHz. We note that we use a simple Casimir-Polder potential of an infinite XZ planar silicon
nitride surface at dy = 0, UCP = C30 /dy3 (see Sec. 8.2.1). As discussed in Sec. 8.2.1, the finite
planar surface associated with the beam geometry could reduce the C30 coefficient by a factor of
three. Thus, we anticipate that the blue-detuned beam power in the scheme we discuss here (where
we used UCP = A × C30 /dy3 with A = 1) may possibly be reduced from Pblue = 200 µW (for A < 1,
e.g., A ≈ 1/3). We also note that as we are not using the magic wavelengths, nor have compensation
configuration, this trap scheme has differential scalar shifts between the excited and ground states as
well as vector shifts. We estimate a vector shift inhomogeneous broadening spread of up to 100 µK
within a 50 nm radius circle around the trap minimum. This is quite large and would dramatically
reduce the lifetime due to heating from scattering. We also note that the small detuning between
the trapping and probing beam would require narrow spectral filters to separate the two, by orders
of magnitudes in intensity contrast, which could be achieved for example by using a volume Bragg
grating as we used in our nanofiber trap experiment, or even by using a filter cavity with an even
narrower linewidth.

8.3.1.3

External illumination with an auxiliary nanobeam

In the next scheme shown in Fig. 8.5 e-f), we consider forming a trap potential using an external
illumination red-detuned beam (λred = 937 nm) as shown by the arrow in the figure. Here, we
consider a silicon nitride single nanobeam waveguide of width w = 300 nm and height h = 200
nm, and an auxiliary reflecting silicon nanobeam of size 700 nm × 200 nm, with surface-to-surface
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gap of 450 nm between the bottom surface of SiN beam and top surface of Si beam. Note that
the contour plots show an x − y cross-section, where the waveguide axis z is going out of the page.
In this scheme, the electric field magnitude |E| forms a global maximum at a distance of ≈ 200
nm below the surface of the SiN waveguide, with an intensity (|E|2 ) contrast of about a factor of
four surrounding the maximum region as shown in Fig. 8.5 f). This local and global maximum
of the red-detuned beam forms a closed attractive potential, which provides a trapping potential.
There are a couple of advantages of this scheme. Firstly, one could use a magic wavelength λred
= 937 nm, which suppresses differential scalar shifts. Secondly, the light simulated here is linearly
polarized along the z-axis (out of the page), such that there is negligible vector shift at the trap
location. Thirdly, as can be seen from the contour plots, the electric field intensity inside the SiN
or Si nanobeams is significantly smaller than the trap intensity, by about a factor of four to eight.
Now, to get a trap depth of 1 mK, with λred = 937 nm, we need an intensity of Ired = 2 mW/µm2
(see Eq. (3.25)). We calculate that for a single nanobeam of width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm,
with a propagating λ = 852 nm beam with optical power of 10 µW, then the peak intensity located
at the center of the nanobeam in the x − y cross-section is Imax = 174 µW/µm2 , and the intensity
at the surface is along the x-axis (y=0) is Isurf = 45 µW/µm2 . As the electric field intensities at the
SiN and Si nanobeams are about four to eight times smaller than the intensity at the trap location,
an intensity of Ired = 2 mW/µm2 at the trap location corresponds to an intensity of Ibeam = 250-500
µW/µm2 . If we set this intensity to be the intensity of the guided mode at the surface, Isurf = Ibeam
= 250-500 µW/µm2 , then it corresponds to a guided mode total optical power of 56 - 112 µW,
which is reasonably likely to be within the power threshold of the currently fabricated nanobeam
devices. A more challenging problem however, is the generation of the red-detuned trapping beam,
with an intensity of Ired = 2 mW/µm2 . Even for a very small beam of waist radius size of 10 µm,
this corresponds to a total power of around 630 mW. With this small beam size, beam pointing
stability may also be an issue. We note that we have considered this case with the magic wavelength
λred = 937 nm. All of these requirements will relax significantly if we use smaller detuning, closer to
the atomic transition 852 nm. In this case, optical power requirements will go down proportionally
with detuning (see Eq. (3.25)), assuming of course that the heating rate from scattering can be
kept sufficiently low, which we can for modest traps. From the fabrication side, a challenge will
be to fabricate this two-vertically-stacked-nanobeams configuration. Preliminary discussions with
Richard Norte, Sean Meneehan, and Justin Cohen in the Painter group concluded this is a practically
plausible configuration from a fabrication perspective.
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8.3.1.4

External illumination without phase coherence

In the previous scheme discussed above, we considered a single SiN nanobeam paired with an auxiliary Si nanobeam below it to form a local intensity maximum at about 200 nm from the surface of the
SiN nanobeam. In this scheme, we consider a way to form a local intensity maximum for trapping
atoms without the use of the auxiliary silicon nanobeam. This is achieved by having a counterpropagating red-detuned beams from the top and bottom of the SiN nanobeam, at normal incident.
This is illustrated in Fig. 8.6, where we consider a single SiN nanobeam with width w = 300 nm and
height h = 200 nm. We illuminate the nanobeam at normal incident along the y direction from the
top and bottom, with sufficient detuning between the two such that they are phase incoherent and
phase insensitive (favorable for stability). In the calculations shown in Fig. 8.6, the wavelength for
the top and bottom illumination light is λred = 852.55 nm (with small ≈ GHz relative detuning), and
the total intensity (of the plane-wave incident illumination light beams) is Ired = 2 × 32 µW/µm2
(i.e., it roughly corresponds to illumination with counter-propagating Gaussian beams with a total
power of Pred = 2 × 10 mW for a beam waist radius 10 µm). The illumination light is polarized
along the z-axis (out-of-page), the axis of the SiN nanobeam waveguide. Fig. 8.6 c-d) shows the
x − y cross-section showing the SiN nanobeam and the time-averaged total electric field magnitude
|E|, created by the two counter-propagating phase-incoherent beams as shown by the white arrows.
The line cuts along the x- (labeled (i)) and y- (labeled (ii)) axes are shown in Fig. 8.6 e-f) for over
different ranges. We see from the contour and line plots that along the y-axis (i.e., at x=0), there
are two closed local maxima on both sides of the nanobeam, which could be utilized to form a trap.
Figure 8.6 a) shows the calculated trap potential contour plot for the ground state of cesium,
Fig. 8.6 b) shows the cross-section as a function of the atom-to-surface distance along the y-axis
(x=0), dy. The red curves correspond to the excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4) for cesium, the blue
curve corresponds to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), and the black-dashed curve corresponds to the
ground state (6S1/2 , F=3). The Casimir-Polder (atom-surface) potential is included as a simple
UCP = C30 /dy3 (see Sec. 8.2.1), which overestimates the strength of the potential by possibly up to
a factor of three. Nonetheless, with this potential, one could form a trap with depth > 2 mK at a
location ≈ 125 nm from the surface of the SiN nanobeam, which is very close. This scheme is very
promising, although unlike the previous scheme (Fig. 8.6 e-f)) where we have one local and global
intensity maximum, here we have many significantly strong local maxima and, in particular, we have
the four strongest local maxima that are close to the SiN beam. This means atoms inside the cloud
could get trapped in any of these local maxima, reducing the probability of having single atoms
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Figure 8.6: Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 2). Normal incident
incoherent counter-propagating red-detuned external illumination light trapping scheme. The single
silicon nitride nanobeam has a width of w = 300 nm and height h = 200 nm. The external counterpropagating illumination beams have a wavelength λred = 852.55 nm with a small ≈ GHz relative
detuning, and total intensity Ired = 2 × 32 µW/µm2 (i.e., total power of Pred = 2 × 10 mW for a
beam waist radius ≈ 10 µm). a) Contour plot of trap potential U as a function of the x-coordinate
and atom-to-surface distance along the y-axis (x = 0), dy. b) Line cut along the y-axis (x = 0)
showing the trapping potential. The red curves correspond to cesium excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4),
the blue curves correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), and the black-dashed curves that
correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=3). c-d) Contour plots of electric field amplitude |E|
on the x − y cross-sectional plane, where the nanobeam’s waveguide axis is along the z-axis (out
of page). The white arrows indicate the external illumination beams. e-f ) Line cuts of |E| of the
corresponding countour plots, along the y-axis (x = 0) shown by the blue curves (i), and along the
x-axis (y = 0) shown by the red curves (ii).
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trapped at the trap location that we want, 125 nm close above or below the SiN nanobeam. One
possible solution is to use the optical guided mode to spatially select the atoms that are near the
desired trap locations to be sensitive to the trapping beams. We note that the frequency difference
between the (6S1/2 , F=3) and (6S1/2 , F=4) ground states of cesium is about 9 GHz. If we use a
very small red-detuning for the trapping beam, for example, 1 GHz, relative to the F=4 → F’=5
closed/cyclic state, then the atoms in F=4 ground state will feel about a 10 times stronger attractive
force due to the red-detuned beam (for a given intensity), than the atoms in the F=3 ground state.
By turning off the repumper beam in the mini-MOT cloud, atoms in the cloud eventually fall into
the F=3 ground state. We can then inject the repumping beam (F=3 → F’=4 transition) into the
y-polarized fundamental guided mode of the SiN nanobeam, which has largest field distribution at
the top and bottom sides of the SiN nanobeam, and therefore repump the atoms into F=4 ground
state as they decay from the F’=4 excited state. These atoms will be located near the desired
trapping locations, and will be trapped as desired. We note that this process is especially required
if we would like to trap as many atoms as possible near the top and bottom of the SiN nanobeam,
along the axis of the nanobeam. If we have a cavity, a strong atom-photon coupling with just one
atom, there may be sufficient probability to load a single atom near the desired trap location, at
some location along the entire SiN nanobeam. Although loading the atoms into the trap by cooling
(dissipation) is more conventional and is a good possible approach, another approach to consider
in this case (assuming we have a cavity and a strong atom-photon coupling with just one single
atom) is to monitor the cavity optical response in real-time, using the y-polarized guided mode, and
turn on the external illumination trapping beams conditioned upon the detection of an atom, which
naturally also spatially filters nearby atoms to be trapped at the desired locations. We note that as
this scheme is optically phase-incoherent, and the locations of the traps are defined by the geometry
of the SiN nanobeam, it has favorable robustness in relation to for example, beam pointing stability
or potential mechnical vibrations of the SiN nanobeam on a chip. Overall, it is a quite promising
trapping scheme that could be implemented and tested experimentally.

8.3.1.5

External illumination with phase coherence

Next, we consider a scheme similar to the above, with counter-propagating top and bottom illumination red-detuned beams as shown in Fig. 8.7 a-b), but here both beams have the exact same
wavelength (λ ≈ 852 nm), such that we have phase coherence. Here we will need to phase lock the
two beams relative to each other and also relative to the location of the SiN nanobeam. For example,
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in Figure b), the location of the SiN nanobeam is moved up (in +y-direction) by an amount 200 nm
relative to the counter-propagating beam phases in figure a). We see that the local intensity maximum switches side from the top to the bottom of the SiN beam, as expected. While this scheme is
not as good as the previous phase-incoherent scheme in terms of the phase-sensitivity, beam pointing
stability and mechanical vibrations of the SiN nanobeam, if these issues can be solved by a sufficiently good stabilization, then there may be certain advantages in this scheme compared to the
phase-incoherent case, for example in the atom loading process. Here, by chirping the frequency
of the counter-propagating beams, we may be able to conveyor atoms that are initially loaded into
a local intensity maximum trap formed by the standing-wave red-detuned beams, to the desired
location close to the SiN nanobeam.

8.3.1.6

Hybrid external illumination and guided mode excitation

Here, we consider a hybrid scheme involving one external illumination red-detuned beam from the
side (along x-axis, in +x direction), combined with an x-polarized counter-propagating blue-detuned
guided mode beam. Figures 8.7 c-f) show the calculated trapping potential as a function of the y
coordinate, and the atom-to-surface distance along the x direction, dx. Here, the SiN nanobeam has
a width w = 300 nm and height h = 200 nm. The red-detuned external side illumination beam has
a wavelength of λred = 852.55 nm (0.2 nm red-detuned from cesium transition wavelength λCs =
852.35 nm), with a power of Pred = 1 mW for a beam cross-sectional radius of 10 µm, shining in the
+x direction, with an electric field polarized in the z-axis, parallel to the axis of the SiN nanobeam,
going out-of-page in Fig. 8.7 c). The blue-detuned x-polarized guided mode beam has a wavelength
of λblue = 852.15 nm (0.2 nm blue-detuned from λCs = 852.35 nm), which is counter-propagating
with a total power of Pblue = 2 × 0.5 µW. The counter-propagating blue-detuned beams need to be
slightly detuned relative to each other, to average out standing-wave patterns to avoid anti-trapping
potentials along the axial (z) direction. Some advantages of this scheme compared to the phaseincoherent illumination scheme (Fig. 8.6) are the use of a single external illumination beam instead
of two, and the fact that there is only one closed trap potential formed near the surface of the
SiN nanobeam, as the trap is formed by combining the transmission of the red-detuned external
illumination beam through the SiN nanobeam (that has a long exponential decay length) and the
blue-detuned guided mode (that has a short exponential decay length) that provides a repulsive
potential. Fig. 8.7 c) shows the contour plot of the trap potential, with the cross-sections along
the x-axis (y = 0), as a function of the atom-to-surface distance, dx, shown in Fig. 8.7 e-f). In
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Figure 8.7: Atom trapping schemes with a single nanobeam (part 3). a-b) Counterpropagating coherent red-detuned beams (black arrows) forms a standing wave pattern. Single
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by 200 nm for plot b) relative to plot a). c-f ) Hybrid external side illumination and guided mode
trapping scheme, with same SiN nanobeam dimensions. A red-detuned side illumination beam has
a wavelength of λred = 852.55 nm, a power of Pred = 1 mW for a beam cross-sectional radius of 10
µm, shining towards the +x direction, with electric field polarized in the z-axis (out-of-page); and
a blue-detuned counter-propagating x-polarized guided mode beam (wavelength λblue = 852.15 nm,
power Pblue = 2 × 0.5 µW). c) Trap potential U as a function of y coordinate and atom-to-surface
distance along x-axis, dx. d) 3D plots illustrating the trapping potential U as a function of dx and
y in (i), and in (ii), for a tilted side illumination Poynting vector, at 10◦ angle from the x-axis, on
the x − y plane. e-f ) Line cuts of U from c), which is the same as in d) (i). Red curves: excited state
(6P3/2 , F’=4), blue curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground state (6S1/2 ,
F=3).
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Fig. 8.7 d), a 3D potential illustration is shown in part (i), and in part (ii), the same illustration
is shown but with the external incident illumination beam Poynting vector tilted by 10◦ relative to
the x-axis. We see that a trap is still present with this tilting.

8.3.2

Atom trapping with a double nanobeam

In this section we investigate atom trapping schemes near a double silicon nitride nanobeam, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.13. This section follows from the discussion at the beginning of Sec. 8.3.1. The
coordinates used in this section correspond to the coordinate and labels discussed in Sec. 3.3 and
shown in Fig. 3.13.

8.3.2.1

External illumination with an auxiliary nanobeam

Figures 8.8 a-b) show the electric field amplitude |E| profile on the x−y cross-sectional plane formed
by two red-detuned beams (λred = 937 nm) shining from the −x and +x directions, tilted by θ = 15◦
from the horizontal axis as shown by the white arrows. The two beams are phase-coherent, their
electric field is polarized along the z-axis, parallel to the double nanobeam axis (out of the page).
The double nanobeam consists of two silicon nitride rectangular waveguides each with a width w =
300 nm and height h = 200 nm, separated by a gap of 400 nm along the x-direction. The auxiliary
nanobeam at the bottom has a width of 400 nm and a height of 200 nm, also made of silicon nitride
material. The vertical surface-to-surface gap between the double nanobeam and the auxiliary beam
below is 600 nm. We see that in this scheme, a center local and global intensity maximum is formed
at the center between the SiN double nanobeam structure. This allows trapping of single atoms
at a location where it could couple quite strongly to the double nanobeam guided mode (see for
example, Fig. 3.14). This scheme however requires fabrication of the triple beam structure, as well
as phase-locking of the illumination beams relative to each other and relative to the SiN nanobeams
location.

8.3.2.2

Corrugated double nanobeam

In this scheme, we consider an infinite periodic structure with a single cell of the periodic structure
shown in Fig. 8.8 c-h). The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 8.8 d). The corrugated double
silicon nitride nanobeams have the following dimensions: total periodic cell (structure) length, d1
= 1 µm, total thickness, d2 = 200 nm, the width of the larger beam, d3 = 200 nm, the width of the
center beam, d4 = 100 nm, the length of the center beam, d6 = 500 nm (centered along the periodic
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Figure 8.8: Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 1). a-b) Coherent side
illumination with an auxiliary beam. Here we consider two red-detuned beams (λred = 937 nm,
polarized along the z-axis, out of page) shining from the −x and +x directions, tilted by θ = 15◦
from the horizontal axis as shown by the white arrows. Double beam parameters: (each beam: width
w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm) separated by a gap of 400 nm along the x-direction. The auxiliary
SiN nanobeam (width 400 nm, height 200 nm) is 600 nm below the double nanobeam (surface-tosurface). c-h) Corrugated double SiN nanobeam trapping scheme. Cross-sectional contour plots for
a propagating wavelength around 852 nm, calculated in 3D with periodic boundary condition. Total
periodic cell length, d1 = 1 µm, thickness, d2 = 200 nm, width of the larger beam, d3 = 200 nm,
width of the center beam, d4 = 100 nm, length of the center beam, d6 = 500 nm (centered along the
periodic structure axis, i.e., along d1, z-axis), and the surface-to-surface inner gap between the larger
beams, d5 = 600 nm. The coordinate system {x, y, z} is shown in d). c,e,g) show a y-polarized
mode, where we see a local intensity minimum in three-dimensions as shown in the y − z, x − y, x − z
cross-sectional planes in c), e), g) respectively. d,f,h) show an x-polarized mode, where here we see
a local intensity maximum in three-dimensions as shown in the y − z, x − y, x − z cross-sectional
planes in d), f), h) respectively.
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structure axis, i.e., along d1, z-axis), and the surface-to-surface inner gap between the larger beams,
d5 = 600 nm. This calculation was done for a propagating wavelength around 852 nm, using full
3D calculation in COMSOL, with a Floquet periodic boundary condition. Figures 8.8 c,e,g) show a
y-polarized mode, where we see a local intensity minimum in three-dimensions as shown in the y − z,
x − y, x − z cross-sectional planes in c), e), g) respectively. Figures 8.8 d,f,h) show an x-polarized
mode, where here we see a local intensity maximum in three-dimensions as shown in the y − z, x − y,
x − z cross-sectional planes in d), f), h) respectively. Early discussions with Sean Meneehan, Justin
Cohen, and Richard Norte from Painter group concluded that this is a plausible structure from the
fabrication perspective. At this early time we would like to avoid adding more design complications
beyond a simple single nanobeam or double nanobeam structure, so we did not further pursue this
investigation, but we have tried to find other potential trapping schemes involving simple single or
double nanobeam structures, as discussed in the subsequent sections below.

8.3.2.3

Guided mode with a blue trap

In this scheme we use a simple double nanobeam structure as shown in Fig. 3.13, where each
nanobeam has a width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm, and the gap between the two along the
x direction is 200 nm. Figure 8.9 shows trap potential profiles for this scheme, using a counterpropagating red-detuned beam with wavelength λred = 853 nm and total power Pred = 2× 10 µW,
in the x-polarized even mode (the mode labeled (i) in Fig. 3.13 b,d)). The counter-propagating
red-detuned beam forms a standing wave, which provides trapping along the axial beam direction
(z-axis, out-of-page direction). For trapping in the transverse direction (x − y cross-sectional plane),
we utilize a single (travelling-wave) blue-detuned beam with wavelength λblue = 851 nm and total
power Pblue = 4 mW in the y-polarized odd mode (the mode labeled (iv) in Fig. 3.13 b,d)). Contour
plots of the trap potential U in the x − y and x − z planes for this configuration and parameters
are shown in Fig. 8.9 a) and b). Figures 8.9 d) and f) show the line cuts of the potentials along the
z-axis (x = y = 0) and x-axis (y = z = 0) respectively. The horizontal line in Fig. 8.9 f) corresponds
to U = 0, which is the trap potential at the nodes of the red-detuned standing-wave as shown in
ig. 8.9 d). The red curves correspond to the excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4) for cesium, the blue curves
correspond to the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), and the black-dashed curves correspond to the ground
state (6S1/2 , F=3) in Figures 8.9 d-g). Fig. 8.9 c) shows the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4) potential U
along the x-axis (y = z = 0) and y-axis (x = z = 0) with curves colored in red and blue respectively.
The trap in this configuration is particularly tight. For the ground state (6S1/2 , F=4), the trap
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frequencies along {x, y, z}, are {fx , fy , fz } = {1.9, 3.7, 1.3} MHz. This is obtained by fitting the
line cut potential profiles to U = 21 mCs ω 2 x2 , where mCs is the cesium atom mass, ω = 2πf is the
angular trap frequency (where f is the quoted values {fx , fy , fz } = {1.9, 3.7, 1.3} MHz), and x is the
spatial coordinate, replaced by y or z correspondingly. The position uncertainty of the ground state
p
wavefunction is {∆x , ∆y , ∆z } = {4.5, 3.2, 5.5} nm. This is obtained by ∆x = ~/(2mCs 2πfx ) where
fx is the trap frequency along the spatial coordinate x, replaced by y or z correspondingly. The
motional harmonic ladder energy spacings are {δEx , δEy , δEz } = {90.9, 177.7, 61.0} µK respectively.
They are calculated by δEx = 2π~fx /kB , where fx is the trap frequency along the spatial coordinate
x direction, replaced by y and z correspondingly, and kB is the Boltzmann constant to convert the
energy to temperature unit. The trap depth is shallowest along the x-direction, which sets the
overall trap depth of this configuration to Utrap = 2.4 mK.
Note: The trap potential calculation in this section is based on [142], without the correction of
[64], with adjusted Casimir-Polder coefficients for the cesium atom and silicon nitride plane, i.e.,
U = −C3 /d3 with C3g = 1.7 × 1160 = 1972 Hz µm3 and C3ex = 1.7 × 1705 = 2899 Hz µm3 , applied
to both silicon nitride surfaces of the double nanobeam (y − z planes at x = −100 nm and x = 100
nm). See footnote in Sec. 8.3.1.1.
Now, since in the above scheme the blue-detuned mode is a traveling wave mode, we do have vector shifts associated with this blue-detuned mode which are not canceled or compensated. However,
note that this blue-detuned mode which generates a blue-trap on the x − y cross-sectional plane,
has a local minimum (zero field) at the center (x = y = 0). Moreover, as this mode is a y-polarized,
odd mode, (see Fig. 3.13 d) iv)), we also have zero fields along the x (y = 0) and y (x = 0) axes.
Together, this leads to vector shifts that are smaller than in a red-trap or two-color trap. Fig. 8.9 e)
shows the potential U for the radius r = 25 nm (where r = 0 at the origin, located at x = y = 0,
the center of the gap between the two SiN nanobeams), as a function of the azimuthal angle φ in
the x − y plane (where φ = 0 for x > 0, y = 0, φ = 45◦ along the line y = x for positive x and y,
and φ = 90◦ for y > 0, x = 0). We see from the plot that the inhomogeneous broadening due to the
vector shifts are largest at φ = 45◦ as expected, since this is the angle where the blue-detuned mode
field is strongest. Figure 8.9 g) shows a close-up version of Fig. 8.9 e) for φ between 43◦ and 47◦ .
Finally in Fig. 8.9 h) we show the inhomogeneous broadening (end-to-end) spread ∆U for φ = 45◦
as a function of radius r in frequency units.
Now as discussed, the above scheme/configuration involves vector shifts associated with the bluedetuned travelling wave mode. We note that this vector shift can be suppressed by implementing
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Figure 8.9: Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 2). Scheme utilizes redand blue-traps in guided modes. Double SiN nanobeam parameters: each beam: width w = 300
nm, height h = 200 nm, gap between the two along x direction is 200 nm. a-g) Trap potential U
formed by a counter-propagating red-detuned x-polarized beams (wavelength λred = 853 nm, power
Pred = 2× 10 µW) providing axial (z-axis, out-of-page) confinement; and a single (traveling wave)
y-polarized blue-detuned beam (wavelength λblue = 851 nm, power Pblue = 4 mW) for transverse
confinement. Casimir-Polder potential: U = −C3 /d3 with C3g = 1972 Hz µm3 and C3ex = 2899 Hz
µm3 , for two (y − z) SiN planes located at x = −100 nm and x = 100 nm. a,b) Potential U in the
x − y and x − z planes. d,f ) Line cuts along z-axis (x = y = 0) and x-axis (y = z = 0) respectively.
Horizontal lines in f): U = 0. Red curves: excited state (6P3/2 , F’=4), blue curves: ground state
(6S1/2 , F=4), black-dashed curves: ground state (6S1/2 , F=3) in d-g). Part c) shows the ground
state (6S1/2 , F=4) potential U line cuts along x-axis (y = z = 0) and y-axis (x = z = 0) with curves
colored in red and blue respectively. e) Potential U for the radius r = 25 nm (where r = 0 at the
origin, located at x = y = 0, the center of the gap between the two SiN nanobeams), as a function
of the azimuthal angle φ in the x − y plane (where φ = 0 for x > 0, y = 0, φ = 45◦ along the line
y = x for positive x and y, and φ = 90◦ for y > 0, x = 0). The inhomogeneous broadening due to
the vector shifts are largest at φ = 45◦ . g) Close-up version of part e) for φ between 43◦ and 47◦ .
h) Inhomogeneous broadening spread ∆U for φ = 45◦ as a function of radius r.
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a modification to the scheme discussed above. Here we discuss two potential modifications that
could lead to suppression of these vector shifts. Firstly, we could suppress the vector shifts by
making the blue-detuned mode a standing-wave, for example by implementing a photonic crystal
mirror at the end of the waveguide to reflect the y-polarized blue-detuned mode. This however,
will lead to leakage channels at the nodes of the blue-detuned standing wave, where no transverse
confinement is present. To overcome this problem, we could implement a second blue-detuned
standing wave, with a small relative detuning, such that over a certain length, the two blue-detuned
standing waves are λ0 /2 out-of-phase (the prime indicates the wavelength inside the waveguide mode,
which is about 1.25 times smaller than the free-space wavelength for our particular configuration),
eliminating the node locations, providing transverse confinement continuously along this length. For
example, we consider the first blue-detuned standing wave of (free-space) wavelength λblue1 = 851
nm, λ0blue1 ≈ λblue1 /1.25 = 680.8 nm in the waveguide, and the second blue-detuned standing wave
of (free-space) wavelength λblue2 = 851.15 nm, λ0blue2 ≈ λblue2 /1.25 = 680.92 nm in the waveguide,
that is, 60 GHz relative detuning. Here, the beat-note between the two leads to a wavepacket
wavelength (inside the waveguide) of λbeat = 3.86 µm. Thus, the length along the waveguide axis
where the two standing waves are λ0 /2 out-of-phase by about 4.5◦ , is 48.2 µm. This is the length
(per beat-note period) where the two standing-waves compliment each other and provide continuous
transverse confinement along the axial z direction, allowing closed atom trapping potentials.
Another approach that could suppress the vector shifts associated with the blue-detuned trapping
beam is to implement butt-coupling on both sides of the double nanobeam structure. In this case,
we could then implement the compensation scheme similar to the scheme for our nanofiber trap (see
Sec. 7.2), where we have two counter-propagating travelling wave blue-detuned beams which are
slightly detuned relative to each other, avoiding super lattice formation, but allowing the suppression
of the vector shifts associated with the blue-detuned trapping beams. With this approach, we
could have a continuously uninterrupted transverse confinement of atom trapping potential. This
however requires fiber to SiN waveguide butt couplings on both sides of the double nanobeam device.
Although it may be practically plausible in terms of fabrication, this requires further investigation
on the fabrication side.

8.3.2.4

Two-color trap with RF switching

In the previous scheme discussed in Sec. 8.3.2.3, we utilized the lowest x-polarized even mode of
the double SiN nanobeam waveguide structure for the red-detuned light and the (fourth lowest) y-
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polarized odd mode for the blue-detuned light (see Fig. 3.13). The excitation of these two particular
supermodes of the double beam structure requires spatial and optical phase filtering, for example
involving the shifting of optical phase of one of the beams to the other beam by λ/2, to excite the
odd-mode. There are potential ways to realize this, which we considered, but have not mentioned
here. However, in the scheme discussed in this section, the idea is to avoid this requirement, and
utilize only the lowest supermode, the x-polarized even mode (the mode labeled (i) in Fig. 3.13 b,d)).
As can be seen in Fig. 3.13 d) i), the electric field intensity exhibits a local minimum at the center
(x = 0) along the x-axis (y=0), and it exhibits a local maximum at the center (y = 0) along the y-axis
(x=0). This leads to a trapping (anti-trapping) potential for a red-detuned light along the y-axis
(x-axis), and an anti-trapping (trapping) potential for a blue-detuned light along the y-axis (x-axis),
saddle trap potentials. Switching between these two cases of red-detuned and blue-detuned cases at
a sufficiently fast rate (which depends on the trapping frequencies) could lead to the formation of a
stable pseudo-trap for a neutral atom, analogous to a quadrupole or Paul trap [183, 88, 135, 212].
This trap scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8.10 a) where the trap potential U is shown in 3D plots,
the arrows between the plots illustrate the cycling directions of the sequence going from one saddle
trap (trapping along y-axis and anti-trapping along x-axis) to the other (trapping along x-axis and
anti-trapping along y-axis) as the trapping beam is sinusoidally alternated between red-detuned and
blue-detuned beams respectively. The plot axes are shown in Fig. 8.10 a) (iii). We note that in this
scheme, there is an oscillation of the potential energy as one switches from the red-detuned to bluedetuned case, which (assuming the switching frequency is far from the trap frequencies) should not
cause large heating of the trapped atoms. The 3D potential plots shown in Fig. 8.10 a) are for the
effective potential δU , where we subtract this oscillating potential offset such that at x = y = 0, the
effective potential is zero, δU = 0, i.e., δU = U (x, y) − U (x = y = 0), such that δU (x = y = 0) = 0
at all time.
In Fig. 8.10, we consider the two-color switching trap for a double Si nanobeam structure where
each beam has a width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm, and the gap between the two beams
along the x-axis is 200 nm. Fig. 8.10 a) shows an illustration of the temporal sinusoidal oscillation
from the maximum blue-detuned beam intensity at time tblue , (i), with a trap along the x-axis
and an anti-trap along y-axis, through the transition period at time tboth ; (ii) to (iv), to maximum
red-detuned beam intensity (zero blue-detuned beam intensity) at time tred , (v), followed by the
reverse cycle (arrows). The time-dependent offset U (x = y = 0) ranges from -0.86 mK (at time
tred ; (v) in a) to +6.25 mK (at time tblue , (i) in a). On the x − y plane, the origin (x = y = 0)
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is at the symmetry center between the two double beams. In figures 8.10 b,d), the trap potential
U is formed by a counter-propagating standing wave blue-detuned beam, with wavelength λblue =
851 nm, and total power Pblue = 2 × 20 µW. The origin (x = y = 0) is set to be the symmetry
center between the two double beams. In Fig. 8.10 d), the red curve (labeled (i)) corresponds to
the line cut potential along the x-axis (y = 0) and the blue curve (labeled (ii)) corresponds to the
line cut potential along the y-axis (x = 0). Figures 8.10 c,e) show the trap potential U formed by a
counter-propagating standing wave red-detuned beam, with wavelength λblue = 853 nm, and total
power Pblue = 2 × 1 µW. The origin (x = y = 0) is set to be the symmetry center between the two
double beams. In Fig. 8.10 e), the red curve (labeled (i)) corresponds to the line cut potential along
the x-axis (y = 0) and the blue curve (labeled (ii)) corresponds to the line cut potential along the
y-axis (x = 0). Finally we note that the trap potential along the waveguide axis (z-axis, out-of-page
direction), for example, at z = 0 (defined by the location of the anti-node of the standing wave),
is also alternating between a trapping potential (red-detuned standing-wave) and an anti-trapping
potential (blue-detuned standing-wave); and the opposite at the node location, z = λ0 /2, where the
prime indicates the wavelength corresponding to the waveguide mode (in this configuration, about
1.25 smaller than the free-space wavelength, λ0 = λ/1.25).
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Figure 8.10: Atom trapping schemes with a double nanobeam (part 3). Two-color RF
switching scheme. Double Si nanobeam parameters: (each: width w = 300 nm, height h = 200 nm),
gap along the x-axis is 200 nm. Switching between red- and blue-detuning for an x-polarized even
mode forms a pseudo trap potential analogous to a quadrupole Paul trap in ion trap systems. a)
Illustration of sinusoidal oscillation between maximum blue-detuned beam intensity at time tblue ,
(i), with a trap along x-axis and an anti-trap along y-axis, transition time through tboth , (ii) to
(iv), to maximum red-detuned beam intensity (zero blue-detuned beam intensity) at time tred , (v),
followed by the reverse cycle (arrows). In part a), the effective potential δU corresponds to the
trapping potential using the parameters described below, with offset applied to the potential U , i.e.,
δU = U (x, y) − U (x = y = 0), such that δU (x = y = 0) = 0 at all time. The time-dependent offset
U (x = y = 0) ranges from -0.86 mK (at time tred , (v) in a)) to +6.25 mK (at time tblue , (i) in
a)). On the x − y plane, the origin (x = y = 0) is at the symmetry center between the two double
beam. b,d) Trap potential U formed by a standing wave blue-detuned beam (wavelength λblue =
851 nm, power Pblue = 2 × 20 µW). d) Red curve (i): line cut along x-axis (y = 0). Blue curve
(ii): line cut along y-axis (x = 0). c,e) Trap potential U formed by a standing wave red-detuned
beam (wavelength λblue = 853 nm, power Pblue = 2 × 1 µW). e) Red curve (i): line cut along x-axis
(y = 0). Blue curve (ii): line cut along y-axis (x = 0).
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Appendix A

Attocube positioner
characterization
We calibrate and obtain the frequency response of the Attocube nanopositioners model ANPx100
(ANPx100-86-061) and ANPz100 (ANPz100-84-034) referred to as ‘x-Attocube’ and ‘z-Attocube’
respectively in this appendix. The former has a horizontal axis of motion (x) and the latter has a
vertical axis of motion (z), see Fig. A.1(a)-(b). The Attocubes can be operated in the continuous
piezo fine motion mode or in the step ‘slip-stick’ coarse motion mode. The controller models ANC200
and ANC150 are used for the fine and coarse motion modes respectively, see Fig. A.1(c).
(a)

x-Attocube

(c)

x

(b)

z-Attocube

z

Figure A.1: (a) x-Attocube. (b) z-Attocube. (c) Attocube piezo scan controller ANC200 for fine
motion (top) and piezo step controller ANC150 for coarse motion (bottom).
The characterization is carried out by utilizing an 846.4 nm wavelength laser at 193 µW power
entering a Michelson interferometer setup on a floated table, see Fig. A.2(a). A small mirror (A)
is glued onto an aluminium block, which is screwed onto the Attocube, see Fig. A.2(b)-(c). Four
configurations are investigated: x-Attocube (single), x-Attocube (stacked), z-Attocube (single), zAttocube (stacked). For practical reasons, in the first case, two aluminium blocks (B) and (C) are
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used (see Fig. A.2), and in the other three cases, only block (B) is used. Stacked configuration
refers to mounting a passive “load Attocube” (ANPx100-63-058) in between the driven Attocube to
be characterized and the aluminium block. A summary of the loads and their masses are given in

(a)

Mirror

Michelson interferometer
for Attocube characterization

(b)

(c)
mirror (A)

mirror

Aluminium block (C)

Table A.1.

mirror (A)
Aluminium block (B)

50:50
beam
splitter

Laser
source

Attocube

z

Detector

x
x-Attocube

Load Attocube

z-Attocube

Figure A.2: (a) Schematic of setup. (b) z-Attocube (stacked) setup. (c) x-Attocube (single) setup.
Shown in (b) and (c) are: mirror (A), aluminium block (B) and block (C).

Configuration
x-Attocube (single)

x-Attocube (stacked)

z-Attocube (single)
z-Attocube (stacked)

Item
(refer to Fig. A.2)
Alum. block (B)
Alum. block (C)
Mirror (A)
Alum. block (B)
Mirror (A)
Load Attocube
Alum. block (B)
Mirror (A)
Alum. block (B)
Mirror (A)
Load Attocube

Mass (g)
6.0
0.8
1.2
6.0
1.2
24.0
6.0
1.2
6.0
1.2
24.0

Fringe
Vis. (%)
95

Drive Amp. (Vpp )
@ 0.5 Hz @ 5 Hz
24
24

96

24

24

83

27

30

89

27

27

Table A.1: Summary of load masses, interferometer fringe visibilities, and triangular wave sweeping
amplitudes for Attocube calibration for the four configurations.

For calibration, triangular wave sweeps of frequencies 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz are applied to the Attocube
being characterized via the fine-motion controller ANC200. The effective amplitudes1 of the sweep
output to the Attocubes are summarized in Table A.1. Typically, a peak-to-peak sweep scans through
about three to five fringes. The sweep signal and detector signal (i.e. the fringes) are recorded and
analyzed in a Matlab code, which identifies the peaks in the fringes and computes a calibration
1 The actual sweep signal voltage is 1/15 of the listed values in Table A.1 as ANC200 has a 15x gain on the DC
input.
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factor [nm/V] for each pair, based on the mirror displacement associated with a consecutive pair of
fringe peaks being equal to one half of the wavelength (λ/2 = 846.4nm/2 = 423.2nm). The triangular
wave sweeps are set at two frequencies, 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz, which are recorded over a period of 250
seconds and 25 seconds respectively2 . For each set of data, a few hundreds of calibration factors
(piezo displacement per applied voltage) are computed.
The calibration factor distributions for the x-Attocube (single) case are shown in Fig. A.3; note
that as shown in the figure, due to slow drifts in the optics components (e.g. due to air current),
the spread is larger for the 0.5 Hz sweep compared to the 5 Hz sweep. The calibration results for
all the configurations are summarized in Table A.2. The voltage range for the Attocubes (piezos)
is between 0 to 150 V for the fine motion mode. Based on this and using the 5 Hz sweep values,
the fine-motion ranges of the Attocubes are calculated and shown in Table A.2. Note that in the
coarse-motion mode, the x-Attocube and z-Attocube ranges are 7 mm and 6 mm respectively.
X-Attocube (single), sweep @ 0.5 Hz

X-Attocube (single), sweep @ 5 Hz

66

62
C alibration factor (nm/V )

C alibration factor (nm/V )

64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50

60

58

56

54
mean = 58.5 nm/V
std. dev. = 2.8 nm/V

50

mean = 57.5 nm/V
std. dev. = 1.2 nm/V

100

150
nth datapoint

200

250

0

50

100
150
nth datapoint

200

Figure A.3: Calibration factor (piezo displacement per applied voltage) distributions for a single
x-Attocube for 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz sweep frequencies.

Configuration
x-Attocube (single)
x-Attocube (stacked)
z-Attocube (single)
z-Attocube (stacked)

Sample size
@ 0.5 Hz @ 5 Hz
265
246
388
264
226
249
345
250

Calibration factor (mean ± std. dev.)
@ 0.5 Hz
@ 5 Hz
58.5 ± 2.8 nm/V 57.5 ± 1.2 nm/V
83.7 ± 3.8 nm/V 81.8 ± 1.8 nm/V
51.0 ± 2.4 nm/V 51.4 ± 2.2 nm/V
49.9 ± 3.1 nm/V 48.1 ± 1.0 nm/V

Range
(µm)
8.63
12.3
7.71
7.22

Table A.2: Summary of calibration factor results for triangular wave sweeps at 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz.
Sample size refers to the number of calibration factors computed. Range is calculated based on
0-150 V voltage range for 5 Hz sweep values.
We note that for the z-Attocube, the calibration factor (displacement per voltage) is larger for
the single compared to the stacked configuration (see Table A.2). This is expected as gravitational
2 In

both cases, 30,000 data points are recorded.
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force associated with the extra mass directly work against the piezo. On the other hand, the opposite
is observed for the x-Attocube, which is not expected. Nonetheless, this is observed throughout all
runs and is also observed in the transfer function spectra (see Fig. A.4). A possible cause is the
increased inertia of the moving part. Note that here gravitational force acts orthogonal to the axis
of motion, potentially introducing some shear forces.
The frequency responses of the Attocubes are obtained by driving the Attocube and recording
the transfer function by using a network analyzer (Stanford SR780) in the swept sine mode. The
driving amplitudes (see Table A.3) are chosen to be sufficiently small to ensure that the response
is well within the peaks of the fringes, so that the response is to a good approximation linear. A
summary of the frequency responses for the four configurations is shown in Fig. A.4.
x-Attocube (single)

Amplitude (dB )

30

+31.4 dB
@ 616 Hz

+18.4 dB
@ 418 Hz

20

(c)
+15.4 dB
@ 779 Hz

10

-4.1 dB
@ 883 Hz

-0.6 dB

0

Amplitude (dB )

(a)

-10

+8.5 dB
@ 904 Hz

-3.5 dB

-5

+2.5 dB
@ 1447 Hz

-10
-15
-20

-200

-300

P has e (deg)

P has e (deg)

0

-25

-200

-400
-500

-300
-400

-600
-500

-700

+32.7 dB
@ 298 Hz

x-Attocube (stacked)

30

(d)

10

z-Attocube (stacked)

10

+21.2 dB
@ 667 Hz

20

Amplitude (dB )

Amplitude (dB )

(b)

+2.7 dB

0

+16 dB
@ 570 Hz

0

+3.7 dB
@ 850 Hz

0 dB
@ 928 Hz

-4 dB

-10

+11 dB
@ 1251 Hz

-20
-30

-150

-150

-200

-200

P has e (deg)

P has e (deg)

+5.5 dB
@ 1170 Hz

z-Attocube (single)

5

-250
-300
-350
-400

-250
-300
-350
-400
-450

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

0

F requency (Hz )

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000
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Figure A.4: Attocube transfer functions highlighting intrinsic mechanical resonances associated
with the four configurations: (a)/(b) Single/stacked x-Attocube; (c)/(d) Single/stacked z-Attocube.

Configuration
x-Attocube (single)
x-Attocube (stacked)
z-Attocube (single)
z-Attocube (stacked)

Drive
Amp. (mVpp )
80
80
400
400

First resonant
Frequency (Hz) Q-factor
418
34.0
298
8.1
904
14.4
570
11.7

Table A.3: Summary of Attocube intrinsic mechanical resonances.
Finally, Table A.3 summarizes the locations of the first resonants, along with an estimation of the
resonant Q-factors computed using Q ≈ fres /∆f , where fres is the first resonant frequency and ∆f
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is the corresponding full width half maximum (FWHM)). Note that the first resonant frequency for
the z-Attocube is higher than the x-Attocube by about a factor of two. The first resonant frequency
is lower for the stacked configuration compared to the single configuration, as expected.
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